
No. Date
First 
name Last name

How can we showcase 
Tasmania through events, 
spaces and the design of 
Mac Point and make it feel 
uniquely Tasmanian? 

What types of experiences and 
events would you like to see, 
visit and be part of at the 
multipurpose stadium?

What types of activities, events 
and uses do you think a 
conference centre could offer?

What facilities or spaces do you 
think a multipurpose stadium 
will need nearby?

There are likely to be a range of 
shops, cafes, restaurants and 
spaces for business and 
organisations as part of the 
multipurpose stadium. Would you 
like to see these inside, outside or both?

Is there anything that else you would 
like us to consider? What further 
information would you like to see?

1 02-Jun-23 Henry Kuryl

We have great events already like Dark Mofo 
Winter feast the Taste Footy Cricket Soccer etc as 
well as major cultural and artistic productions and 
festivals

AFL, international cricket World Cup, Commonwealth 
Games, Olympic Games activities and practice facilities 
Major concerts and events like Dark Mofo

Major conferences and rallies that cater for 2000+ 
delegates

A forecourt, green space, eateries, performance spaces 
Transport hubs for Light Rail and Ferry terminals Both

Mac Point has been a wasteland since it ceased to be an 
industrial site 
Reclaimed land that is ideally situated for an iconic 
development such as a Stadium which will attract enough 
people to support hospitality businesses and located at a 
natural transport node where solutions to Hobart’s congestion 
can be achieved with modern light rail supporting the Northern 
suburbs and Fast Ferries supporting the Eastern and Southern 
suburbs

2 02-Jun-23 Kyrany Bartle
Look around our landscape for ideas & design 
from that 

AFL games & most events that attract that kind of 
needed space

Tasmanian Weather! So a great space to hold indoor 
markets, conferences, fundraisers, wedding 
receptions, Special birthday celebrations- it’s 
particularly difficult to have a 18th or 21st in any 
Hobart venue  and ridiculously expensive to hire Accomodation & food A roofed stadium is an absolute must have!

I personally do not agree that affordable housing should be 
part of this  public very special space
 Low rise Hotel  & two & three bedroom apartments would be 
more appealing to the eye & more likely to attract people that 
will spend money with in the prescient

3 03-Jun-23 Patrick Caplice
Not a damn stadium  Stadiums exist in EVERY city 
in the world  They aint unique There will be no stadium built at Mac Point

Would there be any space for a conference centre  
Not according to the stadium "will it fit" sheet  Will 
delegates sit on the grass under the plastic roof? There will be no stadium at Mac Point

All these businesses will be part of the Mac Point 
development except a stadium The AFL do not run Tasmania

4 03-Jun-23 Steve Lovegrove

Visit a Truth and Reconcilliation park  Spend time 
in a creative, inclusive and visually sympathetic 
outdorr precinct, that DOES NOT include a 
monoculture football stadium  Arts, culutre, 
science

None, I will never attaned or support anything 
associated with a stadium

Numerous, but it doesnt need to be at Mac Point to 
achieve that None, it's never going to happen Dont want to see them at all

I like to know why the Indigenous social entreprise businsees 
was evicted from Mac Poitn without notice so far ahead of any 
need to do so  I would like to know how arrogant can you be to 
host a fake art competition for palawa people that no one will 
see anyway  there are no publically accessible areas at Mac 
Point  I'd like to know were all the monet previously givne to 
Mac Point corporation has gone?

5 03-Jun-23 Lisa Watson Embrace our seasons Transport  Accessibility Outside Present options and recommendations

6 03-Jun-23 Jodi Tobias Tasmanians love food and crafts festivals
I’d go to a Christmas festival like they have in Europe as 
long as it’s not junky Professional work conferences

An exuberant abundance of greenery  Too much 
concrete is an eyesore  It needs to blend in and be 
invisible  Too much greenery is never enough Both

There needs to be affordable housing there, not token 
affordable housing, but genuine affordable housing for low 
income earners

7 03-Jun-23 Zachary Wells

Using plants and natural materials to highlight a 
real strength of Tasmania as a wild and nature 
rich place to visit  We like quirky and weird - that’s 
why we’ve embraced Mona  We’ve also got great 
paddock to plate experiences, fantastic wine, gin 
distilleries  This is a place to highlight a small 
taste of what’s great right across the state Unlikely to watch afl  Not much of a concert person Somewhere to hold corporate events Public transport  Well connected bike/walking tracks

No preference  As long as any design maintains 
principles of water sensitive urban design, incorporates 
nature and usability

Not a supporter of the stadium  Don’t like the afl dictating their 
demands in order to get a Tasmanian team  I think this is a 
huge opportunity to build a public space that highlight some 
of the best Tasmania has to the world while providing housing, 
a truth and reconciliation park, artistic spaces, bars and 
restaurants and creating a space where humans and nature can 
both flourish

8 03-Jun-23 Rebecca Snape

Amphitheatre like the one at the National 
Arboretum in Canberra   Space for pop up 
festivals such as food festivals, markets (farmers, 
handmade) The occassional rugby union match would be nice Toilets   Easy access and egress   Public transport

Both   Foreshore eateries plus in stadium   Range of
options for food inside the stadium including healthy 
options not just pies, sausage rolls and hotdogs   Range 
of drink options including healthy ones and good wine, 
not rubbish (maybe hot mead or cider :))

That any ferry goes to Kingston to pick me up and drop me off   
Ta

9 03-Jun-23 Marcus Proud

Not keen on stadium, happy for upgraded DEC, but 
stadium does not leave enough room for other things
Dec at Mac point and stadium on the domain(cross 
roads) Every that we currently offer across Hobart Eg FOBI An entertainment precinct like fed square Clearly outside

10 03-Jun-23 Jake Tavasz Stadium Stadium Stadium Stadium Stadium

Should be a stadium, the greens and Labor wreck everything 
and stop everything  that's why young people like myself leave 
tasmania  Also housing shouldn't go there because people 
who work can't afford it so why should they get prime real 
estate

11 03-Jun-23 Jak Rowbottom

12 03-Jun-23 Joanne Stolp
Build the stadium and associated entertainment 
precinct  Let us all use the space Sport, music, festivals

Good conference facilities, upmarket and large scale 
(contemporary technology)

Bathroom and access (not necessarily parking as there 
are alternative options)

Both - the area should be vibrant, attractive and 
accessible even when no events are on

Getting rid of the current stench in the area will be a great start
Make it a fabulous place to walk through (or run), have a coffee, 
a snack or a wine  Kind of like Docklands  Salamanca precinct is 
super busy, give us some more waterfront space  Thank you for 
consulting and considering opinions, I am so excited for what 
this could be

13 03-Jun-23 AFL team AFL, other sports, international acts Events Bars, public transport and restaurants Both No, just make the stadium happen please!

14 03-Jun-23 Michael Hepburn

I think if the reconciliation park is set up well then 
as people walk through it to get to the stadium it 
can tell the story of the indigenous tasmanians

AFL, cricket, music, soccer, rugby, I think around the 
outside you could have Friday twilight markets, maybe 
even move Salamanca market to the area

Many different things, from sport to school the 
corporate event, weddings etc Bars, restaurants, public toilets, parklands, ferry terminal On the outside or both

We have been given an amazing once in a lifetime opportunity, 
this could be a boom for Tasmania for many years to come, I 
beg you if not for me then for my children and their children 
dont waste this opportunity because of the minority and petty 
political gains

15 03-Jun-23 Michael Heoburn

16 03-Jun-23 Leigh Cooper
Bars and restaurants with Tasmanian products, 
night markets similar to Salamanca AFL, concerts, other sports Large conference facilities, work dinners, Xmas events Bus stops, ferry terminal, toilet facilities Both

Would love to see night markets in the area, seating on the 
water to enjoy the view on an evening, lighting to create 
environment of shows

17 03-Jun-23 Andrew Sertori a stadium sports arts local events plenty for all big and small good cafes both ignore the whingers and build the stadium

18 03-Jun-23 Gavin Jackson Great architecture Concert's Great idea Accommodation and restaurants Outside

An amazing structure worthy of visitors to see even if you don't 
go inside the stadium  Like the opera house or not some 
concrete boring thing

19 03-Jun-23 Ryan Kincade Our own AFL team AFL, cricket, Dark Mofo, concerts Corporate events, dinners, awards nights, etc
Hotels, cafes, bars, restaurants, public transport 
terminals Something uniquely Tasmanian

20 03-Jun-23 Darren Brown
Use of timber in some part of design  Perhaps at 
entry points  Tasmanian native trees Any and all major sporting and concert events

Just make the conference centre large enough to 
attract major conference events Bus and ferry interchange

Both  They need to operate even if nothing on inside 
stadium

As soon as possible, the story of what is likely needs to be 
made public to bring everyone on the journey

21 03-Jun-23 Daniel Cusick
It needs to have views of the water and the 
mountain Afl and concerts Public transport, bars, cafes and housing Both

22 03-Jun-23 Daniel Bowerman
Build it around things that point to Tasmanian 
culture

Footy, Football (soccer), rugby, cricket, music concerts 
etc Options are endless Cafes, restaurants, shops etc Both GET THIS STADIUM BUILT!

23 03-Jun-23 Darren Bowden A no brainer  A new stadium precinct AFL, bands Meetings Restaurants Both Just build it !!!

24 03-Jun-23 Rachel Whitford
A stadium would put Tasmania on the map and 
bring us up to par with the other states Concerts, restaurants, football, other sports ⚽

A conference centre would offer an opportunity to 
hold sports medicine conferences related to afl and 
other high profile events Restaurants, shopping, recreational areas

Definitely both would increase the number of jobs 
available

I think above all else a stadium is the best way forward as it’s 
about time some change was initiated

25 03-Jun-23 Chris Beadle

Bands afl any sport that needs a feild marathon start 
and finish lines running and athletics supercross targa 
one day music festivals Both

26 03-Jun-23 Christine McCarthy Festivals, Football, cricket,  conferences, concerts,
National conferences,  dark mofo, markets, shows 
concerts

Transport, ferry terminal, accommodation, cafes, hotels, 
tourist ventures Definitely both

Build the stadium will bring tourists, jobs, bring what is a dead 
area alive

27 03-Jun-23 Raewyn Debnam Add it to available venues, arts music and sport Music and sport Trade shows, exhibitions Transport hub Both Move Tasmania forward, give our kids a reason to stay



28 03-Jun-23 Tina Harrison
Usage of Tasmanian materials such as timber, 
green space, statues, timber carvings Football, concerts, outdoor movies Conferences, weddings, flexible use spaces

Affordable food outlets, bars, cafe/lounge  Light rail, 
buses Outside *Build the Stadium*

29 03-Jun-23 Andrew Suraci
The area around Salamanaca caters for this and 
tourists AFL AFLW, crickets concerts Plenty of other options around the state Carparking, light rail  and bus terminal Outside Just build it

30 03-Jun-23 Mick Tabor

31 03-Jun-23 Nonie Hopson Concerts   Family activity days  Night markets Wedding receptions  Christmas Dinners Restaurants  Outside seating   Pop up food vans Both
The water front is a beautiful spot that can be a year round 
space

32 03-Jun-23 Andrew Fogarty
Build a stadium, bring all types of acts and 
conferences Afl football,cricket,soccer,AFL family days Kids activities Police, bars,eateries,Uber/taxis Both

Give Jeremy and the liberals a pat on the back, I am a 
reformed labor voter

33 03-Jun-23 Amy
I’m not sure, but a stadium certainly won’t feel 
uniquely Tasmanian We don’t need a stadium  So this question is pointless

The DEC can already host activities and events, so this 
question is pointless for Mac Point

I don’t think there will be much space for anything if the 
stadium goes ahead

I don’t care, because I won’t be visiting the stadium  I’ll 
be supporting the existing shops and restaurants WE DO NOT WANT A STADIUM!!!!

34 03-Jun-23 Joshua Moore Tasmanian artists, makers and produce on display AFL, cricket, concerts and all sorts of other sports No end to possibilities Cafes, bars, restaurants, retail

35 03-Jun-23 Vicki Sharman I think the sky is the limit
Football, rugby, soccer, cultural experiences, Anzac 
Day, concerts

Lots of green spaces and a walkway from the city to the 
site perhaps with Indigenous art ,

I can't say  An early design with the option of feedback 
would be great

Love to see a board walk over the water with mooring for boats 
etc

36 03-Jun-23 Rick Byers

Perhaps have statues of former Tasmanian sports 
stars around the Stadium  Events such as the 
Taste could be held there

All types of sport, both international and local  
Concerts Business conferences, meetings, workshops Hotels, restaurants, entertainment Both!

37 03-Jun-23 Kim McShane

Tasmanian AFL team - that is unique  Consider he 
of Tasmanian Timbers where appropriate  A 
Tasmanian shop - whisky, gin boutique beer& 
cider plus arts & craft Tasmania AFL team playing footy Music concerts, conventions, a monthly indoor market

Parking, eatery, public seating & toilets - public 
transport (both bus or similar & ferry) Both

Provision for the stadium wall to be lit like  Sydney Opera 
house for special occasions- dark mofo, reconciliation day etc

38 03-Jun-23 Justin Hursey
Incorporate Tasmanian building materials in the 
building of the stadium

Concerts, conventions, AFL, soccer, art expos pretty 
much everything but I believe the stadium MUST  
support a square playing field as well as an oval one so 
it’s truly multi purpose Large conventions for businesses and groups, expos

Restaurants, ferry terminal, rail and or bus terminal and 
parklands with welcoming landscaping Both absolutely

The road in I don’t want to see traffic jams back to Sorell 
because of cars backing up to go to the stadium

39 03-Jun-23 Samuel Thomas Tasmanian footy team
Football nrl state of origin dark mofo international 
music stars Everything Both Get this saudium built already!!

40 03-Jun-23 Trudy Hoskinson Football, concerts Both

41 03-Jun-23 Helen Murnane

We don't need to 'showcase' anything  Just treat 
the land with respect and change the notion that 
people have to be entertained  The most 
valuable experience is to be quiet and reflective 
within the world around us and to teach this way 
of being to our children

A stadium would be a curse to all the above  It is not 
sustainable  It's just a few blokes trying to bignote 
themselves without any thought to where they are and 
what is precious about Tasmania Not suitable at all

Just a ridiculous nitikn so can't be bothered to think 
about it No stadium or commercial use

42 03-Jun-23 Meika Stebbings

Market days showcasing Tasmanian goods, use of 
Tasmanian materials, references to Tasmanian 
landmarks from across the state which would be 
particularly important to tourists information and 
dollars

Footy (AFL, NRL, A-League) concerts, exhibitions, 
sports museum

Maybe space for a comedy club, karaoke etc  a space 
that is available for large community organisations 
fundraising e g  Australia’s Biggest Morning Tea

Accommodation - maybe link the two, buy a ticket to an 
event at the stadium and get some kind of deal  Always 
need to have enough toilets, bins and seats in the area  
Also enough food and beverage businesses OPEN AT 
THE RIGHT TIMES! Both Build it and we will come!

43 03-Jun-23 Peter Granquist
Not sure apart from using Tasmanian products 
where possible A lot of festivals concerts ect All things related to business Car park on the domain lots of hospitality public areas

Pay tribute to our indigenous people and on the 
cenotaph side have something to honour the armed 
forces

44 03-Jun-23 Mark Gillow

Bars and restaurants to have a Tasmanian feel 
showcasing our food and beverage
Showcase our arts and science
Most of all showcase our football team in the new 
stadium

Concerts, sporting events AFL, Soccer, Rugby etc
Conferences
Shows
It’s endless what we can have there

Again this is endless, use the facility for business 
conference, shows, health, etc

Bars, restaurants, gardens, accomodation, arts/science 
precinct

Outside the stadium  Have them accessible all day all 
year round
The stadium will have its on bars etc for when the 
different events are on

Build it and they will come  This precinct will be a game 
changer for Tasmania’s future  Make it happen

45 03-Jun-23 Liam Grace Statues AFL, cricket, concerts No idea Bars and pubs and public transport hubs Both Build the stadium

46 03-Jun-23 Graeme Peck A tassie teamAf AFL   Top class entertainers As above We got them now All of,the above just get Just get on with it we will never get so much $ from the m/land

47 03-Jun-23 tamara shearing
by asking the Tasmanian people what they want 
there, no bowing to a huge corporation

No stadium, the Tasmanian people do not want it, 
cannot afford it

No stadium, there are plenty of conference centers 
elsewhere in Hobart & the rest of the State

No stadium  we cannot afford & do not want this 
monstrosity If the stadium is built, I will not attend it in any form No stadium

48 03-Jun-23 Adam Fitch incorporate Tasmanian flora in the precinct AFL, concerts, MONA festival unsure both

49 03-Jun-23 Daniel Warring
Make entry so expensive that no one can afford it, 
just like the stadium proposal

None, because I live in Launceston so won’t be 
travelling down

None, what interstate company will travel to Tasmania 
for a conference Sufficient car parking for any event Outside, because I won’t be entering

I do not support the stadium  I do support the Mac Point 
redevelopment

50 03-Jun-23 Matthew Nicholas We already have locations that fill this gap

We just don’t need it  We already have adequate sites 
and the funding model for the new stadium is broken  
It’s utterly insane that public funding is being used to 
subsidise the AFL and the clause where taxpayers cover 
under-attndance is completely unacceptable

Pretty much what we already service with other 
locations Lots of parking and transport hubs Outside

Please don’t support the stadium  It is an utter waste of 
taxpayer funds

51 03-Jun-23 Sandra Rollins

A courtyard or a music bowl type structure, not 
too big to take away from the cenotaph, this 
needs to be kept separate and precious it has its 
own meaning

Don’t want a statism, stadiums put walls up and exclude 
people an open style entertainment / stage would be 
so much more inclusive for all residents

Not too big a structure, could hold some conferences, 
especially with Imas, CSIRO  & Antarctic Div close 
by probably just a small until it’s area, no big car parks, 
we have enough  I courage the public transport 
system to be developed

Just a small utility area for deliveries, accommodation is 
not far away so no need for cars  No stadium!

No stadium, just a few small bars or eateries  Plenty of 
shops in the city

No large concrete stadiums please   We love our Cenopath 
and the park land it is on, our ancestors built this in memory of 
those who lost their lives in war  Please do not allow shadows 
or large crowds and matches to be planned on the days of 
rememberence

52 03-Jun-23 Emily Larsen

Have it as open as possible, so visitors can 
appreciate the fresh air and beauty  Festivals and 
other small events celebrating Tassie (ie  Dark 
Mofo, Festival of Voices, Taste of Tasmania, Farm 
Gate market)  Tassie’s current ad campaign is 
come down for air - the Max Point development 
should promote that

I don’t want a stadium  The sort of events I would 
attend wouldn’t be held there  I think a stadium flies in 
the face of not just common sense, but the Mac Point 
development plan of 2017  It will destroy the 
picturesque waterfront that Hobart currently has

Nothing that Wrest Point and other conference centres 
don’t already offer

A bigger population, funding from a private entity 
rather than mostly public funding, and a location that 
doesn’t impact traffic or the skyline of Hobart

Neither  I would like to see those sorts of things without a 
stadium

I want to know why the state gov feel they can disregard the 
Sullivan’s Cove planning scheme, particularly when such 
heritage issues (like adhering to the Burra Charter) have been 
central in the HCC’s planning  Why the government have 
allowed themselves to be blackmailed by the AFL, and then 
presented a stadium proposal with inaccurate costings and 
visitor numbers  The reasoning why they believe that this 
stadium will buck the well-researched trend of publicly funded 
stadiums being a waste of public money and space  Why a 
stadium is deemed more important than a cultural precinct

53 03-Jun-23 Lynden Coad
I think if we want to uniquely Tasmanian we 
wouldn't  build a stadium in our front yard

A stadium at this site is an insult to the majority of 
Tasmanians, it's not wanted or needed  Macquarie 
Point has the potential to be something great for 
Tasmanians and tourists alike, lets not waste this once 
in a lifetime opportunity by building a highly risky 
monolith that will overshadow what could be a 
beautiful site for all to enjoy

Neither, a stadium is an inappropriate development for 
this site

I would like you to listen to the will of the Tasmanian people 
and develop this sit without a stadium

54 03-Jun-23 Neil Bahr A stadium Music, football shows Events,functions q and a Express bus/busses straight up the old train like Bar eatery Yes Build the thing and fast before Janice finds out
55 03-Jun-23 Helen Robertson
56 03-Jun-23 Amanda Vince Sport Restaurants Outside

57 03-Jun-23 Justin Hursey
A multi purpose stadium designed with 
Tasmanian materials (Timbers etc)

Concerts, AFL, soccer, expos, conventions, regatta, 
business training conferences

Large scale conferences and training options for 
businesses

Restaurants, ferry terminal and bus/rail interchange, 
landscaped parklands Both

Look at the road as I wouldn’t want to see traffic jams back to 
Sorell because cars were backed up going to the  stadium  
Traffic issues here could stop the flow on the Tasman bridge!

58 03-Jun-23 Penny Laming

Hobart already feels uniquely Tasmanian and 
should be used and promoted  
A stadium is just a stadium - nothing unique 
about that None Nothing that isnt already available in Hobart Parking

Like to see the ones currently operating in the city keep 
their customers Develop the site without having ongoing debts

59 03-Jun-23 Neil Bahr The stadium can have Tassie tiger stripes AFL/concerts outdoors shows local art and production Conference/q and a media news and sport Public toilets rest area Sports museum sports team shop Build the stadium and fast before Janice finds out

60 03-Jun-23 Stephen Linton
Tasmanian history and unique Tasmanian flora 
and garden Football  concerts Large multi national companies

Cafe, restaurants, an area to picnic and relax with 
children Both I think a ex serviceman wall facing the cenotaph



61 03-Jun-23 Janet Butler

Certainly not with a stadium  We need native 
trees and gardens, art works, sculptures, ponds  
Views of the mountain and the river  These would 
not be available with a stadium

Bike and walking paths, picnic lawns and trees, pop up 
coffee and food vans, buskers  These need to be there 
and not a stadium  I would not be paying to get inside 
this monstrosity  I want to see the mountain and the 
river  I want to see the Dawn on Anzac Day over the city 
and not have this view obscured by a stadium

We have several conference centres in Hobart - Grand 
Chancellor, Wrest Point      No need for others and 
certainly not at Macquarie Point

I want a multi purpose park, not a stadium  We have a 
beautiful waterfront with lots of activities already

Why would I go inside a stadium to visit shops and 
businesses? This does not make sense

Yes, please reconsider this idea of an AFL stadium on this 
precious site  We have a stadium where football is played 
already at Bellerive  It is a joke that the government has been 
pressured by the AFL  The conditions for getting a Tasmanian 
team are committing the Tasmanian people to ongoing 
payments to the AFL and taking over what should be land for 
everyone, not just a few followers of football or those who think 
there are going to be shows

62 03-Jun-23 Joshua Stones
Using our tasmanian timber in the design of the 
venue

Afl, soccer, rugby, motorcross, monster trucks, circus, 
concerts ,MONA events, taste festival events

It will give Tasmania a world class venue to host 
important political or other conferences, Tasmania is 
the gateway to Antarctica, we host important scientific 
conferences in the venue

Public transport, car parks, pedestrian crossings, food 
and drink outlets, public toilets

Having them inside the stadium allows will be great for 
now sport events held in the stadium, say a MONA event 
or concert, as people will likely be there longer than a 
sporting event

I just really hope these visions come to be as Tasmania and 
Hobart will be the talk of the nation in following  years, with 
every game of football that is broadcast on national an 
advertisement of the state, putting it back on the map

63 03-Jun-23 Cheryle Coppleman Concerts Sport conferences Both
64 03-Jun-23 Tim Lack Build a stadium Everything, like what happens in other capital cotues Conferences? Dumb question They can walk to Salamanca and do ygat Yeah, both Just build the stadium!

65 03-Jun-23 Tania Dare

Sport 
Concerts
Art shows

Hotels 
Food 
Scenery Both

With the cenotaph so close by I would love to see a big Anzac 
breakfast held for the people attending the Dawn service and 
perhaps some activities there commemorating the anzacs and 
history of war etc 
Very informative for the younger generations

66 03-Jun-23 Damion Oxley
Not real sure about this one but I'm sure others 
will come up with heaps of good ideas AFL, concerts and conferences

Endless  Will attract huge conferences that other 
venues in Hobart currently cant offer Both

67 03-Jun-23 David Newell
Build a quality stadium and hist sporting and 
other events Sport and concerts Don't need another conference centre Cafes, bars and shops Outside No  Just build it

68 03-Jun-23 Nick Agatyn That would be up to the architect AFL, A-League, NRL, concerts Plenty Public transport Both

23,000 seats will not be big enough if we currently have 90,000 
members of existing AFL clubs in the state, in 30 years time 
when our kids are all grown ups they will have only ever known 
a Tassie team and will not be supporting a random mainland 
team like a lot of us do now, in 30 years time all 90,000 will 
probably be Tasmanian members  The stadium needs to be 
30,000 seats minimum with the opportunity to expand to 
40,000 or 50,000 in the future if it is needed

69 03-Jun-23 Adam Doran

As above  Events can be staged at other venues 
that can accommodate the small number of 
people who attend these sort of things

There will not be a stadium built so question is 
irrevelent

We don’t need a conference centre Wrest Point and 
other venues can adequately handle what occurs now 
or in the future  Hobart is not New York!

This survey is designed to get the respondent to 
endorse a stadium  I have done this sort of work and 
can spot a targeted survey a mile off as can most 
intelligent people Not relevant

Detailed financial analysis of the proposed development and a 
referendum on this ridiculous idea of building a footy stadium 
for the minority
Of Tasmanians who will possibly occasionally go there!

70 03-Jun-23 Adam Smith Intergrating Mona within the space
AFL matches supporting our team , concerts and music 
festivals

Boating and car exhibitions , intergrated with targa 
perhaps

Everything is already nearby within the CBD and 
Salamanca Both N/A

71 03-Jun-23 Dan Wardrop Concerts, arts festivals

Expos, annual events  For example I am going to 
Brisbane to attend an accommodation conference, 
this could be held in Hobart Bars, clubs, restaurants and support services Both

Please for the LOVE of god, don’t listen to people when they 
say the majority of Tasmanians DONT want this

72 03-Jun-23 Paul Fitzpatrick

Use Tasmanian timbers/materials in construction 
of all buildings  Plant Tasmania native trees along 
waterfront AFL footy  Big Bash  Concerts Conferences and award nights  UTAS graduations

Ferry terminal  Bus/Train terminal  Car-parking facilities  
Plenty of toilets - well maintained

Both  Ask National Pies if they'll open a specialiy shop - 
that would 'go off'

Just build it! Please put out an ad explaining how the money 
allocated to the stadium (special project) is only for a special 
project and can't go to health/housing  Go Tassie!

73 03-Jun-23 Robert Lade

It needs to be green, have some old sandstone 
brickwork to reflect the convict heritage, native 
plants  Have a space for food and wine outlets + 
festivals

AFL games with Tasmania’s new club, big bash cricket, 
test cricket, music/concerts, food, beer and wine 
festivals National and international conferences

Parklands, public transport stops, public toilets, pubs, 
bars, restaurants Both

Get the stadium built and get the Tasmanian AFL team up and 
running  I have been waiting for this moment for 30 years  The 
noisy, negative, misinformed minority do not represent my 
views nor the views of other sports loving Tasmanians and 
footy fans  After visiting Adelaide Oval for gather round this 
year, it was great to appreciate the wonderful set up they have 
there to compliment an inner-city stadium  In comparison, 
Bellerive Oval is pathetic  Furthermore, you could spend a 
billion dollars on Bellerive and it would still be substandard 
due to its location in a residential area and with terrible road + 
public transport access  Time for our state to get with the times 
and join the rest of the nation in the 21st century

74 03-Jun-23 Graeme Clarke Decent stadium as the centre piece Sport and concerts Bus terminal Both

75 03-Jun-23 JONATHAN BLOOD

A stadium that houses a Tasmanian team, 
tasmanian sporting hero sculptures, festivals in 
the new public spaces

Football, AFL, rugby, concerts, Christmas carols and 
events, soccer

Business conferences   Limited appeal to the broader 
populous, but financially and in terms of layered 
activity possibly a piece of the puzzle

A ferry terminal, bars and cafes, restaurants, sports 
offices and facilities

It is important to have both so the stadium doesn't 
present as a 'closed wall' or a one purpose, lifeless space

Please release any information about any intention to include a 
ferry terminal

76 03-Jun-23 Rodney Bomford

As above, it should have an iconic Hobart 
landmark structure then it wouldn’t need events  
Events could just be food and wine events, open 
air performances

None
A stadium is a waste of this magnificent opportunity to 
do something with class and dignity and long term 
value with this landmark location
A stadium would be an ugly wart on this harbour 
location

None, you can have conference centres anywhere  
Surely we can find something more stunning and 
amazing for this once in a century opportunity than a 
mundane football stadium which you find in every city 
around the world  It’s really settling for something 
ordinary when we should be aiming for extraordinary

None, there should never be a stadium on this site
If there was a stadium just build a bus mall to move 
people to and from

Don’t want to see any
Nobody will visit an empty stadium precinct on the 350 
days a year that there is no event so these businesses 
would go bust and be out of business in 18 months

No stadium - it would be a complete waste of this site and a 
memorial to the failure of vision by those responsible 
How ridiculous to build a structure in such a location where 
people sit inside not looking out at the river and the city

77 03-Jun-23 Broden Barlow New stadium Afl concerts other sporting events Training facilities Both
Don’t let labour and the greens have a say in ruining a future 
for all younger tasmanians

78 03-Jun-23 Richard Mitchell

Tassie already does a lot of things well and to 
have a world class undercover facility would 
make it a perfect venues to allow all weather 
events

All types of sports, concerts, artists, conferences, 
buisness events

Business Meetings, Trade Shows and Exhibitions, 
Training and Workshops, Academic and Research 
Events, Social and Cultural Events, Product Launches, 
Wellness and Fitness Events, Community events

transport, food and beverages, storage, hotels and 
accommodation, retail, medical/ first aid, media area 
and some open spaces both

A mulitpurpose stadium would be a magnificant addition to 
Hobart and Tasmania  Just do it

79 03-Jun-23 Jason Robinson

Have a world class multi purpose stadium which 
has a 30 room motel built into it also which has a 
retractable roof AFL, A-League, concerts, NRL

80 03-Jun-23 Caleb O'Rourke

If you have something there, let's say an event at 
a venue (stadium) you can showcase local stuff 
around that or even inside it that showcases the 
best of Tassie All sports  Concerts  Whatever else you can get to go Conferences, exhibitions,

Restaurants, bars   The kind I'd stuff that's already 5 
minute walk in Hobart

Inside: local beers and food prioritised  Sell Tassie  
Around let local businesses do their thing

Yeah think big  Stop thinking about what's wrong and sell 
tasmania  People want it but you don't try

81 03-Jun-23 Andrew Fogarty Conferences Afl Indoors
Uber/taxi rank,bus train stops, big screen tvs bars and 
eateries Both Please build stadium

82 03-Jun-23 Janita Milburn
Non overpriced Tasmanian produce and 
showcase Tasmanian landmarks tourist attractions Concerts Everything

Anything but housing   Need transport options like 
trains and ferry

Both so when the stadium is not open it maximises the 
precinct

83 03-Jun-23 Robert Robert Dutton Ask Davis Walsh to open a Centre Concerts and all types of sport
A multitude of national conferences that tasmania 
misses out on today Activities for kids like the Riverbend park in Launceston

Mixture of both, probably the opportunity for the lessor 
outside, to manage a venue inside on game day

84 03-Jun-23 Stan Kaine

Make the stadium design iconic    Sydney Opera 
house is an example of what can be done  The 
site is just the start

The football and bands are a given  But I was in a 
conference in New Orleans where the last night was at 
the super dome  But that was an astroturf finish

I've been to conferences around the world  The good 
ones offer seamless linkages to the cities other 
activities Rail, bus, ferry and cable car terminus Definately both

This will be one of the best stadium sites in the world  So get 
the transport to it right so that those Tasmanians that will be 
required to stay over night because it is in Hobart can come 
from park and stay areas that fit a range of accommodation 
budgets

85 03-Jun-23 Daniel Gardner Through a stadium International events (concerts) and afl games Unsure Restaurants, accommodation, cafes Outside

86 03-Jun-23 Leonie Webb Slide show billboards Everything Training  meeting s  wedding s  parties Trains  cable car Both

This is an exciting opportunity! To make it sustainable it needs 
to be a hub of activity all week attracting families, businesses 
and tourists



87 03-Jun-23 Deon Hill
Put a multipurpose stadium there and it will bring 
the city and south alive

Afl, concerts, Supercross, MOFO, festival, big bash 
cricket, Public transport hub, ferry terminal, car parking Both

Consider this is our only chance to build a first class stadium 
and finally have a team to call our own

88 03-Jun-23 Mark Slater
Focus on Tasmania’s history and major tourist 
assets

AFL, international cricket and elite interstate cricket, A-
League and W-League soccer, NRL, Super  Rugby, Test 
Rugby, Tasmanian sports museum, sports conferences 
and meetings See above answer Training facilities for all sports using the stadium Both

Mac Point needs to be a hub for all Tasmanians and visitors, a 
365 day per year destination that caters for a wide range of 
activities and interest, with the stadium at its centre  The 
possibilities are limitless

89 03-Jun-23 Mark Rippon Sell tas products
Everything possible, cricket, soccer, football, rugby, 
indoor athletics

Ozwater for the water industry, literally everything  But 
needs to be at least 3000 attendees like the ICC in 
Sydney Hotel, eating out

Outside, stadium needs inside bars and food to suit the 
use  But you need before and after activities

Consider a unique design facing the cenotaph that honours or 
veterans

90 03-Jun-23 Alexander Clark You’ll know what to do Concerts and sporting fixtures  Different codes The list is endless Just excellent sustainable transport options Both
I just want it to be built   The cable car fiasco was diabolical  
Let’s turn Nobart into Gobart

91 03-Jun-23 David Jones

Access to the river  Outdoor furniture and 
structure which relate to Tasmania, it’s history and 
culture, such as use of timber, First Nations and 
Settlement history

Eateries  Integrated parking and transport  
Accomodation very close to stadium

Education, science, sports  Showcasing life in 
Tasmania  Need to think about how to make it 
uniquely Tasmanian  For example using Timbers, 
windows which showcase the mountain and river

Accomodation, eateries, park and public transport hub  
Shops, ideally high end and unique  Integrating with 
the docks and curse ships terminal Both

Need to make it real for people  Announce future events early  
Release detailed plans  Name the team

92 03-Jun-23 Dexter Bertoldo State of the art stadium
All sport, concerts, host awards like the nation tourism 
awards like they did at Optus stadium in Perth

Tourism awards, HIA and Master builders awards, 
charity events

Bars, hotels, restaurants, water taxi terminal, rail 
terminal, bus terminal, underground carpark Mix of both Chair lift starting point

93 03-Jun-23 Andrew Baillie Speak to David walsh, Mona do it well

Football, cricket, major sporting events, motocross, 
concerts, under age football and cricket, give kids the 
option to see what its like to play in a facility like this  
Use it as inspiration for some of these kids to follow 
their dreams of becoming professional athletes etc

I don't like the idea of a conference centre, I'd rather 
see parks and outdoor activities

Car parking, transport hub, absolutly no stairs, easy 
access,

Outside, make them easily accessible whilst the stadium 
is not in use

Has to be child friendly, with young children of my own, if there 
is nothing to keep them entertained it will restrict families 
utilising the area

94 03-Jun-23 Nat O’Rourke
Showcase timber, use local designers, architects, 
artists, planners etc

AFL, local footy, cricket, concerts - I’m sure MONA 
would like to incorporate it into plans too

Cafes, bars, transport  A well executed sport and 
cultural precinct would be a significant attraction Both

95 03-Jun-23 Nathan Sharman Through our own AFL team Bands and AFL Utas graduation ceremonies Access for busses and taxis Both '-

96 03-Jun-23 Nat O’Rourke

Use Tasmanian materials, designers, architects, 
planners, artists etc  It is an opportunity to for the 
next generation of young Tasmanian 
professionals in this space to create something 
special

Sports, AFL/W, etc, concerts, and interested to see 
what other cultural events could occur

Business conferences, events like AFL brownlow, other 
gatherings

Cafes and bars  Other cultural attractions would see the 
area used more frequently Both Looking forward to seeing a precinct plan and a master plan

97 03-Jun-23 Matthew Ambery
Having a afl team to bring Australia here and 
then they see what else Tasmania has to offer Afl music soccer etc

Motor shows depending how big the conference 
centre is

Car parking ease flow of traffic and nice bush lands 
around it Outside and inside stadium

Possibly a tram from the cbd to ease traffic and not far from 
peoples hotels

98 03-Jun-23 Justin Direen Utilise the already picturesque landscape
All and everything  Sport, music, main events that we 
currently can’t attract

Dinners, meeting places, conferences, smaller 
gatherings the options should be endless

Options for all  Open spaces so outside the stadium a 
carnival atmosphere can be achieved, kids activities,  
big screens, casual and formal dining, accommodation Both would be ideal

This is the most exciting development proposal our state and 
city have put forward and is paramount for our future

99 03-Jun-23 Ashley Thomson I don't want a stadium
Just use the land for something  meaningful and respectful 
without desecrating the Cenotaph

100 03-Jun-23 Matt King Much needed  Activate the space all days Mainly outside given limited use of stadium

101 03-Jun-23 Adam Poultney

Hobart is already unique given its topography, 
history and arts scene  A stadium will help 
promote the city to the nation and add a much 
needed modern feel AFL, Soccer, Cricket, Boxing etc, music and arts events

Corporate and community events, and not for profit 
fund raisers Restaurants and cafe's

Perhaps both, but mainly in the outside as it's unlikely 
people will be shopping or having a meal at a restaurant 
if there intent is to attend an AFL game Nil  Just get the stadium built

102 03-Jun-23 Gerard Dutton
Use Tasmanian timbers and other products where 
possible

Music, sport, anything  Conference facilities  It doesn't 
matter what the event is, as long as the space/facilities 
is able to be effectively used when hundreds, 
thousands or tens of thousands of people need to 
congregate

Everything that they currently do in other conference 
venues, with the added benefit of potentially being 
able to use the stadium space for associated events

   
for women - long lines of people queuing for the toilets 
at large events is ridiculous, so cater for that and build 
more  Car parking (this can't accommodate a full 
stadium of course, but must provide space to park 
probably at least many hundreds of cars underground ) 
Sufficient space to move people by the light rail system 
as we've already established buses are a bad idea  
What will happen when 25,000 people leave the 
stadium all at once after a concert or game? Where will 
they all go, stand, congregate etc to get their transport, 
whatever that is? How will that impact the traffic on the 
roads (Davey St, Macquarie St, Tasman and Brooker 
Hwys) in that part of the city? What happens when 
there's a crash or breakdown on those roads which has 
shown brings ALL traffic to a standstill? What's the plan 
then?

Already answered that  But clearly some food and drink 
places need to be inside, and some outside  Housing has 
been mentioned for the site  This is not the place for 
public housing and I assume if any accommodation is 
built it will be high end and expensive to recoup costs 
for the developer  By all means build more public 
housing, but do not do it there  Do I need to spell out 
why?

Yep  Just build it! Build anything! Its been a disgrace that this 
site has sat vacant for well over a decade while expensive 
consultants and those on the (Lack of) Macquarie Point 
Development group rake in large salaries whilst achieving 
absolutely nothing! Tens of millions of dollars wasted for ? So 
get cracking, ignore the Anti Everything brigade   Do it 
properly  Don't finish it years later than planned or over budget 
as seems to always happen with these sorts of things  Stick to 
the timelines and get it done, especially so the money 
grubbing AFL don't get a cent for any milestones not met, as 
per the contract   Make sure the venue can be used for multiple 
purposes so it doesn't sit vacant too much of the year

103 03-Jun-23 Trent duggan By having a tasmanian AFL team based there AFL, international music acts
Have you seen Melbourne exhibition centre? The 
options are endless Everything is already nearby, it's hobart Definitely both

I'd like to see the stadium vision actually supported by 
everyone especially those that think funds can be taken away 
for housing  When the can't be used for housing

104 03-Jun-23 John Gardner

Green plantings (Docklands lacks this)  Diverse 
community living at MacPoint  Views through 
avenues beyond MacPoint to river and mountain  
Don’t encircle the whole place in multi-storey 
penthouse apartments AFL, commonwealth games  NRL, soccer

Any kind of business conference such as clean energy, 
agriculture, tourism etc

Public transport with parking hubs at major stations in 
the line (park and ride)
Corporate event spaces
Food outlets 
Security post Both

Guarantees that the supporting infrastructure (public transport 
with park and ride, pedestrian bridges etc)

105 03-Jun-23 Leone Burston
BY BUILDING THE STADIUM  WITH AS MUCH 
RECYCLED  GREEN CHOICES A F L , SOCCER ,  CONCERTS  , CHARITABLE EVENTS  , A F L TASSIE TEAM MEETING Exit plan , easy access to exit to transport services Both inside and outside and near some green space

We really need to Build this AFL STADIUM with the  Roof  for 
future generations

106 03-Jun-23 Richard Astley The home of the Tasmanian Devils Football team Sport, concerts, circus the possibilities are endless Trade shows, art exhibitions again endless Public toilets a ferry terminal Both

Remove the park Antarctic centre and low income houing from 
the plan these need to go somewhere else and fell like it's just 
to make the no to stadium crowd happy

107 03-Jun-23 Marie Gopperth

As I mentioned above - look to international 
designers to create a unique environment that 
international tourists put on their bucket list to 
visit  A stadium won’t attract international tourists 
unless you create something worthwhile I promise never to visit a stadium on Mac Point!

There are other venues suitable for conferences - 
there is not a need for a conference centre there

We do not need a multipurpose stadium at Mac Point, 
build it elsewhere

We do not need a multipurpose stadium at Mac Point, 
build it elsewhere

I would like you to reconsider building a stadium at Mac Point  
We do not need the AFL dictating the terms and conditions the 
state government have signed up to when no other AFL teams 
anywhere on the mainland has imposed similar conditions 
imposed  A Tasmanian AFL team will languish at the bottom of 
the ladder, fail to attract sponsorship and Tasmania will have to 
end up paying penalties to the AFL for many years to come  
Most people in Tasmania do not want this stadium - I do not 
know anyone who thinks it is a good idea and I challenge the 
state government to put it to a referendum  They know they 
would lose so will not entertain the idea

108 03-Jun-23 Susan Boyes Engage in our history, good and bad AFL, and other sports, concerts, Anything! Car parking Outside

109 04-Jun-23 karen lane

Statues of local sports people displayed similarly 
same as MCG have , Royce Hart, Peter Hudson,  
Ricky Ponting, David Foster  etc  Indigenous 
murals AFL, NRL, Music concerts

Charity fund-raiser events, business conferences and 
meetings

Parking, light rail and or adequate shuttle transport 
arrangements to assist and prevent traffic congestion  
Perhaps somehow a path of discovery from say 
Salamanca to the Stadium with art displays and or 
Tasmanian history stories etc Both

Thankyou for finally considering such a major development for 
Tasmania it's about time!

110 04-Jun-23 Max Mazengarb
Maybe have some plants and trees that are 
indigenous to Tasmania AFL games, music and other functions It could rented out for conferences Cafe, bars, hotels and attractions for tourists Probably both

How much will a conference centre do to help bring in tourists 
compared to the stadium

111 04-Jun-23 Jack Mazengarb

I believe that the park area around the precinct 
should incorporate native Tasmania plants and 
trees  Include space for ferry’s to dock at the 
stadium

AFL Football, Rugby, Soccer, musicians, arts festivals, 
major sporting events such as commonwealth games 
and Olympics

A space large enough to facilitate major conferences 
such as medical professional conferences and 
education conferences Restaurants, Cafes, Pubs, Nightclubs, Hotels Both inside and outside would likely be best

I would strongly advise moving affordable to a different
location  As we will be wanting the Mac Point Precinct to a a 
tourism hot spot, having affordable housing in this same 
location will potentially cause many problems  This is not 
advisable



112 04-Jun-23 Dion Clarke

113 04-Jun-23 Peter Redman
Concerts, International and National Sporting Events 
plus Expos etc Accommodations, Transport, Dining Predominately on the outside

Make the Cable Car a Project of State Significance so that the 
proponents can get on and build it

114 04-Jun-23 Carr Damian
I think by ensuring we have local food options 
rather than big corporates

All types of sport both domestic and international, 
concerts and any type of entertainment Weddings, expos, govt meetings etc

Travel options to and from, increased public transport, 
light rail would be ideal, trams etc  Extended ferry 
terminals at various points up the river, increased on 
event days

Happy with both as long as the foot traffic can be 
managed well on event days Please make this happen Tassie will thrive

115 04-Jun-23 Jane Rankin-Reid
this is a committee style question deivsed to fill in 
a KPMG - try some authenticity

I do not support a stadium, I'm even more distressed to 
see Mac Poiny Precinct planners becoming involved 
with this unaffordable whitehorse why are we now talking 'conference centre'?

Nearby facilities? With the AFL owning ever last blade 
of grass at the stadium? Free lavatories for a start, 
Tasmanian owned burger outlets, use your 
imagination all of which will belong to thee AFL I think this level of enabling is sinister

116 04-Jun-23 Finn Mark
Market stalls from local shops and businesses, no 
outdide companies allowed

AFL games and merchandise at Tassie prices
Lower income families can afford Family days , fun things for kids Large car park Both, inside and out We need this stadium, please don't hold Tassie back

117 04-Jun-23 Arnold McShane

How about an open auditorium for Tasmanian 
and visiting artists, an Eden project featuring 
Tasmanian flora I do not support a stadium

As this is proposed as part of the stadium, I have no 
response NA NA No

118 04-Jun-23 Doug Mcbirnie AFL, soccer, rugby Corporate conferences, e g  Xerocon, etc Restaurants, cafes, bars, hotels Both
Make sure the stadium can cater for rectangular sports - AFL is 
dying and soccer is the future

119 04-Jun-23 Jasmine Daniels Concerts and football Both

120 04-Jun-23 Pete McGuire
The question answers itself, build it and they will 
come

Afl games, cricket games, concerts and festivals, soccer 
rugby etc The usual Food, accommodation,  shopping, etc Both

121 04-Jun-23 Colin Stewart

As above  Tasmanian imagery of our spectacular 
places, flora and fauna everywhere you look  Plus 
a reconciliation park and recognition of our 
indigenous culture

Conferences and live music, exhibitions, kids sport 
clinics Everything a conference centre normally does Public transport  Food and drink precinct

Both, maybe even the ability to have shops that operate 
both in and out of the stadium

Please just build it  Tassie needs it  Hobart needs it  The people 
need it  And for the love of God give our kids something to 
look forward to

122 04-Jun-23 Rod Dare

123 04-Jun-23 kim norton
footy concerts corporate events, school events, Mona 
stuff, fun runs

bars restaurants cafes small hotel  this should look like 
darling harbour and even link with ferry to bellerive 
which should make that area similar outside

124 04-Jun-23 neville wigg

125 04-Jun-23 Amanda S

          
build on the thousands and thousands that will 
join as members and attend games from all over 
the state
Ensure all sponsors are Tasmania - ie at the 
Basketball Willie Smiths is the cider provider and 
they get amazing exposure and promotion 
opportunities 
Dark Mofo and other unique to Hobart events 
need to be connected to the space
Maybe think of moving the market to here? The 
stallholders are being held to ransom by the HCC 
so why not use the space here to make it more 
attractive longer term to them and use the 
amazing location and area

AFL - mens and womens
Performers - Australian and international that would 
attract 20,000 people to their concerts - these could 
play in the spac
Tasmanian Events - Dark Mofo, Mona Foma, Festival of 
Voices, etc that have a unique opportunity to use the 
space for their needs at specific times of the year
Other sports - MMA, Soccer, Cricket, Netball

There are major conferences held across the country 
for all professions and industries - Govt and non-govt
The space needs flexible room options, which could 
take advantage of the amazing views, cafe, restaurants, 
hotels and bars for these in the one place would be 
amazing and would be very attractive for conferences - 
international - speak to UTAS/RHH about their needs 
as they hold conferences in the medical space with 
large numbers and visitors etc

Bars, restaurants, easy access to nearby precincts, a 
ferry terminal, a hotel for accommodation options  
Possibly some parking or drop off points for uber and 
other transportation so it is easy to get to and from the 
stadium

Both! they have to have the option to serve to those 
attending the event and then to those that are there for 
other reasons  The view has to be utilized appropriately 
and effectively  The area is an amazing opportunity for 
Hobart to become truly world class Nothing else to add - thanks for the opportunity to input

126 04-Jun-23 Kevin Parkinson

Yes, very much so  Move away from the no sayers 
as they are only interested in their view not the 
hole community view AFL Games & all other sports, music venue, etc Any activities that can turn a profit Transport, Accommodation, local hotel

Ensure the businesses are inside & outside the AFL 
Stadium with Stadium having a roof (important)

Just ensure the project goes ahead to create employment for 
our youth over any no sayers  Australian larger picture is to 
create Robot Manufacturing Industries in Australia to create 
jobs for our youth first

127 04-Jun-23 Norman Dennis A roofed stadium Football, Cricket, Music and Dark Mofo
All business could use a conference centre included in 
a roofed stadium

Ferry terminal for people from the eastern shore and 
kingston, light rail links to the northern areas Both

128 04-Jun-23 Rod McKeown
Build it with lots of Tassie timber, it's warm and 
has a fantastic appearance

Sports and any other appropriate events (Dark MoFo 
etc) anything really

A raised walkway to move people easily to disperse 
onto Liverpool  Macquarie and Davey Streets to find the 
bars and restaurants after a game  Something 
spectacular to rival Optus Stadium and Docklands Both

Can we seriously consider geothermal heating for the ground 
and possibly stands with as many solar panels as is practical

Is it possible to make the roof both retractable and lightweight 
using ETFE pillows, which is possibly what you are thinking 
anyway  

An area to store the removable central part of the stadium 
pitch (eg central wicket)

129 04-Jun-23 Peter Holloway
Have signs and visual aids to tell the story, history 
is important Sport, music and theatre Food and drink, accommodation Both

130 04-Jun-23 Carol Franklin
Have a Music Bowl  where  we can be entertained 
  Markets, festivals , etc NO Stadium Don’t need it

Transport   Parking  drop off/pick up point for this less 
mobile 

No Stadium  Use our Waterfront for we the people not 
bloody AFL    We won’t get the big Acts here either , 
costs too much  to put on 

I want Transparency  Not BS from you or the Government  We, 
the  people  own that area not you or them 

131 04-Jun-23 Briana Laughlin

Embrace winter festivals, include murals and 
festivals of prominent Tasmanians through the 
years

Football, concerts, fundraising balls, movie nights, 
Christmas carols, cricket

Fundraising events, markets, private event hire  
Conferences, educational space

Some parking, ferry and bus stops, public toilets, plenty 
of trees Definitely both

132 04-Jun-23 Robert Parker

Utilising views of river and making new buildings 
as ‘open’ to the views and outside as possible  
Using Tasmanian timbers extensively and having 
as much native gardens as possible - both as part 
of stadium but throughout the precinct

Whilst primarily an AFL facilities, it should be able to 
host cricket, soccer and rugby games  A concert venue 
is essential to host concerts from big name acts - rock 
concerts, Michael Buble etc etc  we used to have big 
names come to Wrest Point then the DEC, but all too 
small to be economically viable  Good for festivals, 
trade shows, and possibility Taste of Tasmania, Dark 
Mofo type functions

Apart from conferences in general, could be used for 
functions, dinners for various organisations, 
fundraising functions, trade shows, major exhibitions 
and travelling shows like Lume in Melbourne  Having 
views to water/city will be important

Restaurants/cafes, offices for sporting organisations and 
allied industries  Car parking on Regatta Point and 
Domain  Bus drop off points  The stadium should 
facilitate innovative lighting displays that would be 
attraction from the outside - similar to Optus stadium in 
Perth and like some of the installations for Vivid Festival 
in Sydney

Both  Important to have stadium as ‘open’ to outside 
(especially the river) as possible  I envisage Athena part 
of the stadium to be low and open to a forecourt that 
spills down to the waters edge with ferry connections - as 
per original concept for Regatta Point

A high speed bus service to (say) Brighton where there would 
be parking facilities for people from intrastate and the northern 
suburbs  I would be happy to be involved in any way I might be 
helpful  I am retired founder of Your Habitat retail chain and 
board member of various State and National retail association 
boards

133 04-Jun-23 Nina Webb

How about we just get on with it and finish Mac 
Point with the new stadium and entertainment 
areas and sport and entertainment will be able to 
be preformed  What makes the SCG uniquely 
Sydney Nothing But it brings people in  What 
makes the MCG uniquely Melbourne ? I would 
suggest nothing  But we go there to see huge 
bands and watch cricket and footy AFL and Live entertainment None that hotels don’t already offer

Spaces to sit outside of the stadium and Cafes Bars 
Restaurants Toilets No needs that differ to any other 
stadium in Australian capitals

Both More outside so the place and spaces are utilised 
when stadium is closed

must have a AFL stadium Don’t build housing Please look at 
other stadiums like Gold Coast Cairns etc before potentially 
ruining the space through political pressure

134 04-Jun-23 Sue Groom A STADIUM A/b Art exhibition, conference center, and as above A/b A/b Hibart needs to progresss  Now is the time

135 04-Jun-23 James Buchanan
The use of timber would be a good one as it 
holds carbon and is a big part of our economy Arts, music, sport, cultural festivals Corporate events, local artists showcasing etc

A variety of food and ammenities, wifi and charging 
hubs app based map navigation of the precinct

Both but majority outside the stadium so that it’s not just 
about the stadium but the entire precinct

Hope this gets up Tasmania has a lot to offer we just need to 
get out of our own way

136 04-Jun-23 Anita Planchon

By keeping it low rise and ensuring that the river 
and the mountain can be seen from everywhere  
These are what make Hobart special

I oppose the stadium - not needed and will be an 
eyesore that will undermine every other thing I was 
hoping for for Macquarie Point  I would not go there Also not needed

A stadium will need car parking, fast food outlets, 
massive lighting, access for big trucks etc - all thi gs 
Macquarie Point should NOT have

I would like these to be a low key part of a Macquarie 
Point development WITHOUT a stadium  They should be 
accessible to all at all times

Please NO STADIUM  it will be like the Cahill Expressway in 
Sydney that blighted and continues to blight Circular Quay and 
we will regret it for years to come  Keep the river and the 
mountain visible and make a place for the people, not for big 
money sporting corporations

137 04-Jun-23 Richard Atkinson

This question pre-supposes day is a tourist venue 
rather than a site for locals to live and enjoy  
Locals don't need it to 'showcase Tasmania'

I can't think of a single one that I would go to  I don't 
want a stadium in the middle of our city

Very few  Perhaps facilities for scientific conferences in 
line with Hobart's Antarctic and marine science 
community, but Macquarie Point isn't necessarily the 
best place

A police station to control the crowds of disappointed 
fans  If you insist on having concerts then a pill testing 
centre would be constructive

What on earth does 'there are likely' mean? You make it 
sound like there is no plan or control of this delusional 
project

I would like to see decisions about the site being made by 
people who respect the aesthetic of Hobart and don't want to 
plonk a huge ugly building near our waterfront



138 04-Jun-23 Lachlan Hargreaves Sport/Music '-

Foot access to Hobart, car parking etc  should NOT be 
prioritised  Carparks surrounding stadiums ruin match 
day experiences, no grounds in Australia that provide 
premium match day experiences i e MCG, Docklands, 
SCG, and Adelaide Oval prioritise car parking  Don't 
repeat the mistakes of Waverly Stadium Inside and Out

139 04-Jun-23 Karen Butters
Native plantings, aboriginal art on walls etc,  
historical information plaques

Sports, i e Football, Cricket, Rugby, Soccer
Music concerts
"Climb the Stadium" tours
Art exhibitions 
Conferences and Expos
The possibilities are Endless!!! As last answer

Cafes, eateries, bars,  shops
Hotels (already close by in town) 
Boutique Tasmanian product shops Both

I definately feel strongly that it is Not a place for Public Housing
Whilst I am keen for aboriginal input and certainly want art etc 
included, if there is a park area, which I am also happy with,  it 
has to be done in a way that is not Divisive   Too many attempts 
at being inclusive, end up being divisive instead
It is mainly reclaimed land and contaminated land

140 04-Jun-23 Daniel Eiszele

It likely won’t be unique but will bring the Hobart 
waterfront into the 20th century with a vision like 
darling harbour or dock lands Sports, concerts  Conference centre

Plenty Same as all the others but are in short supply in 
Hobart  So main auditorium, breakout rooms for 
meetings, catering spaces Parking and accomodation Outside  Value add all year round not just at event time

141 04-Jun-23 Rebecca Lee Football and concerts Many Light rail Outside

142 04-Jun-23 Jamie Macgregor World class stadium and bars Afl , soccer , nrl , concert, arts Everything form music and arts Bars and restaurants Out side
I want this to be an attraction to Hobart and Tasmania and I 
want it to be like mona world renowned

143 04-Jun-23 Amy Smith
An art trail like at Pt Leo Estate on the Mornington 
Peninsula in Victoria Sport and music events

It could host interstate and international conference 
groups

Restaurants, bars, public transport, security, police, 
waste management, open and green spaces Outside

Don’t build apartments on the waterfront  Make that space a 
green and walking space with boardwalk connecting 
Salamanca and the Domain  There are so few places for tourists 
to enjoy the amazing views that Hobart offers and it would be 
such a shame to miss another opportunity

144 04-Jun-23 Aaron Franklin Stadium Afl music soccer nrl Restaurants Both Light rail

145 04-Jun-23 Andrew Mazengarb

E cou age ge u e Tasma a  ood a d d ks 
that are reasonably priced for all budgets and 
demonstrate the diverse offerings available  
Provided a centre to promote tourism activities 
and attractions for easy bookings  Hotels and 
restaurants could be decorated and furnished 
with Tasmanian products and materials  The 
history of the local area such as shipping and 
colonial history could be celebrated and 
incorporated into the precinct

AFL and all National and International sports should be 
considered where available  Music concerts touring 
Australia  Any events requiring a similar venue  The 
stadium design should incorporate the ability to hold 
national or international conferences currently not able 
to be held in Tasmania

Tasmania currently misses out on hosting large 
conferences due to a lack of a suitable venue- a new 
stadium incorporating this feature would provide the 
opportunity to host these conferences and events as 
many attendees would welcome the opportunity to 
also see more of Tasmania by extending their stay and 
for opportunities available during their attendance

Accommodations, venues for meals and drinks and 
entertainment before and after events  Broad walkways 
to allow large numbers of pedestrians to gain safe 
access and egress  Ferry terminals and land based 
transport within relatively near distances to allow quick 
transportation out of area for locals  Nearby hotels in 
city centres for tourists

Primarily outside but some inside for game day 
functions, conferences and to support the multiple use 
aspects of the stadium  Inside the stadium the venue 
design should be flexible so that they can best support 
the needs of the event

I do ot co s de  t at co po at g a o dable 
accommodation into the site to be in the best interests of the 
residents of the businesses located at the site  Residents and 
tourist activities and events  have conflicting needs and this is 
well known and should be avoided  The curfews and other 
restrictions required to appease residents are well at 
Blundstone Arena and many other local and national locations  
This could be even more problematic with affordable housing 
tenants that could be elderly or with mental or physical health 
issues

146 04-Jun-23 Damian Mansfield
Stadium and conference facilities will attract foot 
traffic

AFL, nrl, a league, state of origin, wallabies, concerts 
and big conferences

Large delegation  At the moment we struggle to host 
300 delegates  We access to host 1500 plus and 
showcase our state

Hotels, restaurants, community space to host markets or 
dark mofo etc  Shopping like Harbour Town on the 
Gold Coast  I think s DFO maybe underselling what we 
can do

Maybe both  I would expect a commercial lease element 
to the stadium ie sports hub where many of the states 
sporting groups can use or base Sport & Rec there

Please Highlight the fact that the AFL is a tenant of this whole 
precinct  The whole of Tasmania will take a giant leap forward 
through a new precinct
Other areas of Australia and the world have transformed areas 
like this  South Bank (Melb & Bris), Docklands etc  Tassie is an 
adventure playground and this is the start of people’s journey

147 04-Jun-23 Paul Bolger

Use the existing wharf/harbour [especially the 
early low scale heritage buildings] as a guide to 
harmonise with our Harbour city  Have a 
statue/artwork [that wins a public competition] on 
a plinth that stays there for 1 yr that Tasmanian 
artists using Tasmanian materials/inspiration can 
submit Any and all, as long as it is used

wide concourses near entrances  A transport hub  I 
prefer a train station near Regatta Point

Both inside and out  Catering for different budgets and 
tastes

148 04-Jun-23 Andrew Verrier

In conjunction with the Indigenous people of TAS 
something that jointly reflects their past and our 
past Music concerts Not sure

In line with the need for help in the health industry  A 25 
- 30 bed emergency annex to facilitate the ED dept at 
the RHH Inside only  Keep the outside for people to relax etc

I would love to read the contract with the AFL in its entirety  It’s 
not being political just for info

149 04-Jun-23 Alan Harris
Use and highlight Tasmanian timber in it's 
construction Roof walk, Tasmanian Aussie Rules Hall of Fame 

Large dinner space, break out rooms, lecture theatres  
Nearby parking or transport links

Probably outside the stadium, with the traditional food 
and drink outlets inside the stadium   Maybe room for 1 
high class restaurant inside the stadium if it can have a 
river view! Build the stadium, but leave room for future expansion

150 04-Jun-23 Gary Price Transport terminals Both
I haven't bothered to answer the last set of questions as my 
answers would just be a repeat of the previous

151 04-Jun-23 Greg Butters

God, this question is endless, we could probably 
start by investing the 50 million wasted to-date! It 
has to be an attraction,  not in a theme park way 
but where people wanna come and play during 
the day and eat, drink a few quiet ones, while 
relaxing in a great atmosphere please don't 
shove the devise stuff down people's 
throats check out under Storey Bridge in 
Brisbane  always packed

Endless possibilities national footy, cricket, rugby,  
soccer   International sports, part of commonwealth 
and future Olympic games, music, monster trucks, dirt 
bikes, school carnivals,  shows

Again, endless, expos, music, theatre,  conventions,  
meetings, summits on and on!

NO housing!  It'll turn it into a ghetto and no one will 
want to go there!  Public toilets,  grassed areas, food, 
beverages, transport hubs, seating,  water fountains

Both a must, showcasing Tassie food, wine, craft beers, 
whiskey etc

If there is any housing, public and/or private you'll turn it into a 
shithole! I think most people are over the constant reminders 
of what people did 200 years ago never forget,  but let's all 
move on together!  It needs to be a tourist attraction too, I'm 
sure we need to continue promoting a perceived conflict we 
are one!

152 04-Jun-23 Christine Needham By not putting a stadium on the site
I TOTALLY DISAGREE WITH BUILDING A STADIUM AT 
MAC POINT  It cannot be multi purpose and work

NO MULTIPURPOSE STADIUM SHOULD BE BUILT ON 
THIS SITE

I would like to see shops cafes and restaurant spaces on 
the site but NO STADIUM

Please don t take the bui ding of an AFL stadium at MAC Point 
as a given  It is not  There is a long way to go yet and with 70% 
of Tasmanians opposed to an AFL Stadium at Mac Point it 
should be up to you to listen to the people  I just hope that 
filling in this questionnaire isn't and exercise in stupidity on my 
part and that you will listen to the clarion call  NO AFL 
STADIUM AT MAC POINT  Please

153 04-Jun-23 Shane Griffin
Have some really good photos of Tassie land 
marks

Sports AFL Cricket Both Rugby codes soccer and Music 
concerts We could a have a SupaNova festival Some good food outlets and Retail for sports gear Both

I really would like that the general public to be kept informed 
with information of costings so that they cannot think this is 
something secret

154 04-Jun-23 Chris Tasker

The use of Tasmanian native materials  Maybe a 
timber wall similar to the wall in the wilderness at 
central highlands  Or significant sculptures like 
ones at Ledgerwood AFL, A league, rugby, big bash and music concerts

Business meetings, fund raisers and social gatherings 
or any kind

Large toilet blocks, taxi and bus ranks, general store or 
supermarket  Area for kids to kick footballs and run 
around

Mixture of both to prevent congestion when entering the 
stadium Will there be allowances for the stadium to increase capacity

155 04-Jun-23

I do not support the stadium  It isn't going to attract the 
plethora of musicians and other sporting codes it 
claims it will We can have a conference centre without the stadium

community support  pretty foundational and the 
stadium is lacking that  proper public transport options 
if we are going to be serious about it  Ferry services and 
light rail I would like to see them without the stadium more alternative visions for the site  Without a stadium

156 04-Jun-23 Richard Cooper AFL, other sports, concerts, business conferences,expos Cafes, bars, restaurants Both

It is important for it to be Tasmanian but remember it is about 
what visitors (incl travelling AFL fans) want not what elite 
Greens in and around southern Hobart want

157 04-Jun-23 Ian Dutton

This location must have a focus on Tasmanians 
maritime history, industries and cultures  With 
clear for placement of iconic brewing, themed, 
art, interspersed with very authentic seafood, 
businesses, and opportunities for interpretation 
of Tasmania’s Aboriginal cultures, maritime past 
and present

AFL and cricket with the occasional alternative sporting 
event (eg state of origin rugby) and concert

The usual  but like Darwin’s conference center, 
integrating it into a vibrant site with year round and 
seasonally featured events Lots of accommodation and restaurants Outside

Have a competition amongst great architects to see how they 
would make the most of this site

158 04-Jun-23 Tim Johnstone Convention cenrre Sport , concerts etc Business meetings



159 04-Jun-23 James James
AFL games, international cricket, other sports  Large 
scale concerts, large scale events at a function centre Expo 1988

Good transport links, retail space and housing is also 
important

Integrated into the stadium would be great, but also 
scope for use of space outside No thanks, all good

160 04-Jun-23 Stephen Coventry

Roof stadium wirh  capacity for all Tassie AFL  
members (30, 000 + needed?)
Ferry access to the stadium

AFL, AFLW, national soccer, cricket , concerts  Gym 
recreational facilities,

Conferences of 500+ delegates are limited in hobart, 
so this would be great  Adelaide hosts many 
conferences due to hotel on site for direct access  It's 
brilliant Hotels, restaurants, gym/recreation Both

I worry the stadium capacity will not meet the demand for 
membership  of the Tasmanian teams  An accurate estimate of 
membership numbers should be considered when establishing 
stadium capacity  It would be a hugely dissapointing if access 
was limited, like the issues  Jack Jumpers face

161 04-Jun-23 Leanne Males

Use references to our past - so the original First 
Nation inhabitants, convicts, whaling, Antarctic, 
the mountain!

 y  g g          
other sports besides AFL, so soccer and rugby

As much as you say it will host concerts - it’s only going 
to be the same type of people that currently play at the 
DEC or Wrest point

Personally I like small venues like the Odeon but can 
people be honest and admit the the lastest ‘most 
popular’ music act is NOT going to play here, even with 
a stadium  It s too expensive to fly here - didn’t you see 
Charles Touber’s article   Acts can’t make money here 
and the stadium won’t change that  And no an act like 
Coldplay aren’t going to just come to Tas like they did 
with WA - they did that because they could fly view 
cheaply from Asia

Seriously a conference centre?? Don’t we have at least 
2 already? Yet again I’m pretty sure the DEC was 
pushed as a conference centre - what happened 
there? And isn’t wrest point a conference centre?

What are you going to do about parking? People will 
want parking   I’m guessing/hoping you will build 
parking underground as part of the stadium? Please 
don’t tell me there is going to be a carpark and a 
stadium?!

If they are on the inside they’ll have to charge a fortune 
to make money as they’d only be open a few times a 
year   Personally I’m unlikely to enter a stadium to have 
food, unless you manage to get some amazing 
restaurants in there they have views looking out to the 
river or mountain

The mountain and the harbour are central to Hobart - Mac 
point currently has view of both  How are you going to ensure 
those views are not lost? The stadium must NOT destroy the 
line of sight to the mountain  

So your site says the stadium will sugary in 2025 and be ready 
in 2029  So how does that fit with the AFL demanding 50% 
complete by 2027 and ready for the first game in 2028?  So 
already we’ve been ‘shafted’ and will have to pay their 
penalties???

162 04-Jun-23 Sam Dobie

Stop trying to be like the big mainland cities, 
embrace our regional scale and what makes us 
special  Lean into our local artisans, our nature 
and protect our skyline  It is very hard to ‘unbuild’ 
large scale and ugly expensive developments I don’t want a multipurpose stadium

Is this a trick question  it would house conferences 
and events

Copious amounts of parking, public transport, invasive 
lighting, upgraded sewerage

Again, I would much rather see a ferry terminal bui t that 
could service Bellerive as our existing stadium  A few 
arbitrary shops scattered around a big stadium (unless 
there are events everyday) will not attract people to visit 
the area daily  The stadium will cast a cold shadow, ruin 
the skyline and views Please don’t build the stadium there

163 04-Jun-23 Fiona
Abercrombie-
Howroyd

See comments about businesses and 
organisations

Sport, music, performing arts, dark mofo  Summer 
festivals  Art installations in partnership with TMAG and 
Mona

Conference facilities for at least 2500+  Tasmania 
misses this segment of the National  market  Halls 
exhibition spaces, smaller rooms, restaurants and cafes Transport  Transport  Transport Both

If this space fails to reflect our Tasmanian Aboriginal heritage 
and the linkages we have to Antarctica we’ve missed the whole 
point  Also if we can’t implement sustainable transport for the 
site we shouldn’t bother  Car parking is not the answer!

164 04-Jun-23 Susan Muldrock

By not including a stadium
As much as I would love to see an AFL team in 
Tasmania   Our state shoukd BEVER be 
blackmailed into destroying and over congesting 
Tasmania more than it already is
And iur government needs to prioritise what 
Tasmanians need  Not what the minority want, 
just because it's also what the government wants  
The Tasmanian people voted for this government 
to represent THEM  
All this talk about "if the stadium doesn't go 
ahead, it doesn't automatically mean those funds 
will go into mental health, housing, education or 
health"  Is proof that priories are NOT in order
If our health, education and homelessness were 
not an issue, then I can understand why these 
funds would stay in sporting and tourism  
But this is not the case
And therefore it needs to be disbursed into areas 
in dire straights  
If we have closed Ashley Detention Centre,  
closed mental health facilities then where will the 
state government find funds to build these 
facilities again?
While we have volunteer paramedics and 
volunteer fire fighters, how do we have so much 
money to build a stadium?
I don't see any volunteer police officers or 
volunteer politicians!
But you're happy to see volunteer fire fighters 
and paramedics risk their lives daily and save N/A N/A N/A N/A

165 04-Jun-23 Greg Robertson

Sports museum, public art with a focus on 
Tasmania cultural heritage  Good acoustic design 
so the stadium is suitable for music and art 
events  The area should complement the 
surrounding sandstone heritage buildings and 
the war memorial

Football, soccer, rugby, music events, design so the 
prescient is suitable for Mona Foma events and 
outdoor theatre such as Federation square in 
Melbourne

Host national and international conference and link to 
UTAS move to the city Car parking, public transport, outdoor dining Both

The design needs to be sensitive to the war memorial and 
surrounding heritage

166 04-Jun-23 Mark Duffett Tasmanian AFL team AFL football professional conferences and exhibitions
rapid transit on rail corridor   Existing bus terminus in 
Elizabeth St mall is close enough both

167 04-Jun-23 Ash Kull Involvement with Mona AFL, soccer, concerts, festivals Professional conferences Green space, transport, food Mainly outside but also inside
168 04-Jun-23 Ingerlise Armand NO STADIUM!

169 04-Jun-23 Scott Thomson Afl games and elite events Afl games and elite events
Have the conference centre incorporated into 
thecstadium not as a separate entity Public transport hub Both

170 04-Jun-23 Malcolm Orr
Tasmanian vegetation; historical displays and 
interpretative exhibits  high quality exhibitions

All sports as practically possible; concerts and 
international acts  Definitely AFL

Art , music, sport, food and Tasmanian products  
Exhibitions and conferences of all descriptions and 
sizes  
A museum attached to the stadium of Tasmanian 
Football history and Umpire Associations
Tasmanian sporting champions; local; national and 
world wide

Definitely ferry access with a large promenade as per 
the first "design" of the Stadium that was shown in the 
Mercury
Evans Street to be a drop off and pick up for Ubers, 
buses and taxis Definitely both More promotion of this survey  A great idea to have this survey

 
 

     

172 04-Jun-23 Kathleen Flanagan

See above  It will be uniquely  Tasmanian if 
ordinary Tasmanians on ordinary incomes can go 
there and not feel excluded because they don't 
have enough money or don't wear the right 
clothes or don't have the right priorities I do not want a multi-purpose stadium I do not want a multi-purpose stadium I do not want a multi-purpose stadium I do not want a multi-purpose stadium

Whatever you do there, a stadium should not be part of it  
People are sleeping in tents  People can't get healthcare  
People can't afford food  This stadium is wrong

173 04-Jun-23 Reymond Wilson
make the facade with Tasmanian wood  add 
tasmanian art sports  concerts  dark mofo a lot  like comic con dark mofo

carpark or build it under stadium transit center and ferry 
station both no more parks  no rail   build stadium and a transit centre



174 04-Jun-23 Jorinde Tenten By NOT building a stadium
Thinking yiu can create “experiences” surrounding a 
stadium is pure idiocy

Yes  Building a stadium is ooor judgement  How are people 
getting there? By sitting in traffic? Who can even afford to go  
What a joke  Anyone involved in this shoukd be ashamed of 
themselves
Money can be spend beter, attract more visitiors to Tasmania  
Football isn’t one  of them

175 04-Jun-23 Heath Clayton AFL Concerts Cricket

Anything and everything  Have room sizes so it can be 
booked by small business locally but also large group 
events also Hospitality On the outside so they can be accessed all year round

Dedicated walking link back into the city but also up to the 
domain ( assume that will be parking )

176 04-Jun-23 Susan Newland

The design of the stadium needs to be special  
Thats hard with what its purpose is, but it needs 
to look good too  The entrance to Mac Point 
needs to be special too  An arch you walk 
through maybe?

All sports possible to have finals or specials games 
played there  Great bands and artists to perform  
Events, like being part of Dark Mofo

Lots, we need to recoup our costs, thats why we are 
hopefully making it multipurpose  The green space as 
big as possible, so this can be rented for markets 
/outside activities

No cost housing should be built  Instead build 
accomodation for the kids/ young athletes and 
performers that will travel from interstate/overseas to 
play at the events

Outside predominantly, but some inside as well when 
the events are on obviously  Some of the larger ones 
could maybe have an entrance outside and an entrance 
on the inside  does this happen in other stadiums around 
the world? This is a great survey  Relevant questions  Get it out there!

177 04-Jun-23 Scott Willis
Don’t make it stick out like a sore thumb  
Make the design have a Tasmanian theme/vibe Live music, car shows, Trade expos, monster trucks

Can there be somewhere to host car and bike shows 
etc?

Eff c e t ubl c t a spo t  te aces  Not t s d culous 
busway idea! 🙄🙄

Car parking obviously as Tasmanians can’t do without 
their vehicles  
Food and beverage facilities  
Green spaces outside
 
Seperate smokers areas away from people that don’t 
like the filthy habit!

Both  If there is no cost associated to entering the 
building or the prices aren’t exorbitant due to sky high 
rent on tenants

Make sure rail is kept! 

Do it right, do it once!

178 04-Jun-23 Anne-Marie Hurley

Not  a stadium  It will detract from all the beauty 
this site offers, traffic movement is difficult, will be 
appealing to small minority None Not at Macquarie ppoint

Parking, traffic control, noise suppression, safety at 
night, increased policing Outside, I would bever go to a stadium

179 04-Jun-23 Cameron Stone
Incorporate smooth transition from parkland to 
stadium Live sport, live music/festivals, tradeshows/exhibitions Wedding hire, international conferences

Affordable hotels, dining, light rail to norther suburbs 
to ease congestion on roads Both

Light rail is essential  Rapid bus services is a narrow view of the 
problem and will only create further issues as the greater 
Hobart population grows

180 04-Jun-23 Tim Crawford AFL / AFLW, cricket, arena shows for international acts,
Ferry terminal, Car parking/taxi/uber drop-off/ bike and 
walk path to and from, Outside mainly

181 04-Jun-23
We can share the history of aboriginal people, 
their hardship and abuse endured by white fella

Not football  No big names will come, the airport isn't 
suitable Nothing It shouldn't be built  Nothing will cope No, I don't want a stadium that is going to be wasted No stadium, we don't want it  Fix our roads, hospitals

182 04-Jun-23 Rose Parremore Interactive immersive maritime museum Concerts, sport Conferences Transport hub Pubs
Truth telling park is an idea not a tangible thing  It needs to be 
the whole truth, not a singular

183 04-Jun-23 Rohan Ashman Wilkinson
Markets, local artists and entertainment, 
Tasmania eateries,

Ranging from music concerts, to stage shows, inclusive 
and diversity of Tasmania to be on show

Trade shoes open to the public, dinners, made in 
Tassie exhibitions, cultural shows, gay madi gras ,

Apartments and terrace housing with permanent 
residents, retail shops, art installations, quite reflective 
gardens, extend the botanical gardens, river side 
access for leassure and sports, a marinia

A mixture of inside and out side of the stadium, create a 
mona feel through and outside the stadium 
Incorporating museums and art gallery

Landscaping is very important opening river front up, mixture 
of appartments and terrace housing , laneways creating a vibe 
like no other in the state, this our chance to show the world 
how it can be done properly

184 04-Jun-23 Jon Connolly

I believe a series of murals that could tell about 
the history and encompass the beauty of 
Tasmania  I also believe that a tribute mural on 
the stadium on the side that faces the memorial  
This will be complimentary to the soldiers walk 
and memorial sporting events (Football, soccer, rugby) concerts

food festivals that showcase Tasmania produce and 
also beverages

accommodation, some accessible parking, bus terminal 
, ferry terminal, open green spaces if possible to 
incorporate

Definitely outside  The area should be developed so as 
to showcase Tasmania and you want people to come to 
the area for multiple reasons not to just attend the 
football

I think incorporation of greenery/art into the area so it will not 
appear to be a big concrete jungle

185 05-Jun-23 Maryanne Conan-Davies

No massive stadium!! Doesn't have to be 
uniquely Tasmania, how about wonderfully 
inclusive of all humans ! Small concerts I don't know?? I'm not a conference goer Food, shops, transport, parks green space Both

I think this survey is skewed  and I feel we are being shafted 
again  
There have been too many studies and surveys  just go back 
and build one of the original plans without the AFL on our 
backs  Build something g for US not the footy!

186 05-Jun-23 Julian Bush No stadium  It is totally the wrong place
Wrong place for a stadium that we don't need and 
cannot afford See above Scrap the whole stadium proposal and start afresh

187 05-Jun-23 Elizabeth Chisholm

Sorry - not with a stadium  They are a dime a 
dozen  Good luck trying to make one 'uniquely 
Tasmanian'

To be honest, everything I m currently enjoying, has a 
space eg The DEC for concerts  A myriad of new 
spaces now exist in the city with conference/meeting et 
al facilities (and the absolute worst work events I've 
ever attended have been in stadium environments - 
cold, cavernous, disconnected - just awful)  My partner 
has in the past/ and is still absolutely willing to travel to 
York Park for the odd AFL game

If this ghastly stadium project goes ahead, take on 
board what I've said about the spaces for conferences - 
 because, even if you manage to plan accomodating 
spaces for these inside, the entrances in and the 
spaces outside are just not inviting in other stadiums  
They're cold, unwelcoming wind tunnels

Probably so many that all the other 'promises' of 
anything will go completely out the window

Well, they'll be in the shadows and subject to wind, if the 
areas I've experienced around other stadiums is anything 
to go by  Not sure how design plans can overcome that? Tearing up the current contract for a stadium

188 05-Jun-23 Linda Heerey

Include this area as an extension of existing 
cultural events - Dark Mofo  Wooden  boat 
festival  The summer festivals  Music events I do t support a stadium being developed in this area

Consultation with our first nation's people , the members of 
RSL and the Hobart city council  All these groups are important 
in the ongoing use of the area

189 05-Jun-23
Local food festival  Possibly relocate the summer 
food festival Sporting and music events The attraction of international events Parking and a transport hub Both Get the stadium built

190 05-Jun-23 Andrew Brodribb
Build stadium from laminate timber as has been 
done elsewhere Concerts  AFL games  Soccer and NRL Conferences Accommodation  Gyms, physiotherapy etc  Parking Both Public support for the AFL team

191 05-Jun-23 Mike Ellery
Football,  soccer, limited over cricket  Overseas acts 
that always miss Tassie No

Restaurants  Accommodation  
Landscaped lawns
Outdoor eating area Definitely both,

Don't skimp, we won't get this chance again  Make sure it's 
right first time  Tassie will get behind thus

192 05-Jun-23 Jess Connor Focus on the local flora and fauna All of them  From markets to concerts All sorts of business events and large private events Parking, toilets, food, grassed areas Both  So long as they are accessible 7 days a week Nothing  Other than to fix the typo in this last question 😉😉

193 05-Jun-23 John Bratt An all weather multi purpose stadium

AFL Tassie team multi purpose sports facilities 
International concerts acts combined with a Tassie 
historical and cultural experience AFL Tassie team Access to ferries designated buses services Outside the Stadium

Now you have actually decided to do something after years of 
indecision and millions of dollars I suggest very strongly that 
you listen to the silent majority who now are no longer silent 
and get on board and build a stadium for the future of our 
children and grandchildren

194 05-Jun-23 Zak Noble

Keep it Tasmanian, Tassie time, Tassie devil, 
apples, Tasmanian aboriginals, Tasmanian food 
and beverage

Football, Rugby, Soccer, concerts, 
I’m in the water industry so plenty of opportunities to 
host industry forums etc Both

195 05-Jun-23 brett hall
Build approriate facilities that have a unique 
designs music festivals indoor and outdoor cater for large scale exhibitions car parking outside - no stadium ensure not just other buildings   Must be iconic in design

196 05-Jun-23 Dave Griffiths
Make it Tasmanian by really selling Tasmania 
there

AFL, soccer, rugby, concerts and if the Jack Jumpers 
keep going from strength to strength maybe a game 
there in front of 30000 people! Oh and cricket Work functions, weddings, celebrations and tours

I think the short walk from the city centre has to be full 
of information, people basking, a real party 
atmosphere  Toilets eateries, breweries, pubs, little 
made in tassie stalls Both

When it all happens a massive dark mofo round! A roof tour 
where you can also watch the game or concert from above

197 05-Jun-23 Nick Phillips
A architecturally designed stadium that 
represents something tasmanian, e g  a craypot

AFL, soccer, music and functions  I'd also love to see a 
state of the art members reserve in the stadium  Maybe 
a Tasmanian sports museum or exhibition too

Food and drinks  Green spaces with permanent art 
exhibitions Definitely both

198 05-Jun-23 Helen Spehr
Go and check out other stadiums before 
planning ! All types entertainment including all suitable sports As above Car parking toilets tables and seating Bus parking  Disabled parking Maybe souvenir shops etc

Maybe a Mail Drop to let everyone know the possibilities for 
Tasmania eg create work  and create more tourism as well as a 
project all Tasmanians can be proud of and help put us on the 
map ( so to speak )
As someone mentioned  recently  the Colosseum in Rome still 
has thousands of visitors every year to admire the site and be 
photographed  
Build it and they will come 👏👏👏👏



199 05-Jun-23 tina fox
Sport, concerts, comic con, there are so many things 
that could be held in a stadium

Something like aquashella in America, comic con etc, 
weddings and birthdays etc Restaurants and coffee shops Both

200 05-Jun-23 Rod Force

I suggested an Internationsl Design Competition 
years ago, and nobody took it up  What a waste 
to put a stadium there

Football, soccer, rock concerts, maybe an ice skating 
rink?

Football, soccer, rock concerts, maybe an ice skating 
rink  Eg Peach Tree Plaza in Atlanta Heaps of parking plus public transport/ shuttle buses Outside mainly, but both

Don’t waste this site on a stadium or affordable housing  Put 
both elsewhere  This could be the jewel in Tasmania’s crown

201 05-Jun-23 Andrea Chapman

Maybe each space be given a name of a 
geological feature  E g   The Candlestick, Bay of 
Fires, The Hazards

Sporting events - music Events - cultural events   
Anything where large numbers of people  can and 
need to gather
I would like to see the same sort of attractions that 
Ballarat museum offer  This is pretty ambitious but it 
would be brilliant  
Federation Square in Melbourne is great to visit, always 
something different on with Art displays changing, 
keeping the interest alive  It is a lively precinct Accommodation - Restaurants Cafes - Music Both

202 05-Jun-23 Joshua Cox
Have statues and murals of tasmanian icons 
around the area Afl games, concerts and dark mofo events Some recreational activity’s and business functions A ferry and bus terminal would be needed I reckon

Probably both  It would make Macquarie point a place to 
be during afl games and other events

203 05-Jun-23 Viv Chopping Focus on quality produce and environment
Aussie Rules Football, Rugby both union and league  
Concerts  Cricket International and Interstate conferences As above Outside so they can be used 24/7

204 05-Jun-23 Josh Allender open it up to MONA these guys nail it every time

Tasmanian Sports Hall of fame, show the history of the 
area, some statues of some sporting legends, concerts 
and music festivals, food and wine festivals, fun runs

Conferences, gala balls, fundraisers, school formals, 
small festivals public transport hub, rideshare stops close to the area both

205 05-Jun-23 Josh Allender

206 05-Jun-23 Rod Newland

A multi purpose stadium with local 
attractions cafe’s, restaurants and a 
reconciliation park AFL,local sports, music and cultural activities Community and business activities

Entertainment and cafe’s, bars, restaurants we’ll 
designed public spaces Yes both would be great

A more specific plan with approximate coatings and timelines 
etc

207 05-Jun-23 Todd Johnstone

208 05-Jun-23 Michael Golding

By a massive world class stadium  Then build all I 
have mentioned around it with modern smart 
design

AFL, Soccer, Rugby, Music concerts, Festivals, Start and 
finish of marathons

There is no limit here  Build it and they will come  
Imagine a conference center or 3 facing back towards 
the harbor or mountain  Those views alone will book 
the place out Dining, Bars, transport hub including ferry terminal

Both, defiantly both  You want the area thriving even 
when an event is not on at the stadium

Go Big!!!!! Don't fluff around, make this area a place where 
everyone wants to go, take elope, meet people, show visitors  
make it grand, pretty, fun and cool

209 05-Jun-23 Scott Stubbs

I loved the photo of the stadium shown in the 
mercury that showed a water view from inside  
Show the Derwent on TV when viewing games  
Always feels good watching cricket at Bellerive & 
looking over the water  It’s Iconic!

All footy codes, cricket, concerts, moto cross on it 
goes! G20 meeting

Other than parking and/or getting patrons in and out  
It’s all already there  As long as it ties in with Salamanca Outside  Alfresco everywhere

The design  We all want to see it  Don t f$&k it up and it will be 
a winner  
Me personally - retractable roof  Cost is irrelevant  If you go 
half way, 2 years down the track you’re going to be thinking; 
we should have done this, should have done that  Get it right 
the first time please

210 05-Jun-23 Tim Pearce

Mentioned above, our aboriginal and/or 
Antarctic and water based history would be a 
perfect fit  MONA to be included in the 
conversation would be helpful also, we have a 
big arts culture now

AFL, live music, conferences, cricket, then the 
possibility of getting some sports we otherwise 
wouldn't get such as rugby etc  I think a museum of our 
football and other sporting history would be a fantastic 
addition too Business events, and definitely arts events

Hospitality industry mainly, with some open space, 
particularly close to the water Mainly outside, so it opens up the entire area

211 05-Jun-23 Melanie Young Through our unique food's, and landscape

Concerts, cricket, football AFL, we have one of the 
richest Aboriginal history's,we could host our own 
dream time round, we could have our own DFO that 
Tasmania's could enjoy as well as out of state visitors

Business events, my son has to travel to Sydney or 
Melbourne for his work Expo and confreres would be 
nice to have a facility that  could cater for a state 
conference

Hotels, eateries (food malls), restaurants, retail shops,  
DFO Both

I hope you can see beyond the loud voices of the minority  
Tassie needs this stadium to be able to lead us to the future  
Please don't let us continue to be the laughing stock of 
Australian because of a handful of small minded Tasmanians 
who are fed false information by small minded politicians who 
just want their 15 mins of fame

212 05-Jun-23 William Latham
Have many local tassie business and history areas 
at mac point

A-League, AFL, NRL and local football games like a 
gala day there for the SFL Too much to say  Alot History, shops, events, transport, accessibility etc

Possibly both but mainly food to be sold inside the 
stadium and many different merchandise

After the stadium more information on what will happen next 
or after its done would be good

213 05-Jun-23 Erin Lee

I d love to see a gallery of some sort - nothing 
that will take away from TMAG and Salamanca 
spaces but something that will highlight local 
artists and can be viewed from outside - kind of 
like the Myer Christmas Windows in Melbourne  
Great opportunity for Mona to utilise the space 
too

What ever sport we can get   concerts  maybe another 
sporting museum like the cricket one at Blundstone   I 
also think a nod to First Nations people as well as 
George Guest who was a first fleeter and an original 
farmer

If you do the conference space right - windows 
opening to the Derwent - the possibilities are endless  
imagine being able to hold weddings looking over the 
river? It should be able to cater for 50 - 600 people   
Partitioned rooms etc

Open air and undercover seating, green spaces (grass 
like the Cenotaph)

Def both   They should be accessible when there is 
nothing on at the stadium Nothing  I want this to go ahead

214 05-Jun-23 Belinda Paul
Dark mofo lighting in Winter, Tasmania Timber 
features, outdoor fires/heating

Exhibitions, conferences, live music concerts as well as 
AFL, soccer, cricket

A large open Space and stage, make use of water 
views, break out rooms, catering Transport, dining, bars, shopping Both

215 05-Jun-23 Tracey Brazendale

Dark mofo definitely 
Winter is an awesome experience in Tassie 
showcase more frequently the food, arts and 
everything we have to offer
Summer in Tassie is beautiful we can have the 
same events happening but throughout the 
summer months Afl, concerts festivals other sports

Weddings, corporate events, sporting club functions  
Any sort of club or organisation functions

Car parks, train station? 
Public transport terminals Definitely both

The stadium needs to be at least 30,000 seats lets build 
something great that will not need upgrading in 10 years time 
because we have outgrown it  I am extremely excited at the 
prospect of this multi purpose stadium happening  It will be ao 
beneficial to our beautiful state  Its very overdue and if its done 
right will flourish in all of the years to come

216 05-Jun-23 tanya wylde-browne
Make the stadium spectacular like our beautiful 
mountain and river

I don t want to be bombarded with woke politicised 
displays pandering to minority groups  Just beautiful 
trees and parklands  I was born in Tasmania, tolerate 
Welcome to Country but don’t appreciate it as this is 
my country too  Stop trying to alienate people like me 
by continually making us feel like intruders in our own 
homes

Any and all public events that bring people together 
as one Good access to public transport but no parking needed

On the outside so that I can choose whether or not to 
use them  If they are inside there is less space Yes to Stadium  Yes to Tassie team

217 05-Jun-23 Scott Newlands Local produce in bars/ restaurants Sporting events, music Bars, restaurants, public open space, ferry terminal, Both

218 05-Jun-23 Janet Bacorn

Just like the Sydney Opera House design it so it 
stands out from all other stadiums, make it 
recognisable as truly a Tasmanian building

All types of football AFL, Soccer, NRL 🤔🤔  Athletics  
Concerts lots of!

If it is placed in the correct area with views I am sure 
the advertising gurus could make the centre just pop   
Work Conferences, Lectures, just so many uses

Accomodation, a reasonable amount of car spaces, 
restaurants, shops  Etc Both

Be open and clear about the stadium with your consultation 
and communication   A lot of things fail because the decision is 
already made and that is what is communicated

219 05-Jun-23 Thomas Bessell Build the stadium
AFL Football, A League soccer, rugby, music concerts, 
conventions, festivals Anything! Pubs/restaurants  A waterfront park space Mostly outside but definitely both No

220 05-Jun-23 Kyle Roberts

Inclusion of Tasmanian Timbers  in the 
construction of various buildings on site  
Expansive green and vegetated space 

National and possible international sporting events , 
concerts and large exhibitions

Large travelling exhibitions  World national 
conferences

Accomodation premises  at variable price ranges  
Hotels 3- 5 star hotels  But also backpacker 
accomodation

On both inside and ou the Stadium as the controlling 
authority can add their administrative costs to business 
es operating in the stadium precinct

Community facilities meeting places and offices  for local 
outreach groups 

221 05-Jun-23 Alexis Clarke

'- locally owned businesses
- different unique activities like Dark Mofo - brave 
rather than mundane and boring (and not taking 
signs down like airport!)
- not tourist focused kitch shops but authentic 
shops for locals and tourists alike - like the 
spotted quoll shop that attracts everyone and 
sells local things

'- AFL first and foremost - i can't wait to be a member 
and come to every single game  we will get a family 
ticket
- popular artists - when i saw George Michael at Marvel 
Stadium it was a simple show and looked very portable 
and easy to stage at a new Stadium - likewise Crowded 
House could have been there rather than sold out early 
at the state arena
- red hot summer is attracting big acts who could all 
stay for another night in a stadium

'- so many - lots of stuff currently shoehorned 
inappropriately into Wrest could be at a conference 
centre without walking through pokies which is 
disgusting
- eistedfords need a more apropriate place
- local balls - eg Labor 120 years was in a room that 
was too small at wrest

- pedestrian first rather than cars
- bus stop and ferry stops - without these being 
focussed on it can't work as planned
- parking within 10 minute walk - not too close) - maybe 
up at the regatta but not on the site (all the other major 
stadiums focus on public transport being the easiest 
ways to get there and parking is further away to 
discourage it)
- gathering spaces for people to come and enjoy the 
spaces all year round - plenty of room for people (cars 
can't take the spaces)

'- outside the stadium for a thriving precinct day in day 
out  the MCG is vacant and no one goes near it as it's all 
internal and locked up except on gamedays
- the rest of the site needs to work hard to overcome 
resistance to the stadium and i feel the waterfront being 
amazing and a promenade and restaurants and a place 
worth visiting any day of the year will be critical
- only a few bars inside and kiosk style snacks is enough 
for inside and proper meals should be outside and open 
to attendees and passerby's

please stand firm and support the stadium but with 
consideration to a green open pedestrian precinct to take 
advantage of the amazing place

222 05-Jun-23 Shane Richmond

Must reflect the unique nature of the state  Green 
space, timber, and the proximity to Antarctica 
needs to be present Concerts, local produce fairs, live theatre, conferences

Weddings, corporate gatherings, A new Festival of 
some kind Food, drink, transport connections, green space

Both  Must be useful all year round  Cannot be closed off 
and hidden  Must be able to see the view etc

Incorporate multiple office space for community groups of all 
types  Sports groups, charities, Beyond Blue, Lifeline etc



223 05-Jun-23 Callan Thomas

Celebrate Tasmanian heroes/legends - don't rely 
on local artists to put their own spin on works as 
they're often divisive and just crap  The stadium 
should celebrate the contributions Tasmanians 
have made to make the state better  Not just afl 
and cricket legends, but basketball, hockey, 
motor racing, etc

AFL, car shows (displays that don't tear up the surface) 
and Monster Trucks for my kids

Comedy shows, business meetings, best and fairest 
dinners, auctions, sporting/business presentations, etc

Food, coffee, lots of public rest rooms, undercover 
areas, open family friendly park

Affordable food and Cafe  Having fast food in there isn't 
a good look, but I won't be paying $25 for a bowl of 
chips either  Affordable food and drink is necessary  
Many families would rather take their own food than have 
to spend a fortune at the stadium if the food cost is too 
much  

AFL and tourist merchandise store and a sports museum

To keep the RSL happy, maybe a veterans walk from the 
cenotaph down to the stadium  The stadium should be the 
Tasmanian culture hub where all roads lead to it and everyone 
can appreciate the uniquely Tasmanian culture

224 05-Jun-23 Sarah Cowling
Highlight the natural beauty of lutruwita through 
food, culture, sporting events, festivals etc

I would love to watch our own AFL team! Concerts from 
international and local acts, some of the big stage 
musical productions like Harry Potter, Hamilton, 
Wicked etc Maybe a combination of both?

I'd love to be kept in the loop of progress as the precinct plan 
develops

225 05-Jun-23 Madelaine Borlase Just build the stadium Football, concerts & exhibitions, conferences As above Parking Both
A guarantee that Tasmanian people will get the opportunity to 
work on the build

226 05-Jun-23 Stewart Beswick

Leverage everything that is Tasmanian & embrace 
the new  Aboriginal cultural spaces, framing the 
river Derwent, mountain views, arts precinct, 
Tasmanian only food and beverage outlets etc

I would attend AFL, Cricket, Music, arts, food/wine & 
corporate events  My attendance to events (both 
sporting and otherwise) to both Mystate Arena & 
Bellerive has dropped off due to the accessibility issues 
as well as the lack of supporting infrastructure around 
these venues  There is nowhere to have a beer or meal 
before an event at Mystate arena and getting in and 
out of Bellerive is a nightmare (2 hour way for an uber 
after the Ashes test match)

Corporate events, industry body events, education 
providers, fundraisers, weddings, balls, awards nights, 
seminars  The options are endless  Being in close 
proximity and accessibility to 
Salamanca/CBD/Accommodation it becomes a very 
appealing value proposition when attracting interstate 
visitors and events

Transport, entertainment & hospitality  Public transport 
(northern corridor), buses & ferries to eastern shore, 
buses down the outlet, ability to park around the 
domain/cenotaph area, uber/taxi/bus drop off and 
pickup lanes, bars, cafes, restaurants, retail,  additional 
tourist attractions/activities

Both  The great stadiums around the country have a mix 
of spaces both inside and outside the stadium that cater 
for a wide range of attendees  Showcasing Tasmanian 
goods as a priority but understand that tends to be more 
expensive so alternate options too  Additionally, any 
event at the stadium is likley only part of an 
evening/daytime/weekend  The space surrounding 
needs to cater for a range of people to ensure they can 
enjoy an entire day/night out (something not possible at 
Mystate or Bellerive)

In terms of business, it would be great to create a hub for the 
burgeoning start up community - again embracing the new

227 05-Jun-23 Michael Wilson

Tasmanian materials such as timber and 
sandstone (or something that looks like 
sandstone  Vegetation such as living walls with 
native ferns  Murals and other images or mofits 
depicting Tasmanian history, landscapes, iconic 
buildings, native plants and animals, Tasmanian 
sporting icons  A gap in the stands so people can 
see Mt Wellington from inside the stadium

Concerts, sports, movie nights on the big screens, night 
markets in winter, rooftop tours like Perth's Ozone, go 
kart or other motorsport events (similar to perth), 
bungee jumping (if the roof is high enough), 
Tasmanian sports museum, conventions Conferences and conventions Hotels, bars, pubs, restaurants, public transport Both makes sense but either is fine

228 05-Jun-23 Craig Lucas
Many events, footy, cricket, soccer, rugby, 
concerts etc  will all showcase our State Football, Cricket, Concerts, Conferences

We have limited conference facilities, with max 
available numbers approximately 1,200
The new complex should accommodate 
approximately 2,000 people, which would then give us 
the ability to draw larger conference & numbers  This 
should be major part of our precinct

Hotels, Restaurants, Cafes & car parks, fortunately we 
already have those

Predominantly on the outside, as the stadium caterers 
will take care of the inside

We need this facility for the whole of Tasmania
We should be looking at the medium to long term view & get it 
built for future generations  It will help bring our state into one 
without the current North/South rivalry

229 05-Jun-23 Michael Wilson

Be sure to include all Tasmanian aboriginal people, not just 
those that identify as palawa  TAC continues to exclude many 
Tasmanian aboriginal people from being "palawa", and many 
Tasmanian aboriginal people do not identify with TAC or the 
palawa label

230 05-Jun-23 Paul Ransom

Design it using natural Tasmanian building 
products, Tasmanian sculptures scattered 
through the garden areas, tas devils, wallabys, 
wombats, AFL, concerts, exhibitions, agfest,

Weddings, birthday parties, training centre, for 
employment,

Plenty of parking, with plenty of security lighting, 
Taxi rank, bus depot, ferry terminal,

I think , create like a small village around the stadium, on 
the outside, create an atmosphere before you enter an 
event Maybe an Aboriginal culture centre, at the precinct,

231 05-Jun-23 Michael Newell Waterfront stadium Footy Lots Cafes and food vendors Both No

232 05-Jun-23 Suma Graham Knight

Already started with Princes wharf and the 
wedding boat and taste festivals  these things 
bring us together Athletic interstate champs, live performances, footy! Parking Both

233 05-Jun-23 Paul Clyne
Utilise local Artisian to make sculptures similar to 
the ones at the Hobart Airport

Music Concerts  Art exhibitions, buskers, Mid week  
Markets and food vans  Sports, AFL, NRL, Soccer, 
Rugby Union  Corporate boxes, dining, bars

Corporate 
Weddings
Conferences

Dining, bars, transport hubs ferry, bus potentially light 
rail  Car parking  Open space to relax, public seating  
24 hour manned police station

Both we need to have a spread so we avoid the space 
being a ghost town outside of specific events

Do not under cook the vision  Think big ! Make it future proof  
It must be a roofed stadium

234 05-Jun-23 monica hols Immersive ART NO STADIUM NO STADIUM NO STADIUM NO STADIUM
A fantastic opportunity for Tasmania to showcase a sustainable, 
inclusive way of exploring the island  NO STADIUM

235 05-Jun-23 Neil Edwards Tassie timber
All sports including Rugby and soccer, Concerts 
cultural events, markets Transport Both

It is imperative this goes ahead now, I see it as our last chance 
to do it with Fed support

236 05-Jun-23 Kalinda Beamish

Also as above, arts, cultural exhibitions, murals, 
sculptures story telling trails  Every opportunity 
should be given to our talented arts community 
to showcase their works  I can see Salamanca 
Market stalls spilling across to outside the 
stadium on weekends

Everything!!! Sports, events, music, tours, sporting 
museum, functions, conferences, Dark Mofo and Taste 
of Tassie events   We only have to look at Adelaide and 
Optus stadiums to see what they currently do around 
their stadium viscinities  We are only limited by our 
imaginations

There is a shortage of conference facilities that hold 
enough people here in Tasmania  I can see the new 
stadium and precinct becoming a highly sought after 
conference centre for international companies who 
look not only for conference space, but the outside of 
itinerary activities for their delegates  Imagine the flow 
on to tourism as delegates extend their stay to make 
the most of what our beautiful island has to offer

MacPoint is close to bars, cafes and restaurants along 
Hobart waterfront and Salamanca  I would love to see 
food vans, parklands, storytelling walks, buskers, arts 
etc  an area like the outside of Mona only on a much 
larger scale Definitely both!

This precinct will breathe life into an otherwise under-utilised 
area right on the waterfront  
Research other similar sized stadiums around the world and 
learn from them about what makes them work  
I cant wait for this once in a generation project to happen

237 05-Jun-23 Brodie Wells

Build the roofed stadium !!  From there it’s only 
limited to the imagination as to what can be 
showcased there - regardless of the weather or 
time of year !

ALL sports that can be played / competed under a 
roofed stadium, concerts, conferences, cultural festivals 
(not just indigenous but available to all cultural events) Please see above Parking

Outside, with appropriate organisations within 
(conference facilities etc)

Please just get this built and don’t let it magnificent 
opportunity slip through our fingers

238 05-Jun-23 Alistair Calvert
Design of buildings etc to be contemporary, 
modern and featuring Tasmanian materials Sport, concerts, anything Attract international conferences Screens (outside) child friendly space, bars, restaurants Outside, for use all year round Easily accessed from waterfront, city and river

239 05-Jun-23 Will Whittington

Not having a thumping big stadium that is not a 
point of difference, it needs to have spaces that 
promote the adventurous and wild nature of the 
island and tap into spaces for things such as Rock 
Climbing comps, so on Nothing

Nothing all a conference centre does is increase the 
footprint and increase the amount the government is 
going to spend on the site in the long run

Car parks, one to hold 5000 cars within 250 meters of 
the stadium that is new spaces

Well if there inside the how are you going to go to them 
during non game periods they have to be on the outside

The reconciliation park to be the centre piece of the site and 
not to be overshadowed by money and greed because it just 
shows the irony in how we killed thousands just to take the land 
and money

240 05-Jun-23 Andrew Chamberlain Clear roofing, walls showcasing the area AFL, sports and concert

There's already good spaces for conferences not far 
away, maybe utilise some areas of the stadium for a 
higher viewpoint Transport upgrades, light rail Both! Build the stadium asap

241 05-Jun-23 AFL, concerts, other sporting events Celebrations, weddings, sports social events Restaurants, cafes, parking, hydration points Both Plenty of interaction for patrons

242 05-Jun-23 Charles Morgan

As stated above, we can showcase Tasmania 
through exhibitions and presentations that 
celebrate culture and the Arts I don’t support the stadium

We don’t need another conference centre  However, 
smaller conferences could take place within the 
precinct I don’t support the stadium

The size of the site limits the possibilities  It is ridiculous 
to claim that a site of this size can include all of these, 
plus a science facility and housing

Don’t consider the stadium  It is folly generally and especially in 
this site

243 05-Jun-23 Marty Smith Build the bloody stadium or we will lose the lot!!

Hall of fame of Tasmanian sports people  Concerts, AFL 
games, cricket games, rugby and soccer games, expos, 
conventions, car shows, shows and festivals Conventions, festivals, major events,

Parking, public transport, ferry terminal, hotels, bars, 
restaurants, entertainment venues, green spaces

Outside of the stadium primarily, but also inside as 
required

This is something that quite frankly I didn't think I would see in 
my lifetime  I'm so excited yet anxious as those against this 
development are the biggest threat to us as a state becoming 
a genuine player in this nation and not just an after thought

244 05-Jun-23 Michael Palmer

Art/monuments from local artists including 
alongside a "boardwalk" with river, mountain and 
city views

Sports (many), concerts, tours of the stadium, rooftop 
viewing platform that showcase the river/mountain/city 
views (similar to Adelaide Oval experience) hospitality 
packages that include accommodation (either at Mac 
Point or nearby) and seats at an event

Formal Events (weddings, awards dinners etc )
Business meetings/conferences throughout the week 
to activate the area

Accommodation, bars, restaurants, ferry terminal with a 
regular timetable before and after large events, priority 
bus access - Evans Street should be open to buses only 
during large events to allow quick egress

Restaurants and bars should be outside the stadium, 
taking in river, mountain, city views
Meeting rooms/function centre etc  could be inside the 
stadium as the view is less important



245 05-Jun-23 Sam Burgess

Read all the above  Draw on Down waping 
history  Maybe even a soveign hill inspired theme 
block of streets

A 100 hed menyal health facility with on-site medical 
practices No  No no no no no

Affordable family friendly boating, walking,  eatery 
places Affordable affordable affordable

Down Wapping theme  And affordable  Some stuff super 
affordable

246 05-Jun-23 Erika Bransky

Light shows  Nods to indigenious culture and 
values  Celebrate Tasmanian native plants and 
animals  Encourge responsible disposal of 
rubbish through inovative bin systems that show 
tourists we value our environment  Welcoming 
information points that are manned by a person Giant puppet shows  Circus  Carols by candlelight

Anything that doesn't promote extravagent use of 
resources

Public toilets! Clever footpaths that can cope with the 
foot traffic especially considering emergency 
evacuations  Taxi ranks, bus stops and carparks 
elsewhere if necessry with shuttle buses between  All 
carparls in city need to ve redesigned and built with 
express lane ramps to prevent bottlenecking  Lots of 
rubbish bins  Shade trees, benches etc Smoking zones 
well away from others

Both - but a strong focus on reponsible disposable 
packaging!! If using compostable food containers make 
sure they are free from PFAS, safe for people and the 
planet and go to FOGO  Food waste is sent to food bank 
etc  And make food afforable and alcholol expensive so 
people can a  Feed there families, b  Prioritise food over 
drinking

Forshore is natural, not cement right up to the waters edge  
Clever drainage that filters out accidental littering which might 
end up in the water

247 05-Jun-23 Brendan Adams

Use a First Nations name for the stadium, a 
translation of the devils den
The devil is unique to Tasmania, will be the 
mascot for our state AFL team, let’s use it in and 
around the entire point

Concerts, Football, Rugby, soccer, but also festivals and 
expos

A conference centre adds more expos, even 
weddings, levers dinners, work conferences the list 
goes on

Public restrooms, cafes, bars  Family areas a community 
go to space Both for sure

248 05-Jun-23 Paul Johnstone
Make the people in the north of the precinct 
argue with those in the sout of it AFL, NRL, ALeague, concerts Free coffee and biscuits Don’t know Both Please build it

249 05-Jun-23 Chris Hutton

An iconic stadium design featuring Tasmanian 
timbers  Quality audiovisual & laser lighting 
displays on/in the stadium to celebrate, 
commemorate(ANZAC or reconciliation figures), 
Colour for fun ie red for Dark MOFO  (Like the 
Sydney Opera house on its sails)

Our own AFL/AFLW teams, Aleague, T20 cricket, NRL, 
concerts Large conferences we can't usually handle

Covered bus mall, Game/event day area to meet 
friends & eat/drink before events

Mainly outside for access most days with or without 
events

250 05-Jun-23 Mike Graham-Smith

Tasmanian artists and bands should be featured 
in the bars and restaurants
A green space featuring Tasmanian fauna
Tasmanian aboriginal reconciliation park

A modern big stadium experience that Tasmania is 
crying out for; big bands, conventions and 
conferences, AFL, WAFL, A-League, BBL, One Day 
International Cricket, State of Origin Rugby League, 
International Rugby Union; local events like Dark Mofo 
could be involved, The City to Casino fun run could 
start and finish there, Expos, Wooden Boat festival 
could have exhibits there, etc
Large Arts precinct

Go to a conference or convention at the stadium or a 
family wedding or big event  Maybe 5 different large 
conference rooms; Derwent view over the working 
port, City view over the IXL building, Mountain View, 
Domain View and Bridge View Comfortable, well-maintained and clean public toilets

Both  
What about a hotel incorporated into the stadium like 
the Adelaide Oval

The design of the stadium should be uniquely Tasmanian  
Maybe a craypot-type design with a transluscent interior wall 
that will show the lighting in between the cracks of the craypot 
design

251 05-Jun-23 Lee Mason No stadium

252 05-Jun-23 Amanda Parrish Uniquely Tasmanian is primarily Palawa None Nothing Nothing No stadium

Start again with thinking  Consider how other small cities have 
repurposed their water fronts  Consider upgrading existing 
stadia

253 05-Jun-23 Helen Daly Definitely not an expensive football stadium State can't afford it worst idea ever! I hope it is never built completely terrible idea None as hopefully it will never happen Neither
Unless people can live in the stadium, get health care, or an 
education forget it!

254 05-Jun-23 Ben Walters Indoor stadium  Make it feel like a devil den

255 05-Jun-23 Peta Newman

By not building a stadium  They are everywhere, 
not unique & we've got plenty already, plus a 
white elephant velodrome NONE NEVER NIL The same as any old boring conference centre offers None, because the stadium isn't wanted or needed No stadium No stadium

256 05-Jun-23 Anne Parrott

The Dark Mofo experiences there feel uniquely 
Tasmanian
Our Tasmanian indigenous story there would also 
feel unique Concerts I guess

I imagine training facilities for sports teams and this 
concerns me too as this hasn’t really even been part of 
the public discussion and we don’t have many available 
open spaces for this ( that aren’t already being well 
used for other things) Outside

257 05-Jun-23 Anna Williams Definitely not a football stadium I do not want a stadium!!!
I would like out door areas where people can enjoy 
themselves near the water We do not need a stadium!!!

I do not want a stadium, it is a huge mistake and worth 
spending money to get out of the contract Pulling out of the contract

258 05-Jun-23 Virgil Rowe Wildlife displays  Our natural fauna and flora
AFL football  Music concerts  Large events  
Commonwealth and Olympic Games AFL football  Multi purpose conferences Gyms, hotels and restaurants Both

I don t believe that this area should be allocated to affordable 
housing  There are plenty of other areas set aside for this  This 
area should be the jewel in Tassies crown  Please plan and 
develop it accordingly  I am a proud Tasmanian and can’t wait 
for the stadium to be built along with the rest of the quiet 
majority

259 05-Jun-23 Doug Patten

What makes Tasmania unique are its people and 
its food  
So public areas, Venues and food outlets

I don t believe a mu ti purpose stadium should be at 
macpoint
If it has to be anywhere why not at regatta point and 
make it something special (our opera house 
equivalent)  This approach has been shown to be 
successful by Mona

Conference centre would work with hotels  It could 
also host exhibitions Light rail and ferry facilities Outside but as I said it’s in the wrong place

How is a stadium going to be funded and sustainably run?
Does the business case stack up now?
It will not get used enough as it will be too expensive to hire
for anything other than occasional major events  
Put it somewhere else!!
I would like to see transparency

260 05-Jun-23 Heather Bindoff
Don't put in a huge ugly stadium so that it looks 
like any city with a huge ugly stadium

I don't think Hobart needs another stadium at all  
Bellerive,  DEC, Nth Hobart, York Park etc are all 
underutilised now Why not improve the spaces at PW 1 and 2 instead? No stadium

Build a business hub without a stadium  that focuses on 
art, indigenous culture and the unique flora and fauna of 
Tasmania

Consider not building a huge ugly stadium on what could be a 
beautiful place for the public to use every day, with access to 
the Derwent foreshore for water sports users, a board walk to 
link sandy bay to the city link track

261 05-Jun-23 Lindy Mackey
Develop it as a  arts precinct initiative in line with 
David  Walsh's vision for the area I do not want to see a stadium in this area None as there should not be a stadium in this area None as there should not be a stadium built in this area

I would like to know how such a  decision was made without 
consulting the community

262 05-Jun-23 Dr Dain Bolwell A unique architectural centre I think a stadium would be appalling Conferences Bars Or not
All research on the net value of such stadiums shows that they 
are negative

263 05-Jun-23 David OHalloran Grow Tasmanian plants on it

Grossly stupid and grossly leading question - I DO NOT 
WANT A MULTIPURPOSE STADIUM UNDER ANY 
CIRCUMSTANCES   NOT NOW, NOT EVER SEE ABOVE SEE ABOVE OVER MY DEAD BODY

A fully empowered Anti-Corruption Commission is the only 
thing I want out of this whole debacle

264 05-Jun-23 Sally Brown

A major appeal of Tasmania is its natural 
environment  Therefore let’s return nature to Mac 
Point—- through built up garden beds —- 
landscaping that is guided by indigenous 
tasmanians, horticulturists , landscape gardeners, 
sustainability experts  And include activities that 
recover and honour the environment!

We have a stadium in Hibart already  Spend money 
upgrading that facility!! A multipurpose stadium is not 
in line with honouring the natural environment  We are 
a small city, only some Hobartians would go to a 
stadium  We have a large proportion of the population 
that do not attend large stadium events! The cost of the 
stadium would be far better spent on S space that 
would be used by many Tasmanians and by visitors ti 
experience what Tasmania has to offer

We have conference centres in Hibart already!! We 
need an environmentally aware public space that 
Tasmanians can visit it free, to enjoy being, doing 
things together— with some small indoor facilities for 
workshops or celebrations A multipurpose stadium is unnecessary

Some cafes, community spaces  with the aim of 
sustainability and use for free or little cost by Tasmanians 
for everyone  Not as part of a stadium

The world needs spaces where people can connect with the 
earth, with each other, In a way that is not causing more 
pollution, more hardship, more cost, — where we can all learn 
from each other how to move into sustainability   We do not 
need another stadium, we do not need another traffic builder, 
— if a huge stadium— more cars??? Parking??? Already traffic is 
getting slower, more through Hobart  Let’s develop a place 
that addresses traffic problems (more public transport,&  water, 
bicycle , small electric —- innovations) that offers us ways of 
living sustainably, that offers activities that inspire our creativity 
& care firm the earth  That are uniquely Tasmanian

265 05-Jun-23 Penelope Ann

Don t build an ugly stadium! Open up the site 
with spacious public gardens, playgrounds, skate 
parks, watersport facilities, outdoor performance 
spaces, a truth and reconciliation park  Replant 
local trees and plants

The events I'd like to see would not be well served by a 
stadium Conferences?! We already have conference centres Heaps of ugly parking

No one will go to a shop or cafe inside a stadium unless 
they are going for an event   I want free, beautiful so 
pace outside

An explanation as to why our taxes should be spent on 
something that will benefit so few

266 05-Jun-23 Daryle Maddox Move existing events their All that can use it A wide range Interesting Both

267 05-Jun-23 John Hagan Can't say

I don't want a multipurpose stadium  This is again a 
leading 
and biased question  Who designed this questionnaire? I don't want a conference centre I don't want a multipurpose stadium

I don't want a multipurpose stadium so I can't answer this 
question I would like to see a more professional questionnaire devised

268 05-Jun-23 Bruce White Views  Sailing/water activities NO Stadiun Nothing Mini supermarkets NO stadium Real Cost



269 05-Jun-23 Chris Allfree

See above  Selecting only Tasmanian businesses 
or bespoke architecture and DONT destroy the 
view or sightlines to mountain and sea

I think a stadium is overlill having one next door 
already  I’d err towards a multi function area  Out door 
stages (carols by candlelight and sn indoor auditorium 
for big musical or spectacular productions  The stadium 
really limits the opportunitues due to the meed to 
protect the surface for games

I d avoid a conference centre to be honest  There are 
plenty already there  Indeed the Hotel opposite is one   
 I’d err as above for sn suditorium where (if required) 
expos snd conferences could be held but the 
community could utilise for regular mertings ( eg a 
room for the canoe club or the bee meeting once a 
month as an example

I think a stadium consumes too much space  As I 
mentioned above it creates a windy unfrienfly 
environment in Bellerive  Almost spooky  Mostly 
because its unifitmly deserted there

Hmm  No stadium frees you up here  Asking questions 
about a stadium attempts to legitimise a bad concept do 
I am reluctant to be drawn in  (I can here the news flash  
70% of respondents want cafes on the outside of the 
stadium while only thirty want it on the inside)  :-)

Personally I don’t feel this site should have housing  Its not a 
‘precinct’ in the sense of Glebe  I feel this is common land and 
there is enough privatisation for development

270 05-Jun-23 Ed Benton

Emphasise our environment and people s, both 
First Nations and recent arrivals  Provide venues 
for Tasmanian arts to thrive  Emphasise this as the 
gathering place of Hobart and Tasmania on the 
shores of the River Derwent  Make it welcoming, 
clean, green, educational, vibrant, easy to access 
and safe to visit

Mac Point is a completely inappropriate location for a 
stadium  The proposed stadium
Is inappropriate for the site

A conference centre will not activate the space for 
Tasmanians  Put a conference centre somewhere other 
than the prime waterfront access point in the city

Stadia need transportation hubs and parking  Neither 
are ideal for Max Point  Max Point is an inappropriate 
location for a Stadium

Neither  I am adamantly opposed to building a stadium 
at Max Point, an inappropriate location for a stadium

Max Point is an inappropriate location for a stadium  The 
reported nearly $800M price is too high a price to pay and a 
bad investment that will cost Tasmania and Hobart for the life 
of the structure  I would like to see the other planned elements 
installed at Mac Point before the stadium fantasy pushed 
everything else off of the planning table

271 05-Jun-23 Keitha Granville

No giant buildings, all low impact structures, 
preferably Tasmanian timbers used , native 
planting throughout NONE

Nothing that isn't already catered for elsewhere in the 
city NONE NONE

The shadow of the stadium will block sunlight from all around 
its base  It will ruin the waterfront

272 05-Jun-23 Axel Forder

Utilise the waterfront, Tasmania's fine cuisine, 
space for markets and small festivals  A precinct 
that attracts people all year around, not just a few 
times

First easily to get to and away from it  Parking when 
visiting any business  Some conference space  Most of 
this renders Mac Point unsuitable

Meetings, functions for businesses and organisations, 
exhibitions Parking and public transport

As long there is sufficient parking  Or public transport 
access

I visited and lived in large overseas cities with stadiums and 
millions of people with access  None of these stadiums have 
the activities or events the Tas government is claiming to host 
in Hobart  As many, I do not want exorbitant debt with its taxes 
to pay for it in the next few decades  The premier 'can't ' afford 
decent wage increases for the public sector for the last decade  
But is willing to go into 5b debt over a stadium that will run at a 
loss for decades and signing contracts without proper 
consultation or a social license from who he is representing

273 05-Jun-23 Kirsten O'Halloran Parklands and local flora and fauna NO STADIUM!!!!! NO CONFERENCE CENTRE!!! There should be no stadium, so no facilities needed

WHO SAID IT IS LIKLEY?? THIS NOT A YET A DONE 
DEAL  
NO STADIUM, NO BUSINESSES ON THIS PUBLICLY 
OWNED SPACE

TRUE CONSULTATION, NOT A SURVEY WITH LEADING 
QUESTIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS

Don't think you can throw in words like "Truth and 
Reconciliation","original owners", "lutruwita", "palawa people", 
"work with", "the Tasmanian Aboriginal community" and 
assume it will all be OK!
This is disingenuous (crock of shit)  We will NOT read those 
words and go away satisfied

274 05-Jun-23 wayne johnson none none for me

i would prefer a facility that could heal the sick, build a new 
hospital and demolish the old one
except for the art deco facade and maybe use for an hotel and 
or shopping / park

275 05-Jun-23 Andrew Henzell Don’t know Concerts with no time restriction Nothing not already covered by nearby facilities Cafes and bars, good eating Outside
It all comes down to parking for me as a Glebe resident, not “ 
pie in the sky” bus fleets

276 05-Jun-23 Marian Mccarter
Not a stadium  Anything but a stadium  What will 
that do for traffic but add to the pandemonium None None  Plenty of alternatives elsewhere Against stadium 100% None

This type of stadium/event centre makes me feel sick to the 
core  Marian- 69 years old  1st fleet ancestors  World traveller  
Health career  Grandma of 5 Hobartians  A stadium is 
somewhere I would never take them! Nor it’s cafes or 
restaurants  !

277 05-Jun-23 Linda Chee Through a Design Centre with working studios We do not need a stadium our population is too small A lot of diversity

Better transport options convincing locals to leave their 
cars at home or parked out of the city then use public 
transport No stadium at all Consider who Tasmanians are and be inclusive

278 05-Jun-23 Jenni Bradley

I suggest you consult David Walsh n Mona 
people as they have done an amazing job at not 
only engaging international people but locals as 
well with their venues and events

Similar to festival of the voices/taste of tas/dark 
mofo/simmer fest/concerts put on at the 
BotanicalGardens/Sydney to Hobart as well as leaving 
areas for public to enjoy without these activities

We already have conference centres here and they 
can’t cope with staff and decent level of service so I 
can’t see this suggestion to be successful

All of the above but note I don’t support a multipurpose 
stadium- only open space with small 
amphitheater/stage and use the open space area for 
seating (byo picnic blankets & seating etc)

No s radio on / open space with shops/cafes in a few 
areas - be mindful of all weather events etc

Please do not push for Tassie to go into debt for one code of 
male sport  ie the stadium - MP needs to be a public space - 
open space with all of my above/previous questions 
suggestion’s to take into consideration- thank you for 
consulting

279 05-Jun-23 Celia Boden

Have gardens showcasing Tasmanian flora, use 
existing buildings and embrace heritage of the 
port I don't want a stadium on this site

I don't think this is an appropriate location for a 
conference centre that would barely be used Once again, it is not where a stadium should be located As above

Yes - that this is not the appropriate place for a stadium  Hobart 
has very few facilities for youth and family recreation & 
education for winter months  This is a appropriate central 
location  Please don't waste it by catering to the AFL  It's 
shameful

280 05-Jun-23 Petra Johnson as above no stadium no stadium no stadium no stadium no stadium

281 05-Jun-23 Elisabeth Wilson Don’t want a stadium A conference centre is not a stadium PARKING and availability of public transport
Preferably no stadium, but if we are to be burdened with 
one, then outside  Don’t want unnecessary businesses

This is a beautiful spot where we need the minimum of 
buildings, to maximise the view down the river  I don’t think 
housing is appropriate  Any unnecessary buildings only block 
the view of the river for the majority of Hobart people  I feel 
really sad that there seems to be an emphasis on more 
buildings rather than fewer  The stadium idea is an unmitigated 
disaster in my view

282 05-Jun-23 Jenny Bugg

Doesn't need to be uniquely local  just attractive 
and places to sit or let young kids ride bikes etc   
Maybe a roller skate area   Bit like Kingston park NOTHING As above     Darling Harbour? '-

283 05-Jun-23 Peter Cusick
Allow the Tasmanian Aboriginal community to 
educate us about their history and culture None

What conference centre  It would be inappropriate in 
this space

Public transport and public housing that will not 
happen
Interesting question multipurpose? Tasmania and 
Hobart in particular has an abysmal public transport 
system A stadium will make the situation worse

All stadiums have fast food outlets in concrete fortresses  
They offer nothing to the surrounding communities only 
the patrons watching the games  I have been to all of the 
Australian major stadiums and they are well planned  Not 
shoved in a limited space that already has an approved 
proposal Forget about the stadium and finish the existing plan

284 05-Jun-23 Patricia Di Carlo
The surrounding food and eateries, shops need 
to be uniquely Tasmanian Sport, music, cultural, school

Outside, accessible all the time regardless of events 
being held   Inside should have quick food delivery

Not all high end cafes/restaurants, locker space in an area away 
from the stadium, allow families to have their own food outside 
and store their belongings before entering   Far enough away 
that it will not be a security issue

285 05-Jun-23 Jason Paul
Open park spaces with with Tasmanian produce 
restaurants 

Car, caravan and housing shows  Music concerts and 
musical theater shows  Military tattoos National conferences Motels Both An area for new years eave Celerbrations

286 05-Jun-23 Anna Read

By not building a football stadium but focussing 
on a cultural centre  A place for truth telling and 
sharing of First Nations knowledge and histories

Art, cultural exhibitions leveraging from the reputation 
of Mona  No Stadium No conference centre None  Do not want a football stadium

No stadium  Happy to have business as part of a cultural 
and arts centre though

No football stadium  I don t think it s appropriate the 
Tasmanian government be held hostage by the AFL  Who put 
them in charge  And how come Tasmania has to create an 
expensive football stadium  What about the one in the North of 
the State expand and modernise that one  Don’t mind the 
idea of a team though  NO STADIUM

287 05-Jun-23 Justin Caccavo
Focus on local icon like river Derwent iconic 
Tasman bridge and MT Wellington as back drop Concerts  sport and festivals

Like conferences at MCG and SCG for national 
companies to hold events

Walk bridges from CBD already in place  Use ferry 
system to transport from eastern shore Both - like other stadiums

Having lived close to CBD Mac point has not been somewhere 
I have really visited  The regatta has become very average even 
for children with same show rides as the other shows



288 05-Jun-23 Jessica Adams

         
apple industry  Our beer and gin heritage  The 
original owners of the land should be given 
priority  Stargazing with indigenous astronomy 
and telescopes  Revisiting the Erebus and Terror, 
Sir John Franklin's famous lost ships (moored 
nearby)  There is no writers' museum in Hobart  
With Nan Chauncy and Richard Flanagan, there 
should be  You need a changing space to show 
'The Making of Rosehaven' and 'AC/DC in 
Tasmania' on screen with exhibits  City Hall 
hosted famous, famous acts and bands  That 
should be incorporated  Hobart really lacks 
recognition of Alannah Hill, for example, and her 
incredible life in fashion - but her autobiography 
was a bestseller

Medium sized open air concert venue for music, 
comedy, theatre  Small not massive  It means Tasmania 
gets added to the tour list so we see the Church, for 
example - outdoors (safe) not indoors (Coviddy)  Big 
picnic and BBQ area, free  Dog space for dog walkers  
Think undercover, open air, heated, waterproof, year 
round Don't know Plenty of Covid-safe lavatories Both

No, thank you for the opportunity  Go for it  We run a series of 
travel books for HarperCollins called Holiday Goddess and we 
do Paris, London, New York and Rome  I can see this being in a 
new Hobart book

289 05-Jun-23 Alison Weeding

Affordable Tassie specia ty food - entree size 
maybe - as we always seem to miss out or it’s too 
expensive for most - crays, abalone, cheese, 
pigeon whole bread plus softer options for the 
many ppl with dental issues!

AFL, rugby Union, concerts plus a big screen on the 
outside to share the love if space is over run inside or 
for smaller events - like at fed square & like in Sydney 
around the harbour & city when the 2000 Olympics 
were on

Disability accessible loos - specialised like out at 
MyState arena Like MyState arena & the rest outside

How you can fast track the stadium being built as - I’m about to 
turn 50 - & this feels like the Dam issue of 40 yrs ago - I so want 
this stadium to be built asap & for our own AFL team to play 
there

290 05-Jun-23 Dee Alty

Wooden boat show, start of ferry trips, tall ship 
stops - all
Maritime activities Stadium won’t work - too big and too expensive

Nothing more than what I have suggested without a 
stadium Space No stadium See my other submission

291 05-Jun-23 Janet Rutherford
No sports stadium  Open areas to show off that a 
capital city can be green to its core Not possible Waste of the space Too many to make it viable It will be a rip off

Stop AFL taking over our prime waterfront   I love my AFL, am a 
member of a club,  a Victorian only one, this is a bad deal

292 05-Jun-23 Carol Campbell
A pavilion (not a stadium), covered area for pop 
up markets, Reconciliation park,

I would not  go to a Stadium there, - it will be a 
monstrosity that my great-grandchildren will still be 
paying off

If it was designed properly it could be used for 
numerous events - book sales , craft events, 
conferences, and so many more

A stadium will need parking which is not there at the 
moment, access which is not there at the moment   If 
any housing is planned there together with the stadium, 
it will be only a matter of time before the residents of 
the houses start complaining about the behaviour of 
attendees

I would not like to see a stadium there - FULL STOP   It is 
too big   Will it affect what is left of was it a fort which was 
built near the Cenotaph soon after settlement   I 
understand it was uncovered several years ago and filled 
in to protect it from damage

Will the ruins of the old fort (?) near the cenotaph be damaged 
during building of this UNWANTED stadium

293 05-Jun-23 Don Butler

It does not have to be all uniquely Tasmanian  It 
must have aspects which celebrate our 
uniqueness such as agriculture and high end v 
produce  A focus on Tasmanian design In 
furniture and specialty Timbers  Wooden boat 
focus would be possible next to the water

Multiple sports opportunities or no stadium  It should 
cater for international and National sports equally  The 
extreme focus on the AFL mandated detail in wrong   
Young people would like the possibility of concerts  
Considering what conference venues currently have, 
any offerings in this area should add to the offerings Conferences and exhibitions Parking, transport Outside

I don’t believe any housing should be there at all  Housing 
brings a sense of ownership and entitlement

294 05-Jun-23 Peter Toohey Don't copy anywhere else!
Hard to answer because I consider it a sin against our 
progeny

Not needed  There are already more than enough 
such facilities

A vast parking area
Proper screening from the cenotaph Not applicable

I think the whole thing is amateurish  Does no-one in command 
understand the climate change implications? Does no-one 
understand the Hobart Rivulet is compressed there? Does no-
one think twice about saddling  our progeny with white 
elephants and a massive drain on resources? The stadium idea 
arises out of a joke from a retiring AFL mogul who won't 
personally part with one cent to make it happen or to maintain 
it, even though it will be a memorial to him  I feel it comes from 
local envy of other and much larger, better resourced mainland 
cities; envy is seldom a wise motivator

295 05-Jun-23 Denise Savage

First peoples culture and food sharing   
Tasmania's unique botanical plants and animals, 
nature play space for kids None

Big corporation ones that don't concern the ordinary 
person or Tasmanian

Roads, bus stations, ferry terminal, light rail, and a city 
precinct that won't get clogged up with masses of 
people trying to move in and out of it

I'd like to see them there without the stadium   Then I'd 
be semi interested in visiting the place   I've no interest 
otherwise

I'd like the see the funding go towards health and housing, or 
not having a debt that will cripple the state for generations to 
come   That's what I'd like to see

296 05-Jun-23 Robyn Conway Shops , Restaurants, with a Tasmanian feel or flair Why do we need a stadium ?
I totally agree with a conference centre with some 
accommodation Not Applicable Not Applicable

Why is it assumed in this survey that a Stadium should be a 
component of  Macquarie Point? 
There are enough Sporting Facilities in Hobart and beyond 

297 05-Jun-23 Sam Voss

With a stadium we will be able to not only host afl 
games with 20,000 people, there will also be an 
opportunity for concerts in front of big crowds Cricket, afl, concerts Concerts Car park, bus stop, food and drink Outside Build the stadium, for the future

298 05-Jun-23 Sarah Robert-Tissot Anything but a stadium None None A stadium is not something I would value AT ALL We have enough shops and buildings in the city

I do not think a stadium is necessary at all  I thin an extension of 
the botanical garden and natural environment would help 
readdress the imbalance in nature

299 05-Jun-23 Earl Martin Open grassy areas, outdoor theatre space None None, we have enough Dykes to keep the water out No - there are enough around the waterfront and Hobart

Forward thinking strategic planning for the environmental 
pressures that are here/coming   Would really like to see the 
people in positions of authority to familiarise themselves with 
the impending crisis

300 05-Jun-23 Jo Cleveland I'm not really interested in another stadium All available at Blundstone Arena see above
301 05-Jun-23 MAUREEN MCKENZIE NONE! NONE! NONE! NONE! NO STADIUM!

302 05-Jun-23 Gillian Fitzgerald As above
Not interested  I have outlined my vision for the area, it 
doesn't include a stadium See above See above See above No

303 05-Jun-23 Denise

All of the things U have written so far  Showcase 
our very talented sustainable designers  Contact 
the ASC - collective if building designers  They 
really will know how ti make the space uniquely 
Tasmanian  Anyone can have a money sucking 
stadium  There are already the Dicklands high 
rise canyons and large stadium - a soulless, 
concrete desert  There us already the overblown 
Darling Harbour with its wall to wall hotels, 
restaurants and zillions if sweaty tourists  Let’s do 
something else We have something so much 
better

I wouldn’t  I am not interested in a stadium whatever 
spin you might put on it

A conference centre would do what most conference 
centres would do

There is a stadium in Bellerive  Think we need another 
one, just slightly bigger at Mac Point? I don’t

Look  I’ve been to the stadiums in Melbourne  The shops, 
if you call them that, cater only for the footy crowd  
Franchises selling junk food and beer  T shirts and other 
crap  I don’t want these anywhere? In or out

I would like you to plan and design the precinct for us, for the 
local community NOT for tourists, NOzt for tourist business  Do 
it for us! If you do it really well everyone will love it and want to 
use the space, meet their friends there, use the public green 
space together, contemplate the history of Hunter Idksnd, the 
people who lived there before colonisation and tge 
sustainable future that we all have such urgent hopes for  If you 
build a stadium you can forget any or all of that  So, I beg you 
not to muck it up, don’t you date the amazing opportunity you 
(we) have to do something truly special here  Urban renewal  
Environment restoration  Community reconciliation  They are 
the concepts I want to see there  
NO STADIUM

304 05-Jun-23 Caroline Riseley

Markets (night and day markets), festival and 
event space, encourage local businesses through 
small holdings with cheap rents I don't want a stadium there There's already a few conference centres nearby

I don't want a stadium but if there was one, it would 
definitely need trains and ferries

I don t want a stadium  I want to see shops, cafes and 
restaurants opening off outdoor areas on squares, 
wharves and paths (not indoor because that would be 
just another shopping centre and would render the 
waterfront location useless)

Don't build a stadium please, it would be a financial white 
elephant and would cause traffic gridlock  Hobart has one 
stadium already and we don't have the population to support 
more



305 05-Jun-23 Marion Jones

Don’t make a big huge eyesore like a stadium on 
the site that will overshadow any other 
development made there  Tasmania is not the 
mainland, there is a reason why we aren’t a high 
rise city  We have kept our traditional, friendly, 
uniquely Tasmanian feel by not giving in to big 
corporations trying to make us something we are 
not

I don’t want the multipurpose stadium at the point, 
upgrade the existing stadium! We already have 
facilities for other events such as entertainment, arts, 
sports and festivals  Big name artists and teams have 
never and will never find it economically viable to hold 
events in Tasmania and the local artists and teams 
would not be able to afford renting the proposed 
stadium for their event! The stadium will be left empty 
for the majority of the year

Cultural and hobby conventions  Cultural teaching 
events but we have conference centres already why 
would we need another?

A lot of food facilities, a lot of security facilities, spaces 
where anyone who has sensory issues can access in 
order to retreat from over stimulation  Disabled access, 
parking, bathroom facilities, enough space for 
thousand of people to cue and congregate before the 
stadium opens  All of which will cause the cost of 
building such a stadium to sky rocket in both monetary 
terms and space terms  The sheer number of people 
attending the area all at once in a part of our city that 
comes directly off of an arterial road, that’s used as a 
gate way to our CBD, will cause major congestion 
issues for our already failing transport and road traffic 
system

I shall say again, I don’t want a stadium at the point! Also 
if food and business are only inside the stadium than it is 
a major waste of space, time and money, as those 
businesses will not be publicly accessible for the majority 
of the year  Note would it be economically viable for 
those businesses to survive inside a stadium that won’t 
be used for the majority of the year not to mention the 
astronomical cost of renting a space inside or out of the 
stadium for these businesses to reside  Should the 
businesses be outside of the stadium the area left for 
residential and the reconciliation park would 
undoubtedly shrink  Making this stadium with business 
inside or out unviable

I would like you to consider young and future generations of 
Tasmanians and the massive financial burden that will be 
placed on their shoulders because our state is being 
blackmailed into paying for this stadium in order to get a state 
team! A gigantic building that will sit idle for the majority of the 
year, that will put great financial stress on our people, will put 
massive infrastructure stress on a state that is not equipped to 
handle large influxes of people and will be a massive, out of 
place eyesore amounts our historical aesthetic  It undoubtedly 
the worst thing to build  Especially right now, when we are still 
reeling from the pandemic, are likely to experience a recession 
and are in a housing crisis! 
You want a stadium! Build it when we aren’t experiencing 
economic devastation! Build it when our people are housed, 
fed and healthy! Build it when we aren’t experiencing crises left 
right and centre! It is not a necessary building right now and 
should not be a priority! That is what you should consider

306 05-Jun-23 Karrie Malan

Use beautiful natural colour schemes: muted 
green tones, dark grey, timber highlights  
Highlight some of Tasmania’s “special 
spaces”scenic places, bushwalks and touristy 
spots;
So it encourages people to visit: Kunyani, Bruny 
island, Freycinet, Port Arthur, Mt Field etc

Hobart sculpture walk and Vivid lights- like festival with 
light installations and projected lights/images onto 
walls  Buskers / street performers for summer months Busker /street performance art competition

Easy and safe access toilet blocks (similar style to Long 
beach sandy bay or kangaroo bay for visibility for 
access with children or vulnerable people, and single 
cubicles for safety

A beautiful playspace that kids can use whilst adults sit at 
cafe

307 05-Jun-23 Sarah Stewart Not sure Not sure how 'multipurpose' a stadium can be  Arts/cultural activities Food and drink outlets Outside

308 05-Jun-23 Ian Broinowski Not with a monstrous, ugly stadium I do not want a multipurpose stadium We already have conference venues I do not want my taxes spent on a stadium I do not want my taxes spent on a stadium!

I want you to consider the real cost and debt this will add to the 
Tasmanian community for generations to come   I want to know 
why we kow towing to the AFL and why we have to pay them 
money if the building is not on time  Thankyou for providing 
this opportunity to express my opinion

309 05-Jun-23 Sarah Hopkins

Use a Tasmanian builder, products etc  perhaps a 
wall or mural of Tasmanian legends of sport, 
music etc  Hold a Dark Mofo event there  Hobart 
Show?

Music concerts we are desperately keen for and don’t 
get

Unlimited  The attraction would only grow for hire if 
linked to a unique facility such as a stadium  Indoor 
and outdoor Hospitality, ablutions, public transport point/hub

It depends on the business  Great to showcase Tassie 
only businesses inside and outside while any 
multinationals or such could be outside

The great need for this stadium to occur - the multipurpose 
functionality that would open so many doors to locals for jobs, 
tourism for dollars  The state’s income would only benefit from 
such

310 05-Jun-23 Sarah Hopkins

Showcase our state’s landmarks through 
architecture  Eg a walkway handrail/easement 
shaped like the Hazards (one example)  Or a 
dining area eith dry/wet area separated by ‘The 
Neck’ like on Bruny

Sport obviously, but the national and international 
bands/performers we never get - desperate for quality 
live music  Stop the need to have to travel to 
Melbourne and fund the Victorian economy every time 
we want to see a band Unlimited - imagination is the limit Good transport hub, restaurants and bars, hotel

Tasmanian business should be given exclusive access 
internally, especially those unique to Tassie  Internal with 
external facing for non event days  Both internal and 
external businesses should be present especially if the 
precinct will have other businesses operating outside of 
event days

To the people of Hobart scared and against progress for the 
sake of no change, some more information ie facts ans figures 
projected for stadium income and jobs etc

311 05-Jun-23 Charles Rose

A unique design of the outer shell with 
Tasmanian materials such as timber, and that can 
be lit up for events such as New Years/fireworks 
events etc   Ideally it could be adapted for major 
events like Dark Mofo for events inside the 
stadium as well is in/around it   I think certainly 
something creative on the cenotaph side of the 
stadium to appropriately recognise our war 
veterans and that would add rather than diminish 
from the experience of visiting the cenotaph

Should be something for all ages - tour of Sports 
Museum, interactive cricket/AFL games for kids, Escape 
Room, restaurants and bars, outdoor park areas - 
benches, grass

Mostly business conferences, but an opportunity 
would likely exist for UTAS conferences and functions Open parks, bars, toilets

Outside of the stadium so more visible and accessible to 
people walking by

I o ld k   see t e gro nds t ised by  g  
when not in use for elite sport or entertainment   There is a 
significant shortage of sporting grounds in Tasmania, and in 
particular junior AFL and soccer   If participation is set to boom, 
I think it would be an amazing way to utilise the asset and 
providing community use, whilst also ensuring that it remains in 
pristine condition for elite sport matches   I’d imagine junior 
sport would not do too much damage to the surface   There 
would also be opportunities to use for junior cricket clubs with 
the roll-out FlicX wickets   Whilst I am not really involved 
anymore, UTAS Sport would be the first sporting organisation 
I’d suggest speaking to to support their many clubs as either a 
home/second ground to see if it aligns with their Sport strategy 
and move into the CBD

312 05-Jun-23 Linda Oliver
Indigenous events chosen by Indigenous people 
local Hobartians culture food and culture

Not Australia Day but Indigenous Day as determined 
by the local Indigenous group As above Free transport community bbqa d sacred space Not the Stadium

Stadium is wrong priority Need to house the homeless and 
support people in needv

313 05-Jun-23 Peter Jones Park waterfront with Aboriginal input

I don’t want a stadium - we have Blundstone’s and 
MyState already and only 215,000 people live here so 
that’s enough We have enough conference centres already Obviously a car park but that would waste the space I do not want a stadium

Two thirds of Tasmanians oppose the stadium and we have 
Bellerive and York Park in a state of 515,000 people, that is 
enough,

314 05-Jun-23 Acacia Bingham
Listen to first nations voices and active 
community members None of them Sounds elitist and boring Car parks +++++ which we don't have space for Instead of the stadium please

No one wants a stadium  It is not economically viable and the 
Tasmanian people deserve better amidst a housing crisis

315 05-Jun-23 David Mitchell

Refer to the above comments, use natural 
tasmanian building materials, wood, stone, and 
cut out the concrete jungle notions of too many 
developments  Look at how such spaces and the 
architecture is done elsewhere in the world  Look 
to capture the essence of Tasmania’s past 
architectural heritage but with a modern take on 
this

Read above, I don’t support the construction of this 
totally unnecessary edifice on the site  It’s a bad 
decision and cannot be justified from so many 
perspectives

We don’t need yet another conference centre  There is 
already adequate facilities in Hobart for such uses

Refer to the above comments  It’s not needed and jacks 
community support  it’s a big white elephant that the 
AFL is imposing on Tasmania Refer to the above  No stadium

Yes, take note of community anger and frustration at the 
government’s inability and/or refusal to listen that we don’t 
want a stadium
on this site

316 05-Jun-23 Greg Nutting Anything as long as it represents all Tasmanians All sports and concerts Would make it usable all year round Parking hotels bars food Both Just bloody build it

317 05-Jun-23 Chris Bingham

Don’t have a generic stadium when there’s one 
four km away that could be refurbished at a 
fraction of the price

Don’t have a stadium  Have a mix of local owned 
businesses, social housing and public open space

The same ones the three conference centres we 
already have offer

A perfectly good stadium four km away  Light raul 
access, public electric buses Not around a stadium at all

Don’t build the stadium at all  Refurbish Bellerive oval, use Mac 
point for social housing public open space and First Nations 
acknowledgement

318 05-Jun-23 Dean Tuson

Have awell designed undercover stadium with 
well designed parking and open spaces that links 
all other areas of the city that don't make it feel 
disjointed

AFL, WAFL, VFL, NRL Games, State of Origin Rugby 
(Adelaide just did it), A Leage games, concerts, Events 
like monster trucks or crusty demons, big bash (test and 
one dayers not possible)

Work and sport conferences  Businesses would be 
attracted to conferences there

Open space parks, family options such as day time 
eateries, cafes  Outdoor seating  Outdoor art that can't 
be damaged

Mainly on the outside so patrons can have a meal before 
going to watch a game or concert)

No, I have said everything, stay positive towards a stadium 
being a once in a generation opportunity for many people, but 
see all of the business and accomodation around the cbd that 
will benefit

319 05-Jun-23 Gaby Jung
Truth and reconciliation park, showcasing native 
flora, especially edible landscapes, I do NOT WANT A STADIUM There is already enough here, we do not need thos NO STADIUM, MULTIPURPOSE OR OTHER NO STADIUM

No stadium, scap this plan immediately, any penalties for 
breaking of the contract should be paid for by Jeremy Rockliff 
himself  He had NO social license to enter into a contract that is 
basically a blackmail

320 05-Jun-23 Anne Caughey

All the points listed above  A stadium will kill any 
chance to develop something special and  
uniquely Tasmanian

No stadium  A space similar to Sidney Myer Music Bowl 
for music and cultural events and festivals Hobart has conference centres already Light Rail

No stadium  It will kill activity in the area forever more 
exceot for a few days of the year

No stadium  Be more creative and forward thinking in the 
development of this area

321 05-Jun-23 teddy mundy

the best thing about that part of town in 
particular are the heritage buildings  The new 
buildings need to be of small scale and respect 
the existing sheds and the industrial heritage of 
the site  They also need to respect the 
surrounding streets

I really don't think this is the right place for a stadium, 
right in the centre of the city  A stadium would take too 
much space and necessitate the destruction of the 
buildings which are used for cultural activities at the 
moment  And we want Dark Park back on the site
I don't watch football games, and I feel excluded from 
ever visiting the area

all sorts of cultural activities  A conference centre 
would be fine, as long as it is not trying to provide for 
thousands of people  However, there are probably 
enough options for conferences in the area (I have 
been to a few in the Grand Chancellor for instance), 
and I cannot imagine a conference that necessitates 
seating for over 20000 people!!!
I would prefer a space that could host avant garde 
theater  a street party and a pub quiz

a stadium necessarily needs lots of parking, which 
cannot be provided nearby  this means there will be 
total traffic chaos every time a game is on  
This is totally going in the wrong direction  We have 
stressful traffic during rush hours as it is  I don't want to 
have all car parks in the city clogged up as well

how could these spaces be inside a stadium? These 
spaces are important and should be there, instead of a 
stadium  Then there will also be enough space for real 
people  And a lovely park  More importantly, there 
needs to be housing, whether for students, families or 
elderly people  It is important for a vibrant part of town 
that there are always people around, on different days 
and at different times of the day  
A stadium would mean most of the week the site is 
empty, and one day a week or one day  a fortnight, there 
is traffic madness

Please do not waste this opportunity  There is enough space at 
the moment to build a light rail terminus  If the stadium was 
built instead, this chance would be lost forever and we will all 
be tied to the most unsustainable traffic option: driving  
Please do not hand over this site to private interests of football  
It should be a place for the people



322 05-Jun-23 Paul Duggan

Dark mofo, su

Use Mona as an example, be a bit bold instead of 
boring in the design, think mountains scapes and 
wilderness meets  the sea concept

UFC, big bands, the Matilda’s soccer, Rugby union Test 
possibilities are endless Anzac Day breakfasts and lunches

Transport,  hotels , Aboriginal remembrance kids play 
areas and parklands Probably outside but also, access to inside

Maybe a another few bridges for pedestrians and a central 
walk way from city to the water front to the stadium and 
surrounds so the foot traffic doesn’t have to cross alll the traffic 
lights
Probably should push for 30,000+ capacity  Don’t want be 
having to rebuild in 10-15 years time

323 05-Jun-23 Andrew Hudspeth
Fill the site with innovations, not a stadium that 
could have been built elsewhere Wrong place for a stadium !!

Political advantage does NOT constitute good governance or 
decision making

324 05-Jun-23 Angela Hunt

I don t support a stadium  Too big takes up too much 
space, it is internal looking on one of the best 
waterside locations in Hobart  Bed pan is a good 
description   There will be cost blow outs, Tasmanians 
won’t afford the tickets, never get 23,000 people there 

NOT CAR PARKING! If it’s to be built - then both

A revisiting of the decision to put the white elephant stadium  
on this site  If there is to be a stadium it should be in 
Launceston and costed properly  The risks are too high and 
Tasmanians are bearing all the risk!!

325 05-Jun-23 Marguerite Porte Concerts, garden shows, art exhibitions

Areas that are suitable for more intimate concerts and 
for guest speakers  National and international 
conferences Parking and access to public transport Both

Why is the stadium so much about AFL football  Very few of my 
friends and family would consider going to the footy  Any 
proposed housing should be of a standard that would appeal 
to a range of people - not just "public housing" and show that 
Tasmania cares that people have a good environment to live in

326 05-Jun-23 Geraldine Lum

Uniquely Tasmanian is not football  Uniquely 
Tasmanian are things like MONA, TMAG, 
Salamanca, Mt Wellington  These are not events  
Just put a beautiful park and museum in there 
and the people will come

No stadium  No events that would draw 25,000 people 
and their cars that would congest the traffic of Hobart's 
major arterial routes in and out of the city

None  A conference centre can be built anywhere  in 
Hobart  It does not have to be built in the last 
remaining waterfront property in Hobart

Freeways and tunnels that by pass the city and its 
arterial routes

No stadium and no shops  There are plenty of other 
places to shop that are more conveniently located

Hobart is unique in Australia  A stadium is not  Hobart does not 
know how to celebrate what it has  It only knows how to stick 
buildings and highways on what it has and then call it a 
celebration of the site  We had a beautiful area at the end of 
Castray Esplanade  Instead of making it an amazing waterfront 
park for its people and tourists, we stuck CSIRO there (CSIRO 
could have gone anywhere)  We could have had an amazing 
Royal Botanic Gardens that ran to the Derwent but we stuck the 
B36 highway through it so visitors can enjoy the endless sound 
of traffic at all times  Once upon a long time ago ,we had 
Dunkley Point, Sandy Bay which was of incredible historical 
significance  An incredible site which now has a casino 
projecting out of it and its incredible history is little known to 
the inhabitants of Hobart  As I said, the various Tasmanian 
governments have governed blindly, failing to see the natural 
assets of this land  They only know one word -BUILD

327 05-Jun-23

Read my previous answers to your other 
questions, it seems like this survey is 
unnecessarily arduous to deter opposition to this 

 stadium  Anything but an advertising 
platform for Ladbrokes, SportsBet or any other 
predatory company that  

Nothing  If it is built I will boycott it, as will my extended 
family  We can see this scam for what it is  Land theft 
and nothing less

Nothing that cannot already be accommodated by 
existing facilities  Elton John, Foo Fighters, and the 
Harlem Globetrotters didn't need this stadium, and 
neither will any other activities, events, and (wow)  a 
conference centre? that's certainly a new spin! Who 
made this survey? Jeremey  are you there?

Parking, pedestrian and bike lane access, but I think this 
question is utterly bullshit  Please stop with this crap 
about multipurpose! This stadium is 100% for the 
corporate boxes for AFL sponsors and has nothing to 
do with anything else  It is basically the AFL demanding 
Tasmania spend $2 1 billion (that WILL be the end 
figure) on a football ground

No there will not  This stadium will displace the very little 
business that has been allowed, saturate the land with an 
imposing and ugly round building with one third of the 
relevance of Bellerive oval (stolen from the community) 
and York Park (also stolen from the community) which 
were both perfectly adequate and acceptable for the 
Hawthorn and North Melbourne teams, but apparently 
NOT a Tasmanian team

Taswater commercial in confidence documents regarding the 
relocation of this capital cities sewerage works  full disclosure 

 traffic management plans for 30k people every week over 
winter, realistic projections for crowd numbers, benefit to 
Tasmanian taxpayers, and an impact study into the burden this 
huge project will have on basic services like health, housing, 
transport, traffic congestion, and the damage promoting casual 
betting has on local communities in the face of all these 
corporations who infest the ecosystem surrounding the AFL

328 05-Jun-23 Lesley Kaye
AFL /SHOWS /CONCERTS/ CONFERENCES/ROOF 
CLIMB As above Infrastructure of toilets restaurants bars accomodation Both plus food vans outside

329 05-Jun-23 Robyn carney

Feature Tasmanian/Australian culture, arts and 
science  Use a low, contour-hugging designs 
featuring interesting architecture and lots of 
garden areas with places to enjoy the views - a 
breath of fresh air embracing a busy city

The experience of visiting the beach and playground 
area next to the Bellerive cricket staduim is a feeling of 
being overshadowed, dominated by the huge 
structure  The trees around it help, but still that 
structure towers and overlooks that whole area  I would 
be very sad to see that sort of monument dominating 
Mac Point  The traffic/parking congestion that would 
occur in that area when big events were held would be 
terrible and unnecessary unless the light rail and ferry 
services were well established so that people didn’t 
bring their cars into the city area  And the towering 
staduim would dominate the whole area, ruining its 
charm and looking like every other unimaginative city

There is a heap of room for a riverfront stadium next to 
what was the Derwent Entertainment Centre and the 
noise would be well away from homes, regardless of 
what was offered there

Places to eat, drink, park, walk by the river, sit and enjoy 
the view

All shops etc must be outside the staduim so that they 
are able to offer their services at regular times, not just 
when there are events

330 05-Jun-23 David Page
How about we build homes for Tasmanians  That 
feels pretty tasmanian I rarely go to the ones we have Nothing our existing conference centres dont already

The same facilities our existing stadiums need, good 
transport to and from

These are such loaded questions  I dont support the 
stadium at all  Stop wasting our money

If I were a politician who s main opposition sounds like a 
cocophony of "youre all no no no, youve got no alternative 
plan, no vision"

Id say: I will go to the AFL and tell them to grant us a licence, 
because we will double the investment currently slated for York 
Park  We will turn it into a premium ground and training facility 
like no other in the country, it will have every bell and whistle a 
team could possibly hope for - and save our tax payers a billion 
and a half, and 20 year debt
It will unite the state, in the middle of the state  All Tasmanians 
will get to feel its their home ground  Both our major cities, 
hotels, and airports can service it

You can keep all your penalties and 
clauses in the contract that state you can pull the licence in 12 
years, and receive subsidies for poorly attended matches  You 
can even keep your 350 million to foster grass roots 
communities over 12 years, well fund it and spend it our way, 
and still have a billion in change

With our home ground and a climate advantage of our own, 
the Tasmanian Team will be fucking unstoppable  We believe 
in ourselves, and know our worth

Rebecca If I were a politician who's main opposition sounds 
like a cocophony of "youre all no no no, youve got no 
alternative plan, no vision"

Id say: I will go to the AFL and tell them to grant us a licence, 
because we will double the investment currently slated for York 

331 05-Jun-23 Sarah Cullen
Not a stadium! More a inner city community with 
green space None

None- we have hotels for this   Conference centres 
become large empty shells No stadium Not building a stadium



332 05-Jun-23 Dennis Withers
You already have multiple event centres THAT 
RUN AT A LOSS

You can't make use of the entertainment centre you 
already have in Hobart WHY ARE YOU WASTING 
TASMANIAN TAXPAYERS MONEY IT'S NOT THE 
GOVERNMENT SLUSH FUND GOVERNMENTS HAVE 
NO MONEY APART FROM WHAT TAXPAYERS GIVE IT

You already have conference centres ARE YOU 
PLANNING TO PUT THEM OUT OF BUSINESS

There's not enough staff for hospitality venues and shops 
now you're putting more stress on existing business

UPGRADE LAUNCESTON  use airport Parking for southern 
travellers,  bus into venue,  utas and alanvale carpark for other 
travellers

333 05-Jun-23 Michele Mason Don't build a stadium would be a good start
Nothing - I wouldn't be visiting the site if a stadium is 
erected there

Nothing that would be different to activities or events 
that are currently held in existing venues Green space instead of a superfluous stadium

I would like to see a variety of facilities that the people of 
Hobart as well as visitors could use instead of a 
superfluous stadium

Keep Macquarie Point for the people of Hobart rather than 
erect an unnecessary structure in such an iconic space

334 05-Jun-23 Kim Dudson No stadium NO STADIUM

335 05-Jun-23 Michael Garner As above No Stadium  Would not use it None provided well elsewhere in Hobart or surrounds Do not want any Do not want any
Low impact natural development designed by landscape 
experts

336 05-Jun-23 Kelvin Markham

What are these questions? 
Get on with creating a business and 
entertainment precinct Music, AFL, soccer Business and entertainment

Wrong questions
Nothing about transport to/from, like Ferguson is avoiding the 
obvious

337 05-Jun-23 Lynden Howells

Another botanical gardens would be brilliant – 
with one of the best and most restful views of an 
Australian city  What other capital city has a 
treelined horizon? Pleas let's not stuff to up with a 
stadium Forget it, please As above As above NO

A  huge ask, but as we would be footing the bill and it wou dn t 
benefit any homeless person in any way, or any person who 
already can't afford a doctor or dentist, let alone afford their 
rent , could we have a pause on the whole process and 
organise a carefully worded referendum to go to every 
Tasmanian  Let's have time to carefully consider this, surveys 
are answered in the heat of the moment and are often poorly 
worded  PLEASE LET'S GO VERY, VERY CAREFULLY WITH THIS 
ONE

338 05-Jun-23 Laurence Port Embrace indigenous heritage
I don't think a multipurpose stadium is desirable  It 
should not be progressed Conferences

Public transport but Mac Point should have a transport 
hub without a stadium No stadium thanks

Transparency around the stadium proposal and the ability for 
Hobart residents to vote on the proposal

339 05-Jun-23 Justin Delpero Consult local artists and our original Tasmanians Music  Sports Parking  Food  Public transport
Outside  Do something more interesting inside however 
that's not overpriced rubbish

Skate Park  Bmx pump track  Water play park for kids with 
family room facilities open in the day time

340 05-Jun-23 Michael Wilson Maybe the Hobart show could be held in the stadium?

341 05-Jun-23 Raymond Brown Does it really matter that it is Uniquely Tasmanian

I am opposed to a stadium on this site  If the AFL want a 
stadium let them propose and build it

The site was never earmarked for a stadium, it seems to 
be last minute fix to sort out the prevarication that has 
gone on for 10 years

A Stadium is not a conference centre  Conference 
Centres are dedicated facilities You need to ask  experts about that Neither Open and transparent financialdata

342 05-Jun-23 Jenn Striegler Not sure Music, massive craft fairs Not sure Parking, food, accommodation Both

I am really supportive of this for Tasmania  It’s a very exciting 
opportunity and I hope you do not cave to the pressure of the 
nay-sayers

343 05-Jun-23 Amy Johns

Make it green! Timber! Have artwork and 
sculptures depicting our wild lands, animals and 
have a connection to place and the sea

Concerts, shows, sports games (my kids love soccer!), 
commonwealth or Olympic Games events, horse 
events, congress/conferences, trade exhibitions, family 
fun day events, balls, fun runs, marathons!

Attract international and national congress and 
conferences, I work in healthcare and these are 
annually just in my specialty!!

Park space, both for adults and kids and little kids  
Somewhere to have lunch, or read, or have time before 
an event Both!

The main thing is public transport  Make sure there are plenty 
of ferry terminals  For thousands of people to come, we need 
to be able to accommodate that with transport

344 05-Jun-23 Jane Higgins

A stadium won't do this - we have 2 football 
stadiums already and they are already under-
utilised  To suggest that we would get world-class 
entertainers coming to Tasmania to perform at a 
Mac Point stadium is a furphy as we don't have 
the population to attend such events and noone 
will fly in from the mainland to attend because 
any world-class entertainers would be holding 
the same event on mainland states

I don't want a stadium at Mac Point - if we have to have 
one, put it where there will be sufficient parking 
nearby   Put it at Brighton, eastern shore, Glenorchy - 
anywhere but at Mac Point   Putting a stadium at 
MacPoint will create traffic havoc, nowhere to park and 
an eyesore on what is a beautiful, peaceful Cenotaph 
area

We already have conference centres in Hobart - are 
these booked out 365 days a year??? I don't think so

N/A - we don't need a stadium, so we don't need 
facilities or spaces nearby Nowhere

The Mac Point stadium idea is an insult to our intelligence  It 
has been cooked up by the current government and the AFL - 
we don't need one and if it went ahead, it will break Tasmania  
We are already behind on so many other more pressing issues 
e g  housing, health, education  Get a grip!

345 05-Jun-23 Stephen Hannan

More of what you are already doing that makes 
Tasmania unique, I am not a fan of Dark Mofo for 
example however many mainland people I know 
talk about it and have gone to Hobart for the 
event  The Wooden Boat Show is a unique 
experience  I am not a fan either of most of the 
installations at Mona however what a unique 
experience  If you didn't have Mona where it is 
positioned and if you had hindsight would you 
wish a Mona to be located at Macquarie Point?

Stadiums stay empty for the majority of the time so if 
you spend $800 plus I would think to have to have 
anything and everything at the stadium No comment No comment

It would depend on the layout and so many factors  No 
comment

If the new stadium go's ahead what is planned for Blundstone, 
Queensborough, TCA, Mystate stadiums? With Blundstone on 
the waters edge maybe this could be turned into a carpark and 
sports fans can be ferried to Macquarie Point  I am joking by 
the way

346 05-Jun-23 Brian Claridge
An open air performance area with tiered seating 
for 5000

I dont want an eyesore stadium and I believe we have 
sufficient areans for our city size

flexible transport to remove the need to provide 
parking Outside

Developemnt of Bellerive stadium  With some of the funds it 
could be expanded and a flexible transport system installed

347 05-Jun-23 Gillian Unicomb

W at s u que about Tasma a? Ou  w de ess  
Let’s return the majority of the area to nature  The 
unfortunate features  of Tasmanian life and 
governance have been the lack of forward 
thinking and planning, and the settling for 
second best at best  What we should not have is 
another testament to this kind of thinking  Ask 
Mona once again  They have been successful 
because Walsh does not engage in this kind of 
thinking They gave you a blueprint and you 
ignored it None  I don’t want it

An Antarctic precinct would attract worldwide 
conferences and if it is set within a natural park, many 
more international organisations would see it as a 
brilliant place to come away from the concrete, noise 
and pollution of the big cities

Sadly, if this horrible idea of a stadium gets to fruition, I 
can foresee multiple subsidiary structures further 
clogging up what could be a beautiful natural space

What a horror show  Yes, I can see Golden Arches, 
billboards spruking gambling, everything that is ugly 
about our present way of life both inside and out  What 
an appropriate metaphor Don’t build a stadium here

348 05-Jun-23 Kevin Jubb

A fantastic looking stadium which incorporates a 
large conference/events space  Open spaces for 
markets  Indigenous reconciliation space

AFL, Soccer, NRL, any other sports, sports museum, 
concerts and conferences Training and education, hospitality functions, meetings

Public amenities such as toilets and probably parking 
however it might be better to have parking away from 
the stadium, maybe within 500m-1km  With exception 
for accessible parking at the stadium
Not sure if they still do but the Gold Coast Titans use to 
block nearby roads off and only people with a disability 
could park outside the stadium which was a great feel 
to walk and also eased congestion at the stadium itself Both but definitely some outside

Please for the future of Tasmania build this stadium  It has many 
benefits beyond 
$  Sport and AFL in particular is many peoples only real social 
outlet and life, a common topic for many  The heat of many 
local communities and not to mention it is our national game, I 
think that is also worth investing in a game that is uniquely 
Australia’s

349 05-Jun-23 Anne Griffiths Preserve as a waterfront park with Tasmanian flora None We have enough in Hobart already

Parking, public transport, toilets, shelters, snack food 
vans, facilities for unloading equipment for various 
types of production etc

Where is the space for all that you plan?  The area is just 
not big enough to fit everything suggested without 
making the area cluttered

The FINAL cost, the inappropriatness of the site, and the 
undeniable fact that our government is being dictated to and 
blindly obeying the dictates of the AFL   You must consider that 
there are much more important issues in Tasmania that could 
be addressed by sensible and considered spending of this 
enormous sum of money that Tasmania does not have

350 05-Jun-23 Dorothy Frisken

Don’t build this almighty white elephant  Give David Walsh the 
money to do something interesting and just get on  with it
If you do build it against all rationality, economics and 
aesthtics, at least have the nous not to put affordable housing 
there  That is madness!



351 05-Jun-23 Kevin Frisken

Don’t build this temple to stupidity  Give David Walsh the 
money to do something interesting and just get on  with it
If you do build it against all rationality, economics and 
aesthtics, at least have the sense not to put affordable housing 
there  That is madness! Cheap houses will look ugly, be not 
maintained and the area will end up a ghetto if you do that

352 05-Jun-23 Jacqueline Hardman

Please make sure it does become a MULTIpurpose 
stadium  I do not like football and would resent my 
rates going towards a facility for that sport A small police station

On the outside  I would prefer that the stadium is 
completely disguised  It could have vertical gardens all 
over it

353 05-Jun-23 Matthew Stilwell

I don't support a multipurpose stadium of the kind 
being proposed   We have a football stadium, an 
entertainment centre, and a concert hall all within a few 
kilometres of the site  A new stadium will compete with 
and take business away from these current sites and is 
an unnecessary expenditure of public funds

I think a smaller performance venue could be included 
into the Mac Point development, designed to 
complement the scale of the area, and other 
amenities   The Mac Point development needs to be 
prepared in concert with other priorities for the State, 
including ensuring health, housing and support to 
disadvantaged people  Indenting the state to create 
an unnecessary Stadium is not good policy See answers above

I don't see Mac Point principally as a venue for shopping, 
or as a space for corporate development  I would 
encourage it to be developed as a focal point for a range 
of businesses to showcase their products, rather than as 
a venue for new business development

I think Tasmania and Tasmanians will be well served by a 
process that starts with their interests and views, rather than 
one that presupposes a large-scale Stadium

354 05-Jun-23 Paul Challen Employ Mona to do it

No to the stadium,    Waste of money , and a premium 
site , we can’t even sell out shows / bands at the Odean 
and in the past Dec 
No chance of  bigger band s coming it’s just not viable 
for them to ship pA and members to tassie Conferences , exhibitions  , bands  , festivals NONE I’m against a stadium No to the stadium   But  obviously outside No stadium  , build it in cambell town ,

355 05-Jun-23 Lilith Waud

It is already Tasmanian!!! Keep it that way and 
give Aboriginal Tasmanian s a good solid voice in 
its design and use

IA stadium is a wasye of public money, built on 
corruption and will be opposed at every turn We already have enough conference centres Too many to in any way justify its presence

Neither  No stadium will be built  We the public will 
oppose it to our maximum capacity

For heaven's sake do not bankrupt our State with this stadium - 
we already have AFL played here, happily at other stadiums  
Do not wreck our city and out economy  It is insane!

356 05-Jun-23 Jeffrey Leis I would want the experience of having no stadium
Over-development is the likely result of a conference 
centre being placed at Mac Point A stadium should not be placed at Mac Point Neither, because the site should not contain a stadium

I would like to see the government abandon its plans for a 
stadium

357 05-Jun-23 Julie Haygarth
Get good designers who can listen to the 
Tasmanian people Nil Not much An ugly carpark I would not visit if it was part of the stadium precinct

358 06-Jun-23 Suzanne Bullock GET RID OF THE BLOODY STADIUM IDEA I'd never go to it for any reason
We don't need another conference centre  The Grand 
Chancellor is right there

For goodness sake,  think about it  Cars, public 
transport, roads, it'd be huge  There is no way it could 
all fit

NO where  It simply won't work  Stop even considering 
it

Just do me a avou  Take a look at t e o syt  Ba  stad um  
Dunedin, NZ  A city very similar to Hobart - similar geography, 
population, climate  No matter where you are in that city, and 
around its beautiful harbour, it stands out like a sore thumb  Its 
obscene  And 70 % of residents voted not to build it  But 
nobody listened  Of course the Government lost power as a 
result, but the people have to live with the ugliest eyesore for 
ever  Absolutely appalling  Just Google it  Take a look, go and 
visit the city if you have to, but please, please learn from their 
mistake  You will never be forgiven for making the same 
dreadful decision

359 06-Jun-23 Jan Barrington

There are some brilliant, creative people in 
Tasmania and I'm sure there would be no 
shortage of brilliant ideas, it seems such a waste 
to plonk a big concrete box on this beautiful site

I hope the stadium doesn't go ahead   I hope we can 
use what we have in Bellerive and York Park   Put a roof 
on Bellerive stadium for goodness sake rather than 
build a brand new facility!

I will be very disappointed if the stadium goes ahead   I think 
this is such a wasted opportunity, we have clearly been 
exploited for financial gain by the AFL    There are limitless 
opportunities to enrich the area that is Mac Point and I don't 
think an AFL stadium is one of them

360 06-Jun-23 Kate Hill

Outdoor theatre promotions - high profile actors 
(we have plenty here)   Hi quality concerts that 
mainlanders come to   Promote it through the 
media - ABC etc Theatre, concerts, outdoor bonfires and fireworks Dont know   Do we need to commercialis this? Parking   Train station Don't know   I don't want a stadium or shops How can we stop the stadium?  Please let me know

361 06-Jun-23 JULIA CLARK

It will feel uniquely Tasmanian if it reflects the 
desires and cultural needs of Tasmanians, if it 
evolves organically from those local wishes  It will 
not if it is dominated by a monstrous structure 
dictated by Victoria None, I will never go there The usual Transport, parking

God it just gets worse! If they have to be there they 
should be outside, to serve what little free space is left

I would like to see the details of the business case  Since this 
stadium seems to exclude other football codes, and cricket 
can't be played because of the roof, and big tour promoters 
will find a detour to Tasmanian prohibitively expensive, exactly 
what purposes will it serve apart from AFL??!! This information 
needs to be shared with the public ASAP

362 06-Jun-23 Mike Key

I am totally opposed to the Macqua e Po t s te be g used o  
a stadium  It would be socially and economically irresponsible 
to construct such an expensive and unnecessary structure when 
we have a burgeoning, uncontrolled, medical and housing 
crisis
I am also appalled by the way the AFL head appears to be able 
to dictate to our incompetent politicians how and where 
Tasmanian taxpayers funds are to be spent
To suggest that an area of land which must potentially be the 
most valuable in Tasmania be used to build a giant stadium, 
denying its use for any other more useful and acceptable 
purpose beggars belief
We do not need a football stadium; we do need hospitals, 
doctors and housing for the less privileged
A stadium will bankrupt Hobartians and Tasmanians generally 
for decades to come and the debts which it will incur will 
prevent any future necessary infrastructure from being 
developed
I am a dedicated AFL supporter with my own team  I would 
love to see a Tasmanian team enter the competition, but not at 
the expense of the health and well-being of fellow Tasmanians
We have two football stadiums, which could both be renovated 
and extended to accommodate the relatively small numbers of 
supporters who would attend games over the next few years 
given the population of Tasmania  These options appear to 
have been totally disregarded by the AFL managers and our 
subservient government
The Tasmanian voters will put a stop to this proposal and also 
the politicians who support it

363 06-Jun-23 Nathan James Stadium Sports, concerts Sky is the limit I feel everything is there already Both Designs for surrounding area

364 06-Jun-23 Iain Lang
Support reconciliation with multi cultural and First 
Nations events and experiences NONE Open air arts events No stadium! Repeat NO STADIUM

A reconciliation park and arts/cultural/science precinct is the 
best use for this site  There are a number of possibilities that 
would be compatible with such a concept  Any proposals or 
concepts that have already been put forward along these lines 
should only be considered if the stadium is located somewhere 
else (eg Wilkinsons Point in Glenorchy)



365 06-Jun-23 Rosie Severs

See above comments above   A stadium is hardly 
a thing that is unique to Tasmania, we already 
have 2

I would not visit the stadium for any events, sporting or 
concerts or anything

Don t we have enough hotels, Princes Wharf 1, Mac2 
to cope with conventions   We should focus on the 
type of conventions that are more unique like the 
conference of rhuematolgists who were using the 
Grand Chancellor about 4 weeks ago  Promote our 
ability to provide comfort over quantity

If a huge stadium is placed on this land it would need to 
have a ferry terminal - from Eastern shore and south of 
Hobart plus a light rail from the northern suburbs

Neither as I don't want the stadium neither do i like the 
propect of paying for it from Tasmania's small coffers

I think the whole cost of this stadium is frightening and being 
told what to do by a football CEO is scary   Will this encourage 
more groups to want a share in our small budget, resulting in 
less for the essentials such as health care and education

366 06-Jun-23 Maria Grist

Certainly the Aboriginal people are the most 
uniquely Tasmanian and their wished should be 
respected  Other activities should slot around 
them I do not want the stadium

I do not want the conference centre as proposed by 
the Tas govt I do not want a stadium I do not want a stadium

I do not believe a stadium is in Tasmania's best interests  
Please respect the Aboriginal peoples of Tasmania  I am not of 
Aboriginal descent myself but I believe they should have 
precedence in all planning

367 06-Jun-23 Robert Daly

Hobart is already unique, the waterfront is 
priceless  A stadium will spoil this  Similar set up 
to Darling Harbour is required Don't want a multipurpose stadium at MacPoint

Not AFL  How can a sporting arena by identified as a 
conference centre, they are chalk and cheese

Massive investment in infrastructure, in particular roads 
and transport, money Tasmania doesn't have

On the outside, there is no way I will be attending the 
stadium

A survey that asks whether or not you want the stadium, not 
one bias towards the stadium

368 06-Jun-23 William Buchanan Use Tasmania timber, fabrics, stone Afl, ALeague All sorts Bars Bars Bars

369 06-Jun-23 Peter Bosworth

We would like to see low level buildings and 
temporary structures which could house special 
events

Any stadium would seriously detract from the potential  
beauty of a largely open space and the cenotaph

A well designed low level conference centre could be 
used for a range of purposes

We do not think Macquarie Point is a suitable area for a 
stadium

We do not think Macquarie Point is a suitable area for a 
stadium

370 06-Jun-23 Kerry Anne Johnstone
Plant a native garden of low plants endemic to 
this area

I would not go to the stadium unless it was a world 
class athletic track and field stadium where we could 
have local, national and world competitions Do we need another? None   A stadium would most likely be self sufficient None of the above

I believe if the tax payer is supplying most of the funding for 
the proposed stadium the Government must present 
everything, costings, predictions, plans, archeological 
investigations and site preparations  to the public and hold 
nothing back   This is the only way we can have any confidence 
in this project

371 06-Jun-23 Diana Cossar-Burgess Involve Mona they do it well I don’t want s stadium Not necessary  There are other place available for thst Hopefully none
No stadium  A waste of money  Too big for the site, an 
eyesore

Consider, a range of people who want to use the site as parks 
and gardens  no stadium

372 06-Jun-23 David Burgess

opt for authenticity not tokenism, its a great 
venue so build it to last, it has a cold windy 
aspect that requires amelioration where possible, 
e g prevailing wind retardants, roof over 
walkways, a sense of spaciousness to highlight 
sea and mountain scapes  No hokey murals If 
included mural should enhance  rather than 
compete with our landscapes  e g  no fluro!!! I would like to see weather proof events

a range of events that include those that people can 
attend without having to take out a second mortgage  
Events that collectively appeal across a range of tastes 
i e  not just AFL and Cricket, noy just Modern and not 
just Classical concerts and not just "popular"

usual and obvious amentities and the ability for smaller 
events to be successfully run and priced to scale  i e  
include some range of smaller venues within the larger 
venue

both, no doubt other pre-existing venues interstate and 
around the world have had to consider similar questions  
What can we learn from them?

By all means pay respect to those that lived here prior  But lets 
not turn the place into a tokenistic thee park

373 06-Jun-23 Jordan Lewtas

lean into the identity of Tasmania  Mona, the 
mountain, the river, Salamanca  make it over the 
top Tasmanian AFL, Music, festivals corporate events, international conferences parking, hospitality, Accommodation, transport Both Build it!!!

374 06-Jun-23 Greg Kay Use of Tasmanian timber Sport, concerts, conferences, food Business conferences Accommodation, ready access to public transport Both, but mostly outside the stadium

Please get it done as it is the perfect site for this concept as 
once built, it will be used and enjoyed by many  The alternative 
proposal, which is essentially a housing estate, will be used by 
the few residents and not the general public

375 06-Jun-23 Bob Belfield NO STADIUM NO STADIUM NO STADIUM NO STADIUM NO STADIUM

I am simply bewildered at the economic illiteracy of the 
yes/pro-stadium supporters as well as prominent Tasmanians, 
interstate commentators and even a professor who really 
should know better  As for the Mercury, putting News Limited's 
commercial interests ahead of public interest in Tasmania - 
shame on you  
 
Firstly nobody is arguing the commercial feasibility of the 
stadium is a total basket case  Otherwise the AFL would not be 
asking taxpayers to fork out the vast majority of not just the 
capital costs but unbelievably the operating costs as well! So in 
an attempt to justify this extravagant use of taxpayer $ the 
Rockliff Government and the AFL (and others who have also 
been drinking the Kool-aid) make the most outrageous and 
exaggerated claims about broader economic benefits and flow 
on effects to Hobart and Tasmania  However, this is all smoke 
and mirrors  The government’s economic analysis is centred 
around projected GROSS economic impacts (as is all pro-
stadium material published around the world which confuses 
gross and net economic effects), which is incredibly misleading
 
The potential economic benefits of new stadiums to the host 
city has been studied to death and was settled well over a 
decade ago  The universal consensus among the literally 
thousands of academic economists who have studied the NET 
economic impacts of stadiums post construction, is that new 
stadiums make very limited net economic impact (and in some 
cases a negative impact) and are NOT justified as worthwhile 
public investments  

Why is this? It is due to the “substitution” effect, economics 

376 06-Jun-23 Sarah Triffitt by NOT having a stadium
I would not attend  anything at a monstrosity of a 
stadium at Mac Point The usual things any conference centre offers

parking  train station   pumps to clear the water when it 
sinks into the Historical landfill  Hazmat centre to 
manage the unknown contaminants  a soup kitchen for 
the homeless  more space than is available at the site  
A functioning Hospital

How is any of this going to fit on the site? I do not want to 
see a stadium

Consider spending the money on something else  I would like 
to see the unredacted contract with the AFL  I would like to see 
the geological engineering surveys that show the land is 
suitable for use as  stadium foundation   I would like to know  
how anyone would imagine a stadium and all the other 
features required to comply with the conditions of Federal 
Government loan will actually fit on the site  I would like you to 
Consider that ex-footballers Gutwein and Fergusson may have 
some brain damage from their years of being concussed  
playing a dying game 

377 06-Jun-23 Richard Boyle Ask MONA as they have good unique idears
No stadium please  It would be ugly and spoil the 
ambiance of the whole area

none, not needed, plenty of other conference venues 
in the State No stadium needed

these facilities to stand alone and not part of any 
stadium  The construction of a stadium is likely to 
bankrupt the State  Should not  be built

A detailed cost/benefits analysis by outside organization  
Public to be allowed to vote on the need for a stadium  This 
questioner is biased towards a stadium and should be 
resubmitted with some questions on the need for a stadium

378 06-Jun-23 Jane Paterson very little conference center ? - another 

379 06-Jun-23 Carl Windsor AFL, AFL, AFL and Foo Fighters
All types of international and domestic large scale 
show casing the best of Tasmania bars, restaurants, accomodation outside

380 06-Jun-23 Chris Clark See above A stadium is not the place for such things Hobart is already well served for such activities
The more obvious question is whether Hobart needs 
the stadium Well outside



381 06-Jun-23 Suzanne Cass9

A beautiful truth and reconciliation park, 
surrounded by well maintained parkland, with 
nice cafes  Definitely NOT OUR public and taken 
up by an ugly eyesore None  There won't be any #dreaming

There is always scope for professional conferences in 
Hobart, but not enough accommodation

It's not a multi-purpose stadium  It's a FOOTBALL 
GROUND, nothing more

Neither  I would hate to see this ugly eyesore built, 
condemning every Tasmanian to massive debts and 
deficits for decades to come

I'd like to see a full totally independent assessment of exactly 
the full cost of this eyesore and a breakdown of the projected 
losses, debts and deficits for 20 years if/after it is built  We are 
being robbed blind by the AFL, and we lose $300 million  from 
our GST revenue - you know, money for things critical for ALL 
Tasmanians - like health, housing and education

But never mind, it's not through parliament, the planning 
authorities, then back to parliament again  Two thirds of us feel 
that strongly that the government is also robbing us all blind  
Robbing our essential services that matter to ALL of us, not just 
a couple of thousand football die-hards  Just stop it now  You 
are dividing and destroying our state

382 06-Jun-23
Colin and 
Laurel Trevena

There is no more waterfront land being made   
Use what is current for the majority that have 
clearly indicated they want the area to remain 
unspoilt and do not want a crass building 
dominating this area None- Opposed to this proposed use! None - no conference centre - no commercial use! None None

Listen to the majority   A multi-purpose stadium is not wanted 
or warranted!

383 06-Jun-23 Amy Kok
Colours  Parts of our history and what makes us 
unique  Embracing our culture and animals Sport, music and other live entertainment Public and private functions, fundraising functions

Personally I think the less cars the better  Similar to the 
walk to MCG, Marvel, Optus, focus on park lands, 
music, lights and atmosphere Both please

This is such an exciting opportunity for Tasmania and the 
people here  I can’t wait to see this happening! Thanks for all 
your transparent planning and surveys to make people’s 
opinions heard!

384 06-Jun-23 James Ross

The architectural designs should showcase 
Tasmanian materials and history/culture  Maybe 
include some timber elements or shutterboard 
concrete (to show wood grain)  A nautical or 
nature theme could be a possibility due to the 
location and history of Hobart

AFL, cricket, music concerts, conferences, cultural 
festivals Professional conferences, keynote speakers

Restaurants, cafes, bars, parking, music, food 
vans/stalls, art, craft, historical Both

Parking and public transport will be big issues to look at as 
Hobart is already struggling in this regard  As a wider issue, 
additional parking, city bypass roads, expanded ferry service, 
trams, light rail, and increased bus services will need to be 
considered

385 06-Jun-23 Helen Bridgman

Don t want a stadium in that area Stadia are sterile and 
bland sites that are at best a hub for fast food and 
generate rubbish that will end up in the Derwent and 
traffic that will add to already unmanageable 
congestion Do not want a stadium at all

386 06-Jun-23 Di Elliffe
Local arts and music   Celebrate our history and 
heritage Musical events

Safe protected bikeways and heaps of quality, secure 
bike parking facilities

387 06-Jun-23 Fran Moore Tasmania is unique none There are other places in Hobart none both The stadium should not be built

388 06-Jun-23 Jenny Grundy
Tasmanian Aboriginal input, tell Tasmanian 
stories, use Tasmanian artists and workers

Football, cricket, soccer, concerts and I would also like 
to see a large conference centre included

Any larger events / conferences that at the moment 
can not come to Tassie as we do not have the facilities

Cafes, restaurants, bars, public transport, parking 
(sadly)  I would like to see general parking only for 
disabled people though

Maybe both  The stadium needs to be used more than 
just games days Not at this stage  I really hope to see this go ahead

389 06-Jun-23 Jodi Harrison

Easily - have free spaces that can be used as 
Galleries or for performances available to local 
artists I really think the Stadium would be better elsewhere Everything that Wrest Point offers plus more

I think a stadium is not really suitable for this site   It will 
end up only being visited or used if there is a AFL game 
on, and all the rest of the time it will be empty

No stadium, but a wonderful hub for shops, education, 
accommodation, eating, learning, visiting, etc

Please don't bow to the AFL's blackmail   No other state was 
forced to build a new stadium   We have two suitable football 
stadiums in the state already, invest in them and use this 
amazing space for a better purpose

390 06-Jun-23 Gavin Miller

The Derwent River setting is uniquely Tasmanian  
The setting can ensure there is real visual and 
walking access to the view  It can interpret the 
botanical and maritime values of our island

I wouldn't be interested in football in the CBD at the 
expense of the charm of the waterway  A multipurpose 
football stadium in the middle of Hobart would not 
appeal to our values and interests and we probably 
wouldn't go there at all

I can't think of anything that isn't already catered for  
Hotel Grand Chancellor has excellent facilities, as does 
Wrest Point  There are many others as well

Obviously parking  There is a lack of parking for events 
such as the Wooden Boat Festival now, but parking at 
the Regatta Grounds wouldn't help at all  Having yet 
more of Hobart's better locale's given over to often 
empty car parking is a step backwards

I would not welcome more commercial emphasis in the 
area  It sounds like these businesses are just a part of the 
stadium promotion - yet they aren't needed

I would like to see the commercial nature of modern sport and 
the AFL made clear  The AFL is producing one negative 
outcome after another - racism, gambling, long term injury and 
now degradation and impoverishment of a beautiful and 
unique city  It seems that a stadium would do a lot to promote 
the idea that sport is fine and AFL football is the best of it - at 
the expense of the better past and future of Hobart

391 06-Jun-23 Yvonne Trevaskis
The history of Hobart and the interbational 
Gateway to Antarctica A STADIUM WOULD BE HIDEOUS No stadium No stadium No stadium

392 06-Jun-23 Sally Wayte

Focus on Tasmanian Indigenous heritage  
Reference the original shoreline  Plant Tasmanian 
natives None, I don't want a stadium at Mac Point

Many of course, but I don't think Mac Point is the right 
place for it Parking - and I really can't see where that's going to go

393 06-Jun-23 Tez Mead

Not the way it is simply following the doctrine of 
the Victoria game,, itself a hybrid of  limitations,, 
and with violence at its core Not interested Many more parking precinct than is being plan

The shops, from up market to cultural diversity,, right 
through to a expansive local  market precinct,, where the 
stadium is imprinted

Best the get a change of government,, to see the change made 
beforehand,, rather than see this slow motion short sighted 
nonsense

394 06-Jun-23 Michael Boult A good place for events Concerts, AFL, cricket, MOFO events I'm not sure Bars, pedestrian / cycle paths and drop zones for ubers Both

395 06-Jun-23 Lynda Prior

I think this is a very inappropriate venue for the stadium 
- it will be an eyesore  Stadiums seem like a desert 
when there are no events on, and there are far more 
attractive uses for this site  Transport and parking will 
also be a problem  If a stadium has to be built, it would 
be better near the airport

If the Derwent Entertainment Centre was not viable, an 
expensive stadium certainly would not be

396 06-Jun-23 Catherine Mayhead

festival use encouraged/supports, performance 
space, arts space, good food on the waterfront 
from local produce, local flora nil

conferences! but with a local flavour, niche facilities to 
encourage high end conferences, academic meetings, 
be one of the places people want to go for their 
conference

TRANSPORT, otherwise there will be no point leaving  
home when something is on
noise control preferably none, but outside if you have to

going back to the original plans, low rise development, good 
sight lines through the site

397 06-Jun-23 Margaret Nolan-Stott
Make it into a Tasmanian native park, extension of 
botanical gardens

I would not visit a multi purpose stadium at Mac Point, I 
believe it is the wrong site for multi purpose stadium   
The area cannot cope with the amount of traffic as it is 
with more traffic at a stadium in this spot, all of Hobart, 
any southern towns and some northern, western and 
eastern suburbs will be affected   Latest example was 
the trucked that rolled on the bridge, traffic was backed 
up to Kingston, via the outlet, Sandy Bay Road, Brooker 
Highway, Domain bypass and all streets coming onto 
Davey and Macquarie Streets

Why do we need another conference centre when 
Wrest Point has a perfectly good conference centre 
with accommodation, food, parking, etc

Transport hub, quick access for large crowds, shops for 
food, areas for the sale of promotional items, space for 
large trucks that have equipment for entertainers, food 
trucks, buses for players etc  All eyesores

Reality is that in other places there have been both with 
promotional stores inside and outside stadiums  Alcohol 
and food outlets inside and outside stadiums   These are 
inevitable if you want to attract big events   More traffic 
congestion that the area cannot cope with   All an 
eyesore

I would l ke you to co s de  t e p ox m ty o  t e p oposed 
stadium to the throughway for ambulances, fire engines and 
police cars   It is situated too close to the hospital and the 
traffic can block these emergency vehicles, which could lead to 
the death of a person, the loss of property through a fire   I do 
not see how a traffic jam can be avoided due to the lack of 
public transport and the ability of being able to move a large 
crowd   We do not have the infrastructure of moving a large 
number of people ( 50,000 plus) like Melbourne   Even with the 
infrastructure that Melbourne has we found that it was quicker 
to walk than take a tram

398 06-Jun-23 Joy Stirling

Get everyone involved & hopefully this includes 
politicians, show the country/world how to work 
together to achieve AMAZING!! Anything & Everything

National conferences!
My friend has been here twice for a national 
Veterinarian conference!
If we do it right, the world is our oyster!! Maybe child minding facility Both

There would of course have to be some parking available, but 
maybe we need to look further about transport to this!

399 06-Jun-23 Anne Francis

It is Tasmanian, therefore that feeling is already 
there  The layout of Macpoint is completely at 
odds with a stadium  The traffic in Hobart is 
already gridlocked with one main  narrow one 
way road, Davey St   in and one, Macquarie Stree 
out  It is a mad fiasco to even think of proposing a 
stadium with such poor infrastructure I don’t think a multi purpose should be built there

Rey few financially viable activities  
We already have a stadium at Bellerive and a 
functioning multi purpose centre at the DEC in Rosetta

I don’t think we need another stadium and particularly 
not at MacPoint where it will obscure Harbour views 
and overshadow the war memorial  It’s time the Federal 
government considered Tasmanian residents before 
tourists and immigrants

None because I’m extremely opposed to the idea of a 
stadium being forced on Tasmania by the Federal 
government to leave the Tasmanian residents in penury 
paying for it
A rerun of ‘Tasmanian Stadium’ in  the comedy Utopia 
2014

I’d like to see the costings that( if even completed)  should be 
tabled in parliament by a very reluctant premier



400 06-Jun-23 J Bird

Oh boy  Decision-makers don't seem to realise 
that Tasmania is already unique and a desirable 
place to visit and most proposals seem designed 
to erode its special qualities and attempt to make 
it a second-rate version of other cities  Show off 
our beautiful natural assets: the harbour and 
mountain views, (relatively but declining) clean 
air and water, and the small, friendly, accessible 
scale of the city, local arts and crafts etc

I would not be interested in anything likely to be held 
in such a large venue and in any case wouldn't 
patronise it on principle as I think it is an appalling idea 
and an immoral waste of taxpayers' money

Um, hold conferences?! Note that national 
conferences of numerous kinds are already held in 
Hobart  several times a year, using existing facilities

Public transport, traffic mitigation measures, provision 
for pedestrian safety, noise reduction for nearby 
residents, rubbish collection and removal, police to 
control rowdy fans and drunks etc etc etc Outside

Please just dump the whole appalling idea  Millions have been 
spent on boards and consultants over decades failing to come 
up with a plan and this frantic rush to grab federal funds and 
give in to AFL blackmail is obscene

401 06-Jun-23 Karla Dutton

The shape should embrace the marine heritage, 
native flora, and well placed native art along with 
the ability to project art onto the stadium would 
be wonderful! People need to feel like they are in 
Tassie and just in a new precinct with a stadium et 
al

I look forward to seeing our Tassie AFL team, our 
cricket team, musical and cultural performances there

Almost endless options, Aboringinal cultural, art, 
perforances, science, pro otion of what makes 
Tasmania unique and very special, school programs 
and competitions, tourist events and lectures

Public transportation by land, various eateries 
mentioned above, a ferry terminal, waterfront 
boardwalk and native plantings/green spaces Both

My humble suggestion is to not over commercialize the site 
and very importantly provide us as Tasmanians opportunities 
along the way to view your ideas, thinking and interim plans  
Thank you

402 06-Jun-23 Philip Munday

Events that promote the beautiuful natural 
features and wild places that are synonymous 
with Tasmania, that we cherish, and which are the 
primary reason that tourists visit the state

I object to a stadium at Mac Point  Building a stadium 
would be a travesty on this unique site  There are 
ample options for these elsewhere in Hobart, or 
Launceston  I am not against a multipurpose stadium, 
just not at this site

There are already sufficient conference facilities in 
Hobart, for example at the Grand Chancellor

There should not be a multipurpose stadium at Mac 
Point as it will dominate this unique location that should 
be open space for all Tasmanians

403 06-Jun-23 Charles Scarafiotti

We should not use public money to establish 
facilities that will take business away from other 
existing facilities, such as the Derwent 
Entertainment Centre or the Bellerive Stadium

We do not need another stadium  Upgrade existing 
facilities if needed  The AFL can get stuffed  We should 
not be serving to their demands

Much better transport infrastructure, something the 
HCC and State Government have no idea about, and 
have improved nothing in this regard over the past 
decade, despite numerous consultants reports and 
studies   The traffic flow through Hobart is a disgrace, 
car parking terrible NO STADIUM

Acknowledgment of our country should also include the many 
cultures and nationalities who came to this country and worked 
diligently and endlessly to improve and develop our nation

404 06-Jun-23 Garry Johnson
A covered music bowl  as in Melbourne music 
bowl No stadium No stadium No stadium No stadium

405 06-Jun-23 Val L PLEASE DON'T PUT A STADIUM HERE ! PLEASE DO NOT PUT A STADIUM ON MAC POINT! Please, no stadium on Mac Point
Please commit to putting the stadium on a different site  Mac 
Point is really not appropriate for it

406 06-Jun-23 Bruce Kay

Needs to be inspired by the palawa peoples 
heritage and culture & Tasmania’s native flora 
fauna and landscapes Footy, sports, concerts, exhibitions Open space & seating for meeting points Both

407 06-Jun-23 Richard Pepper

Tasmanian Native plants surrounding the 
buildings Try to involve Business like "Mona" for 
advertising spaces  to help create showcases at 
events Australian Rules football, music concerts

Business conferences  Sporting association functions, 
Charity functions Parklands/Greenspace  With a cafe for Families Both

Just do this, it will give back to us in so many ways for a long 
time

408 06-Jun-23 Jacqoulyne Kelder None I will never support or go to the stadium Three acres parking ?
With many empty shops around Hobart cbd how will 
they be viable ?

Consider the people of Tasmania that will suffer if the stadium 
is approved

409 06-Jun-23 Delia Nicholls

By designing structures that reference our land, 
nature, climate and location and not aping other 
parts of the world  Dark Mofo works because it 
takes what makes us different: we have the 
longest, darkest and coldest winters and there is 
a mystery to our landscape and our story   
Embrace that and other aspects about our 
location below the 40th parallel I don't want a stadium

Many of our current festivals and events could be held 
at Mac Point   Conferences would seek out structure 
and experiences that are unique and highlight the 
best of Tasmania I do not want a stadium of any description

I do not want a stadium and I believe it will be a tragedy 
for the city and the area to have such an eyesore at the 
entrance to our city - the land entrance and the river 
entrance will be marred by an ugly, oversize white 
elephant

I would really like the government to break the contract with 
the AFL   They have been played by the AFL and to use 
taxpayer money to create this travesty of a stadium is an 
indictment on the current government and the premier

410 06-Jun-23 Dean Tuson
Art showcasing what we have to offer, sturdy 
outdoor, art seating and dining as well

as aboveAFL, WAEL, VFL, preseason AFC, A League 
NRL concerts monster trucks crusty demons etc

Political dignatories and conferences forums 
presentations art shows etc

I beleive having facilities outside that connect 
Salamanca to the CBD and Mac Point Pathways, art 
seating outside eateries some shade too Mostly Outside

I am happy,this stadium will bringin REAL revenue to spend on 
Health Education and bringtouristsinto the State to 
spendmoney Believe dont be negative

411 06-Jun-23 Stewart Peacock

Why do we need to if in fact the development is 
primarily for people who live here  We showcase 
the state in so many ways already

I see this feedback as a poor mechanism   This sort of public 
input should have been done before decisions had been made 
as gaining input to the design of possibilities  It should then 
have been acted on before now if the authority had not 
dragged its heels   Instead it looks like the decisions have been 
already made and you are looking for feedback on what is 
more than a proposal to legitimize a poor process

412 06-Jun-23 Janet Taylor Not interested in a stadium for AFL or multipurpose

Space for festival performance, music performance 
and conferences   Research needs to be done to 
consider the size required remembering that the 
Tasmanian population is not as large as the mainland 
states and for mainlanders to come to Tasmania, there 
is a large cost for flights, accommodation, food and 
transport   If these costs are made too high, 
Tasmanians will not come and use Mac Point

Double the amount of hotels and accommodation for 
non-Tasmanians, non-car transportation as our roads 
are already unable to handle the transport vehicles 
already in use   Our roads will need to be revised so 
there is not a need to go through the city unless you 
were staying there or shopping there

No stadium which means cafes and businesses would be 
mingled within Mac Point

Please re-consider the need for an AFL stadium   We have two 
stadiums already functional for AFL purposes and with some 
improvements can accommodate a larger number   The 
Federal Government support was for MAC Point 
accommodation, parks, areas where Tasmanians and visitors 
could explore what makes Tasmania different, art, cultural 
knowledge and not the stadium

413 06-Jun-23 Lyn Donohoe
Make it similar to aSydney foreshore’s design? Or 
even Perth 

Don’t want a multipurpose stadium , cost isn’t viable 
when you study other stadiums around the world and 
Hobart / Tasmanian population  Also would be an 
eyesore if placed in the area!

Hobart has enough conference centres , we have a low 
population and more people would not be attracted 
to the state just because of a large development, plus 
the cost of attending these sort of centres is 
prohibitive for the average Australian family / income 
earners NO STADIUM ,! As above ! Don’t approve applications to build stadiums !

414 06-Jun-23 Roslyn Hall Use local talent
No stadium I would not use it as I have no interest in 
sport and other events would be too expensive Exhibitions conferences if enrty if entry is affordable Public transport No stadium!

This stadium is a terrible plan t will detract from the beautiful 
low rise historic buildings ,and  the cenotaph ,be a waste of 
scarce public money and cause additional traffic problems  The 
AFL has no right to blackmail us into needing one to have a 
team

415 06-Jun-23 Hoare Kerry
Have public walls for display notice boards art 
and museums Football cricket concerts

Parking public toilets and changerooms transport hub 
food amenities Both Naa

416 06-Jun-23 Matthew Berry

Dont put Antarctic hub in prime location as this 
will only be accessible to the employees whom 
work there and there is no direct link to their 
office work and needing to be on the prime water 
front (other then the obvious vessel berthing 
requirements)

Sport, music, festivals  It should be made available to 
local schools without being cost prohibitive

Parking, light rail, WIDE and well lit covered walkways 
linking main transport routes and locations Both

Please have some vision with this place  I fear that we will let 
ourselves down with just a bricks and mortar precinct catering 
for the minority to get a warm and fussy feeling for the grand 
opening then it will become a useless, underused and costly 
wasted opportunity



417 06-Jun-23 Toni Gray

By not building an inappropriate stadium, which 
in itself will not be uniquely Tasmanian  Things 
that make Hobart and Tasmanian unique include 
our First Nations people, our environment our 
small scale  Politicians and tourism gurus 
constantly spruik our ‘clean, green’ image as a 
point of difference but seem intent on destroying 
that by enabling mass tourism and promoting 
industries that are effectively destroying the 
environment such as intensive salmon farming in 
our waterways and old growth logging

Put simply, a stadium should NOT be build at Mac 
Point  Putting aside the emotive responses from 
diehard AFL supporters, the reality is the business case 
for a stadium just does not stack up; a stadium is 
consigning Tasmanians to generational debt all for 
what? There is enough research out there (if you care to 
educate yourselves) to tell you stadiums are not the 
economic saviours people think they are  A stadium will 
rely on patronage from local people; money spent by 
locals at the stadium means taking money away from 
other local businesses  It is wishful thinking that the 
stadium will host 8 major events each year and fill the 
stadium each time  International acts and performers 
don’t come here because of the additional costs of 
transporting equipment; this fact won’t change  The 
AFL will only allocate 7 games to the stadium; hardly an 
economic boon for the state  Then you have this issue 
of inadequate infrastructure and traffic congestion 
which previous governments and the government of 
the day have ignored for decades  All in all this is a 
sham

Forget the stadium and commit to a city bypass for cars 
and developing a world class public transport system

Shops, cafes, restaurants and spaces for business 
organisations won’t make Mac Point uniquely Tasmanian  
Instead it will replicate what other capital cities have 
created like Darling Harbour  Challenge yourselves to 
think of a point of difference

418 06-Jun-23 Rose Corney No stadium on our waterfront !!!! We don’t want a conference centre ! No stadium ! No stadium!
How dare our Premier make a costly deal with the AFL!   Who is 
running our State?

419 06-Jun-23 Joe Crawford

As per the 'culture' question: a low-key and 
intimate experience would perfectly suit  We are 
not Sydney of Melbourne  If MacPoint were to 
become just another concrete jungle, why would 
anyone from another large urban area ever 
bother visiting it? No stadium

To be honest, nothing many other venues around 
Hobart already offer  A new mega-conference centre 
would simply take business away from those 
businesses that already offer such services No stadium No stadium

Transparency  Secret Squirrel deals written on the back of a 
beer coaster, nudge-nudge wink-wink old boys handshakes, 
with 'planning' which has more holes in it than Swiss cheese, 
are not the basis for spending over a billion dollars of 
Tasmanian tax money  I despair at the sneakiness, ineptitude 
and tin-earedness of Rockliff, McLachlan, et al  It really is dismal

420 06-Jun-23 Jen Rayner

An Antarctic themed ice rink  We are the 
southern most state in Australia and should use 
this to our advantage for tourism opportunities  
Imagine an ice rink with the Aurora Australis 
projected overhead  What a draw card that would 
be!!

Apart from the occasional game, I see this space being 
barren most of the time  Tasmania doesn’t have the 
population to attract large acts to make it worthwhile  If 
it had an ice rink attached, at least people would use 
that facility every day

A conference centre would be good  Perhaps replace 
the stadium with a conference centre, homes, cafes, 
restaurants, playgrounds and a reconciliation park

car parking  I think this is going to be extremely 
problematic for our city

Replace the stadium with houses, cafes, gardens, 
playground and shops  That will make it a truly desirable 
place for all Tasmanians, not just the football fans

I’d like to see a referendum on the idea of a stadium  Let the 
people decide if that’s what they would like to see at this 
beautiful space

421 07-Jun-23 Anthony Dick no stadium no stadium no stadium no stadium no stadium no stadium
422 07-Jun-23 Anthony Dick no stadium no stadium no stadium no stadium no stadium no stadium

423 07-Jun-23 Frank Formby

By not building a stupid stadium that is inward-
looking and is like every other stadium in 
Australias - a concrete monstrosity   What is it 
about politicians and their obsession with 
stadiums

h       y    
Tasmanians for decades   Money should be spent on 
upgrading Bellerive Oval and improving public 
transport across the Derwent and in and around the 
city   Note that I don't live on the Eastern Shore but 
people living there deserve better public transport   
Whatever, economic modelling you have that supports 
the stadium is suspect - because there are limited 
tourist accommodation and dining options in Hobart 
already   If there are any additional visitors to Hobart 
for AFL and other sporting events they won't be staying 
longer - well, not after the first few times   So they will 
displace tourists planning a 1-2 week stay, which will 
decrease total tourist income

Conferences are dead duck - most of the conferences I 
used to attend now provide an online option   A 
wedding venue might be more successful - as 
stadiums look inwards they are unsuitable as wedding 
venues

Forget about the stadium - there is no possible 
rationale for duplicating a sufficient stadium that is 
there across the water   The AFL is coercing the 
Tasmanian and Australian governments for reasons only 
known to themselves   The majority of Tasmanians are 
against the stadium and pursuing it risks the support for 
a local AFL team There won't be a stadium

There should be a plebiscite on the stadium proposal and it 
should only go ahead with a 2/3rds majority of Tasmanians

424 07-Jun-23 Sharyn Eastaugh

Cancel the stadium idea - everyone has one of 
those and we even have one 10 minutes away   
Instead, build on the momentum and popularity 
of MONA   Focus on art, food, wilderness and 
culture instead of sport

I don't want a stadium   Anything which could be done 
at the stadium can be done over the river in the 
stadium we already have

The same sort of activities as every other conference 
centre I imagine   Excuse me while I yawn

Okay - so now we are adapting the site to serve the 
needs of the sports stadium?  Oh dear   Also - calling it 
a multipurpose statium doesn't change the fact that its 
main purpose is sport

Well all the well-heeled folk who lobbied for the stadium 
to be built can cash in by investing in businesses to 
service the stadium - that's how it works isn't it?  Please, 
please don't let this happen   I can imagine it now - great 
big stadium like you can find anywhere in the world, 
filled with and surrounded by fast food outlets just like 
every other stadium   Ugly and boring

Please no stadium   Please instead focus on arts, wilderness, 
indigenous culture and our unique qualities   Please, please, 
please

425 07-Jun-23 Bela Somssich

It already is uniquely Tasmanian because of its 
setting  You must avoid at all costs putting a huge 
stadium there which will make it look like any 
other big city I rarely go to Stadiums

There are already Highly adequate conference venues 
in Hobart

Huge amounts of parking  That is why the location of a 
new stadium should be reconsidered  It does not need 
to be on the waterfront  Build it somewhere where the 
infrastructure can support it I would like to see these without the stadium

Please do not build a large inward facing stadium on the 
waterfront, it will overpower the site  It will destroy what could 
be one of the most beautiful areas in the country

426 07-Jun-23 Craig Hobbins

Indigenous culture, open space, buildings and 
cultural activities that showcase Tasmania and 
Hobart as it is  Not a stadium Don't build a stadium

How will you fit in a conference center if you build a 
stadium? Don't build one How about all of the above without a stadium?

Tasmania s need so much more than the stadium - the cost will 
well a truly blow out  Over 1 billion dollars for about 28 hours 
of AFL!!! Mac Point is a wonderful place with so much potential 
for everyone, it is a shame Tasmanian's are being black mailed 
by the AFL to ruin something we could all use and love  Team 
yes - stadium no

427 07-Jun-23 Nikki Taylor Local arts, historys Football, concerts, children's events like races I'm not sure
Toilets, public phones, taxi rank, ferry terminal, bus 
stop, bench seats, shelter, park Both

428 07-Jun-23
Get Carmichael's plans out of the bin and dust 
them off

I do not want this stadium there  It is an inappropriate 
development for the site, a site that some compare to 
our own equivalent of Barangaro, a site which is sacred 
to both Indigenous Tasmanians and  Returned Service 
folk  A stadium is not sympathetic to it's surrounds

I imagine the same as any other dime a dozen 
conference centre

I don't even see it as a relevant question as in an ideal 
world no one would even be entertaining the mad idea 
of putting a bloody great stadium there As above

Yes
I would like to be informed when this stadium deal will 
rightfully replace Carmichael's vision in the dustbin
I repeat, reiterate and say again  please don't build a footy 
stadium at Mac Pt

429 07-Jun-23 Sharon Heritage

We have already had some events there - let's do 
more of them  Maybe open air music 
performances and fairs I don't want to see a stadium at Mac Point

The nearby Grand Chancellor is surely a big enough 
conference centre  I don't thin we need one right on 
the waterfront as well

Parking and public transport - but I do not think that the 
waterfront is a suitable place for a large, inward-looking 
stadium, especially one that is forecast to make a loss 
for years to come

Let's just have the shops, cafes, restaurants, and spaces 
for business and organisations WITHOUT an expensive 
stadium

I would like you to consider an alternative to a stadium at 
Macquarie Point  It's the wrong place for it

431 07-Jun-23 Jeanette Lewis
By focussing on Art and artistic events in a safe 
attractive place

NO we have a stadium, Bellerive, spend money on 
making it multipurpose A large venue for meetings,  conferences or Lectures Street access and transport No stadium Spending a lot less than $7-8 billion!!!

432 07-Jun-23 julie jones

433 07-Jun-23 Jon Gourlay
Tas architectures, produce and tas sourced 
timber in builds as much as possible AFL  concerts ++ Plenty  build it and they will come





451 07-Jun-23 Leonie Webb Art , slide show billboards Football, rugby , soccer, concerts
Expos , rock climbing, training, corporate events , 
weddings Trains , cable car , ferries Both

I’d like to see the stadium used 7 days a week ! Somewhere for 
families to spend the day even when there are no special events

452 07-Jun-23 Amanda Morrisson Dont Absolutely none None Nothing No stadium at all No stadium

453 07-Jun-23 Robyn Lewis By leaving a stadium out of it None
Conferences, trade expos etc  Is this another building? 
You can’t have them in a stadium

As above, massive investment in public transport, 
parking and park and ride No stadium is required for these

Yes, the cost to Tasmanians, present and future, financial, 
economic and environmental  A transparent, independent, 
triple-bottom-line 20+ year analysis  

An analysis of where the workforce will come from and be 
housed during contraction  And if who has the actual capability 
to build a stadium in Tasmania? Where will the so-called 
benefits actually flow to?

You also need to respect the Cenotaph and surrounds, and the 
views of the RSL  Lest We Forget is not just a phrase to trot out 
in 25th April  Respect for them, and our original inhabitants, 
both of whom you have trodden on so far, must be reinstated  

The cost of not listening to them, and to all Tasmanians, will be 
very high indeed for this government, and we’ll be paying the 
price long, long after they are gone

454 07-Jun-23 Caroline Amos

Local talent! Community consultation  Culturally 
diverse events Outdoor Free Live music  
Opportunity to showcase young emerging talent No Stadium!! No conférence Centre! No stadium! No stadium!!! No Football Stadium!

455 07-Jun-23 John Rowbottom Not sure Any sports Any thing Bus stops and a light rail from cornelian bay Both
I just want the stadium   It will be great for the state and future 
economy

456 07-Jun-23 Mark Havelberg Interstate visitors and businesses Dining and accomodation and psrking Both

457 08-Jun-23 De-arne Webb

NOT WITH AN STADIUM BEING A T O  A 
TATIC BY MELBOURNE AFL!! 

make it more intimate and personable,  BIG is not 
always best   Make it affordable for Tasmanian 
incomes and not mainland and Over seas visitors     
   BY sharing the number of homeless Tasmania 
families, and individuals growing every day, the 
long waiting lists at our hospitals, the 
understaffed hosptal nurses and doctors staff all 
exhausted and still trying to keep going with no 
rewards for all they did for TASMANIANS   By 
showing our schools having to hold raffles to 
provide supplies,  to ask for donations   Our non 
federal highways, our local road infrastructure 
detonating   Show the women and families of 
domestic violence being homeless or forced to 
stay in the situation because refuges are being 
closed or funding cut, same with women health 
services, and show how the mental health crisis is 
impacting communities  Tasmanian state 
Government rather support AFL STADIUM than 
the people of Tasmania real needs   Show how 
the liberal state government sold off all the old 
housing commission properties, closed mental 
health beds   removed funding from drug and 
alcohol services   Show how the rural 
communities have one police officer in a town or 
area show that regional areas police stations are 
unmanned the majority of the time   Show the 
real impact of building this stadium and where 
the money should have been spent!

NONE! There are places that are already available in 
Hobart DEC for example, space for a afl stadium there 
the racecourse and Dec could be resisted much 
cheaper to utilise parking for the new stadium,  the 
DEC is under-utilised   Bellerive oval sure parking is an 
issue there  I used to live very close   The noise when 
cricket was on was bad enough football music concerts 
arrgh!

there are so many conference centres in Hobart and I 
bet a lot of these are not being utilised to full capacity   
 The Dec for example   So lets take even more 
business away from the already not fully utilised 
businesses and build another really wonderful for 
helping tasmanian businesses and families

Too may fo  ow ofte  t w ll be at capac ty, Mu t  sto y 
carpark that cost the earth to recap some of the costs 
there bye limiting free and affordable access to the 
'precinct' for Tasmanian families and individuals   Police 
booth to keep an eye on unruly behaviour and alcohol 
and drugs as this is also a residential precinct and 
family friendly precinct   Bus terminus   rubbish bins, or 
recycling or rubbish clean up crews to pick up all the 
shit that will be tossed on the street and clean up vomit  
from concert goers who have drunk too much  Oh and 
a first aid station for those who might have a brawl post 
footy match, concert,or those who have OD on drugs   
Oh and safe place for females/women/young women to 
be able to go when potentially groups of males might 
harass them post football games or concerts   
Maybe also escalators and lifts for people to move out 
of the stadium to carpark more easily   Disabled parking 
at the stadium more than just one or two token ones  
Not joking seen all of this happen   

Graffiti removals space  As there will be heaps and you 
would not want tourists to see that   Lots of security will 
that be inside only of the stadium or on the streets too?    
  
Some post game concert, may want food so a food van 
precinct great  plenty of restaurants in surrounding area 
and i imagineer food will be on sale inside the venue 
(which should NOT BE BUILT HERE)   good footpaths 
wide to allow the crowds to disperse and not end up on 
the road impinging traffic   Lots of fencing to keep 
people away from private homes    I have had 

Yes lets add more competition to many already 
struggling businesses within the waterfront and Hobart 
City   
Personally I would rather eat away from this potential 
shade causing structure and potential wind tunnel     NO 
stadium should be built at this location nor a massive 
carpark just in case maximum capacity is reached 4 times 
a year   So inside a stadium so Tasmanians who do not 
support this stadium DO NOT get hit with the high rates 
charged by the businesses which in my personal 
experience I have experienced first hand at stadiums on 
mainland and Over seas as rents are usually massive so 
costs for businesses to make a profit need to be higher 
charges   Again not really going to be aimed at lower 
income families living in the precinct but I guess plenty 
of others with money to spare

That the STADIUM is NOT BUILT on this prime land and 
impinges the views  and creates potentially massive traffic 
issues in an already problematic location

458 08-Jun-23 Frances Millar

showcase our forests and tree species in a special 
native parkland  showcase our food and 
beverages in small venues reflecting we are a 
small state  give it a natural bush feel allowing 
people to meander peacefully on the edge of the 
city  respect the cenotaph by not blocking the 
wonderful vista of the site nothing  I would not visit a large stadium

Hobart has conference centres which are small scale 
and attractive  I have been at the melbourne 
conference centre and it is a souless, largely empty 
barn of a building where it is necessary to walk large 
distances

a peaceful parkland and open unbuilt spaces and 
ensure the cenotaph and its sense of place is respected outside

if there has to be a stadium build it somewhere else  The 
height and bulk should be taken into account and be in scale 
with the scale of Hobart  Consider going beneath ground if out 
of scale height is required and planting the roof with a garden 
to disguise the bulk of the building  It could be built to 
continue the grassland from the cenotaph with a stadium 
beneath and the overall height and bulk disguised beneath a 
hill and underground

459 08-Jun-23 Meg Bamber
Employ Tasmanians who have the skills in these 
areas! I don't want a sports stadium Don't want a conference centre at Mac Point No stadium! No stadium!

460 08-Jun-23 Brita Hansen

I don't think we can have a workable stadium in 
this area

I don't want a stadium there See above See above See above

I think the proposed stadium would be an unacceptable cost 
on the Tasmanian community for many years  I also think that 
the logistics of traffic to make this a useful mass event site 
makes it not feasible

461 08-Jun-23 Andrew Brain
Certainly not a stadium  MONA Peace park - see 
comments above

None  We already have three stadiums fit for purpose 
in Tasmania that are used for AFL games  We have the 
DEC for concerts and sport - grossly underutilised  Are 
we seriously suggesting we need another stadium - at a 
likely cost blowout in excess of $1B? Large concerts are 
struggling with costs across Australia - are we seriously 
suggesting that major acts will come to Tasmania for 
23,000 attendees - seems absolute pie in the sky 
dreaming

Totally un needed - Wrest Point and multiple hotels 
across Hobart cater well for this market already

Nothing - should not be built - we have three fit for 
purpose stadiums in Tasmania already - why on earth 
would we waste more public money building another 
one it a land locked hard to access space that will be a 
massive eye-sore on the waterfront

Oh please  We already have retail shops going broke 
from lack of patronage in the CBD  Hobart is well catered 
for with excellent existing restaurants  Are we seriously 
suggesting we need heaps more, for an occasional AFL 
game? Give me a break

Full estimated costing - where are the borrowings coming 
from? What is the Government's contingency plan if (when) the 
cost blows out to $1-1 5B?

Full details of the supposed contract signed with the AFL  This 
cannot be commercial in confidence  This is public money 
being spent in concert with a sporting organisation that is Tax 
exempt  There is no visibility of due process at all

462 08-Jun-23 Simone Brinsmead
Make it quaint, and not a slick or uber trendy 
design

I would love to see world cup showjumping and other 
international equestrian events  The London 
International Horse Show gets over 80,000 people in 5 
days

I think it would be a special place to have memorial or 
funeralfunctions  Places like Glen Albyn in Taroona is 
always booked out

Car parking  Decent food outlets that are affordable for 
people who earn around $60,000 a year and might only 
get to go to "experiences" once or twice a year  A day 
care centre would be perfect, so we can drop the kids 
off somewhere close by

Whatever it is, it needs to be affordable  $12 hot pies 
and $7 for a bottle of coke is not affordable

Yes, can you please email me a copy of my survey responses, 
so I can see how the development measures up with what 
happens

463 08-Jun-23 R J Scott

You can’t do such things if you’ve filled up the 
space with a monstrous stadium , which if you 
must have such a thing, would be far better 
placed in a wide open space beyond the 
suburbs, assuming decent public transport, which 
seems beyond your ability to date I would never visit such a stadium Standard conference centre activities of course

If you build your proposed stadium at Macquarie Point 
there won’t be much room available for anything

If I were any such business owner I would be concerned 
that there would only be customers on the occasional 
days of the football matches  On the other hand if a 
people’s park, is created, tethered would be business 
every day  You need a place where people turn up 
frequently, so a library, art gallery, residences, even an 
Antarctic division, would be more sensible

1  NO STADIUM 
2  Use the plan developed by Kate Warner, Richard Flanagan 
et al, far far more desirable, better use of the area



464 08-Jun-23 Heather Frampton

Make sure the view lines to Mount Wellington are 
not obliterated  Our unique state is heritage and 
visual let’s keep all that to the forefront of the 
planning Not football stadium No more than what the Grand Chancellor  offers

Transport , parking , food outlets , toilets and some 
serious security and policing  Can see a lot of antisocial 
behaviour addling to the issues already facing the 
Waterfront night time precinct Rather see these outlets on their own not connected

I shall make it clear I do not accept that Tasmania and 
Hobart have a need for a large football stadium at Mac Point 
wrong place for so many reasons put it where there is access 
for transport and space for parking that’s if a football stadium 
has to go ahead but definitely not at Mac Point 

465 08-Jun-23 Brian Palmer
It seems like a major stadium is essential, but not 
just for football Mainly music Cafes and Restaurants, inside and outside the stadium

466 08-Jun-23 Anita Harrison
By not allowing large commercial corporations to 
have too much space or say

To be honest I don’t like the idea of a large stadium, 
multi purpose or not   I feel it will dominate the space, 
and determine how the entire area is managed

Parking and fast food - which is what I would want Mac 
Point to avoid Outside

I’d like to see action and commitment to timelines   I can’t help 
but feel that so much time and money has been wasted for 
many years, and we don’t have a starting point, just a stadium 
that seems to be determining everything else now

467 08-Jun-23 SUSAN SAUNDERS
Start with a clean slate that does not pre-suppose 
a stadium

This is the wrong question  The correct question is: 
Where should a stadium be built if and when we can 
afford to do so?

Again, another wrong question  A better question is: 
What kind of venue/ public resource ranks highest in a 
cost/benefit analysis? ie Do we need a stadium given 
the level of debt Tasmanians will be expected to carry 
if one is constructed?

Poor question  Instead: What do Tasmanians need? Not 
what does a stadium need!!

This seems to be a question designed to excite interest 
in the proposed stadium and it didn't work

Not everyone is interested in football  t is easier to travel and 
stay in Melbourne from the northwest coast than it is to travel 
and stay in Hobart  A stadium in Hobart won't change that  The 
people of Tasmania need and deserve a passenger rail 
network joining Burnie, Devonport, Launceston and Hobart, 
and this would be an infrastructure project for now and the 
future  A stadium will be a white elephant

468 08-Jun-23 Eric Cave
I do not know what uniquely Tasmanian is   
Perhaps plantations of fruit trees, or rainforest

I do not want to see a stadium built on the Mac Point 
site  I am told that it will unite the people of Tasmania 
as the rally around the Football team  I will not be 
united  Whilst not opposed to football, I think the two 
stadiums in Launceston and Bellerive are sufficient

If a conference centre is the same as a stadium, I am 
not interested No Stadium No Stadium

469 08-Jun-23
Work Pathways 
Students TasTAFE ? Big Screens / movies Pop stars - Theatre = Festivals, Dark Mofo - See above ? Supermarket -

470 08-Jun-23 Patricia Power

As above; it could be a wonderful space for out 
door events plus provide some space under 
cover/indoors

I do not agree that a stadium should be part of the Mac 
Point precinct ; the proposed stadium is way too 
dominating, it’s the wrong scale for the location, as any 
stadium is likely to be; it would look ridiculous and 
would ruin the CHARM of Hobart

A stand-alone small-scale conference centre is a much 
better proposition and could be used for, yes, 
conferences and other indoor events, meetings, 
community activities

Well, traffic and car-parking is my first concern and is a 
huge part of the NO STADIUM argument NO stadium! They should be located around the precinct

I would like to know if there are any females involved in the 
discussion, the decision-making  Women are more expansive 
thinkers than men, they think of ALL ASPECTS; on the other 
hand, men have TUNNEL VISION and don’t see the whole 
picture - it’s all numbers and the mighty dollar to them  I would 
like to see a good open public debate on all the pros and cons 
of the various proposals/options  And let’s think globally

471 08-Jun-23 Jafar Clark
Make Tasmania a number one state prioritising 
the best health and housing precinct in Australia None None None Neither

Tasmania is slowly becoming the poor cousin amongst the 
State's  To be mindful of how the rest of the world views our 
home we need to show that we can offer the best in living and 
lifestyle by providing the best services to the Tasmanian 
people

472 08-Jun-23 Monica Antel

Here are some excerpts from my Macquarie Point design 
submission made in 2012 and some more recent suggestions

“I believe the best proposed uses for this site should be 
transport and tourism related  Hobart does not have any family 
or tourism friendly attractions in the city other than Salamanca 
and the TMAG  By this I mean venues where tourists and their 
families can experience some purpose built attractions which 
can provide answers to the question ‘What is there for families 
to do in Hobart?’

Other suggestions which I feel would be appropriate for the 
site include a new accessible Tourist Office with adequate on-
site parking for caravans and campervans  The idea of a light 
train or tram which services the wharf area, the Royal 
Tasmanian Botanical Gardens and MONA has great merit  

To add to the attractions on offer I would suggest relocating 
the Maritime Museum and the Glenorchy Transport Museum 
and perhaps build an ice skating rink, a bowling alley and rock 
climbing wall on the Escarpment  I always thought it was a 
shame to lose the Antarctic Centre and also Timewarp tourism 
attractions from Salamanca Square as these provided some 
insight into Hobart’s past history  An interpretation Centre 
outlining the history of the original Hobart army barracks and 
subsequent railways depot and station

473 08-Jun-23

A reconciliation park like it was planned to be  Be 
the first to have an area for learning of the horror 
we endured Nothing, I and many don't want this  Nothing will come

It won't offer anything  Anyone who thinks it will is 
crazy  Our airport can't do it, but you can't see past it None, Don't want a stadium

There won't be, the size you have the stupid thing at 
means nothing will fit there

We don't want a stadium  You have not consulted with those 
parties you said you would, otherwise you would hear we don't 
want this  You won't hear it  WE DO NOT WANT THIS!! Put it to 
the people!

474 08-Jun-23 Chris Haas

Showcase our natural environment, adventure 
tours,  palawa tours  No big chain businesses or 
flashy advertising  Priority given to local 
businesses No stadium!

Cultural- music, arts, conferences in stand out 
sustainable, artistic architecture, not a stadium! No stadium! No stadium!

No AFL influence  Football to be played at York Park and 
Bellerive  No stadium at Mac Point!  
Live by the acknowledgement at the end of this survey  "We 
pay our deepest respects to the traditional and original owners 
of this land, the muwinina people, and honour those that have 
passed before us and acknowledge today’s Tasmanian 
Aboriginal people, the palawa, their Elders, and their enduring 
custodianship of lutruwita/Tasmania "

475 08-Jun-23 Mark Bresnehan
sports events, concerts, conferences, exhibitions, public 
meetings, other public and private events as mentioned earlier

Depends - the whole precinct needs to be a holistic 
integrated development - what's inside and outside of 
the stadium may be dependant on the overall 
development of the precinct

Vast underground car parking provision below the precinct 
 potentially as public carparking when the stadium is 

not in use for significant sporting/concert/exhibition events  
and used for operational purposes when stadium is being used

476 08-Jun-23 Christopher Richards

It already is uniquely Tasmanian!  It has historical 
buildings with wonderful stories and is 
overlooking the Derwent with views of the 
Tasman Bridge and the Domain!  It only requires 
appealing public space and room for the 
establishment of small-scale local business and 
housing

Nothing i can’t already see and experience at existing 
sites in Hobart

The same that take place at other conference centres 
in Hobart

Heaps of bins, parking and public transport hubs - 
sounds wonderful!

No one will be going inside a concrete stadium when 
Salamanca place is just down the road!  Is this serious?
If there is to be shops and cafes outside of the stadium, 
they will be overshadowed and dominated by the 
structure  Nobody hangs around the MCG, SCG or 
Docklands stadiums after a game  The stadium would 
steal views from almost every angle   You’d be mad to 
take a lease in the shadow of a stadium

I’d really like total transparency regarding this stadium deal,  
and to know where and how training and administration 
facilities will be created according to requirements of the deal   
I’d also like to know how the plans will incorporate housing for 
inner-city workers like hospital staff, and how many days a year 
the stadium will make use of its 23,500 capacity   The more you 
think about it, the more absurd it becomes!



477 08-Jun-23 Anne Gray

478 08-Jun-23 peter hopkins build a stadium for events and AFL footy
Tasmanians often punch above our weight - a sports 
museum highlighting this within a stadium

large conferences for visitors to this state = jobs; 
successful businesses = tax dollars to go to other 
services parking (domain; regatta grounds) accomadation

maybe both; but; dont flood the out of stadium ; there 
need to be a balance and salamanca is a 5 minute or so 
walk

Tasmanians to be united and to build the stadium for ther state 
- not just Hobart ; we need buy in from all parts of the state

479 09-Jun-23 Brett Gould Reconcioation Park None Cultural, Business N/A Neither
Team now at existing venue(s), Stadium later at other, more 
appropriate location

480 09-Jun-23 Glenys Jones

The underpinning theme for everything about 
Mac Point should reflect, enhance and showcase 
Tasmania as am authentic world leader in 
sustainability
So many national and international conferences 
and community events could be linked and 
aligned with the themes of innovation and 
excellence in sustainability  Examples that come 
to my mind include environmental and ecosystem 
research themed conferences, sustainable food 
and farming; sustainable tourism, sustainable 
power and energy, sustainable living and design, 
sustainable fisheries and aquaculture, sustainable 
transport,  land-use planning, natural and 
protected areas management  etc etc

I'm not interested in sporting events  The sorts of things 
I could be interested in could include:
1  Music events
2  Displays of horse and sheepdog skills and 
performance; 
3  Outdoor display space for special events such as 
winter solstice, electric or heritage vehicles, wooden 
boat festival, Sustainable Living Festival etc

6

To date, Tasmania has had limited facility capacity to 
host major international conferences  Tasmania would 
seem to offer a great venue for conferences whose 
themes align to the environment, sustainability, marine 
science and research, Antarctic matters, and 
Tasmania's outstanding natural and cultural heritage 
values, places, and sustainable quality produce

Parking, transport, toilets, food & drink outlets, change-
rooms, media and communications facilities & services; 
fire & emergency facilities and access, security 
arrangements; grounds maintenance equipment & 
storage; lighting; power, water (and undoubtedly many 
more )

Outside so they are accessible to the public   There 
should also be requirements to include Tasmanian 
quality and locally sourced products that reinforce the 
Tasmanian brand

Macquarie Point area is not an appropriate location for social 
or 'affordable' housing as it is a prime location which should be 
used to create a major, iconic and inspiring centrepiece of 
Hobart's fabric that contributes to  Tasmania's optimal future  
I'd like to see full details of the agreement, commitments and 
penalty clauses that the government has entered into in 
relation to the Macquarie Point stadium
I'd like to understand the planning, community consultation, 
and project assessment process and timeframe from here
I'd like to be kept informed and involved in the planning 
process for this incredibly important site

481 09-Jun-23 Paul Kennedy

By building the stadium and incorporating into its 
exterior and surrounding it with smaller arts and 
entertainment venues and facilities, 
complemented by hospitality business that help 
the precinct feel alive each and every day

t will be the second largest indoor entertainment 
venue in Australia, so the aim should be to attract 
world-class entertainment and sporting events that will 
bring people from around Tasmania and from outside 
Tasmania

There is always a demand for quality conference 
facilities, and having a conference centre as part of a 
modern stadium in the city centre will make it highly 
attractive to conference and exhibition organisers

As stated above, other smaller entertainment venues, 
hospitality venues and public facilities such as toilets, 
parents rooms, quiet spaces etc

I think the entire area should be undercover, creating the 
feeling of one space  The exterior of the stadium should 
definitely be utilised as part of the space by including 
venues that are used outside of event times

482 09-Jun-23 Julia Hopewell

Historical information (inside and outside 
buildings)   Sculptures and historic remnants   Not 
an expert here

I want to see NO STADIUM, thank you   I want 
somewhere that ALL Tasmanins will want to meet up 
and spend time in

We already have enough conference centres in Tassie   
 A limited number of people travel over here for our 
conferences (and that was BEFORE the pandemic!) Not applicable   We do not need this money pit Not applicable

I would like to see some vision and fiscal prudence   Please 
listen to the Tasmanian majority (and all areas of the state)   
Otherwise this will come back to bite us all; especially our 
younger generation

483 09-Jun-23 Debra Netz

Don't build a stadium there  Winding paths, 
native plants, colourful artwork, small outdoor 
lounging and performance areas, where we can 
relax and enjoy the beautiful fresh air that Tassie 
is famous for! None  I don't want a stadium there

I believe that there is already sufficient conference 
space It should be near Launceston

I would like all of it to be in either a) Launceston or b) 
Bellerive

Please don't spoil our quietly beautiful Hobart with this ghastly 
sport-centric abomination

484 10-Jun-23 Patti Farley

Not a bloody stadium  surely there are better 
minds than mine that can look at what has been 
done elsewhere and come up with something 
other than the huge white elephant you are 
proposing I wouldn’t go

The same as the other conference centres already in 
operation None because you should NOT build it

Neither  I wouldn’t use them  They would likely be too 
expensive for Hobart residents because of the exorbitant 
rent you would have to charge

I would like to know who will actually benefit from this plan? 
And why you are asking these questions now when presumably 
you are locked into this? This is the actually the worst idea any 
politician in Tasmania has ever come up with and that is up 
against a few dreadful decisions  This will not benefit anyone 
who lives here so who will it benefit? Is this just another deal for 
some politicians mate to make money? Just tell the AFL to take 
a running jump, pull back from the Hawthorn deal and let’s all 
just get on with fixing health and housing  what you should 
be doing instead of wasting money on ridiculous pans like this

485 10-Jun-23 Carolyn Canty
don't let it end up like a "dog's breakfast  Less is 
more!!

This stadium is an opportunity to incorporate a modern 
multi use approach with excellent (frequent commuter 
style and small public transport, to avoid issues with 
thousands of cars and acres of asphalt when empty  eg 
at the DEC most of the time!!! Consider which activities 
really need to be located in this prime position and 
those which are currently under represented, (if any)

nearby where? If you are meaning the planned 
advertised location of a stadium on this site, then this is 
the wrong question   Our society depends on car 
access largely because car parks have been built first, 
and then oh, a bus service? but where????

If this must be, Businesses outside please!!!! I am afraid 
that authorities are already blind to the power of the AFL 
and THEIR stadiums, with rules about everything that 
advantages their visibility and power over usage
Already they are asking for nearby ovals for extras like 
training but where and which locals will be displaced?

A new stadium, if we really need it (the two that serve us well 
and rarely get to capacity), but not in the only plum position 
left on this island  Half a million people with more living 
outside Hobart than in, does NOT necessitate this 
development just because non-Tasmanians think we should 
have it!

486 10-Jun-23 Brett Reconciliation park, indigenous plants n/a business, science events, restaurants n/a outside
Team first, playing at existing venue(s) Stadium later at more 
appropriate location

487 10-Jun-23 Sally Edith
site specific architecture and art
a palawa/pakana cultural centre

I can't see any sense at all in building a stadium at Mac 
Point  
I do think it makes good sense for Tasmania to have an 
AFL team, but this is not the way, when there are 
already two stadiums in the state  Put some money into 
making these the way you want and leave Mac Point to 
the broader community without creating more huge 
infrastructure challenges  Tasmania needs to nurture its 
health system, create greater access to affordable 
housing, and foster strong internal relationships 
between diverse groups  Tasmania's greatest strength 
and draw card is its natural environment  Let us put 
more energy into fostering and protecting that

488 10-Jun-23 Hamish West

Do what we are already good at rather than try 
and compete with other cities  Small scale events 
rather than trying to compete with larger centres 
for stadium events  Open space allows music 
festivals, Dark Mofo etc to occur that do not work 
well in stadiums

Would love to watch rectangular sports such as soccer, 
rugby and league; however the experience of watching 
these in oval grounds is poor and I would much rather 
travel to Melbourne/Sydney etc to experience them 
properly

Properly designed convention centre plenary theatre, 
not stadium, would enable full sized musical, dance 
and theatre to occur that can not be accommodated at 
the Theatre Royal  A properly designed Convention 
centre with plenary would also enable schools an 
appropriate sized theatre for productions etc whilst 
also allowing other events at the same time

Multipurpose stadium would not allow space for 
anything else  Direct transport to the site would be a 
necessity

The stadium is likely to only have 40 or so major events, 
locking the site up when not used  Shops etc need to be 
accommodated on the site to allow true access to the 
public which the current stadium plan would not allow  
Marvel stadium area is dead and this gets used more 
than the proposed Hobart Stadium

Reconsider plan to incorporate stadium on site and revert to 
the original master plan

489 10-Jun-23 Andrew Smith Ask Dave Walsh Whatever comes it will be supported Whatever
Public transport and entertainment area  Including 
restaurants etc Both

490 10-Jun-23 Chris Keen

Through local business; hospitality that focussing 
on local produce  Indigenous reconciliation that 
solely deals with the Tasmanian/lutruwita story None

None  There are suitable conference venues nearby at 
the Grand Chancellor & Wrest Point None -  no stadium is appropriate on this site Neither - no stadium

Relocation of the site for a stadium, such as Dowsing Point, 
upgrade of Clarence oval or Invermay oval

491 11-Jun-23 Paul Munting
build under main stands to allow some local 
organisations a living space eg sea scouts a/a use your imagination anything is possible existing business will suffice both potential uses even as one of events

492 11-Jun-23 Val Schier
Open space  Parks, children’s nature playgrounds  Like 
the area around the Silo in Launceston

It’s likely they would compete with CBD businesses to 
their detriment

493 12-Jun-23 Philip Brown

Cultural Centre for artistic exhibitions, performing 
arts, wine and food emporium, craft center 
(wooden boat centre etc)

Why does this survey assume a stadium is a foregone 
conclusion   Most Tasmanians don't want it

Conferences of all sorts, as are hosted already in 
Hobart; business, cultural, sporting, etc No stadium No stadium No stadium

494 12-Jun-23 Justin Austbo
Honour the history with new age designs 
incorporating Tasmanian Timbers AFL  music  international cricket  music concerts

Stadium tours, big screen karaoke, use of the stadium 
internal lighting etc

Transport hub is a MUST! dedicated bus lanes with high 
frequency express from key hubs across the city Both



495 12-Jun-23 Catherine Nicholson

We already do that well   We are a small regional  
city   We are not in Sydney and will always 
struggle to get large acts and shows to come to 
Tassie because of costs of getting here   Look at 
Townsville   It is struggling to get its stadium used 
for more than just sporting events   Good well 
designed buildings with plenty of easily 
accessible public space and allowing the existing 
size and scale of the Hobart port area to continue 
around in to Mac Point   Mac1 is a good example 
of a building that complements the existing 
character and area of Hobart   Not a huge 
overbearing chocolate box shaped stadium as 
seems to be what is being suggested, with some 
token public open space and park area as a sop 
to those disappointed by the loss of a genuine 
reconciliation park

I dont want a stadium on this space   It will overwhelm it 
and destroy the character of the area and the potential  
for a more human scale and appropriate buildings

Lots but not on this space   Conference centres also 
need lots of parking usually and that is not possible 
here   Out near the old DEC would be a much better 
location and have better transport linkages from all 
parts of the state and space for parking

Lots of parking - not possible on this site   Good public 
transport access - possible Outside, but I dont want a stadium here at all

I find your questions are totally slanted to assuming a stadium 
is what is wanted here   I thought this survey was supposed to 
be more open and was canvassing opinions about the stadium 
or not and how the site should be used   These questions are 
biased and the answers  will give the impression that 
everybody who answers them is ok with a stadium, because it 
does not ask if you want a stadium on this site or not   The 
whole process is an abuse of the existing planning systems and 
process and the work already done and approved for this site

496 12-Jun-23 Vicki Daly
Large focus on Tasmanian products in shops and 
restaurants

I would hate to see a stadium built in this area, totally 
unsuitable  It would ruin Hobart Stadium is not a conference centre A stadium would not be suitable in this space

I would hate to see a concrete stadium at Mac Point, it 
would ruin Hobart's unique waterfront Tasmania cannot afford or need a stadium

497 13-Jun-23 Paula Woodward

I have already made suggestions about what kind 
of things I would like to see at Mac Point  The 
idea that AFL matches or loud pop/rock concerts 
could be seen as "uniquely Tasmanian" is 
laughable  You can't put lipstick on a pig ( I am 
not saying that people don't have a right to enjoy 
these things )

I am not a supporter of the mu tipurpose stadium  I 
think Mac Point is not the right place  Transport is too 
problematical for huge crowds of people  I strongly 
doubt I would be attending any events if it were to go 
ahead  I am not a fan of spectator sport, large crowds 
of people or loud pop concerts  I realise that a lot of 
people like these things, but I wouldn't be among 
them  I wouldn't have been a participant at any time of 
my life

Everything about this site makes its use for large 
gatherings questionable  However, it would be good 
to see affordable meeting places for community-run 
events such as lectures and workshops Transport, transport, transport

Mostly outside  People shouldn't have to go into the 
stadium to access these  There should be no stadium at 
Mac Point

The proposed stadium is monstrous  It will be ugly no matter 
how you dress it up  Stadiums are designed for a specific 
purpose and have to be designed to fulfill that purpose  The 
stadium will overshadow the  Cenotaph like a giant toilet seat  
It is disrespectful to put it in this space  We need to have some 
stunning architecture in Hobart, but the stadium wouldn't fill 
that brief in any way

498 13-Jun-23 Jenny Cranston See above I don't believe a stadium has any place on this site Cultural, musical events  Concerts I don't support a stadium on the site I don't support a stadium o the site

De-couple the desire for a  Tasmanian football team 
(supported by many) from the need of a stadium ON THIS SITE 
(not generally supported)   The stadium on Mac Point will 
continue to be a point of dissent in Tasmania  There is no social 
licence for it and it is already extremely divisive  This will go on 
into the future  Build a stadium some place else but NOT on 
this site

499 13-Jun-23 Suzanne Walker

500 14-Jun-23 Ngaire Hobbins Everything I have already said
I don't want a stadium - mulitipurpose or not- at Mac 
Point

I don't want a stadium - mulitipurpose or not- at Mac 
Point

I don't want a stadium - mulitipurpose or not- at Mac 
Point

I don't want a stadium - mulitipurpose or not- at Mac 
Point

This should be a space for all - not just the people who can 
afford to buy costly tickets to games or events  Macquarie Point 
has so much more to offer  this is a once in a lifetime 
opportunity - please don't waste it on an imposing, restrictive 
monolith

501 14-Jun-23 Lenka Loncar

The Cherry Blossom season would bring many 
people  Ice skating competitions   Open musical 
events on the lawns  Fisherman’s festival that 
have fish bbq’s with bands playing along the 
paved area leading all down to the wharf

We would not like the stadium there but on the domain 
where there would be possible to have multiple entry 
and exits and not cause as much traffic congestion  We 
feel the stadium would only be used half a dozen times 
in a year, for bringing acts to Hobart, we have the My 
State Arena, and that really failed to bring many Acts to 
Hobart when it was called theDec, it will be the same 
with the stadium, but if the Premiers heart is set on it 
then  please not at Mac Point

We have many places for conferences and events 
there is no need for more   We need spaces for 
families and visitors to admire

If we are doomed to have it there, then shops etc on 
both  But it is the wrong spot to build it on just as it was 
the Ice skating ring  Please pass it on to our Premier

I would love to see our entrance to our Harbour beautiful, the 
above suggestions will bring families out not just on football 
games or conferences but all the time, it’s walking distance for 
visitors from cruise ships too
If there was also barbecue areas  It would be an amazing place 
to visit

502 14-Jun-23 Paul Haley
503 15-Jun-23 joyce batchelor no stadium

504 15-Jun-23 Jan Hyde

Design - As I said before use of Tasmanian 
materials, a unique Tasmanian design (no cement 
boxes please0, reference to heritage indigenous 
and European,

This is a unique opportunity to meet the needs of so 
many groups in Tasmania  The stadium should be 
flexible enough to support as many sporting codes as 
possible: Australian Rules, Soccer, Rugby and Rugby 
League, Cricket  There could be good links with the 
Aquatic Centre, Tennis Centre, and Athletics tracks Not my area of expertise

Using Mac Point means most of the visitor facilities are 
within walking distance - accommodation, eateries, 
hospital  Closer access to public transport as per earlier 
comments

Obviously this depends on the final design and purpose 
of the precinct  Suffiice to say cater for all relevant price 
points and wherever possible showcase Tasmanian 
Produce

Don’t stuff this up!  Consider getting some more creatives onto 
your Board - some board members are not trusted in Tasmania 
due to such projects as the cable car  This is your chance to 
build on the wonderful work the MONA team has done to 
bring new architecture and different audience to Tasmania

505 15-Jun-23 David Hanlon As above
AFL football  All sporting codes  Concerts and events of 
all kinds from rock to symphony and choir This is self evident

Open grassed areas for families  Trees, shade, picnic 
places  Close access to transport as above Both

The design of the stadium itself has the potential to make Mac 
Point globally significant  Consideration of how to use its 
outward facing façade and access into a circular ring from 
outside opens art gallery opportunities etc  Thinking outside 
the square could deliver animmediately iconic building worth 
seeing in itself

506 15-Jun-23 Gunnar Martschinke

I can’t answer most of the questions because I don’t have any 
answers, but like the vast majority of Tasmanians I do not want 
a new Stadium built anywhere in our state at this time  The 
state government had an inquiry into what the community 
thought about the Stadium  They received a record number of 
submissions and that is how I know that most of the people are 
against what is proposed  I spent an hour on my submission 
which turned out to be a waste of time  This will be the last time 
that I bother to write to politicians about anything

Kind regards,

Gunnar

507 15-Jun-23 sandra grealish

NO fooball stadium, Genuine consultation with 
community groups around Hobart and beyond  
Free events and admission to buildings  An 
acknowledgement that the lad is owned by 
Tasmanian for Tasmania  NOT TO BE SOLD OFF  
Should be designed to be an extension to TMAG 
and NOT called Macpoint as though it is an ersatz 
McDonalds franchise Keep the authentic original 
name No Stadium !

Has there been a decision made for a conference 
centre ? Words fail me  this is not genuine consultation!

No stadium! those facilities would be good so long as 
the main development was open spaces for all the 
community

Transparency including information on who the developers 
are, their links with government and other official's, enablers  
Who is making money out of an asset owned by the people of 
Tasmania  Bearing in mind that to many people Tasmania is a 
byword for corruption



508 17-Jun-23

As I mentioned previously:
I'd also like for the precinct to represent both the 
new and old identities of Tasmania  I think that 
the heritage look of the surrounding sandstone 
buildings is great as is the use of Tasmanian 
timber  I'd like to see this combined with some of 
the new trendy influences of post-Mona Hobart  
Can we incorporate sculpture and light 
installations into the precinct? I'd love that, as 
would tourists I'm sure  Could we repurpose 
some old convict bricks for the precinct/stadium? 
As someone who's entire lineage stretches back 
to Tasmanian convicts I'd be incredibly proud to 
see that part of my history represented 
(alongside the Truth and reconciliation park of 
course)  

Building a stadium and precinct that represents 
both Tasmania's history as well as it's new identity 
is incredibly important and will play a big role 
into how well it is embraced by locals and tourists

As I've mentioned previously:
A multipurpose stadium which could be the home of 
the Tasmanian Devils AFL team
Truth and reconciliation park
Plenty of pubs, bars, resteraunts and cafes
A port for tourist boats to come and go
Sculptures and art surrounding the precinct  Could it 
collaborate with MONA? Could there be a guided art 
tour?
Perhaps a Tasmanian Sporting Museum?
Stadium Tours, could you walk on the roof as people 
do at Adelaide oval and Optus stadium?
I'd like for it to collaborate with Dark Mofo in events
Host music events
ANZAC day and Sir Doug Nichols Indigenous Round in 
the Footy  Could we have a Dark Mofo themed round?
Collaborate with end of Sydney to Hobart
It could collaborate with the end of the Sydney to 
Hobart
Fun runs and marathons could finish in there, as is done 
at the MCG
The facility could include conference rooms
Obviously it could be used for a big range of sports  
Soccer has already expressed interest

I work in this industry so I attend a wide range of trade 
shows and conferences  
Honestly the possibilities are enormous and there are 
so many conferences for things you would not know 
even exist  Just look at Exhibition Centres in 
Melbourne, Sydney and Brisbane - they are constantly 
booked  Tassie just needs to take a small piece of that 
pie
One great consequence of hosting conferences is that 
it lets industry nation wide know that we are open for 
business

Bars
Restaurants
Affordable food and or space for food trucks
Toilets
Public transport and uber rank
places to sit and rest 
Plants
Art, perhaps sculpture, light and sound installations
Under cover and open spaces
Disabled Parking

Obviously there would need to be food and drink venues 
inside the stadium for patrons
Outside the venue there should also be places to eat and 
drink, this would be necessary to make the precinct a 
permanent place for people to attend
Food trucks could also be brought in around big events, 
there are so many great food trucks for events such as 
the taste and winter feast

I'm incredibly proud to be Tasmanian  I find it upsetting that 
myself and so many young Tasmanians moved interstate as 
young people, to experience things such as football, music and 
art events

I strongly believe that if Tasmania had this stadium, precinct 
and AFL team at the time when I had finished school in Hobart, 
I would have never left neither would a large proportion of my 
peers  

So please make this thing happen for the sake of the next 
generation of Tasmanians  Perhaps then, myself and my friends 
(many of whom are doctors and healthcare workers) might just 
move back to support our team

509 17-Jun-23 Kathryn Shield

We have some of the country's best architects 
here in Tasmania  Use them! Create a zero 
carbon footprint design standard  We could have 
some iconic buildings throughout the site  
Tasmania already has a unique reputation on the 
mainland and is admired broadly for its quality 
cuisine, natural environment and vibrant arts 
sector  Build on that  Work with MONA and the 
TSO, Theatre Royal like we do with Ten Days on 
the Island

I dont' want a stadium at Macquarie Point  It shouldn't 
be a fait accompli

We could have a conference centre without a stadium  
I'm not sure Hobart is short of conference space, 
though, so a new centre here would only take clientele 
from existing ones  An assessment of need should be 
conducted before committing to adding another such 
venue to Hobart  Virtually every hotel in town has one

Putting a stadium in the middle of the site will kill the 
surrounding area  No-one will want to struggle with 
running a business in a location that's only visited once 
or twice a week  No-one will want to live 'out the back'  
No-one will want to walk nearly 700m around a 40m 
high structure with all the wind and dust such an edifice 
will generate, just to get to a cafe or restaurant  This 
issue has divided Tasmanians and no matter which way 
it goes now, the Rockliff government has succeeded in 
alienating a substantial section of the community  It 
won't be forgotten

They won't survive in either location, so it's a moot point  
Sticking a lot of little carbuncles around the edge of a 
big carbuncle isn't going to make it any more amenable

Please consider the Macquarie Point Vision plan - it's a far 
more insightful, economically viable, and future proof solution

510 17-Jun-23 Eric Tiainen

I believe incorporating Tasmanian artists works 
into the development would be the best way, be 
it sculptures, murals or anything in between Concerts

I believe a decent conference centre could bring in all 
sorts of events from Circuses, concerts, tattoo 
conventions and many more Toilets, food/drink stores

Definitely restaurants and cafes, I’d also like to see an 
eclectic mix of “Knick knack” type stores No

511 18-Jun-23 Geoff Hull
Markets, music, food events, arts, cultural 
recognition We don’t plan on visiting but hopefully it won’t get built ?

If it is built it will need accessible road and rail links and 
car parking to accommodate Outside None

512 18-Jun-23 Abe Francis Not build a stadium there

None  I oppose the stadium  I note that the questions 
here do not enable this view to be expressed as an 
answer/

None  I oppose a conference centre as this function is 
adequately fulfilled at Wrest Point A light rail train station Neither  I oppose the stadium

Transparency in decision making process  Listening to the 
community

513 18-Jun-23 William Caught
Show the natural beauty with parklands and River 
Derwent views

Experiences and events can be held in many places  
THIS IS NO PLACE FOR ANY STADIUM

Again, there are plenty of venues for conference 
centres but THIS IS NO PLACE FOR ANY STADIUM

Build the stadium near the Bowen Bridge or use the two 
main existing stadiums No stadium, no shops, no restaurants

We were promised an international architecture competition to 
design something beautiful like the Sydney Opera House  It 
would be far better to keep this area as public open space and 
parklands

514 18-Jun-23 David Waters

By building a brilliantly designed arts an 
performance centre, as the centrepiece of a 
lovely green area

Art exhibitions, concerts, both popular and classical, 
drama and dance performances  This is not the place 
for a football stadium, no matter how it is greenwashed Conferences

Extensive parking and purpose built public transport  
Therefore Macquarie Point is thoroughly unsuitable for 
a sports stadium  It would overshadow and dominate, 
thus negating the multipurpose objective

Obviously not in a stadium, which should never be built 
there

515 18-Jun-23 Margaret Gunn

We can make the most of the natural landscape 
of the site and not put an UGLY INAPPROPRIATE 
Stadium on it NONE Very few not already catered for NO STADIUM + NO Facilities NONE - see above

I would like you to consider that the Multi-purpose stadium 
proposed is the single most inappropriate use for a site that is 
blessed with water frontage and so many other good 
proposals  Neither I nor anyone I know will ever attend the 
Stadium and I intend to join with the majority of other 
Tasmanians to continue to protest and vote against the multi-
purpose stadium being built at Mac Point

516 18-Jun-23 Helen Hussey Mona has excellent ideas It is not an appropriate site for a stadium We have My State Arena for events Parking, public transport, ferries Outside

We don't want the ugly stadium on the river   We don't want it 
pushed through as a done deal  It is a waste of money, which 
could be used for social and affordable housing and health

517 18-Jun-23 Julie Stoneman Cultural festivals like Dark Park
I don't want to go to a stadium it's not appropriate for 
this site

I WOULD RATHER THE CULTURAL RECONCILIATION 
CENTRE

The stadium will dominate the site and deny 
opportunities for other site uses No Stadium 

The whole process of the AFL is a travesty of our democracy 
and of our careful design process that has already taken place 
for the approved plan  There needs to be respect shown the 
the Aboriginal community who have just pulled out of the site 
due to a lack of respect shown to them  The AFL need to be 
controlled they cannot bully the Tasmanian community and 
government in this way!!!

518 18-Jun-23 Anthony Watson
Dedicated winter use that includes night time 
activities Sport, concerts, expo’s It would attract international conferences Food, accommodation Both

519 18-Jun-23 Joff Jennings

By leasing to locally owned businesses operators 
that can showcase our unique way of doing 
business

AFL, A league, Rugby Union, Boxing, League, Cricket, 
concerts, exhibitions & more The opportunities are endless Hospitality, Arts, galleries, public transport hub Both

I honestly believe if designs correctly a Stadium can be a visual 
better than the Opera House  It can be the beginning of a 
sustained public transport renewal in Hobart  This will in turn 
aid in the sensible development of medium density housing 
From Hobart to Claremont

520 18-Jun-23 John Bratt A multi purpose stadium
Multi purpose is exactly that I would go to many 
different events It’s a multi purpose facility so your question is irrelevant

Restaurant Accommodation and everything that comes 
with this investment in our future Both no brainer

I’d like to see the naysayers, greenie has Berns to get on board 
with this once in a lifetime opportunity to invest in the future of 
our city instead of burying their collective heads in the sand 
And as a bonus get rid of the current HCC

521 18-Jun-23 Chris Bowerman

STADIUM THAT CAN ACCOMMODATE A 
VARIETY OF SHOWCASES SPORT, 
ENTERTAINMENT, TAP IN TO RSL AND 
INDIGINEOUS IN VARIETY OF WAYS TO SUIT 
THOSE ORGANISATIONS AND MAKE IT TAS 
UNIQUE

AFL, CONCERTS, CRICKET, SOCCER, NRL, 
EXHIBITIONS LIMITLESS

PREVIOUSLY MENTIONED PLUS ANYTHING ELSE THAT 
WILL REINVIGORATE THE CITY

522 18-Jun-23 Sam Tucker

Outdoor dining, lots of external heating 
(Auckland N Z on the waterfront does this 
brilliantly) Broad variety to engage lots of people Both Can’t wait for this to happen!



523 18-Jun-23 Shane Johnson

Through the stadium as outlined previously which 
will supercharge tourism to Tasmania  Design 
isn’t my strong suit but some suggestions may be 
seafaring or nautical themes, a tribute to 
Tasmanian Indigenous culture and also our 
unique fauna and flora

AFLW
VFL
National junior AFL male and female matches 
Big Bash cricket 
International short form cricket 
State of Origin Rugby League
NRL
Rugby union test matches 
Super rugby games 
Davis Cup 
National and International Soccer
Concerts 
Motocross
Conferences

The Brownlow Medal
The Allan Border Medal 
All types of business and sporting conferences

Conference parking 
Cafes bars and restaurants 
Easy pedestrian access to the city 
Potentially a Tasmanian Sporting Museum

There will be a need for corporate facilities inside the 
stadium as well as the usual food and beverage outlets 
on the inside 
Spaces catering for event day patrons will be required 
on the outside precinct similar to the Adelaide oval

Not at this stage  thank you for the opportunity to have a say 
in what will a magnificent facility for Tasmanians

524 18-Jun-23 Roger Robertson a stadium Afl, concerts, expedition's ,cricket, soccer etc
political party summits, functions, maybe could attract 
lots of conferences parking, lighting

mixture of both but you would think outside would make 
a business more viable

Tasmania needs this stadium and AFL team, Hobart will finally 
be able to move forward with the stadium and team attracting 
more development , investment and infrastructure

525 18-Jun-23 Lachlan Baird
Build a new stadium so we can watch our own 
uniquely Tasmanian AFL team AFL, cricket, music

Endless opportunities and something different to what 
the casino offers Restaurants and hotels Both

Build it make it happen  We need to make this happen! Build 
the stadium

526 18-Jun-23 Michael Corrigan NA
Concerts, all forms of sports, conferences, theatre 
events

Could be used for school dinners, large charity events, 
weddings etc Medical, hotels, restaurants, pubs, entertainment venues Both

527 18-Jun-23 Maree Langford

An indigenous name
Host part of Taste of Tasmania, Dark Mofo, any 
other festivals or events suitable
With a roof over the stadium, the list is endless 
with regards events, functions etc able to be held 
there

Football, soccer, rugby, athletics, and even tennis etc, 
etc
Concerts would be amazing
A ‘Taste of Tasmania’ held in the stadium with a focus 
on family/children to compliment the original ‘Taste’
Host schools sporting and concert events

Sporting dinners/presentation nights for not just elite 
but local sporting clubs   
Religious events
Cultural events, particularly to celebrate NAIDOC and 
Reconstruction weeks
Business and education conferences   
Bring to Hobart the buyers exhibit such as the ‘Trade 
Fair’ usually held in Melbourne and Sydney

Accomodation, eateries, visitor information, shopping, 
cinema, bike riding and fun activities for families and 
kids

There is benefit to have both but I believe, outside is the 
priority

Features such as seating, sculptures etc in Tasmanian Timbers  
would add an interesting talking point
A water feature or ‘stream’ rambling through the area would be 
pleasing to the senses, particularly with sounds of wildlife 
playing through hidden speakers along the paths

528 18-Jun-23 Sue Groom

Television coverage of sporting events from that 
iconic place will be a priceless advertising for our 
state Afl  Soccer  Cricket  Concerts  Conferences

Cafes and bars  Maybe some Tasmanian made 
shopping Both

Exciting times for Tasmania but the stadium needs to be the 
priority

529 18-Jun-23 Glen Bayer Stadium Sport, music, arts

Global conferences such as Deloitte’s global partner 
conference which they have tried to hold in Tasmania 
before but we lacked adequate conference facilities Restaurants, bars Outside but part of thenconcourse

530 18-Jun-23 Jamie Grace

Use Tasmanian wood to showcase the STADIUM, 
dark MOFO and the Taste festival could use this 
part of town to spread the crowd out more

AFL, A League soccer,  NRL rugby, cricket, concerts 
conferences seminars National level conference with trade shows Restaurants, cafes, BOTH

JUST BUILD THE STADIUM, IT WILL OPEN UP ENDLESS 
OPPORTUNITIES

531 18-Jun-23 Julia Pycroft

I’m a descendent of sir Henry jones I think the 
stadium would show case the best of what we 
have on our river front that is going to have so 
much growth thanks to the stadium

All football guest artists maybe part of the Olympic 
Games  marching cricket anything you can think of Business conferences of all kinds sporting conferences Hotels motels restaurants take always taxi buses Both Hobart needs to grow this is a seed let’s plant it for our future

532 18-Jun-23 Brian Clark
Invite Tasmanian producers and produce to be 
sold Anything that can fit Both

This stadium 🏟🏟 is going improve Tasmania an we needed it 20 
years ago

533 18-Jun-23 Matthew Roach A stadium and an enjoyable place to walk through
Afl, soccer, golf, concert of various artist, cricket and 
more Many activitys and events food, toilets, canrank/bus stops ect  greenery, park ect maybe both Something out of the ordinary, a rollercoaster

534 18-Jun-23 Ian O'Leary A Sports Stadium Precinct AFL and anything else that will happen there
Not much although money into the State is always 
good and a Stadium will satisfy that market as well

Transport transfers, bars, food, other retail, some office 
space  All sorts of stuff Outside Yes, support the concept in every possible way

535 18-Jun-23 Ian Henderson
An amazing purpose built stadium so many 
teams can use it Football, rugby, soccer, concerts

Hobart really lacks a conference centre, I go to 
conferences around Australia all the time and I always 
get asked why Hobart never hosts anything big

Bike lockers, bus transport parking, businesses will 
come once construction starts Outside mostly No

536 18-Jun-23 Maceo Schneiders By making the stadium unique Football, music festivals, dark mofo Parking Both throughout the venue close to the action

537 18-Jun-23 Marc Verrier

An entertainment precinct and stadium  Football 
is a big part of Tasmania and the stadium can be 
used for multiply of other sports and events

Football and concerts and other exhibition sporting 
and conventions Many different activities Public areas for people to socialise at

Both  Inside the stadium for those at an event and 
outside the stadium for before and after the events for 
patrons to come together and socialise

I would gladly get a membership to an AFL team and attend 
most events at a new multipurpose stadium

538 18-Jun-23 Matt Grimsey

Home of the TASMANIAN DEVILS AFL and AFLW 
teams  Imagine the stadium lit up in red for dark 
mofo and spectra coming from it

AFL/AFLW/cricket/soccer/rugby union and league - any 
othe sport that could use it for internationals and one 
off games - concerts

Isn’t attraction of conferences enough??? Could even 
be small concerts Cafes/restaurants/bars

Mainly outside so they can be enjoyed at all times of the 
year not just game time as well as before and after a 
game - needs to compliment salamis and all wharf area 
businesses

Just get on and build it all, the site has been a waste land for 
way too long!

539 18-Jun-23 Katherine Lehner Art! Local art!! Various  art/fashion/ child friendly things/ music acts Too many to say - endless options Restaurants/ public transport Both Build it !! They will come  let’s do it for our kids future!!

540 18-Jun-23 Nathan Street By building the stadium Football, concerts, soccer etc Outdoor grass area, cafes, bars and restaurants Outside

Build the stadium to give our future generations hope  This is a 
once in a generation opportunity  Don’t let it go and be part of 
history for all the right reasons!

541 18-Jun-23 Wayne Taylor Build it AFL games, big bash games Too many to name Accomodation Outside
542 18-Jun-23 Gary Morris

543 18-Jun-23 Andrew Burn
By building a stadium and having our own AFL 
team! Sports and music events State, National and international conferences Transport links Both

544 18-Jun-23 David Reid
It is important to have access from outside   That will 
make it seem more part of the city

I would rather wait another 10 years and get something truly 
iconic rather than rush in and do something just for the sake of 
it   My biggest concern is that (in true Tasmanian style) we will 
rush in and end up with something ordinary   If we are going to 
build a stadium, lets spend $2 billion and make it something 
special (eg combine with an Eiffel Tower structure that 
supports the roof) rather than go cheap and end up with 
something truly forgettable like the Dunedin stadium that looks 
like a cheap glasshouse

545 18-Jun-23 Sacha Paul O'Toole By actually building something on the site Football, cricket, soccer, concerts etc International seminars, trade shows etc
Well designed spaces which allow varied options and 
price points Outside Not really

546 18-Jun-23 Adam Poultney

A covered stadium design that has input from 
local architects and engineers  The Tasmanian 
Devil should be central to the theme as I believe 
that animal represents eons of history from a 
survival standpoint, from the aboriginal culture 
the to convicts  The Tasmanian Devil is universally 
know and loved  by our Tasmanian community

AFL, Soccer, Rugby, Boxing, and any other sport that's 
appropriate to host when able to  Musical events of all 
genres (adult and children), and the arts such as plays, 
dancing and Mona's Dark Mofo integration Any corporate or fundraising activities

Restaurants, cafes, pubs and clubs  Park land and 
artistic sculptures  Historical information and guided 
tours, and places for busking and small plays etc

On the outside but integrated into the exterior design (at 
ground level)  The stadium will certainly need the 
standard cafes and food stalls on the inside

Without the stadium, I truly believe that the site will be under 
utilised  The stadium is pivotal  the site must have ferry access 
so people can board or exit from other locations as the ferry 
service expands  A northern transit corridor that could utilize 
uninterrupted, rapid bus service or trackless tram

547 18-Jun-23 David Lithgow

Footy
Cricket 
Music 
Culture festivals 
Basketball

Food and wine 
Aboriginal precinct 
Authentici accomodation
No maccas and kfc crap Both

Thought 
Inclusive conversations 
Original yet tastefully Tasmanian content

548 18-Jun-23 Jamie Macgregor
Our very own afl and AFLW team’s running out to 
the new stadium Concrete, sport entertainment It would be a great location over looking the stadium Parks for families and grass

Both would be good we want to be using the stadium all 
the time all year round

Make it Tasmanian get the design like mona and other gray 
places around Tasmania



549 18-Jun-23 Alison Lazaroff-Somssich

By certainly not building a huge white elephant 
football stadium disguised as a “ cultural centre 
“!!!
Tasmanians aren’t stupid

I DO NOT WANT A MULTIPURPOSE HUGE EYESORE 
BUILT IN THIS BEAUTIFUL AREA!!!! I DONT WANT IT

IF you want to build a stadium build it in Campbell 
town  Halfway across Tasmania  Lots of space to park 
and a huge boost to country Tassie

I DONT WANT A STADIUM AT ALL!!!
And  these are VERY LEADING QUESTIONS!!! PLEASE DO NOT BUILD A STADIUM HERE  PLEASE

550 18-Jun-23 Matthew Blackburn
With events spots, a stadium, and area for 
relaxing with friends

Sports, family events, like movie nights, music concerts 
and conferences Meeting spaces, transport arrival and departure points Both, but preferably outside for those not in the venue Please get this moving as quickly as possible

551 18-Jun-23 Travis Purton
Use native timbers in sculptures of Tasmanian 
football legends Football for 1  Soccer, rugby union  Convention centre

Similar to the taste but needs to be a multi purpose 
stadium for our traditional sport - AFL Hotels, bars and eateries

In the outside so the publi can utilise the bars and 
restaurants when no function or sport is being used at 
the stadium

This area is prime realestate  Very rare for a area like this to be 
nearby to any capital city  Don’t let a loud minority railroad this 
to sit idle for another 30 years  A stadium needs to be built for 
all Tasmanians to enjoy and create businesses and jobs for 
local people

552 18-Jun-23 Gordon Yearsley Tasmanian design and materials where realistic Sports, concerts etc Multiple  There’s a lack Cafes, hotels etc Both

553 18-Jun-23 Gerard Brooks
A multipurpose stadium with a roof so events can 
be held unaffected by our inclement weather

AFL, soccer, rugby, concerts, exhibitions, monster 
trucks, circus, Nothing that can’t be held elsewhere already Cafes bars restaurants shops and hotels Outside

Progress and positivity instead of blocking every proposal that 
gets put forward

554 18-Jun-23 Nick Dingle A world class boutique stadium Bands and all sports and exibitions Conferences and meetings Cafe, bars ferrys Both I think a roof is critical, we are a windy wet city in winter

555 18-Jun-23 Shayne Lewis

This state is so far behind when it comes to 
modern precincts, buildings & ideas, a new 
sporting precinct would be amazing and would 
help drag Tasmania out of its current slumber 
and give it some real modernisation Sports, concerts etc

Multiple things- large functions, government & private 
functions

Most of the things that are already there- restaurants, 
cafes etc  Might even get to fill some of the many empty 
shops that are currently in the city Both

Tasmania needs modern ideas & concepts  For too long we 
have been stagnant, the handbrake needs to be released & the 
out of touch people that try to run this state need to be 
removed so the state can finally grow and not remain a giant 
retirement home

556 18-Jun-23 Mathew Briggs Local produce Football cricket soccer and entertainment Conference centre would be good On both sides
557 18-Jun-23 Michael Hill With an AFL side AFL, Major headline acts You've answered your own question Bars, restaurants and grassed areas Both

558 18-Jun-23 Jamie Lang
Having Tasmanian made products on display and 
for sale Afl, cricket, soccer and concerts Expose of all types Water taxis and light rail Outside Slightly higher capacity of seating in the stadium

559 18-Jun-23 Ken Arnold
Make sure the stadium  has a roof so it can host 
all sorts of events Concerts ,sports and entertainment Weddings ,corporate events and arts Food and accommodation Both so the area can be used all the time

560 18-Jun-23 Mark Carrick Both

I would have thought that the multi millions that have been 
spent on the point over the last 10 odd years might have come 
up with some ideas than organising a survey for them

561 18-Jun-23 Richie Palmer Tasmanian football team

All sports 
Concerts
Motor cross

Cafes
Bars
Restaurants Both None

562 18-Jun-23 Brendon Briers AFL games & concerts Business & private functions Outside & around the stadium

563 18-Jun-23 Ben Eiszele We will get events with a multipurpose stadium AFL / Music concerts
A conference centre in the stadium opens numerous 
opportunities Cafes, restaurants, pubs Maybe both

I’m from Launceston and would love to travel to Hobart stay 
overnight and experience a  new sustainable state of the 
stadium that we can be be proud of

564 18-Jun-23 Craig Viney
AFL and other sport international music and 
entertainment Business meeting etc Food  restaurants bars Outside

565 18-Jun-23 Bonnie Ryde
Allow it to be used by all aspects of the 
Tasmanian community AFL/AFLW, concerts, installations, festivals Host many different conferences, expos, shows Access to reasible food/drink options

Both- patrons at events will need access to food/drinks 
and the local community will utilise the precinct if their 
are outside options

566 18-Jun-23 Warwick Ashlin Football, concerts, entertainment

567 18-Jun-23 Steven Park Football
Football, music concerts, soccer, cricket, NRL matches, 
Netball matches Club events Sports facilities, training spaces Both

Develop a deal with Warner Brothers, turn the precinct into a 
Movie World style type of place and enable it to be used all 
day everyday

568 18-Jun-23 Holland Debra Unique Tasmanian products on show
Concerts, sporting events , festivals, indoor markets, 
wine shows,

National conferences, that use local catering, tourism 
opportunities

Parklands, cultural centre, museum on Tasmanian 
football

Outside and inside to enjoy lunch or dinner before a 
game Mural of Tasmanian war heroes or VC recipients with their story

569 18-Jun-23 Robert Whitney
Always promote and use Tasmanian food 
beverages and local talent where possible

Football cricket live music soccer rugby union & league 
but mostly a Tasmanian AFL team Unlimited Taxis buses food Both

I think the stadium will be a fantastic investment in the future of 
Tasmanian sports and general waterfront area of Hobart and 
combined with Salamanca area will be a major draw card for 
investment and tourism I really hope this goes ahead ASAP

570 18-Jun-23 Matthew Muskett
Getting visitors to our city with plenty to do  
Possibly one day we will get a cable car as well!! Sports and concerts Functions, dinners all types of engagements Restaurants, shops Both Build our stadium and build us a cable car  Improve our state

571 18-Jun-23 Jason Paul By having our very own AFL team Al types of top level sport, concerts and exhibits
Comedy, major conferences that Tasmania can’t hold 
at the moment Open spaces for outdoor entertainment Outside

572 18-Jun-23 Naomi Lawson Concerts, football, theatre shows Both

573 18-Jun-23 Geoff Young With a Stadium
Sport, Entertainment, museum, interpretation  centre, 
cultural history Many Conference, dining, Acconmodation Both

574 18-Jun-23 Richard Durand

Build a best of breed multi-purpose venue for the 
whole Tasmanian community to utilise for the 
next 50 years

All football codes for men and women, concerts, large 
community events

People and organisations from all over Australia would 
flock to such an awesome and well located venue so 
easy to link to Hobart’s wharves and CBD

Public transport, wide walking paths from the venue to 
the CBD, Salamanca etc  be good to few some public 
greenery and family areas down next to the water

Outside for the shops, cafes and restaurants and utililize 
the inside of the stadium for some organisations to use 
for homeless or needy folk working with the new Tassie 
team who will want to get involved to help the 
community

Nothing really  Just build it and work with the new club and the 
State government to attract as many sports, concerts and 
events to further the economic and community advancement of 
Hobart

575 18-Jun-23 Sussan Riley
Tasmania AFL team  Fresh new design with the 
stadium

Bands , arts , foot ball , soccer , 
All types of events  
Start of the international tri 
Anzac Day events

Can be used for all conferences, arts , sports , medical 
conferences Bars , restaurants, elite sports clubs rooms Out side and inside Just build it so all Tasmanian can enjoy

576 18-Jun-23 Cameron Dick
Reckon an AFL team based oiy of there will do 
exactly that Sporting, cultural, entertainment, conferences

As part of the stadium it would greatly enhance the 
usage of the stadium precinct

Easy access to public transport  Pubs and restaurants 
are already located an easy walk from the precinct Both! Some positivity towards the stadium from the HCC

577 18-Jun-23 Kim Dillon AFL team, cricket and music events AFL Work, sport and music Restaurants, cafes and bars Both
A new stadium will take Hobart and Tasmania into a new era of 
economic and social growth

578 18-Jun-23 Ben McCulloch
Build a stadium and fill the roads and lanes with 
Tassie Devil flags Footy, bands, soccer,

World class food a beverages  A beautiful view over 
the Derwent Light rail

Both  With a focus on local produce food options inside 
for game day BUILD THE STADIUM

579 18-Jun-23 Gemma Browning
Build a stadium - that incorporates Tasmanian 
products

AFL, soccer, cricket, concerts, abseiling from the roof, 
go karting around the outside  Golf from the top level

Stadium must have a conference centre with amazing 
views of the city and river Light rail Both

Anna Reynolds stop holding Hobart back  Stop spending 
ratepayers money on absolute rubbish  How much money did 
you waste hiring lawyers against the cable car  Stop increasing 
the price of rates, parking etc cut the red tape, cut the number 
of overpaid people at top end of council and stop expecting 
ratepayers to pay extra because you can’t manage finances

580 18-Jun-23 Caleb Palmer

I think it needs to have the colours and vibe of 
the docks/Salamanca area  It needs to fold 
seamlessly into the cityscape

AFL, A-League, Marquee Jack Jumper Games, 
Concerts, WWE, AEW, UFC etc

National Conferences, The AFL Draft  Awards 
Ceremonies Parking, although there are facilities in the city Food, Beverage & Merchandise The stadium must be built

581 18-Jun-23 Blair Brownless AFL Tasmanian museum
AFL, Concerts, Conferences, Soccer, NRL, Motor Bikes, 
Cricket Dark Mofo, International and National Conferences Bars, Restaurants, Hotels Both

582 18-Jun-23 Barbara Smith
I don’t believe a big stadium is at appropriate for the 
rivers edge

Needs to be at the back if the precinct, not taking up 
space near the water No football stadium please



583 18-Jun-23 danny macgregor

I would love to see the stadium design based on 
the iconic Tassie cray pot!  With an interwoven 
external structural frame, (potentially made from 
timber and weaved steel cables) and an inner 
light weight translucent skin that can be 
illuminated different colours so the building 
glows like a lantern at night   Think green and 
gold for Tassie AFL games, and red for Dark 
Mofo  

I'd like to see the stadium colour tones to be in 
keeping with those of the local area   A bright 
white generic stadium is not at all what I'd like to 
see  

Surrounding the stadium needs to be soft, multi 
use external spaces for events and landscaping 
that appropriately connects the stadium to the 
regatta grounds and Cenotaph   I'd like to see a 
reconciliation park included, although I feel this 
might be better suited somewhere on the 
Domain

I'd also like to see some kind of interactive art 
piece kids and play on or engage with   Think the  

AFL games, festivals, concerts, running carnivals, other 
sporting events, functions etc Take your pick!

Public Transport number 1   I really feel there should be 
limited parking   Cars out of the city please!

Training facilities   I'm happy for these to be at 
Cornelian bay as long as they can be utilised by other 
organisations and clubs   

Pubs, Breweries, cafes, kids play spaces & engagement 
areas, accommodation,

Definitely both   Under the stadium seating should be all 
businesses that are viable year round and are connected 
to the public transport thoroughfare past the stadium

I believe that privately owned residence should be very few, or 
entirely excluded from the area   We don't need another 
exclusive living precinct for the wealthy   This area should be 
entirely retained for public zones and associated businesses

584 18-Jun-23 Adam Smith
Incorporating dark mofo and Mona etc , possibly 
a museum feature there too

AFL and other sporting games , concerts festivals and 
other arts events

Targa Tasmania , Salamanca markets could possibly 
expand , dark mofo events Resteraunts bars nearby Both

585 18-Jun-23 Barbara Thomsen AFL definitely, plus other sports and concerts
Have conference rooms within the multi-purpose 
stadium Cafes, restaurants, shops Both The development started ASAP !!!!

586 18-Jun-23 Paul Fountain Tasmanian timber and Tasmanian gardens AFL , concerts, cricket Trade shows, Comicon Restaurant and bars, facilities to assist flow of patrons Outside
The stadium will be fantastic and is essential for the Tasmanian 
team and the economy

587 18-Jun-23 Raymond Langford Make the stadium iconic

588 18-Jun-23 David Bosker Afl, cricket, soccer, gigs
The typical conference events that draw big business 
to Hobart/tasmania for our uniqueness Training facility, sports medicine clinic Both

A multipurpose stadium to bring AFL to tasmania and for 
Tasmanians will unite the community and keep/bring much 
funds to tasmania

589 18-Jun-23 Andrew Clark

Connect with nature whilst supporting local 
businesses and the stadium with a unique 
Tasmanian style  Farmers market, restaurant 
precincts and native flora

Concerts, AFL, Soccer, Dark mofo, light shows, festivals 
and informative nature, Anzac and indigenous walks Endless A tunnel would be amazing Both with access via ferry Please don’t overlook this amazing opportunity

590 18-Jun-23 Matt W

Ensuring the precinct strikes the correct balance 
between design and function  This could be 
achieved through the inclusion of green spaces 
around the stadium that focus on Tasmania’s 
beautiful and unique plants

All sports that would suit the stadium and live music 
acts

An attractive option for larger corporate events and 
functions that could further drive the Tasmanian 
economy

Food and drink retailers that showcase Tasmanian 
produce to the rest of the world

Mostly on the outside of the stadium  Retailers outside of 
the stadium can also act as satellites around the precinct

Not from my end, I would just like to ensure the the Hobart City 
Council please consider this stadium with and open mind and 
account for the wishes of Hobart for the stadium

591 18-Jun-23 Barb Daly

Bring the world to Mac point to showcase what 
an awesome state we are in working together to 
give the people what they need in a beautiful 
stadium

All sports, all music, arts, expos for all, once we have 
the venue possibilities are endless, we've never had 
one so take a look at the amazing things all the other 
states offer Weddings, celebrations, conferences, youth week, Restaurants, hotels, tourism Outside Support for stadium

592 18-Jun-23 Stuart Percey

You can’t get anymore unique than having 
something like a football team named the 
Tasmania Devils as part of its appeal As above

There is a massive avenue for large conference 
availability for Hobart, I brought a national association 
here several  years ago, nearly 200 guests from all 
over the country and were limited thsn with options  
Incorporated into a stadium would be fantastic option 
for 500 plus market

Cafes, restaurants, parking, multi use parkland for other 
sports like a community basketball court for important 
showcase club games and finals could played Both

Progressive information, I truly believe this will be the best 
development Hobart and Tasmania has ever seen, you’d want 
to be part of it at any level of authority, it will be fantastic and 
something we can all be proud of

593 18-Jun-23 Jeremy Barnes
Have a glass house of all of Tasmanian natives 
and could have bush food tours

AFL , concerts like the mainland, cirque du Soleil, travel 
expos , climb the stadium Expos , talks, launches, pop up markets Green space, restaurant, cafes ,paths , outdoor dining, Both

The stadium would be world class and bring so much 
opportunity not just for the children but business and 
organisation it could be our heat of who we are 

594 18-Jun-23 Adam Smith Incorporate Tasmanian events like dark mofo AFL , other sports , concerts arts festivals
Targa Tasmania , food and wine conventions , taste 
Tasmania could use the space during new years Bars and resteraunts Both

Ensuring the space is multi use is key , let’s take Hobart into the 
future

595 18-Jun-23
Peter and 
Joanne Clark Concerts, arts and sport events All, something that should not be passed over Cafes, restaurants Both

Please consider the Stadium proposal and bring Tasmania up 
to the level of other Australian cities  We are being left behind  
We need this for future generations

596 18-Jun-23 Matthew Thomas
Bring local artists and especially MONA into the 
picture Sports, concerts, events

Events, shows, national or international meetings of 
organisations

Accommodation, eateries, entertainment, transport, 
shopping Both depending on what they are and what they offer No

597 18-Jun-23 Leith Gudden

Consult with aboriginal leaders to make the 
space inclusive and unique to tasmania  Also, 
collaborate with local events to utilise the 
stadium such as the taste of tasmania and dark 
mofo Afl, test cricket and t20, concerts Could be utilized well like at kingborough Eateries, bathrooms, and safe kid play areas Both Go turbo chooks

598 18-Jun-23 Mark Newbold A stadium will do that
Cricket, footy,
Dark Mofo, concerts etc

Marvel have introduced Stadium golf  Great idea from 
left field Bars, shops and restaurants Both No

599 18-Jun-23 sally smith New stadium, Tasmania moving forward for once Football, cricket, all sports and events Businesses, functions, it excites me Public transport, nice area to sit and admire Both
Consider Tasmania, don't make this political, please and 
thankyou

600 18-Jun-23 Peter Law

World class sport
international music artists
Undercover wooden boat styled static displays

University 
Corporate training
Sports academy Hospitality of all sorts

Bring on the stadium  an amazing generational legacy for 
Tasmania  
can’t wait to see it materialize

601 18-Jun-23 Rob Blair
Incorporate Aboriginal culture and symbolism in 
the design and imagery AFL, Soccer, Rugby, Music

Boring conferences for instate visitors, doing little for 
the people of Tasmania

Restaurants (there are many already) and public 
transport within walking distance Both  Outside access for trading outside of Stadium hours

I would like to see this stadium become a place of pride for all 
Tasmanians  I would like to see as a turning point for sensible 
development  Particularly of areas that are already industrial 
areas

602 18-Jun-23 Rowena Tye
Base our own afl team there, the opportunity of a 
lifetime that the majority want Sports, concerts, charity events, As above Hospitality and accommodation increase Maybe both

Please recognise that the opportunity to bui d a stadium 
doesn’t come along regularly  This is a once in a lifetime 
opportunity to increase economic growth and for local 
business to thrive  Don’t let this opportunity go for the 
betterment of the community and the coming together of 
fellow tasmanians  Build it for our young to aspire to greater 
things, build it for the employment opportunities or presents 
for all, build it to increase interest in sports of our young ones 
and get them off the streets  Just build it

603 18-Jun-23 Michael Tait By supporting the Tasmanian Devils Sporting events restaurants, bars, both

604 18-Jun-23 Leif Shea Do not stand in the way of these projects Sport   Conference  Nightlife Conferences  This question is inane Dinner and drinks Outside  Maybe mercy
Please make it happen  We have a city ruled by Nimbys   I live 
here  I don’t want zero progress

605 18-Jun-23 Ryan Knott
Make a 30000 capacity stadium and suitable 
convention centres AFL, Soccer, Cricket, Concerts, Rugby, global events Expos and smaller sports Restaurants, public transport, hotels & Shops Both

Build the stadium more than 23000 capacity and more like 
30000

606 18-Jun-23 Will Austin Footy  concerts Endless possibilities Cafes  shops  open spaces Both

Please build this, stop making this political about alternative 
ways to spend money, every other state gets something they 
can be proud of



607 18-Jun-23 Rosemaree Palmer Anything Tasmanian AFL, soccer, cricket, rugby, concerts, outdoor plays

Community gatherings, exhibitions and formal 
gathering year 10, Year 12 formals  University degree 
presentation leading to the walk through the city Food, drinks, children's playground Both

608 18-Jun-23 Donn Riley
Incorperate every thing around our new multi 
purpose stadium Maybe a nautical museum Same as other similar stadia around the world

Besides suitable retail
Touristy type venues ect Both

Maybe other organizations, sporting and other could have their 
offices in the vicinity

609 18-Jun-23 Paul Reid By building a large entertainment facility AFL Football Soccer Basketball Music concerts Conferences
The City of Hobart Salamanca and the Waterfront are all 
nearby

It would be crazy not to utilise the Stadium for Restaurant 
facilities and other services  The surrounds don’t need a 
lot because there is plenty on offer nearby

Just make it happen   Get positive about the idea  It is too 
good an opportunity to MISS

610 18-Jun-23 David Williams Wood used as feature material with steel AFL, SOCCER, MUSIC Conferences Transport Outside Make it happen
611 18-Jun-23 Garry Bean We should get behind a roofed stadium AFL Cricket Soccer Stuff Bus terminal A little gift shop Just build it

612 18-Jun-23 Jon Laredo
By showcasing to Tasmanian products, food and 
beverage

Football, soccer, rugby, music acts, extreme sports 
(freestyle motorbikes, monster trucks)

Weddings, engagement parties, business meetings, 
gala dinners, sporting club awards nights Public spaces around the area, bus stop and taxi ranks Both inside and out gives people a choice

The economic impact of a stadium will be a positive and great 
investment for our state

613 18-Jun-23 Thomas McMeekin
Food, produce and the epicentre for the Devils, 
with an art park and indigenous hub

Football, rugby, soccer, concerts, art hub as well as 
conferenxing

Large scale conferencing, smaller scale luncheons and 
training facilities  Networking venue

Hospitality, some transport albeit it connects well to the 
city, some parking Both Final design and costings

614 18-Jun-23 MAUREEN MCKENZIE N/A N/A N/A N/A None
NO STADIUM! Pls do not let the AFL dictate to the Liberal 
government or Tasmanians

615 18-Jun-23 Michelle Cunningham I don’t agree with the stadium being at Mac point
Please do not ruin our city by prioritising sport over 
health/education/environment and arts

616 18-Jun-23 Sam Henning
Highlight water elements, indigenous culture, 
mountain and other tourist attractions Larger and more events  Both sport and arts

Attached large Australian organisation to hold 
conferences there to experience something new and 
boost tourism Car parks, outside areas

Both  Maybe even a model used in Europe of an inbuilt 
hotel to archive more financial growth Make it last and keep everyone happy

617 18-Jun-23 Chris Riley Build a amazing Stadium
AFL, Concerts,Anzac Day, Football, Rugby league and 
Union, cricket , cultural events Weddings,medical, spiritual,cultural so many more!! Hospitality, accommodation, training,medical Both Please support the AFL team and the building of the Stadium

618 18-Jun-23 With a stadium AFL, soccer, rugby, cricket and concerts Conferences Ferry and light rail and/or buses Both

619 18-Jun-23 Fiona Worsley
Murals of our history   Twilight markets local 
buskers   Showcase our local distilleries

AFL games, concerts, rugby , soccer   Cracker night 
fireworks display   Sports clinics for underprivileged 
children   Sport expos

Sports clinics,  expos
Job expos 
Discover Tasmania expos
Local wineries and distilleries showcase

Outdoor seating 
Park
Playground 
Colourful images of our history

Both so people spend more time in the area before and 
after games

Good access for disabled 
Traffic management   Blundstone is a nightmare for traffic and 
parking   A new stadium gives opportunities to correct this so 
there's no disruption to the general public

620 18-Jun-23 Tania Balcombe

Not only would the stadium be used for our own 
afl team, but artists would come to hobart for 
concerts, football matches, rugby matches just to 
name a few Concerts, all sports, markets that would use the stadium Concerts, markets, afl teams, sporting matches, Food stops, ferries, accessibility to trains, trams Both

The support for our own AFL  team which must include this 
roofed stadium would bring so much joy to all the youngsters, 
boys and girls whose dream is to play afl  Not only afl, but in 
recent days football Tasmania has indicated their desire to 
utilise the arena  International matches of various sports would 
use this space as well  You  only have to look at the revenue 
which Adelaide and Western Australia have reached 

Please don’t let our dream die to have our very own afl team  If 
this dream is killed Tasmania will never have this opportunity 
again  Our grassroots football will die, and we will never see 
the likes of our afl players that became champions  Peter 
Hudson Matthew Richardson jack riewoldt just to name a very 
small number of our Tasmanian Champions

I read a lot of negativity of people who are against the stadium 
but want the team (or don’t), because the funds should be 
redirected to our health system, housing, education   Don’t 
people realise that if this dream is killed these funds that have 
been set aside we will LOSE  They are funds for this project and 
this project only  They will not be redirected other area

621 18-Jun-23 Kerrie Mazengarb By building something new, like a stadium Sport, Art, events, concerts, corporate events

Many different size functions rooms, Hobart doesn't 
have any rllaege event spaces foe the really big 
conferences Grass area, parking, restuarants,  bars Both

We have to start doing more development for these large 
buildings, we are becoming a backwater, and our kids are 
leaving on droves

622 18-Jun-23 Jenny Webb Restaurants hotels transport parks Both
I think the stadium needs to be bigger  It will soon outgrow its 
capacity if 23000

623 18-Jun-23 Peter Midson Tv Football, concerts Within a football stadium many Transport , catering Both

624 18-Jun-23 Michael Peters
Not letting our tree hugging nimby green and 
teal brigades make decisions about the design AFL, concerts, cricket Various types of expos

Amphitheatre/drive in like overflow area as mentioned 
above

Needs to be both  Reason being so that people are 
inside using the facility regularly  Places like the MCG are 
closed to public access most of the time but if there are 
shops etc  inside the stadium will be more accessible

A balanced fact based approach in the decision making 
process in determining the stadium going ahead

625 18-Jun-23 Peter West

Build a multi purpose stadium and everything will 
follow, use products from Tasmania showcase 
what we have

AFLW,AFL, music concert, soccer, rugby, golf, any 
event currently in Hobart and any event or sport that 
wishes to use it and the main thing is that public will be 
comfortable and warm in winter put a con

Put a top of the range conference centre with in 
stadium groups of people will use it

Car parking, public transport direct to stadium, spacers 
for taxi, Uber, ferry wharf, Inside for sure and outside for sure no questions on that

Just build that stadium and  what ever else goes in at Mac Point 
will be a outstanding success for sure

626 18-Jun-23 Lesley Rowlands

By having a stadium for everyone to enjoy, 
bringing concerts down and sports to bring 
money into our economy instead of having to put 
money into the mainland

Concerts, all sports and art events, this stadium is a no 
brainer!!! Work, artist, festivals, charity events, the list goes on Open spaces, cafes places to sit and admire the views Both!!

This stadium is for our future generations, you need to stop 
being stubborn and think about Tasmanian future, if you want 
our kids or people to stay here you need to stop progress 
happening, no I don’t want sky high buildings but we do need 
this stadium it will boost up the economy and it will be a great 
asset for all!!! Yes we have a lot of elderly here but we also 
have a lot of young unemployed, so build it and let the future 
generations have something to enjoy!!

627 18-Jun-23 David Sheppard Concerts Major conferences for thousands

628 18-Jun-23 Adam Stuart
A stadium 'walk' akin to the MCG with plaques 
and areas showing details of the local area AFL, concerts All sorts of conference and meetings Transport Outside NA

629 18-Jun-23 Anthony Langdon
The outsid of the Stadium could have a Tassie 
Devel and Tiger incorporated in the Designe AFL and AFLW, National and international artists

A large facility in the CBD with lots of Hotels and 
resturants nearby Hotels, resturants Both Not at this stage

630 18-Jun-23 Ben Cato Multipurpose stadium Football games and concerts
Big conferences and events we miss out because we 
don’t have a big enough space at present Bars and clubs Outside Get the stadium built

631 18-Jun-23 ALLISON Young Sport, concerts,  festivals
Large scale conferences that require many breakout 
rooms,  food,  plenary etc Restaurants,  cafes Outside

632 18-Jun-23 Leesa Kube Our own team should be the centre of attention Sports, concerts, markets etc
Conference centre could be used by anyone or any 
organisation for a number of things

We already have the wharf area with food outlets and 
shops, maybe up grade that area Both

Not to let the greedy council put a stop to this line they did the 
Cable Car on Mount Wellington

633 18-Jun-23 Brian Jones

Imagine a Friday night game of
AFL on national TV - and the pride this would 
bring to our State
The JackJumpers have been phenomenal - this 
would be next level!

Football, concerts, other sporting events that the 
stadium can accommodate
Conventions and the like

Unlimited opportunities for a stadium of this size in 
this incredible location Restaurants, bars, open green spaces Both!!

Please proceed with the stadium and give Tasmania the AFL 
team we deserve - Mac Point has been a waste land for too 
long - the time is now - the opportunity is in our hand to make 
it happen

634 18-Jun-23 James Ellingworth Partnership with mona Afl, cricket,soccer, rugby, concerts National conventions, comic con etc Ferry, transit terminal Both

635 18-Jun-23 John Celesti
Having a Tasmanian footy team playing in a new 
stadium Watching footy or attending musical events Hosting events and seminars First aid/ medical centre, police station Both

The headquarters of the new Tassie team being located at or 
near the stadium

636 18-Jun-23 Nick Pastoor
An amazing all purpose stadium to bring the 
hobart waterfront tonlife AFL and Concerts Light rail, cafes,bars and restaurants Both

637 18-Jun-23 Andrew McConnon Football  cricket and live sporting event or music
It would open the area up to a multitude of 
events/fictions and larger corporates

A docking area at the waterfront for water taxi/farriers  
And a light rail from the northern suburbs Anything as long as we get a stadium built Nope just the stadium



638 18-Jun-23 Brendan Fleming Stadium Sport - entertainment
Sport 
Concerts

Restaurants, bars 
Cafes , lawns Both No

639 18-Jun-23 Amelia Griggs

Business events, exhibitions, incentive travel and 
experiences  Capacity of current venues in Tasmania 
lock out a large portion of potential events and 
economic growth

Shops, cafes, parking or public transport facilities, many 
more facilities will be required There is a need for both

Tasmania is missing a large multipurpose facility that every 
other state has access to  A multipurpose stadium facility is 
essential to Tasmania’s economic growth

640 18-Jun-23 Dennis Anderson Stadium and Cable Car AFL,Bands,Soccer,Golf, Restaurants and entertainment Transport Both Just do it

641 18-Jun-23 Neal Synott
Host our very own AFL Team and a new home for 
hurricanes games AFL, BBL, concerts, dark mofo Business forums, industry conferences Food, drink an transport Outside the stadium  Maybe a museum inside like MCG

We need a team and stadium for state pride and incentive for 
kids to play sport

642 18-Jun-23 Pat Bowerman That’s a silly question Anything and everything Business Sports management conferences Transport Both
This should be built for the next generation to know that they 
don’t have to leave Tasmania to succeed

643 18-Jun-23 Anthony Soutar Both I would like to see the HCC kept well & truly out of this!
644 18-Jun-23 Andrew Andrew A stadium Footy and a roof Lots Restaurants Both Keep Anna away
645 18-Jun-23 Dennis Anderson Tasmanian Devils Anything that was there Theatres Accomodation  4 star + Both Just build it

646 18-Jun-23 Trent Cowen
It’s the perfect place to build a world class 
stadium like they have in Adelaide National and international sports and concerts

Lessons in common sense for hcc councillors opposed 
to the cable car

Open spaces
Transport stations
Toilets Both

Make the walk from the city to the stadium part of the 
experience

647 18-Jun-23 Nick Pastoor An All Purpose stadium AFL and Concerts Work functions Parklands as well as cafes,  bar's and restaurants Both The results of this survey

648 18-Jun-23 Yiannis Tellyros Build a stadium AFL, A league, Concerts, international sporting events Multi Both Council support stadium

649 18-Jun-23 Nicole Jacobson Just build it Sporting events, concerts anything really Not sure ? Inside and outside

Please just build it we need a afl team  We need to stop saying 
no to things and start saying I don't want my son to have to 
move away just for work when he gets older

650 18-Jun-23 Samuel Platts Sport and music

651 18-Jun-23 Jill Bones
Why do we have to do that,
We are part of Australia aren't we, Any form of entertainment that interests me Buses  taxis ,cafes Both

I would like the HCC, to become a little more positive in 
backing progress in our state, jobs, entertainment, ect and stop 
opposing progress in our City, we are not all old or go bush 
walking!

652 18-Jun-23 Jen Cashin
continue the use of the bronze sculptures of the 
waterfront and in Macquarie Street

music 
AFL 
cricket 
soccer

the stadium could easily attract clients like Grand 
Chancellor and  Casino for conferences, expos, 
Dinners and balls

shuttle services to the city, car parking locations off-site, 
on-site car parking, scooter and cycleways separated 
from pedestrians, a ferry terminal like what MONA have 
created both

it would be nice to be able to incorporate tiered lawn seating 
areas to watch the yachting and water activities

653 18-Jun-23 Jason Shipton
Our world heritage areas and natural beauty are 
probably what Tasmania is best known for

Dark mofo, concerts, supercross,AFL,cricket,Sydney to 
Hobart celebrations,taste of Tasmania, soccer, 
KOONYA GARLIC FESTIVAL Bike hire & parking facilities  Shower block Outside and inside

654 18-Jun-23 Jeff Parsons Football, soccer, rugby etc All the big acts , football, soccer, rugby Large industry , Government etc Parking, pubs , restaurants, cafes Both Accommodation for interstate and northern visitors

655 18-Jun-23 Andrew O'Keefe

Wide angle shots, drones, being proud of what 
we’ve built, incorporate Tasmanian wood and 
heritage through the design around the precinct

Everything we miss out on  It’s hard to put a finger on 
this because if you don’t go elsewhere, you don’t know 
what we’ve missed out on  AFL, our own team, A-
league hopefully, international rugby / soccer matches, 
monster trucks, dirt bikes, huge concerts, the list could 
be endless  Even pop up shopping or stalls Once again, the list is quite endless here

Food and drink, transport, parking, accessibility to local 
areas

Outside for the most part so as to be accessible all the 
time and have an open precinct whole area

Would love for this to be a modern area and clean, but still 
incorporate heritage without looking old and dingy

656 18-Jun-23 Debra Walker

Multi-purpose is the word - it should be able to be used 
for multiple events , as is the MCG - sport , concerts, 
conventions , the list is end less Endless Both

As a older Tasmanian I would like you to stop saying NO to 
absolutely  everything - I would like my grandchildren to be 
proud to live and work in Tasmania - to be able to see a future 
here  So tired of your and labour and Greens negativity 

657 18-Jun-23 kurtis youd

We have a great reputation already so wouldn’t 
require much more to really bring mac point to 
the fore front of travellers minds Footy, soccer, cricket, music gigs Accommodation, public transport and parking Both Lets make this happen for the betterment of all of Tasmania

658 18-Jun-23 Chris McIndoe By building a magnificent multipurpose stadium Football and other sports, as well as concerts etc Football and other sports, as well as concerts etc Toilets Both

659 18-Jun-23 Michael Sluce

By ensuring we use world class designers  Look at 
the Harpa concert hall in Reykjavik  Same 
negativity when initially proposed now a fantastic 
architectural marvel that is a tourist drawcard in 
its own right

Everything that requires a large roofed enclosed space  
Just look at what other similar stadiums are used for 
around the world  The number of possible uses is huge

Unless incorporated into the stadium I think a 
conference centre in itself will not provide anything 
that is not available somewhere else in Hobart

Some may be outside within the precinct surrounding it 
while others will need to be within the stadium  With 
good design they should be able make use of views to 
the stadium and outside  I would imagine the views over 
the river would be exceptional from the higher points of 
the stadium

Yes, consider those people that live outside Hobart that are 
prepared to travel to watch all sorts of sport and entertainment 
at a multipurpose stadium  I live in the north of the state but 
realise, as Hobart is the capital, it should have these 
developments commensurate with its status that will be utilised 
by all Tasmanians

660 18-Jun-23 Mandy McIntyre
Sandstone or similar to be in keeping with 
historical buildings, landscaping with native plants

Music concerts, community festivals, exhibitions, 
international, national and local sports and unique 
experiences

Food, drinks, music, open soaves, parking and efficient 
public transport

Both, make spaces both inside and out suitable for all 
occasions and events

Cool lighting and design of the stadium, to make it a 
centrepiece of the city, with the bridge, casino, TMAG and 
town hall etc  

We need growth and development to see our city and state 
prosper both economically and socially

661 18-Jun-23 Graeme Clarke Keep the greens out of any input Football and concerts Conferences duh Bars and restaurants Outside Stop listening to the whining minorities

662 18-Jun-23 Lisa Beakley Stadium where our own AFL Team can play AFL games, concerts are just 2  The list is endless Expos, conferences Metro bus stops, taxi ranks, cafes Both
Progress for our state and out own AFL Team  Something that 
will generate more jobs

663 18-Jun-23 Sarah Benson

Local Timbers, Art (sculptures), spaces with TAS 
themes (all things water (surf, fishing, diving etc), 
Animals (Devils, Paddymelons, Tiger, Eagles, 
Quolls)  Our Mountains, Produce, Wines etc

AFL, Soccer, Arhletics, Concerts, Events (Operas, Motor 
Sports, Easter Show etc) Pool, Training facilities Both!

Consider the next generation/s and make it sustainab e and a 
place people want to go to  Make it appeal to everyone, local 
and interstate  Make it accessible to all with adequate parking 
and bike/scooter storage  I personally can’t wait to take my Son 
to an AFL game where we can support and cheer and  for our 
own team (and still barrack for our current teams)  Also can’t 
wait for some big name concerts where I can still come home 
to my own bed and not have to save for 6 months to go 
interstate!  Bring it on!

664 18-Jun-23 Scott Finlayson

Timber, gardens, Tasmania food and drink  
Cadbury, Hartz, Cascade, national pies, tassel, 
huon aqua  Great Tasmanian brands that are 
family friendly

Sports, exhibitions, concerts, theatre events, community 
celebrations You name it  Sky is the limit Transport, accommodation, eateries at low prices

Both! I know the chain fast food outlets are tacky but they 
are low cost for a family

Baby change rooms for mums & Dads  Anything that makes a 
visit for a family affordable and enjoyable

665 18-Jun-23 Steven Hay

Have a stadium which is distinctly Tasmanian  and 
when matches are televised we showcase our 
mountain and river

AFL football, other sports, conferences, exhibitions, 
concerts and restaurants

Pretty obvious  Every person who attends a conference 
at the stadium will bring $800 into the state per day

Parklands, restaurants and cafes, accommodation, 
accessibility for all, lighting etc Clearly both

Support the stadium for all Tasmanians  and make it a facility 
we can all be part of

666 18-Jun-23 Mike Ellery
Doesn't necessarily need to be uniquely 
Tasmanian  Something for our kids Bands, singers, international soccer, cricket

Absolutely needed, when I lived in WA I attended 
functions in the Lillee- Marsh stand at the WACA  
Fantastic, and needed Restaurants, cafes Both Make sure it happens

667 18-Jun-23 Jeremy Leatherbarrow

Have certain amount of events per year 
showcasing local Tasmanian talent  An 
art/cultural walk showcasing local artists

AFL, Cricket, Soccer, Rugby, concerts the possibilities 
are endless

It could be a training centre, it could be for 
conferences/meetings, conventions, could be used for 
anything Restaurants and bars would be handy Both

I’d like this sorted as soon as possible so everyone can get the 
ball rolling

668 18-Jun-23 Brenton Devries
The mountain and the river will be focal points of 
the design of the precinct  Clever architecture Sport / AFL, concerts, events (I e stunt shows etc)

Business conferences, trade expos, smaller events 
(comedy shows, church groups)

Large public toilets  Well defined pathways in each 
direction to and from the precinct - could be enhanced 
with lighting and audio for large events (like William 
Barak bridge in Melbourne) would enhance the entire 
event experience and enliven the city

Retail, restaurants and cafes outside the stadium  
Perhaps one cafe / eatery inside the stadium to 
complement museum / conference space

669 18-Jun-23 Patrick Taskunas Include Mona in the design of the stadium Afl games  Proper bands and performers Bring down industries from around Australia Transport hubs  Bars  Cafes, restaurants Both! Please build it

670 18-Jun-23 Stephen Cox

A good mix of green areas and the sheer 
grandeur of the stadium on the riverfront will be 
the envy of all that visit

AFL, soccer , cricket and others sport plus concerts and 
large events  Conventions also

National organisation conventions unable to be 
catered for currently

Restaurants, transport hub and mixed in green areas 
also Outside Just build it



671 18-Jun-23 DAVID BROOK Indigenous or RSL areas Footy  Cricket  Concerts  Rugby Comic con! Park / Waterfront  Restaurants Both

672 18-Jun-23 Paul Nash

AFl games, NRL games, Soccer games  Cricket 
matches  Music concerts, large scale entertainment 
events
Conferences, community events

673 18-Jun-23 Darren Monks Sports/ history /entertainment Afl/ cricket/entertainment multicultural events Multi cultural events sports weddings spiritual activities
Hotels food precincts entertainment public 
transportation Both

674 18-Jun-23 Lasanka De Silva Sports Conferences Underground carpark and ferry service Outside We need a stadium, with a ferry service to help commuters

675 18-Jun-23 Sue O'Brien
Local niche breweries, restaurants, coffee shops 
etc

AFL, Concerts, cricket and soccer if it can be re-
configured (the relevant bodies should be contributing 
to  the costs in making it adaptable)  A Tasmanian Hall 
of Fame area  - this could encompass more than sports  
Potentially conventions  School events  The ability to 
host things like the Italian or Greek festivals - under a 
rood would be brilliant

The usual - I have no idea whether we actually need 
more convention spaces but if required, training 
facilities, fund raising balls  I think any catering should 
have a uniquely Tasmanian flavour unless it is 
specifically for a multi cultural event

Bus stops, public toilets, parenting rooms which include 
the ability for parents to take young children to the 
toilet regardless of gender  Open spaces where 
streetscape art can be displayed and perhaps niche 
markets

To be honest the site needs to be cleaned up and developed 
and the heritage buildings nearby as well as the Cenotaph 
need to be respected and not endangered

676 18-Jun-23 Scott Bonnitcha Sports, concerts Luncheons, weddings, leavers dinners ect Toilets, eateries, maybe a park nearby Both

As a father this is something that I wish for my child to grow up 
with, in order to keep our children here we need to compete 
with the mainland to entice our children to stay to rid the myth 
that we're a "nanny state" and finally move forward with 
something for once instead of a smaller minority arguing about 
change  Please

677 18-Jun-23 Justin Langdale Stadium Football and some entertainment events National conferences Both

678 18-Jun-23 Carmen Colbeck

Use Tasmanian resources  Use local companies to 
design, build and maintain  Make it Truly 
Tasmanian Major music events, concerts, sporting events, festivals,

Sporting events, weddings, major presentations and 
interstate conferences Play ground, public toilets, green space (see Devonport) Both  Make the space as multifunctional as possible

Please support this development and the building of the 
stadium and football team  This about more than Hobart, but 
it’s a space for all Tasmanians

679 18-Jun-23 Melanie Young

Using Tasmanian artists, showcasing Tasmanian 
wildlife and bush flowers that are unique to 
Tasmania Music concerts, sporting events

Conference centres and large event venues so 
Tasmanians can hold interstate conferences instead of 
having to travel to Melbourne or Sydney

Restaurants, retail shops, hotels, conference rooms, 
DFO would be amazing

Both so every day Tasmanians can access them without 
having to go inside the stadium

We really need this for Tasmania I myself am looking forward to 
seeing this built

680 18-Jun-23 Peter Trioli

I have suggested a " Yacht and sailing Theme"  
with a large use of Tasmanian Timber, maybe 
some " convict First settlers spirit" thrown in, 
combined with First Nations

Football, soccer, cricket any major sporting events,  
music concerts, public speaking and entertainment

It could attract large National or International 
Corporations  But to attract them they demand the 
very best venues  The stadium has to be a stunner!

A Transport Hub, buses, light rail, ferries, taxis, e-
scooters, large walking paths around the precinct  It 
must be opened up to the public  It could take over The 
Regatta ground for public use Outside but not fussed

Make a design competition to the World  The winning design 
gets $300,000 +
A World wide competition,  you can involve the locals by 
suggesting they can have a vote on their prefeed design?
This would get the local tongues wagging  It is fraught with 
danger but you must unite the locals by  involving them in the 
choice

681 18-Jun-23 Rosallee Gerasimenok Build the Stadium As above As above
Public transport access   Safe walkway to CBD and 
waterfront Both

Consider the next generation   We do not want to lose 
anymore of our children to the mainland
Build the Stadium and YES to our AFL team

682 18-Jun-23 Gregory Smith

*answered in previous questions re  Tassie 
Timber and flora in stadium build 🏟🏟,  and also 
embracing the local passion at grassroots 
football and transferring it to the new Tassie 
Devils team on game day

AFL, Cricket, Cocerts, Tassie Triathlon, Hobart 
Marathon, Tassie high school spectacular, Targa 
Tasmania show & shine, AGFEST, Hobart Gift, Nitro 
Circus, World Crossfit games, the STIHL World Wood 
Chopping Games, Monster Trucks, AMA supercross, 
FIM Speedway, Dark Mofo, TFL Grand Final, NWFL, 
NTFA, & SFL representative matches, VFL games, 
ANZAC Day AFL & AFLW matches - Tassie Devils VS St  
Kilda! AFL Gather Round 2028!!! 🏉🏉

Bars, cafes, Pubs, Resteraunts, Team Centre (Tassie 
Devils AFL), FANZONE for game day Borh

Increase the Stadium's 🏟🏟 Capacity!!!
The NEW Tassie Devils AFL side will have well over 30,000 
members - the stadium needs to atleast be a 35,000 seat 
stadium

Also need to take into account the tourism packages and the 
extra patrons that will bring outside of the local members

683 18-Jun-23 Jason French Multi-Purpose roofed stadium please AFL, concerts, events, other sports,

684 18-Jun-23 Matthew blackaby
Afl stadium with Tasmanian food , art work and 
materials used Afl  games, concerts Corporate events and concerts Reliable public transport and walk ways Both

685 18-Jun-23 Libby burton Sport, Concert, Conference etc All kinds Varied General retail services Both

This is a watershed opportunity for Tassie, A similar opportunity 
was offered to us in 1973 , and has been an outstanding 
success
Wrest Point

686 18-Jun-23 Rebecca Rose

Make it not touristy  Unique through urban art, 
accent on the foreshore and indigenous art, 
culture and story  Ferries  Music  Small live 
events  Native gardens and produce  Tasteful 
cafes and restaurants Art and music events like on the lawns at mona

None  Conference centres should be relegated to the 
suburbs  They are always ugly, commercial, take up 
space and are only for rich people from interstate who 
go to the conference which is fully catered and then 
go to their hotel A bulldozer

No  The stadium is an ugly unnecessary blight on our 
history  It will be intrusive and unnecessary and will be 
dated architecturally before it is even built  It will offer 
nothing and promote nothing   I have seen how other 
stadiums contribute nothing to the landscape, culture or 
history  They are literal rotting corpses taking up space 
where community and living should be  Shame on the 
people involved in this monstrosity  May they live to 
regret it

687 18-Jun-23 Brett Richardson

Use Tasmanian materials in the use Tasmanian 
products in the build where practicable and cost 
effective As above A wide variety

Public toilets, eateries, parking management, bus 
terminals Both Let’s get it done

688 18-Jun-23 Ross Harris

By creating a dedicated publicly accessible 
venue surrounded by green space with access to 
light rail

AFL Football (to house the Tasmanian team), Royal 
Hobart Show, concerts, cultural events such as 
DarkMOFO Conferences, weddings, exhibitions

Adequate mass public transport such as light rail  Buses 
(of any description) will not cut it

I would expect to see cafe things inside a cafe  I would 
expect to see restaurant things inside a restaurant

689 18-Jun-23 Shane Young AFL Tassie team, concerts, NRL, cricket,
Parking, public amenities, restaurants, public transport 
upgrades, hotels and accommodation, cafes Both depending on the type of business

690 18-Jun-23 Jared Duggan

Make the stadium with Tasmanian culture in 
mind, tribute the palawa people, reference our 
convict history, make it an intimidating place to 
come for opposition teams, maybe have a devils 
cry as you walk in the stadium

AFL, big bash, music festivals, music concerts, dark 
mofo events, Soccer games, state of origin rugby

Real Estate events, business conferences, comicon, 
sexpo, trade events,

Pubs, restaurants, playgrounds, kicking field, basically 
everything Optus Stadium has

A large bar for before and after the game, plenty of 
toilets, food and drink stalls

Please make this happen, it will be the best thing to happen to 
Tasmania since Mt Wellington was formed

691 18-Jun-23 Chris Schofield

Our very own AFL team, potentially MONA 
utilizing some of the space, unique Tasmanian 
eateries and bars, festivals can take place across 
the entire waterfront

AFL, International cricket, music concerts, soccer and 
rugby What couldn't it offer!!

Ferry terminal, trolley trams to the bus mall and God 
forbid we could get our act together and a rail link to 
the northern suburbs Outside

An end to the negativity and an acceptance of the economic 
benefits amongst other obvious reasons for the stadium to be 
built

692 18-Jun-23 Paul Bloomfield
Sports, music, dark mofo type events  Major 
conferences

Mass transport system, bike bike racks ( end of trip 
facilities) parking, green space, hospitality and 
accommodation

Both    Inside for game/event day outside to create 
greater vibrancy for the area

693 18-Jun-23 Ash Page

A stadium could tie in nicely with the large 
festival and lighting events  Having the option of 
a large undercover grassy area opens up lots of 
potential

Tasmanian AFL side  Big Bash  Hopefully a bigger draw 
card for international sporting events (football, cricket, 
rugby etc), large international performers  Foo 
Fighters, Chilli Peppers, Iron Maiden, etc etc  

Would like to see a Tasmanian sports persons hall of 
fame or walk or something along those line

The list is fairly long  I’m a mining professional and 
with a long and proud mining history it would be great 
to see some AusIMM and ACG international mining 
conferences in Hobart

Sufficient public transport options  Sports style 
pub/brewery to gather before and after games  A large 
kids playground  Grassy areas for a kick before hand

Both  Would be amazing to see Tasmanian produce 
inside the stadium  I’m pretty sure an independent 
brewery won the first lot of rights to provide alcohol at 
the new Perth Stadium  Tasmanian beer, ice cream, 
snacks etc

Making the area as family friendly as possible is key  
Playgrounds  Family friendly restaurants (play area 
inside/outside), an area near the stadium to set up mini games 
for kids before events



694 18-Jun-23 Mitchell Smith

A medium sized roofed stadium so close to the 
Derwent and CBD would make the precinct 
iconic

AFL, A League, maybe State of Origin in the future?  
Large scale concerts and travelling expos/roadshows

Large scale conferences including roadshows and 
expos which currently do not come to Tasmania Conference/expo space and each transport options

Both, areas for some restaurants/bars in close proximity 
to the stadium would be good

Please move forward with the current Government plan   As a 
born and bred Tasmanian, I think Tasmania is in desperate 
need of a project like this   I am from the NW coast and while 
the stadium will be in Hobart, I believe it is needed so my 
daughter and other children in this state can grow up being 
able to support a Tassie AFL side and attend significant events 
in their own state   Please push forward with this proposal and 
don't let the vocal minority kill a once in a generation 
opportunity

695 18-Jun-23 Vincent O'Brien A world class modern multi purpose venue AFL, cricket, music, conferences Conferences of all sorts, like they do everywhere else Food, retail, hotel, public transport, cultural Both

696 18-Jun-23 Tim Wilson-Haffenden Refer stadium
AFL, other national and international sports events, 
concerts See above Both

This is a unique opportunity for Hobart and the state  And after 
kicking the can down the road in this site for a decade plus

697 18-Jun-23 Michael Barber
Build a stadium, remove sewerage treatment 
works  Local food and arts AFL, concerts, other major sports, conferences See previous answers Restaurants, bars, art galleries, hotels Both

We need a major infrastructure project like the proposed 
stadium to stimulate the economy and bring the community 
together

698 18-Jun-23 Brett Allender

This is a ridiculously constraining and constrained 
aspiration  What is “uniquely Tasmanian”? What 
stereotypes do we play too? Is it positive or 
negative to look to the past to define the future  
This facility should regenerate a disused wharf, 
railway yard and sewerage work providing 
facilities and opportunity for existing and future 
generations and help alleviate the poverty and 
disadvantage the Tasmanian’s consistently 
complain of due to their lack of well payed 
employment objectives

AFL, AFLW, BBL, possibly shield cricket, soccer where 
viable, concerts, Mona style events, Conferences, exhibitions, event hiring

There are experts that have been involved in this 
globally for decades  I suggest hiring one  Access, 
facilities for attendees to spend tie at before and after 
events are critical  This is an opportunity to bring 
people together for 6 hours or more rather than a drive 
to, attend, jump in car and head home option

Both  Look at Adelaide Oval with the attached boutique 
hotel  The Club should have its own offices and a club 
room and entertainment facility attached  People will 
want to visit and experience that  The Tasmanian football 
museum should be in the Stadium  Many visits to the 
State will want to visit and experience that  But we also 
want people to flow from and too the stadium from the 
associated hotels, restaurants and bars in the area

There has been much hyperbole about the cost of building this 
facility including speculation of blow outs in that cost  That is a 
risk with every project including the LGH rebuild, the over 
designed Bridgewater bridge and public housing where we 
have seen new builds gutted and fired by vandals too 
regularly  The cost of not proceeding with this opportunity will 
cost the State thousands of jobs, multiple billions in activity 
over decades and 600 mio directly from the AFL over the next 
twenty years  Moreover, as we move into an era where AI is 
going to destroy jobs across a swathe of professions this is an 
industry well insulated from that challenge

699 18-Jun-23 Ben Pepper A new stadium Footy and concerts Shops cafes bars park area Both Cable car would be awesome 👏👏👏👏

700 18-Jun-23 Trent Chilcott

Great question, that s fluid and dynamic  Just off 
the cusp,  Create a Grand Prix or grand final type 
thing   But make it about humanity and 
connection   So much cool social impact can be 
rolled in that - only keep it here  Call it the T - 
think no box - you can have lots of great 
museums but there is only one MONA    Own the 
location and aura around it That’s almost limitless Again You know this one

Integrated ? But don’t put salmon platters and toy Tassie 
tigers or Huon pine platters in there

It’s always about the walkway and first impression    Like when 
you walk into a great home or a room surprises you or a lovers 
first look    That’s kind of wow this is awesome vibe    The 
approach matters

701 18-Jun-23 Kerri Mus
Lots of open grassy spaces, places to have fun 
with friendly staff AFL, rugby league, soccer, music concerts Fitness & health seminars Bike & scooter parking Both but mostly outside

702 18-Jun-23 Craig Lucas As per previous comments
Multitude of sports, conferences, concerts, arts 
exhibitions

We lack large conference facilities in Tasmania & we 
consistently lose large conferences to our state
We need a facility that can cater for approximately 
2,000 people along with smaller rooms for meetings 
etc

Fortunately we already have most of the facilities close 
by, but precinct could have additional cafes, bar 
facilities and play area for children Outside, The stadium trust will take care of the inside

Tasmanian people need a multi purpose facility we all can be 
proud of
It will be something future generations can be proud of
If we don’t build this stadium now, it will never happen into the 
future, we only get one shot at it and now is the time
Let’s unite Tasmania and build our new precinct

703 18-Jun-23 Troy Addicoat Tasmanian AFL team AFL, A League soccer, concerts Spritual our reach Light rail, bus terminal,  ferry Both

This should be an area to show case both Hobart and 
Tasmanian culture it should be the very heart beat of Hobart 
with Art and sport and Tasmanian products available

704 18-Jun-23 Paul Mansbridge A stadium with a roof
Supporting our own AFL team, concerts and other 
sporting events I wouldn't like a conference centre  I want a stadium Pubs and drinking venues, restaurants Both I would like you to support this  This is for our future

705 18-Jun-23 Michael Varney Build the stadium

706 18-Jun-23 Scott Hannaford

Build a stadium to attract local and international 
entertainment, and host large scale cultural 
festivals such as dark mofo and expos

AFL, cricket, soccer, NRL/Union, motocross, music 
concerts, large scale expo’s,

Depends on the size and demand for conference 
facilities

Eateries, bars, gathering areas, a transport hub or 
drop/collect area, hotels, ferry terminal and a 
pedestrian concourse from cbd locations Both, room permitting

Build the stadium for the future of our youth  Ensure that the 
area is supported by businesses that make will it a destination 
every day

707 18-Jun-23 Allan Harrold

By g l g  l  h  d   
Salamanca precinct to the brewery and have a 
cable car up mount Wellington to showcase the 
main tourist attractions in Hobart and allow 
people to access those attractions when and if 
they want without being limited by potential bad 
weather which happens almost all the time in 
winter   Having the Mona ferry terminal and 
Bellerive ferry terminal near the stadium and have 
a zip line activity or stadium climb sort of event at 
the stadium like Perth Stadium and Adelaide oval 
has

World class musicians/concerts, AFL, Rugby and maybe 
get some decent soccer teams to play an occasional 
match there, Zipline, stadium climb on game days like 
happens in Perth and Adelaide, maybe a lookout that 
on non event days people can pay to go and take a 
view of the city  Look at stadiums across the country 
and world and you will see just how it can be done to 
progress Hobart from the current state of like 1900’s in 
Victoria to 2023 of a major city in every country in the 
developed world

Could get big corporations to have staff gatherings, 
maybe wedding parties

A major transport hub, accommodation options for all 
budgets, a lot of eateries and restaurants, could even 
have a DFO type place like has been talked about for 
decades on land near the airport but instead in that 
vicinity

Both   The function centre would make more money 
being in the stadium especially if it could be rent out on 
a game day   Any stadium needs some cafe/canteen type 
places, a shop that may be open on event days for 
relevant merchandise etc, but most the shops and 
restaurants on the outside for visitors to go to during the 
day on non event days to make it financially viable year 
round

Commonsense to prevail and get the stadium and the state 
team that Tasmania has been asking for and fighting for for 
decades over multiple decades and not let Anna Reynolds 
dictate and cripple Hobart any longer like she and her cronies 
have done for years

708 18-Jun-23 Greg Watson With a new bloody stadium Watching a Tasmanian footy side at our new stadium The sky's the limit Eateries hotels tourism Inside and outside Just get it done a new bloody stadium

709 18-Jun-23 Kath Downie

AFL stadium
Soccer stadium
Concert

Major conventions  I’m in Rotary and can envisage 
Zone conferences here that are unable to be staged 
here at moment

Accommodation
Restaurants Some inside, some outside Just get it built

710 18-Jun-23 B Hofman

Keep the area open as exclusive parkland, family 
picnic area and water features, children's play 
areas No stadium just parkland for families

A conference centre could be used for trade shows, 
corporate conferences, annual 'Chelsea Gardens' style 
event

Can't see how a stadium is necessary  Something similar 
to Southbank in Brisbane No stadium just a conference centre and parkland

There are no children's playgrounds in the inner city area  
When families travel to Hobart there is very little for young 
children  Even something like Sydney's Outdoor stage for 
Christmas Carol's in the park

711 18-Jun-23 Isaac Grimsey Art displays showing the history of Tasmania Music, AFL games, soccer games
A unique experience for conferences watching over 
the ground

Lots of toilets, good areas, good lighting, rail and 
ferries for transport Not sure Not sure

712 18-Jun-23 Anthony Noble Having regular AFL games atg] the new stadium
AFL games
Concerts Exhibitions & conferences More top hotels  EG Hilton Both Just get the stadium approved & built!

713 18-Jun-23 DAVID BROOK Themed walkways; Indigenous  RSL Footy  Cricket  Concerts Comic con Parks  Walks  Restaurants  Cafes

714 18-Jun-23 Katrina Varney
Entertainment events including Dark Mofo and visiting 
artists plus football

Venue hire, restaurants, exhibitions, events like those 
held at melbourne convention centre

Transport, accommodation, shopping, restaurants, bars 
and coffee shops Both Yes team Yes Stadium

715 18-Jun-23 Maurice Devereux Sports concerts conferences Interstate and international professional conferences Restaurants hotels bars retail Outside
716 18-Jun-23 Diane Matthews Food and drink festivals Football, music acts Dining facilities Easy transport Both
717 18-Jun-23 Chris Baric Tv AFL, concerts, cricket and soccer Many Restaurants, toilets Both Updates

718 18-Jun-23 Sally Curry
That is not a good question  ‘Showcase’ seems an 
artificial concept No stadium What kind of conference centre? I do not support a multipurpose stadium No stadium

These questions seem to take the stadium for granted
I would like to see plans for a Peace Park
Leave the big shed and its users alone

719 18-Jun-23 David Macdonald See the stadium outline for development
Just a destination  All the businesses will make it a 375 
day a year destination Too many to list Inside and around the perimeter of the stadium

720 18-Jun-23 Matt Spencer Concers Concerts Smaller entertainment Cafes and restaurants Both A stadium

721 18-Jun-23 Alex Wolfert
Encourage events by building a retractable roof 
stadium Afl, soccer, rugby,cricket, music concerts See above Restaurants, open space, transport Both No

722 18-Jun-23 Steven Paul A stadium with a roof Football music dark mofo Large space events Shops bars motels Both



723 18-Jun-23 Jamie Lowe
Start by building the stadium  Or there will be 
nobody to showcase it too Football mostly, but limitless possibilities Corporate events Parking Both

Please ignore the anti everything people for once  The state 
needs this  Will consider to move my family to the mainland if 
another opportunity gets blown  Would rather live somewhere 
where people aren't as simple minded

724 18-Jun-23 Jack Rodman Ask David Walsh Sports, concerts, stadium events Sports, concerts, stadium events Gathering areas outdoor bar’s restaurants Outside Sports, concerts, stadium events

725 18-Jun-23 Darryn White
Hosting the Tasmanian AFL Team will provide the 
identity

Along with football, concerts, other sporting events and 
7 day a week businesses on the fringe

Space and accessibility for Tasmanians and Visitors to 
gather and engage As above Both

Be united in the support for the AFL Stadium and allow 
Tasmania to keep moving forward

726 18-Jun-23 Jim Ransom AFL  Soccer  Cricket  Concerts Expos Restaurants, cafes, transport Both

727 18-Jun-23 Nicole Wolfe

The stadium and being people to the state will 
do this  We have a beautiful state and it would be 
on display Sporting events, concerts Everything that other conference centres do now Being in the city everything is already near by Both

I think the stadium is a wonderful idea  We need this in 
Tasmania for Tasmanians

728 18-Jun-23 Si Roy
Its a cold and windy site as is most of Hobart   An 
enclosed stadium is an obvious choice Sport, Concerts, possibly even large trade shows Nothing, there are plenty already in this state Transport hub  Buses, Ferrys

Apart from food and beverage during an event  
Everything else is already establised !

Your carryon is damaging your brand as is your association 
with Wilkie who does nothing for this state but jump on any 
bandwagon he can to get political exposure   Certainly doesnt 
generate exposure from doing anything himself

729 18-Jun-23 Maryann James

Mona’s burning of the platypus was a great 
example  Some of the places in the world that 
attract most visitors are not reliant on events  
They may use local artists to have light shows at 
various times of the year ,or place memorable art 
displays at key viewing points but they attract 
local and international visitors on a daily basis  
Butchart Gardens, Victoria island,Stanley Park 
(Vancouver),Central Park New York  These places 
attract visitors everyday

I won’t visit a stadium in Hobart  There are so many 
other places in Hobart and Tasmania I would visit 
instead  I only ever visit Hobart with interstate or 
overseas visitors to show them around  For the events 
and experiences that would be on offer I will continue 
to visit Melbourne  It is closer in time , the 
accommodation is cheaper at the times I would need it 
in Hobart, and there is just so much choice

Football , large concerts  The stadium concept 
restricts the type of events that could be held Parking , Restrooms, cafes and restaurants

I don’t want to see the stadium at all  Tasmania is about 
more than just a game  The people of Hobart ( 
especially the western shore) are way more sophisticated 
than AFL

I would like you to consider how this modern impressive 
architecturally designed stadium fits in sensitively 
superimposed over a city and a waterfront that is so 
picturesque it is unique in the southern hemisphere  They just 
don’t go together  
I am so annoyed at the whole process of how this stadium  was 
decided that you ask for opinions after contracts with the AFL 
have been decided  I am suspicious that only a handful of 
Tasmanians will benefit,that behind the scenes deals have 
been done,that the fact we have a weak opposition party has 
been taken advantage of,and the use of the land is naive and 
unsophisticated   I also think the success of this venture is 
dependent on the success of the football team which very few 
people will support if they are not successful on the field  I am 
also disappointed at how it has divided the Tasmanian people 
and how nasty the debate has become 

730 18-Jun-23 Kylie MacLeod New Stadium Musicians groups Everything Nothing Just build it Yes Cable car to Mt Wellington
731 18-Jun-23 Matt Magnus No stadium No stadium

732 18-Jun-23 Jason Williams All
Trade shows, conferences and events similar to dark 
mofo Transit hub Both

733 18-Jun-23 Mark Healey A stadium Afl/concerts Conferences The city Both Just do it

734 18-Jun-23 Daniel Williams
Build the stadium and get Tasmania the team it 
deserves Big name bands cricket and football afl Cricket nrl afl soccer live bands A pub and a bus stop and cab rank Yes Hurry up and build it

735 18-Jun-23 Mark Healey Afl Afl Conferences City Both Afl

736 18-Jun-23 Martin Evans Murals and specialty stores AFL, nrl, soccer, concerts, special events
You could incorporate a conference centre in the 
stadium Restaurants and hotels Maybe both!

It’s the perfect space for a multi purpose stadium  It’s time 
tassie had an afl team

737 18-Jun-23 Tony Whitford Stadium
Caravan show, concert, sport, commonwealth games 
open ceremony Sporting conference, government As noted above

Outside as streets the run to the stadium museum 
precinct

On a negative note, we must look like fools in front of the rest 
of Australia, we are given a gift and want to through it back at 
the federal government  No stadium no money

738 18-Jun-23 Karen Welsh By having them Football ,live bands ,sporting museum,and other sports
Good transport and easy walking to and from the 
grounds to the water front Both Don’t let Tasmania loose the dream build the stadium

739 18-Jun-23 Chris Mackey Get many  big names here for concerts Concerts Musical and other activities Plenty of buses Out side Light rail

740 18-Jun-23 Chris Lukianenko
Materials being used, perhaps
Some historical story telling Football, concerts, cricket, festivals Conferences, gala dinners, festivals, trade shows Bars, restaurants, perhaps accomodation Stupid question, you need both Stop holding back progress!!

741 18-Jun-23 Abetz Charles Murals Indigenous tours, roof top tour
Normal things conference centre's offer, ie: 
exhibitions, conventions etc Food outlets, pubs, public transport (light rail), taxi rank Both

742 18-Jun-23 Geoff Dobson By putting a afl stadium there Music, afl, soccer Afl a lot of businesses ready to make additional money Outside and inside or both
The anti everything mob need to move to the Tarkine and hug 
trees

743 18-Jun-23 Trevor Curtain Other sports business Hotels Both

744 18-Jun-23 Irene Hudson Just showcase what Tassie has to offer
AFL , concerts , all other codes of sport , there should b 
a conference centre, this would b amazing for the state Anything

I think it has amazing facilities already, hotels 
restaurants, the wharf precinct walking distance

I think inside , around the perimeter of the stadium, 
outside should b a green area, seating , cultural centre 
away from the stafium

Would like to c it built and a place for Tasmanian and visitors to 
the state to enjoy

745 18-Jun-23 Sam Lovibond
Sport (all types) conferences, concerts, dining, cultural 
(marathons, dark mofo etc)

There is a paucity of medium sized conference centres 
in Australia and it is a gold mine for revenue  It could 
easily be incorporated into the stadium setup, ideally 
combined with a  Hotel Transport, hospitality and parking

Both, but predominately outside so they can be used 
when the stadium is not operational

Tasmania needs to move forward and progress to 
developments that can benefit the state financially and socially 
rather than rest on the ‘everything is fine as is’ mentality  Our 
government struggles for revenue to fund social problems 
(housing, health etc)  This is a good thing for the state and the 
footy team it would allow for us only one of the subsequent 
benefits

746 18-Jun-23 Richard Warren An AFL stadium built to world class standards
AFL, concerts, cricket, soccer, festivals, food events, 
convention centre gathering, UFC

Gaming events, fitness industry like bodybuilding, 
food industry, government conferences, the list goes 
on!

Food and beverage, and in a perfect world - onsite 
medical (doctors, scans, physio etc - for professional 
athletes but also the community through the non event 
days!)

Both! Do not be limited, this place should be teeming 
with activities and options

This is a must - it is funded, it is ready to go - don’t stuff it up  
Deliver the stadium!

747 18-Jun-23 Anne-Maree Smith
As outlined in the Government’s current project 
development plan

As outlined in the Government’s current project 
development plan

As outlined in the Government’s current project 
development plan

As outlined in the Government’s current project 
development plan Both

More support for the Government’s current project 
development plan

748 18-Jun-23 Michael Wright

A world class stadium to attract not only our AFL 
team, but international bands, sporting event, 
World title events AFL, Bands, indoor motocross,  the list just goes on Unlimited Parking, food, lighting, transport access and shelter Designed so some could be accessed by bith

This stadium need to go ahead for the future of our children, to 
give the young, the not so young and businesses current and 
future belief that not only we can succeed,  but be leaders in 
innovation  Be a can do city and state

749 18-Jun-23 Gary Molloy
Low rise maximum 15 -17mt reconciliation Park, 
Hobart history

This is possibly the most destructive and expensive 
idea anyone has ever come up with in Tasmania

Well we already have three established conference 
centres, casino, grand Chancellor, PW1

Lots of car parking  Large areas for buses a rail link  
Ferry terminal

How can you comment accurately when you have no 
idea, as no one has thought about that yet?

There are so many things wrong with the stadium location  
Wilkinson‘s point just passed the DEC is much more 
appropriate  link to the eastern shore, major road structure 
already done, easy access from the north and the south  Lots of 
vehicle parking, cars, buses, taxis etc  Sporting hub

750 18-Jun-23 Paul Veldhuis Engage the events staff at MONA to help, Live concerts, AFL, cricket, international sports events

National and international exhibits, conferences etc  
I e what a conference centre ‘notmally’ delivers but Tas 
is never considered for as we don’t possess facilities to 
attract such large scale activities

Restaurants, cafes, bars, open spaces, public transport 
hubs Outside

This should be a game changing project for Tasmania, get on 
with it, and make it one of the best facilities and precincts of its 
size in the world  Don’t let the naysayers who fight against 
development convince you that their voice is larger than the 
silent majority  Too many major projects have failed in 
Tasmania due to these people, fail here and we fail our kids, 
and the future in Tas for any form of meaningful development 
and growth

751 18-Jun-23 Ben Masterman

By showing and telling story of creating 100%, 
renewable powered state from from the past 
through the present and into the future  Also 
showing how we are working Towards truth, 
telling reconciliation and treaty with Tasmanian 
aboriginal people

Not applicable as I don’t support any Stadium of any 
kind there

Anything consistent with sustainability, renewable 
energy and associated technology, anything that 
relates to A reasonable cross-section of our 
community No stadium

I don’t have a problem with high-quality reasonable scale 
development of any kind other than a Stadium

752 18-Jun-23 Tania Smith
Have a really good Web site tv and advertising 
word of mouth also

Expo's afl obviously concerts cricket soccer  little 
athletics

What a lovely place to have a conference  medical big 
corporate doos it could be hired for wedding 
receptions birthday and engagement celebrations  
expos

Toilets  bus stops  easy walkways to and from the city  
shops Both Just to see the stadium build and get out own afl team



753 18-Jun-23 Jason Andrikonis
Closed roof multi purpose stadium with a Big 
Map of Tassie on it Our own AFL team to start with and all above International music events Cable car Outside and inside

I would consider this  When the stadium is built the greens may 
be booted out in the next election along with labor
I have supported the green vote in the past but if choose 
continue to go this path you will lose majority of your voters

754 18-Jun-23 Paul Viney No stadium Accurate and audited stadium business plan

755 18-Jun-23 christine saunders
Make it local, not full of franchises  include lots of 
green space don't want a stadium on this site

Not sure what need there is for conference facilities 
and wouldn't like a large conference centre that would 
be imposing create greater need for carparking

Don't think anything of proposed capacity is needed 
close by - if we can afford a large stadium put it on 
suitable greenfield site outside of the city and suburbs

If we don't have a plan for the site similar to original proposal 
then turn it into parkland until we do have appropriate vision

756 19-Jun-23 Marcus Vincent

It could be easily designed to fit in with the 
surrounding areas that would include uniquely 
Tasmanian experiences Sports, Concerts, Exhibitions

Social functions of all types, large business or 
corporation conferences and meetings

Some parking, parklands, easy access for public 
transport Both No, thank you

757 19-Jun-23 Stuart White Having a stadium Footy  Live shows Footy talk Not much Out side Building the stadium for the kids future
758 19-Jun-23 Nick Keyte World class stadium Football, live music Events Public transport Bith No

759 19-Jun-23 Mary Halyk
I think a stadium at Mac Point is a poor use of the 
space  If we must have a stadium it should be at Elwick

Keep the bulk of the area as public open space  A stadium 
effectively privatises the space - only ticket holders can enter 
for a limited number of days per year and the rest of the time 
the public is denied access to the space  It would be better off 
as parkland and a city square surrounded by mixed used 
development

760 19-Jun-23 Grant Elmer
Include a museum as part of the stadium  MCG 
has a sports one

AFL/cricket/concerts/other national and international 
sporting events 2000 capacity for conferences Park area/cafes/bars Both I think we can learn from what they have done at Adelaide oval

761 19-Jun-23 Michelle Aulich

We need to take advantage of the water views   
Showcase our products   Have classy markets and 
artist area   We need our own sporting teams to 
use it as a home ground

Football, soccer, music concerts, festivals, classy 
markets, exhibitions

Similar to above   Obviously can’t hold sport and 
concerts at a conference centre but the grounds can 
be co-located See above Both

We really need this to occur for our State   We need the jobs 
and economic flow on effects for this   We want our children to 
have a reason to stay in TAS   Or a reason to return if they do 
leave

762 19-Jun-23 Andrew Maver
A home base for Tasmanian sporting teams, 
conference space like at Adelaide oval afl AFL games, A league games, major musical concerts Major conferences such as at Adelaide oval Sporting and conference facilities Both

763 19-Jun-23 Rosie Saville Through our own stadium
Concerts, football any other sport and entertainment 
that can be attracted to come here like in other states Stadium golf Parking, accommodation bars and cafes Both PLEASE get behind the stadium PLEASE🙏🙏

764 19-Jun-23 Matthew Hill

Once you're getting 10s or thousands of cruise 
ship visitors being basically dropped at the door, 
it'll take care of itself

None at this site  Wrong place, wrong time  Build one 
at the Domain or in the north of you must

Built in to the shopping centre, it would only attract 
more people to utilise the facilities A completly redesigned highway system NA

Moving the shopping to a more condensed Mac Point is a no 
brainer  Give the CBD to UTAS, let them have it, let them pay 
for it  We'll be all too busy making and spending money over 
at Mac Point 24/7 365  
Which you won't get from a stadium

765 19-Jun-23 JONATHAN BLOOD At a well designed multi-purpose stadium AFL, concerts, soccer, festivals, rugby Conferences Offices, restaurants,  bars, cafes, retail, ferry terminal Both Plans for ferry connection on game days

766 19-Jun-23 Josh Connors

Embrace tassie’s uniqueness  weather, location 
and history  Tailor events that fit with these 
characteristics and utilise local resources and 
businesses Everything! Any sport, concerts, festivals etc

We could host more national/international 
conferences, filling hotels and restaurants! Retail, restaurants, bars, playgrounds (possibly indoor) Both

767 19-Jun-23 John Singleton Unique stadium AFL and concerts Conferences Food beverage accommodation Both Build the stadium

768 19-Jun-23 Michael mcgregor Stadium Concerts, festivals and sporting Seminars and large conferences even expos
Open areas around it
Cafes bar maybe a hotel complex Both

A stadium in a no brainer and the fact that it is being argued is 
embarrassing to Tasmania 
I suspect a lot of pollies and Lord Mayors are in there last terms

769 19-Jun-23 Sebastien Robin

The point has natural beauty and is a natural 
vantage point  Geat spot for taking photos with 
bridge, river, mountain, heritage buildings as 
backdrop  Take advantge of the waterfront, which 
is where people want to walk and gather

I am not really interested in attending events in a big 
stadium  I am more interested in intimate and unique 
venues Many of the similar events already being hosted

Open space, interpretation garden, outdoor art trail  
Basketball courts and the like Outside

I think a multipurpose stadium is a largely unimaginative use of 
this space  A bulky structure used for a few days per year  Who 
wants to visit an empty stadium? I would avoid going to Mac 
point if there as a stadium there: too busy and chaotic during 
events and sad or boring when there are no events  I am also 
worried about the strain of a project on the State budget, it just 
doesn't make sense to commit the State to a sports team at all 
costs  When the newest Tasmanian sports team was created 
(NBL), it was privately funded and done sensibly - while the 
scale is not the same when it comes to AFL, I think the State 
should start small and invest more money later if it is successful 
rather than the opposite

770 19-Jun-23 Ben Viney
Stadium as the centrepiece, with Antarctic, 
indigenous & Tasmania history Representation Some outdoor green space, hobart regatta grounds Both

We need to make this a real opportunity for our city, I see the 
public transport as a major part  Hobart is unfortunately, mikes 
behind other city’s  light Rail & Ferries could transform the 
beautiful city he have

771 19-Jun-23 Bradley Dodge Any sport, music, conferences

Huge opportunity  I work in insurance and the 
particular area can’t hold events in Hobart as we do 
not have a conference centre large enough Cafes, bars, restaurants Both

772 19-Jun-23 A stadium with a Tasmanian football team Afl Shows Bus or tram station Yes all would be great Just to get this stadium project started asap

773 19-Jun-23 Harrison Riley Theme it and make it showcase local events
AFL, soccer, t20 cricket, music concerts, Mona events, 
festivals and also conference rooms and other functions Almost all sports and music

Restaurants and bars, local clothing and other stores 
(we already have) Both inside and out

Don’t crush Tasmanian’s dream of an AFL team and 
multipurpose stadium!

774 19-Jun-23 Maxine Whitford

By holding caravan shows, conferences, having 
murals of Tasmanian wildlife & fauna on side of a 
sporting stadium and on the other side facing the 
cenotaph murals of Anzacs as a sign of respect to 
honour them

AFL football games, soccer games, concerts, caravan 
shows, expo’s Multiple uses

Parking, green open spaces, cafes etc   Seem to be 
repeating questions? Both An agreement for the stadium to go ahead please

775 19-Jun-23 Daphne Habibis

Tassie is home to world class artists and 
entertainers  They should have an opportunity to 
earn a living and share their skills and knowledge

MACPOINT IS A COMPLETELY INAPPROPRIATE PLACE 
FOR THE STADIUM TO BE BUILT NO STADIUM AT MACPOINT NO STADIUM AT MACPOINT

I’d like to see the proposal developed by Kate Warner’s group 
for the development of MACPOINT be taken seriously  I’d like 
for the building of an AFL Stadiun to be taken off the table

776 19-Jun-23 Kerry Sport event   Music events conference centre Outside

777 19-Jun-23 Sharron Paul

Ensure design is unique as well as fit for purpose, 
promote our own AFL Tasmanian team, have buy 
local produce shops within the space

AFL football, Mona events, other sporting clubs utilise 
space, music concerts, Community events The list is endless

It will already have hotels, restaurants and shops 
nearby, paths and lighting, needs public transport 
stations

Both but it will be up yo the design plan team to decide 
this whatever is best fit

For the Lord Mayor of Hobart to step back and not voice 
negativity this project

778 19-Jun-23 Raymond Brown
an open and transparent and independent review of a 
deplorable process

779 19-Jun-23 Jeremy Hunt Natural material pallet Football & concerts All types of conferences Open spaces  Lots of trees  Paved and grasses areas Both N/A
780 19-Jun-23 David Crichton-Gill

781 19-Jun-23 Jake Stebbings
By communicating to those with a greater 
connection with our landscapes

AFL, Cricket, A League, NRL, Music festivals and 
conferences that can be localised with the new facilities

Large Scale conferencing facilities can host a variety of 
events such as quiz nights local information gathering 
political events and opportunities to engage with the 
AFL

I would love for both potentially even a design similar to 
giants stadium with some shops facing inwards

I would love to see an economic analysis of the potential that 
shops, cafes and restaurants as part of the stadium facility

782 19-Jun-23 Adam Wells
Build it and the surrounding businesses will grow 
and be created as a result

AFL, A league, NRL, any sport, any event, Motocross 
would be hugely popular

Would be hugely popular for any business, especially 
to attract multinationals to Hobart Food and drinks Outside mainly Just please get it built!

783 19-Jun-23 Nicolaas Smit

I love excitement around potentially having a 
great multi purpose stadium and conference 
centre  Like the Sydney Oprah house it will put 
Hobart on the map and recognisable everywhere

Concerts  And sports we don’t get to see here  Great 
teams coming here to save us lots of travel money  
Even festivals or similar would be absolutely wonderful

Everything  We don’t have anything useful here  It 
must have a roof to get the best use all year A ferry terminal would excellent  A restaurant district

Depending on design  They would both be massive 
attraction for us

Like the Oprah House in Sydney a bold and creative design will 
make Hobart a choice for everyone from tourists, convention 
business and big entertainment  Hobart would not be boring, 
backwards and slow anymore



784 19-Jun-23 Martin Boyd
get Tasmanian people involved in the design and 
building Football, Concerts, all types of sports not sure all built in , also all around the area

I think a new stadium needs to be designed with future 
upgrades in mind, ie more capacity if needed? 
Smart designing would be to have a plan in place stage 1 is for 
so many people (23K) , stage 2 (30K) stage 3 (35K) etc 
if it is designed smartly any new upgrades can just be added 
without having to demolish any existing structure it can simply 
be just added on at anytime

785 19-Jun-23 Miranda Hann Please see above
I rarely attend stadiums, so don't have much to say 
about this

Conferences (obviously), Tasmanian Leaders Program 
would definitely use the space, educational 
opportunities for locals (TedX type set up would be 
awesome) Please see above - healthcare would be awesome

Outside for sure! It's not widely accessible if it's inside 
(only those attending events would be able to access 
them, thus you'd have less foot traffic and less stable 
sales) Please see above

786 19-Jun-23 Dane Heather
Plenty of Tasmanian talent  Look at dark mofo 
would be great for it AFL  Music  Other sports Training, functions Bars, cafes  Park land Both No thanks

787 19-Jun-23 Dorothy Barwick Theatre Theatre shows Eateries Both

788 19-Jun-23 Ian Mace
NO STADIUM  There is no mandate for a stadium  The 
Rockliff deal is a DUD  It will not be tolerated NO STADIUM NO STADIUM NO STADIUM

You know the Rockliff AFL deal is as bad as any deal ever for 
TAS   and the AFL has been belligerent  NO STADIUM!

789 19-Jun-23 Russell Grierson See above comments on stadium design AFL / music concerts and events

Possibly smaller concert venues but other facilities 
exist in Hobart for this
If a conference venue fits then we’ll and good but I 
wouldn’t make any compromises to make it fit
They tend to be vast soulless spaces - like exhibition 
hall in Melbourne

Good to great pedestrian access
The rest of it - hotel’s restaurant s etc is already there

Prefer outside as the natural vistas are very good around 
the site
Unless the stadium is simply stunning inside! Yet to see 
this achieved anywhere else though

Think hard about orientation to the sun
Low sun in the winter could be an issue for players fans and tv 
coverage
Maybe a fixed roof and rely on artificial light?

790 19-Jun-23 Paul Neely

Just bringing AFL to Hobart and a multi use 
stadium for many different events will be great 
and create  a tasmanian feel to the area

AFL, A league and international Soccer, Rugby and 
Rugby League, international cricket, music concerts 
with international acts,  conference facilities

Used for international conferences, seminars and 
workshops Bars, restaurants, cafes and shopping Could be bars inside and outside stadium

Just like to say that the stadium needs to be built, so Hobart 
can grow into an international destination for everyone to use, 
something that Tasmania can be proud of  Let build it

791 19-Jun-23 Jesse Plumb
The location and view teamed with a celebration 
of Tasmanian foods and nature Music, sport, conferences/expos

All kinds of conferences and expos, large events of 
catering functions, even taste of Tasmania type events

Parking  Domain parking for people to walk to the 
stadium, and more roads/lanes accessing the domain 
to support this Both

Good luck working out the transport logistics, is the biggest 
issue most people see with this  Roads get banked up at peak 
times as it is  Needs lot of improvements and we don’t have 
public transport like trains/trams like other cities

792 19-Jun-23 Nathan Griffin

A really well designed indoor stadium for 
multipurpose events  Tasmanian food and drink 
as well as art

Very modern, comfortable, heaps of seating room and 
different levels of seating and comfort  Use of 
Tasmanian beer/spirits/wine and food

Fairs, festivals, shows, concerts, business, international 
events

Practise, car parking, shops to sell supported 
merchandise that are open every day, restaurants/food, 
drinks  Membership help for ticketing etc

Both, mostly on the outside or accessed from outside so 
they can be used regularly

Just build the stadium  I have long waited for something like 
this in Tasmania  I left the NW coast as it was boring and lack of 
work offers, I’d move future generations to have something like 
this to be proud of and help drive the economy

793 19-Jun-23 Ros Cornish

Use Tasmanian expertise, source local materials 
Use the venue for local quality events - market 
place, cultural events

Watch AFL, other sports, music events, cultural events, 
art/craft markets, drama/plays, festivals

Current conference venues limited to WP and Grand 
Chancellor 
National conferences 

Exhibition s

Transport - dedicated bus, cab pickup/ drop off

Some parking
Food outlets
Retail outlets

Both - but quality and locally sourced - no Maccas or KFC 
to encourage healthy eating

Prime real estate - so makethe most of the opportunity to 
develop something special - look at Darling Harbour!

794 19-Jun-23 Cameron McShane

I don't want a stadium built at 'Mac Point'  We already 
have a sports precinct at the Queens Domain
The old TCA ground could be demolished and a new 
stadium built there, with plenty of room for future 
expansion  Also, the athletics centre could be 
expanded to accommodate the high performance 
centre
The Domain is currently accessible from multiple sides, 
serviced by highways, so getting to and from it is much 
easier than 'Mac Point'

The stadium was a unilateral decision made by former Premier 
Gutwein  It completely ignored the original 2017-2030 master 
plan, which had wide ranging support from the community
I'm not against Tasmania having an AFL team  We should of 
had one decades ago, but for some reason consecutive Labor 
& Liberal governments were unable to deliver
I'm just against a stadium being built at 'Mac Point'  We should 
not have allowed the AFL to dictate the site  That was a matter 
for the people of the state
I hate the attitude here that we're so desperate for 
development that we'll roll over and let others decide the 
outcomes  For instance, that's why we have ugly concrete 
buildings scattered throughout our heritage capital city  I've 
seen multi-storey carparks overseas that are prettier
Thanks to a lot of sacrifice from a few key people over the 
years, we have a green state that people flock to
People want to build here because we're a desirable 
destination  We should be dictating terms to developers, not 
the other way around

795 19-Jun-23 Anna Brooks
see answers to several previous questions   Use 
of Tasmanian timbers would be good I do not want any stadium at Mac Point

I do not support a conference centre at Mac Point   I'd 
prefer Mac Point to be open to ALL people NO stadium or associated facilities please

No stadium please- a few cafes would be OK as part of a 
park area

I would really like you to consider putting the stadium 
somewhere else   Please consider siting it in the outer suburbs 
where there would be plenty of space for parking, crowds and 
where the height and size do not intrude upon the site so 
greatly as they would at the waterfront

796 19-Jun-23 Roly Trustum Use as much Tasmanian timber as possible Sports, concerts, celebrations  A venue for all
Lots  Hobart would be even more popular as a 
destination then A cable car to Mt Wellington would be great! Both

This is a once in a lifetime opportunity for Tasmania and 
Hobart, please don't let the anti-development crowd stop it

797 19-Jun-23 Jarred Kopra A new stadium

798 19-Jun-23 Alexandra Evans

A pop up market a couple of times a year with 
Tasmanian only produce   Including the area in 
events during Dark Mofo and the Taste of 
Summer   Include sculptures and plantings that 
are uniquely Tasmanian   Including history thru 
images and words that tell of the history of the 
indigenous people   Also showcase some of the 
more modern history of the area

AFL, Soccer, cricket if possible, concerts, other sporting 
activities such as golf, corporate events, indigenous 
events

It could be used for anything some other stadiums 
around Australia have all sorts of great events:

Transport hub- both buses and ferries
Restrooms
Easy to walk spaces for people to access the stadium 
when it’s in use

I think majority on the outside so that we can make it a 
whole precinct it need to attract people down there all 
year round   There will need to be eating spaces inside 
and I could see a upmarket restaurant at the top of the 
stadium with views over the river: 
If there is space for businesses then this would help the 
precinct work all year round

799 19-Jun-23 Barry Browning Just Build it and enjoy what it will bring Concerts, soccer, AFL, and whatever else it brings A stadium would offer more Toilets, cafe, port for the ferry Both We need a STADIUM for all our people in Tasmania to enjoy

800 19-Jun-23 Marc Davey
Football, soccer, cricket, music all the events that we as 
Tasmanian’s have missed out on in the past

Business functions, sports functions community clubs 
the list is endless

Shops, cafes, restaurants, bars, breakout area open 
space

More outside beside should focus on what most other 
modern stadiums have

801 19-Jun-23 David Bellette

the stadium could be a key design feature and 
host meetings and a museum type space like the 
MCG does

AFL, cricket, concerts, events, you name it, private 
parties Large corporate, team building days, state meetings Toilets, parking, access for all abilities

Bit of both would be amazing, as long as its accessible so 
the poor old operators make a dollar, avoid big multi 
nationals

Please listen to the entire public, Tasmanians can be so anti, 
the vocal ones anyway everything gets rejected, this is a once 
in a generation thing  Thank you

802 19-Jun-23 Susan Clark Both No thank you
803 19-Jun-23 Zane Linnane Multi use stadium Football concerts other sports Conventions expos Public transport I dont understand the opposition to this proposal

804 19-Jun-23 Stuart Smith

A world class  roofed multi purpose stadium 
would create an iconic venue for many events, 
including concerts, sporting events, social events, 
cultural and educational events

Sporting events, concerts, social events, cultural events, 
special occasion events,

A conference centre should share the multi purpose 
stadium commercial kitchen Restaurants, hotels, cafes Both

A multi purpose roofed stadium = a Tasmanian ALF team so we 
should NOT miss a generational opportunity

805 19-Jun-23 Jennifer Driscoll A stadium

Sporting events as well as artists who are not coming 
here as we don’t have a big enough arena to showcase 
them

As part of the stadium it could have conference rooms 
and entertaining areas  Sh house to accomodation in 
Hobart  How good  would that be

Greenways and walking tracks  
Coffee shops etc Definitely outside but also inside

Ferries from the eastern shore  
Three Lanes on the bridge opened from eastern shore to 
western shire when something is happening at the precinct

806 19-Jun-23 Neil Johnson AFL Tasmania team, other sports and entertainment As above
This Stadium is a once in a lifetime deal for Hobart and 
Tasmania please dont sruff it up Anna

807 19-Jun-23 Marcus Christie
Get people here for sport and they will make a 
weekend of it AFL, concerts We already have plenty of them Coffee shops and restaurants Outside Go stadium



808 19-Jun-23 Lesley Rowlands
By having the stadium multiuse it will attract more 
people to use the space for business etc

All sports, business events, concerts, school events, 
markets, dark mofo etc All of the above and more👆👆 Parklands and cafes Both

This stadium is a no brainer, it will benefit Tassies future 
generations and bring us into the 21st century, bring money 
into our economy not the mainland and create more jobs to 
our children and grandchildren, we need to think of them not 
us!!!Stop leaving us behind as we will end up having nothing 
down here for them and become one big retirement village!!!!!

809 19-Jun-23 Leigh Norris

Footy, sports  That is a large part of Tasmania  
Dark Mofo around it in winter time  unique 
entertainment all around it

AFL, obviously  Big bash also  Should also be used for 
soccer and rugby but they need to use an oval  outside 
of that, concerts, Art, School sport(kids would love 
being able to play on the surface of their heroes)

Business ones  Big ones which cant be hosted at City 
Hall, The Dec or Blundstone

Transport  Green space  Pubs and Clubs and other 
entertainment offerings

Both  I can think of a lots of cool pubs being around this 
area, as it is in the city  Especially if they get motivated by 
Mona

Get it done  Lets get Hobart, the actual city interesting once 
more  I live in the outer suburbs and the only time I ever go to 
the city is for WinterFeast  

Entertainment is not a dirty word  A happy populace is a 
healthy one

810 19-Jun-23 Robert Martyn
By having national exposure through sports and 
entertainment events at the new stadium

Sports and entertainment events of all types especially 
AFL, BBL cricket, soccer, music concerts

Local, national and international conferences for a 
wide range of business and recreational sectors

Additional accommodation, access to a variety of 
shops, cafes and bars  You could even have a play area 
for children, space for art displays  A linked 
walkway/access to the centotaph with reflection area for 
our return service people A combination of both

Just get the stadium built and stop Hobart from becoming a 
welfare city

811 19-Jun-23 MATTHEW BRANSDEN
Open spaces, use local materials, incorporate our 
unique offerings (Dark MOFO, Taste) Sport, concerts, Dark MOFO Conferences! Functions Restaurants, parking, transport Both

812 19-Jun-23 Paul Marion Build a Multipurpose stadium Football, Cricket, concerts
All types of Conferences could be held in the 
multipurpose stadium Ferry / bus services Both Please build the multipurpose stadium

813 19-Jun-23 Jordan Watson

By employing people who care for our state  
Again, I feel under qualified to comment, 
however I know we have great people who will 
take care of the site and our people

Elite sport, local sport and top of the line 
entertainment  Too many musicians and events to 
name

You could imagine it would bring in wealthy 
individuals that might just come back for a personal 
visit at a later date

Multiple ways to access the area, parking, parkland and 
businesses that will accompany the people that will 
attend the area

Outside, why can’t this be a second city centre to take 
the stress on our city centre? Think Docklands or 
Adelaide Oval

Facts  And if people do have concerns, I want to see how we 
have come to that conclusion  As a council, I feel it is your 
obligation to provide how you have come to that conclusion

814 19-Jun-23 Darren Shadwick

Have more locally owned and operated business 
that specialise in Tasmanian products   As well as 
other opportunities to promote Tasmania The sky is the limit As above As above Both   why not ! As above

815 19-Jun-23 Wendy Studley
Great modern design with open areas for 
gathering  Spotlight on the Derwent River Afl, music concerts No idea Food and drink venues

Affordable food and drinks  Shop showcasing Tasmanian 
goods

816 19-Jun-23 Nicola McLeod
Hmm  Still thinking about this  Mostly expos  
Conferences   Destination holidays  Public spaces

Expo’s  Concerts  Car shows  Lifestyle events  Health 
events  Tasmanian tourism

Parking, easy transport opportunities  Food services  
Retailers Both No  Just build it  The rest will come 😃😃

817 19-Jun-23 Ben Reid AFL Stadium AFL, concerts, cricket, functions, conferences Both AFL Stadium  just do it  do it now

818 19-Jun-23 Chris Warr Tasmanian materials where feasible AFL, AFLW, soccer, cricket, Dark Mofo, concerts etc Plenty  Limited conference spaces in Hobart already
Coordinated transport such as buses and ferries, food 
and beverage, open meeting spaces Yes

819 19-Jun-23 Shirley Baldwin It will become unique like the Opera House Sport, music, concerts Varied Accommodations & eateries Both Unique design that can be lit up like the Opera House

820 19-Jun-23 Kevin Blades Lots of green
As many sport’s options as possible concerts and 
gathering spaces for smaller groups

Areas for training, recreation parking and staging areas  
where access is needed for event management Both

821 19-Jun-23 Narelle Muscat Maybe extend the market to that point Nothing, I don't want a stadium!

Consider the people without homes! The people forced to live 
in homes that are unaffordable due to a lack of affordable 
housing   Consider people waiting for a hospital bed and those 
who go without seeing a doctor all together due to the high 
cost   A stadium is just a vulgar expression that the people of 
Tasmania are not important!

822 19-Jun-23 Paul Traynor A world class sports stadium All suitable sports and music concerts None Nothing Both, but just hospitality Just do the sports stadium

823 19-Jun-23 Christopher Hazell
With the above Multi purpose Stadium and 
Tourism facilities

Music events, cricket, soccer footfall, conference 
events, Dark Mofo and such events

That is up to the tourism industry but we are lacking a 
facility to promote suitable size venues that will benefit 
businesses, hospitality facilities and the HCC with 
increased rates revenue

We have these already, it will need added hotels, it will 
support a conference facility and it will added support 
facilities Both, increase in the existing and some minor ones inside Yes, make it happen

824 19-Jun-23 John Edwards With a world class stadium facility
AFL NRL ICC and A League + Australian and 
international entertainment Unlimited Restaurants and accommodation Both

I would like to see Hobart progress  I am becoming tired of the 
Nobart development thinking and propaganda from what I 
believe are minority groups

825 19-Jun-23 Michael Williams From Tasmanian timber Concerts Multiple Shopping facilities Both

826 19-Jun-23 Gerard Peters
Stadium, events, Tasmanian businesses cultural 
centre

Music, events, comedy, shows, sports, soccer, rugby, afl 
soo much National conferences, and events, Shops, transport, restaurants, hubs for community, Yes Public transport network

827 19-Jun-23 Mark Fisher

The stadium would be a good start   It would 
showcase Tasmania and we could link in with 
other events AFL, cricket, soccer, concerts, functions

Different business or organizations could use the 
facility  Weddings and birthdays

Cafes, retail shops, restaurants and bars  Some car 
parking or bus stops  Somewhere a ferry can dock Outside but sone can be incorporated into stadium

A multipurpose stadium would be an exciting project for all 
Tasmanians and a must have it we are to live our dream of 
joining the AFL

828 19-Jun-23 Ros Williams AFL Stadium, it is a part of our culture
AFL, Concerts, conferences soccer, cricket, start and 
finish of marathon’s, Dark Mofo events All of the above Small amount of parking Outside mostly

Even the Romans built a Stadium in their capital city, almost 
every city in the world has a stadium, why not us   AFL 
supporters are a very passionate group and should never be 
underestimated

829 19-Jun-23 Debbie Colls

Sections could be used for Dark Mofo, festival of 
voices, and other festivals  Areas for Tasmanian 
Arts and crafts market  Businesses focusing on 
Tasmanian design  Tasmanian sports museum 
and sporting hall of fame representation

Football, soccer, cricket rugby, concerts, car shows - 
military tattoos

Hire for weddings, business seminars, training  
Breakfasts with guest speakers

Relevant shops could be inside, but most outside as they 
would need to be able to operate outside the times the 
stadium is in use

830 19-Jun-23 Steven Cooper Multi purpose stadium
Afl ,concerts nfl ,conferences,weddings, 
softball,baseball,cricket

Training and educational, team building, national and 
international speakers, Parking, toilets ,wharf and berthing facilities Both

831 19-Jun-23 Amanda Baines Yes Concerts Yes No

832 19-Jun-23 John Toohey Stadium
Everything from Music concerts through sporting 
events to monster truck jams and rodeos Top end business meetings yuk

A nightlife district, restaurants, aquatic Center, the 
cenotaph, parks Both

The architecture and aesthetic appearance of the new stadium 
should be designed to last a couple of generations while 
keeping with our beloved Hobarts skyline and kunyani

833 19-Jun-23 Troy King Afl, music concerts Shops, food etc showcasing local tas Both

834 19-Jun-23 Adrian Johnson No idea Concerts, sporting events and general entertainment The answers are endless Toilets, parks/barbecues and playgrounds
Outside  There will be food and drinks inside but people 
would like to eat before/during/after You’ve got it covered

835 19-Jun-23 Michelle Kean AFL stadium Concerts - football - sporting events Charity events Access to food and transport Outside and maybe some inside Agree to the stadium
836 19-Jun-23 Mat Charlton Unsure Sport, music, arts Unsure Public transport Both Support the stadium

837 19-Jun-23 Adrian Patch

The stadium will attract everything we want  
Concerts, conferences, art exhibitions, sporting 
events, international acts, local input

Art exhibitions, sporting events, conferences, concerts, 
international events eg Olympic games type sports in 
2032 Food, drink, international conferences, symposia Sport, concerts, large and small conference areas

Outside  In the general area  Definitely no housing 
whatsoever

Stop blocking development and putting ‘trees’ before people  
Open the city up to tourists, not make it harder for them

838 19-Jun-23 Anne Hague AFL Tasmania
Concerts any sporting events anything that brings 
crowds  gather round I was at Adelaide it was fantastic Expo  state events

Must be close to city centre only way it will work  Been 
to many afl games Australia wide it has to be close to 
centre Both

We need to get on with the future stop living in a bubble of the 
past  We have to join the mainland with our attitudes

839 19-Jun-23 MaryAnn Herbert
Architecture to feature Tasmanian landscape 
themes AFL, soccer, music concerts Business conferences Its already there(hotels, ferries) As above An AFL stadium is what I'd like to see in Hobart

840 19-Jun-23 Anne maree Oliver Mofo, murals the arts Concerts,sport, festivals Innovative ideas conferences, seminars or workshops
Location maps transport options food and drink options 
bathroom facilities seating area play area Outside The earnings potential for all Tasmanian and the positive side

841 20-Jun-23 Roly Trustum Use Tasmanian timber throughout Football, Rugby league, cricket  Concerts etc Almost anything Underground car parking  Public transport hub Mostly outside, but both as well Let's make sure that this happens

842 20-Jun-23 Daniel Smedley

AFL is very important to me  I would like to see elite, 
state, regional and community football at the stadium  
Also other elite level sport is something I would 
support  It will be great to get some of the big concerts 
and other stadium based events Both inside and outside is great

This is fantastic opportunity for Tasmania to finally join the 
greatest most developed sport in Australia and to give the 
programs the greatest chance of sustainable success



843 20-Jun-23 Chris Johnson

I visited this webpage hoping to see some definite plans and 
options that would help me understand how the different 
potential elements of the MP development might relate to one 
another, especially considering that the dominant feature will 
be a stadium that in any of the graphics I have seen completely 
dominates the area and leaves very little space for anything 
else  Unfortunately, I can't see anything informative or useful in 
the 'Precinct Plan'  The list of proposed elements is very long: 
not only the stadium, but the Antarctic Science precinct, the 
reconciliation park, affordable housing, plus all the transport 
infrastructure that will be needed and the shops, cafes etc - and 
I would dearly love to imagine there could be some beautiful 
public green space as well  The idea that all of this can be 
jammed in round the edges of the stadium just seems fanciful 
to me  I feel instead that the actual result will either be a 
chaotic jumble of half-baked projects or a kind of urban 
wasteland loomed over by a monolithic stadium  The evidence 
of lack of serious thought and planning for such a valuable site 
is appalling

844 20-Jun-23 Jason Crane
Showcase our aboriginal heritage  Incorporate all 
areas and stadium into the Dark Mofo event AFL, concerts, community fund raising events Fund raising events, sporting club/business functions Toilet blocks, open community space

some inside while events are running and outside for 
every day use no

845 20-Jun-23 Kevin Brown

Build a stadium/arena  Let performers and things 
come to Hobart and experience the best 
Tasmania has to offer!

All of the above  I think it will attract anything and 
everything

A lot  We do not really have (apart from the casino) 
really very impressive large volume conferences 
capacity Food  drinks, music  accommodation

Both! Go large! Think outside the box  Show the 
mainland we can do whatever they can do better!

While I think some of the details about the stadium/arena 
proposal are not ideal, I do think if we fail to move forward to 
it, I cannot see who would invest in Tasmania on a large scale 
for a long time  This is our opportunity to show the world that 
we are open for business and big ideas!

846 20-Jun-23 Tom Jerry

Create a place where people want to go  Park 
lands, amphitheatres and market halls to 
showcase produce, art and crafts and musical  
Civic spaces for families and mixed businesses  
Make it accessible by a brilliant public transport 
hub

I do not EVER want to see a Stadium on this site! It will 
ruin this space forever and generations to come  It will 
sit empty and idle most of the year and take up value 
land that should be used for much much better 
purposes (as described above)   Don't get me started 
on the cost of this monstrosity and dud white elephant 
that it will be! Tell the AFL to leave our beautiful 
waterfront alone (I could be a lot more rude in my 
wording and what I want to say to the AFL!)

Conference centre stuff  If you are asking me what a 
conference centre should offer you are in the wrong 
business

The e w ll ot be a stad um bu ld o  t s s te  T s 
government will be voted out before any soil is turned 
on this site to this effect  We simply can't afford it and 
we simply cannot ruin this unique parcel of land for this 
monstrous monolith  It will ruin our Capital City, it will 
ruin the waterfront and destroy the character of this 
historic city - what tourists come to see and appreciate  
The billions of dollars used to build it will be better 
spent on Health, Housing and Education  and failing 
spending it on these priorities it should be spent on 
Public transport infrastructure such as rail corridors and 
ferries NO to a Stadium!

How about a referendum to see if Tasmanians want to sigh up 
to this dud AFL stadium deal

847 20-Jun-23 John Borojevic

The design needs to showcase our indigenous 
history framed by indigenous plants, and with 
high quality local sculpture and street/park 
furnishings and relaxing spaces for small group 
activities as well as larger, but still boutique, 
event areas   Couple that with high quality local 
food and wine/beer/whisky etc  events, a regular 
farmers market, and a commitment to 
community, inclusion, accessibility will show how 
Tasmania is a unique community that values high 
quality public amenity, parkland and events and 
peole and makes this accessible to residents of 
social/public housing too

A stadium is totally inappropriate for this site:
 - The stadium walls would tower over the historic 
Hunter Street streetscape/roof-scape, destroying views 
of this almost unique collection of buildings from 
everywhere in and near Sullivans Cove/Salamanca etc  
This is why the Govt only produces very selective 
concept plans and views  
- A stadium would be totally disrespectful to the 
Cenotaph, dominating a site which is meant to 
commemorate those who have served and died  
- A stadium at that site would cause traffic chaos on 
game days with up to 20,000 (in the Govt's dreams) 
people trying to arrive and depart en-mass as opposed 
to events like the Wooden Boat Festival where arrival 
and departure are spread across the whole day and a 
wide range of entry and exit points  Hobart's traffic 
congestion due to its topography and the 
Davey/Macquarie Sts & Brooker/Tasman Hwys cluster-
f@&* make this the worst possible site for a stadium  
Consequently I can't think of any experience or event I 
would like to see or visit at a multipurpose stadium at 
Mac Point

I can imagine a conference centre being part of Mac 
Point - much like the conference centre built near the 
waterfront at Albany WA  Currently Hobart really only 
has Wrest Point, PW1 and for smaller conferences, the 
Grand Chancellor, each of which has its limitations  A 
centre with multiple meeting venues of different sizes, 
a main auditorium and dinner function facilities would 
be very attractive to the numerous organisations that 
feel compromised by using a gambling (social harm) 
venue like Wrest Point but who can't fit into the Grand 
Chancellor and PW1 doesn't meet their needs, so 
Wrest Point it is

If you fill up Mac Point with a stadium there won't  be 
much space for anything else  And if you look at 
Docklands in Melbourne, other than on game days, the 
bars and restaurants around it are dead, the place is a 
wind-swept desert  And at Mac Point there isn't space 
for adequate parking and a Stadium and it will destroy 
the opportunity for light rail  Even rapid-transit busses 
down the rail corridor would have to exit before Mac 
Point onto the Tasman Hwy - oh, that would be great! 
Oh, that's right, no it wouldn't be great, it would be a 
disaster

See above - either in or out you'll be creating businesses 
that only operate or are viable during or around events  
And there simply won't be enough events  8 or 9 footy 
games a year? No cricket due to the roof  Big acts won't 
magically come to Tasmania - experienced major music 
act promoters like Charles Tauber have attested to this  It 
will be empty 300 days a year at least, probably more 
like 350  No permanent shops, cafes, or restaurants 
would survive, it will just be game day kiosks  Get a grip 
and ditch the stadium idea  The Govt should tell the AFL 
that the Hawthorn and North Melb sponsorship is dead 
forever if we aren't given a team on our terms   The AFL 
should not be dictating development decisions in 
Hobart, they don't know or care what is good for Hobart, 
they don't live here, they fly in on game day and fly out 
and ignorantly claim there is nothing to do in Hobart 
when it is jam-packed with entertainment and dining 
options  They only care about themselves and should be 
told where to go  Give me a good park, well designed 
housing and associated shops and cafes (a bit like 
Salamanca Square perhaps but with a big park beside it) 
and boutique event spaces and function spaces, and if 
you can fit in a good conference venue too - bonus

How about publishing elevations of the proposed stadium - 
maybe a 3D interactive model that people can use to see how 
it will look from multiple viewpoints and walk-arounds so they 
can understand how inappropriate in scale and location and 
site shading it will be and it's impact on existing local buildings 
and businesses and views and streetscapes   Then some 
detailed traffic modelling by independent transport experts 
with realistic assumptions (not put up to a predetermined 
supportive outcome by the Govt as from long experience in 
Govt I know happens) so we can see if the site and surrounding 
road networks really can cope   And them some realistic 
costings for it with real contingencies for cost over-runs, not the 
pick a low figure and run with it as has been done by the Govt  
Then some comparisons with how this money might better be 
spent - how much a park and social housing would cost, how 
many Doctors, Nurses, Paramedics and hospital beds and 
essential (mis-named elective) surgeries could be funded with 
not only the stadium construction costs but its anticipated 
operational losses into the distant future   Give people good, 
accurate, trustworthy information about the various options so 
they can judge the relative merits of each option

848 20-Jun-23 Steve Tew
Lots of timber in the stadium build and a natural 
feeling with the surroundings Afl, a league, international sports, big name concerts Weddings, conferences, dinners  uses are endless

Food and drink and Tasmanian produce  Park grounds 
for kick to kick and gathering Both

Make the stadium bigger  should be at least 35k seats 
otherwise people will miss out

849 20-Jun-23 Joel Martyn

A unique designed roofed stadium surrounded 
by small bar's, clubs, hotels and shop's 
employing many more locals that usually leave 
the state for something to do

Everything   Football, soccer rugby, functions, 
concert's, motocross  The opportunities are endless

Many companies, sporting clubs and leagues could 
use that to hold meetings dinners Most things are already there, just add more of the same Outside surrounding the facility

850 20-Jun-23 Nicole Armstrong

With some great support from Government and 
council, joining together with people who want 
to grow our state Sports, concerts A great platform for businesses  People love Tasmania

A continuation of the domain walk, a ferry terminal and 
better buses Outside mainly

Please get behind the stadium  We need everyone on board 
for this  Please Please

851 20-Jun-23 Lynne Jordan
It will be uniquely Tasmanian by virtue of its 
location, again, with a stadium as the centrepiece Expos, conferences, concerts, sporting events Gee some of these questions are getting silly Transport access points Yes

852 21-Jun-23 Christine chiavassa

we already have many festivals and culutural 
events that are uniquely Tasmanian - having a 
green open space close to the city that is 
available to the community would enhance those   
 This question is phrased as if the only option for 
MacPoint is a building - I don't see that   Open 
green spaces and parkland are every bit as vital 
to a community as sport/retail/entertainment 
precints   MacPoint is double valuable as it is one 
of the last large tracts of open land close to the 
city   As such, I feel it is imperative that we 
maintain it for the community to use and enjoy 
rather than building something that will make a 
profit for a minority group of shareholders and 
be locked away for a small group to use for 
infrequent large events totally against a stadium being built at MacPoint

totally against a conference centre being built at 
MacPoint

this space is totally not suitable for a large stadium - 
there is inadequate parking and road access   Hobart 
city is already a bottleneck for the southern and 
northern suburbs and I hate to think what events there 
will do to the flow of traffic during commuter periods   
It's already a nightmare on more days than it is not   
Surely there are better spots for a stadium than smack 
in the middle of an already struggling road system ? totally against the building of a stadium at Mac Point

I hear all the arguments about infrastructure creation creating 
jobs that we need, but why can't that infrastructure spending 
be on houses for the homeless ?  who says a stadium at 
MacPoint is the best priority for A that much money and B that 
space ? Why should this prime location be taken from the 
wider community and squandered on the small group who will 
use it to create a profit for corporations ?  I live right next door 
to the Bellerive oval and it in NEVER full even at the interstate 
footy and international cricket events they hold, so I would like 
to know where the figures come from that are trotted out in 
promoting this stadium   There are lots of issues to me - 
starting with do we really need a stadium when we can't fill the 
one we already have, and can we afford it ?  Wouldn't that 
money be better spent on some of the other urgent issues that 
face Tasmanians (homelessness, hospital wait times, lack of 
GPs) If we do have to have one built is it the best site for a 
stadium with Hobart's ongoing traffic woes, or the best use for 
a site that could be used in otgher ways to better serve the 
entire community ?



853 21-Jun-23 Greg Stones

Build with Tasmanian timber   The public space 
could feature Tasmanian plants and trees   
Mature trees could be transplanted   Celery top 
pine,   Myrtle, Blackwood and Huon pine etc Whatever is on at the Multi Purpose stadiium

Bars,  eateries, public transport, accomodation and 
buinesses in the education / entertainment sphere   I'm 
thinking along the lines of one that has a Tasmanian 
marine wild life theme   local fish in a large aquarium 
that people walk through/under

854 21-Jun-23 Chris Swards Multi purpose stadium Footy soccer concerts rugby league / union Much bigger than can be catered for now Restaurants bars Inside and outside
If it does not go ahead will all the workers at Bridgewater 
bridge have to go interstate for work

855 21-Jun-23 Mark Richardson
Tray and attract mainland and international acts 
and performers As above

Car, motor bike clubs, industry events, sporting clubs, 
corporate and business  groups etc Similar to Adelaide and Melbourne Mostly ouside No

856 21-Jun-23 Mark Banovic Afl, concerts Many Good transport Could be both
857 21-Jun-23 Larrie Fenton AFL , Music concerts, soccer, rugby, Parking ,bus services,ferry terminal,light rail Outside Affordable housing will not work in this area

858 22-Jun-23 Patsy Holden
All access gardens, an open air amphitheatre for 
small events

Don t want a stadium, no need for it and it is a waste of 
money especially in this financial climate, to even think 
that a stadium would be suitable is lunacy
Build it on the Domain or at the old Rosetta High 
School near MONA where transport access would be 
easier for people travelling by car The usual No space left once a stadium is built No stadium

The stadium is a joke and Tasmanians are being asked to wear 
the cost because of the Premier and the AFL which is not a 
political party but thinks it is

859 22-Jun-23 Sushila Desai
'- Consult widely 
- An international Design Competition

There will be NO stadium - refer aforementioned 
answers '- Conferences, music shows/festivals

A sound transport system regardless of whether a 
stadium gets built

Wider community consu tation

The Board needs to be open and transparent and 
communicate on a monthly basis with a Progress Report
The Board has been missing in action for a number of years - 
e g during the demise of the previous CEO, Mary Massina

860 22-Jun-23 Randall Jacobson

861 22-Jun-23 Tim Lyne
Build it with Tasmanian materials (if allowed 
safety wise)

Music, cricket, afl, rugby union, rugby league, large 
viticulture / wine conferences Industry scale conferences   Ag and viti and wine

Accessibility by walking from cbd
 It’s critical to events Inside mostly Please build it

862 22-Jun-23 Tim Lyne Build out of Tasmanian resources / products
Cricket, afl, international soccer, rugby union, rugby 
league, music, conferences Ag and viti industry conference Restaurants and bars

Inside mainly   Parkland out   Short walk to restaurants is 
good No

863 22-Jun-23 Tanzi Lewis

The Aboriginal heritage idea is different   
Parkland with good art and connect to other 
places is all you need  NO AFL Stadium  I've been 
to the MCG, Marvel Stadium, Homebush, Gabba 
and don't find these places attractive  AFL 
Stadiums are not a drawcard and could be built 
somewhere like Brighton municipality, Northern 
Suburbs, Cambridge  Don't waste waterfront on a 
stupid AFL stadium

Small events  the area is too restrictive for large 
concerts  I also agree with Charles Touber, 
entertainment promoter, -  Tasmania doesn't have the 
population to attract massive crowds  Please listen to 
people like Charles Touber who have had businesses in 
this industry  Stop listening to the AFL from Melbourne 
who don't know Hobart and don't live here

A conference centre would be better than a stadium 
but again would prefer parkland  Why do we need 
everything built up?

No AFL stadium  Public land should not be wasted on 
any stadium  We don't have enough parks in our 
suburbs  Leave Cornelian Bay alone

NO AFL stadium  Have the businesses so we can easily 
access them in a parkland environment

NO AFL Stadium  No housing at Macquarie Point or the 
Regatta "Point" either   I am sympathetic to the homeless but 
social housing should be built elsewhere   These locations also 
shouldn't be sold to private developers  It's public land and I 
want the Regatta and a decent view of the water at military 
commemorations

864 22-Jun-23 John Lancaster No idea AFL Accomodation Hotels bars taxi ranks restaurants Both No

865 23-Jun-23 Andrew Kerr
Use local: designers, suppliers, materials, 
landscape I don't believe a stadium should be located at Mac Point

A range of facilities for varying sized groups  I don't 
believe Mac Point can support both a stadium and 
conference centre Too many to locate at Mac Point

Obviously on the outside so they can be used by people 
year round and not only during a ticketed event

I don't believe Mac Point has sufficient space to locate a 
multipurpose stadium and a variety of uses  The stadium needs 
to be located elsewhere, if at all  Bellerive could be upgraded 
for a fraction of the cost of a new stadium  A roof for the 
stadium is not necessary  More detailed site analysis (e g  a site 
section) needs to be presented to demonstrated a stadium will 
fit on the site and allow for adequate circulation through and 
around the site, while not inhibiting a variety of other uses

866 23-Jun-23 Brett Morris
A history sgement, aboriginal interpretation 
segment

Sorry but this is a rediculous idea  The planned statium 
is so large it will leave virtually no space for any other 
facilities  Its either a stadium or something like those 
ideas offered by MONA and Our Place  There is no 
room for anything else if the stadium goes ahead

Usual conference events  It should be popular with 
groups being so close to otjer facilities A transport hub but - there is no room

I prefer them to be located inside the stadium  There will 
be virtually no room to put them oustide the stadium

Would like to see all of the written information provided to the 
Tasmanian Government before they approved the AFL deal  I 
would also like an independent cost/benefit business case 
prepared for all Tasmanians to review before Parliament votes

867 23-Jun-23 Terry Polglase

There could be room for a soccer / rugby LOW height 
stadium/venue - and covered BUT NOT AFL size   
Renegotiate another venue site that would suit  The 
TCA on the domain would meet their criteria  Rosny 
Golf Course possibly TRAINS!

Everything our premier has agreed to that owly Tasmanian 
citizens know so little of  The deals, the expectations and 
commitments as no-one believes there is a business case for it   
It's extraordinary that a 7,000-9,000 square metre, 2-storey 
building with gyms and offices and double the size of an 
average supermarket is required as apparently players won’t 
be able to train on the stadium that is to be used 7 times per 
year

868 23-Jun-23 Gregory Summers

The site should be able to accomodate Dark 
MoFo, as it has done for 10 years and other 
smaller public events

Not into footy or large concerts   Probably would never 
get to the stadium Have'nt we already got conference centres?

train link, bus link, ferry link   If no car parking how are 
you going to shift 23,000 people   Waiting for trains and 
buses will put off many people from returning again

Neither   they will unfairly impact on existing businesses   
Shops inside the stadium   Who will go in just to get to a 
shop?

I am not against a footy team   I thought blackmail was a 
criminal offence   It's also unfair on Northern Tasmanians   I 
would like to see more transparency from this Government

869 23-Jun-23 Jenny Summers

Well, Dark Mofo has been doing a pretty good 
job with that this last decade- though that only 
goes for 2 weeks  Any event is a short lived 
experience and so the site needs to be flexible to 
be able to cater for different scenarios- whether it 
is the wooden boat festival; tall ships regattas; 
and events still to be uncovered  The stadium will 
give a one size fits all approach and that frankly 
will not work

I don't see myself going to many events at a stadium- I 
am not into footy or mega concerts

Conference centres are for encouraging interstate and 
overseas visitors to attend very specific events ,and 
again they are usually very short in duration, good for 
tourist businesses etc but of little impact on local 
people

A train link to the northern suburbs- not a bus route  
Ferry links to eastern and southern regions  Need  to 
keep the cars out of the city centre as congestion is bad 
enough- can you imagine 10,000 cars leaving Mac 
POint after the end of a footy game? As already outlined above- neither

Consider if this is really the best plan given how divisive this 
issue has already become  Many people I have spoken to are 
not against having a footy team, in fact it has been thought well 
deserved  However , the feeling that we are being held to 
ransom by the AFL is strong and a reluctance on the part of the 
government to be transparent about it only adds to the anger

870 24-Jun-23 Brian Walter

If the exhibition space and entertainment venue 
were a suitable scale for the site - i e  not a 
football stadium that would take the whole site, 
tower over exerything 40m high if I'm right and 
create local wind tunneling around the outside  
Orientation of buildings and open spaces 
allowing exhibition areas for Tasmanian stuff   I 
imagine cruise ship passengers might even 
spend time there    Aboriginal interpretation and 
cultural areas might return if you spoke to them 
nicely and listened to what they would need in 
return for a 10 year commitment

   g         
"Tasmanian Multipurpose Stadium" came straight from 
that episode of Utopia didn't it? Call it out for what it is  
It's a big football ground built for the purposes of the 
AFL, their broadcasters - Foxtel? and News Ltd and 
short sighted politicians  To call it multipurpose is a bit 
of a joke  I'd expect there would be 4, 6 or 8 football 
matches and then some other government stuff to try 
to pay the rent  
I'd never go to the football - don't watch it, don't 
support it, went 20 years ago to Marvel Stadium  Went 
to 2 grand finals at the MCG in 1975 or so, but the 
game has lost its soul  I've been to the cricket maybe 3 
times, but I was being paid to be there talking to clients 
in the corporate area

Thats an easy one  CONFERENCES  but I'm not talking 
about the bar at the corporate area of an AFL stadium  
I've been there and done that at Marvel Stadium and 
it's not a good place for a conference  At that scale, 
you would just be taking business off the hotels 
around town with a conference venue  You need to 
have a proper, purpose built conference venue, not a 
tacky room with sticky carpet in an AFL stadium  This 
reeks of you trying to justify a very unpopular AFL 
stadium proposal by calling it multipurpose

If you are really going to do this - hahaha  a carpark - 
where are you going to put that? Underwater? Some 
bulk transport to get the people away  A bar  A hotel  A 
restaurant  An AFL shop?? - (while i'm on the "they will 
build hotels" nonsense - why isn't Bellerive full of hotels 
and venues supported by that stadium? answer, 
nobody builds hotels for the peak of a sporting game 
maybe 10 times a year, they build them to be 80% full 
all year round )
Have a look around the wasteland that is marvel 
stadium  The surrounding offices and retail closes at 5 
pm and all there is a couple of convenience stores and 
"oaks apartments" etc and some blocks of flats full of 
poor immigrants

This just doesn't work  As I've said before these places 
turn into a windswept wasteland when the football isn't 
on  I have no opinion on whether they were inside or 
outside because you would have just created the biggest 
blot on the landscape that Hobart has ever seen and I'd 
go there once before finding out the acousics are crap 
like Marvel stadium and never going back again

Consider not spending our money to sponsor the AFL, Foxtel 
and a couple of ex politicians looking for a job  Any negotiator 
worth his salt would have looked at a $1 Billion commitment 
($750 million came from where?) a  with no ongoing revenue 
for the state - just nett cost and thanked the AFL to take their 
team (not our team by the way - THEIRS) and try to con 
someone else into sponsoring them for the next 12 years



871 24-Jun-23 Rob Beedham Well, a stadium is not going to do that!

I do not want a stadium on this site  Over the past 10 
years or so, a stadium has never been suggested as a 
possible use of the site

It is ironic that some years ago the State Government 
demolished the high office building at 10 Murray St and 
replaced it with a much lower and more fitting series of 
buildings  Tall buildings should not be built on the waterfront  
The Marine Board building, the Grand Chancellor Hotel, 
Empress Towers, the Wrest Point tower: all these should should 
never have been built and be demolished when they reach the 
end of their building life and replaced with lower buildings  
The stadium will be as tall as any of these buildings and it will 
dominate the water front to the detriment of all of us  Building 
a stadium at Mac Point will be a disaster  It will be far to big for 
the site  taking away from any other activities in the area

872 25-Jun-23

A progressive vision of Hobart should be 
exemplified in the use of this site, one that can 
and should appeal to a wider demographic  It 
should also include the history of the site and 
Tasmania’s future vision NO STADIUM! We already have two

NO STADIUM! And we already have enough 
conference centres

NO STADIUM!  Once we have a ferry terminal you will 
easily be able to access the two current stadiums  If the 
DEC was good enough for Elton John to play at lets just 
leave it at that NO STADIUM!!!!!

NO STADIUM  I find it hard to believe that the AFL is allowed to 
push their own agenda using  threats and extortion  We have 
suitable stadiums in Launceston and Blundstone Arena in 
Hobart  A match held in Bellerive earlier this month seemed to 
have half empty stands  
We have been told that the budget of the stadium build has 
already  been blown  
Our state cannot afford this football folly when we having 
working Tasmanian’s unable to pay for basic accommodation, 
food on the table and accessing a failing health care system  It 
beggars belief

873 26-Jun-23 Murielle Kuczynski

Not to copy mainland  What is unique is that we 
have kunanyi and the Derwent in sight: what can 
be better? Nothing!

If the stadium is built inland and not spoiling our 
waterfront, music Aboriginal history

Nothing! There is already the whole of Salamanca and 
the waterfront!

If the stadium is inland, outside the stadium  AFL is not 
everybody cup of tea!

Don t build the stadium on the waterfront, please! Don t spoil 
what makes Hobart and Tassie unique  We already have far too 
many ugly buildings close to the waterfront  Don't add any, 
make something clever and in line with future generations who 
have already a damaged planet!

874 26-Jun-23 Bec Johnson Anything other than a sports stadium
nothing  It represents nothing about quality of life or 
community conferences not a coastline  Not a capital city

n/a  A multipurpose stadium and businesses do not 
represent liveability, quality of life or community

I don't want a stadium right on the waterfront, right next to a 
capital city  Not when we have a housing crisis

875 27-Jun-23 Michel Demange
Keep the old Hobart port feel! A stadium won't 
do that

No stadium  Yes coffee shops, cafes and restaurants are 
a great idea for MAC point

876 27-Jun-23 Alison Mackirdy Hand over the design to MONA!
None  Absolutely none  We already have two stadiums 
and the one at Glenorchy has lots of parking!

None that the current conference centres don't offer 
already

Nothing  Because we don't need a stadium and if 
you're thinking of turning existing green spaces into 
parking look elsewhere! Outside and without a stadium

I would like to see all the costing for this stadium made 
available to everyone

877 27-Jun-23 bob bird

By not building the footy ground at Mac Point  
We are not Adelaide or Perth, and don't 
want/have to be, used as examples for us to 
follow  Try originality if you know what that 
means?!

Football is all you're interested in
Michael Chugg, renowned promoter/entrepeneur, has 
stated he would need a capacity of 30,000 before 
considering bringing major music acts here  23,000 
doesn't do it  That figure of 30,000 doesn't get a 
mention these days  I wonder why?
Bellerive Oval holds 20 000 Football is what the AFL want so do you Uncrowded space

There won't be any room after the monstrosity is built  
Get real and stop lying so much  Youve learnt well from 
your masters  We're not stupid!

I would like the truth and transparency and some imagination if 
that is at all possible?! I'm for a team and have been forever' 
but building a footy ground on OUR beautiful waterfront is not 
necessary and is vandalism
Anyway this dud government won't be around much longer 
hopefully
Earn your money  You're paid to come up with the ideas not try 
and get them from the public
Stick the stadium up your bum!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

878 01-Jul-23 Shan Moynihan answered in previous question (a bit)

F stly, I would l ke to say I do t t k Mac o t s t e 
right place for a stadium  It's being called an AFL 
stadium linked to a Tassie team which shouldn't be the 
case  I think the land is in such a perfect spot to gently 
showcase Tasmania and the city for ALL  The Cenotaph 
is right there and a huge stadium next door to this 
special place would look crass and frankly dwarf 
anything around  It would spoil the area
Not fair for Tasmanians who live in the north  Not sure 
why Bellerive Oval isn't improved  The extra  traffic 
congestion around Mac Point's stadium would be a 
nightmare to an already gridlocked city Heaps but just not at Mac Point All the facilities are already there in the city No

If you have to spend millions on a stadium why can't it be in a 
another place like northern part of the city - northern 
Tasmanians would have easier access, traffic congestion would 
not be a problem, heaps of open spaces for parking etc;

879 02-Jul-23 Lynne Hanlon None None there in Macquarie Poot
I hate the idea and most of us don't want it  Stop 
wasting our money Not with a stadium

Please listen to the people  Build the stadium in Launceston (I 
live in Hobart but would travel to Launceston to see top grade 
football )

880 04-Jul-23 Mark Johnson
Keep it small, no Crown casino or any other large 
corporate, make it many small operators Live music Free water, from a tap

Mac point is also between the city and the river, it is a 
thoroughfare, not just a destination

881 04-Jul-23 Andrew Heard none, we have enough venues already

I don't even agree with the framing of the question; 
the 1st question should be, do you think there should 
BE a conference centre

multipurpose - political speak for making the AFL 
stadium more useful? no

882 04-Jul-23 David Wanless

Public open space, trees, seats, space for people 
to gather, community arts and culture, peace and 
reconciliation park honouring First Nations 
people and telling the true and human history of 
Hobart and Tasmania

I don't want a stadium   It's a massive waste of a vital 
public space, especially when we already have a large 
stadium at Bellerive   A stadium would be far too big to 
be useful for most events and certainly be way beyond 
the budget of most community events   It would sit idle 
most of the time
A large stadium at Macquarie Point would overshadow 
and block views from surrounding paths, streets, 
buildings and probably the Cenotaph lawns   It would 
most likely be a dead zone as far as passing residents 
and tourists were concerned, most of the time, and 
would certainly detract from the experience of the 
many people who use the Intercity Cycleway every day   
Imagine, instead, a public space, with gardens, low rise 
buildings (a few stories high), and the truth and 
reconciliation park   That would be a nice thing to walk 
or cycle through or past, and potentially a great place 
for events   It would increase rather than decrease our 
health and wellbeing, through being open, accessible 
and, if done well, nice to look at and be in, rather than 
a massive inward-looking building alienating the area 
from the public Conferences?

Masses of parking and road space, leading to much 
worse congestion than we already have

Outside and vastly preferably, without a stadium at all   
Let's spend the money on some real problems which will 
actually help Tasmania   We have a climate crisis, a 
biodiversity crisis, a housing crisis, a health crisis and a 
cost of living crisis   The money devoted to the stadium 
could make a useful difference to any of these

A map of the whole of Macquarie point, as currently exists and 
as proposed, including some of the surrounding land
A profile view of what is proposed, showing the height
The reasons why the existing plan approved by the Hobart 
council was not proceeded with, and the reasons why there 
was no meaningful consultation with the Tasmanian 
community, including the Aboriginal community, before the 
decision on the stadium was made     Why was it not an issue 
during the last state election?  From the comments I heard, the 
process seemed to blindside even those who'd been involved 
in the planning which had gone on concerning the future of 
Macquarie Point
A button on this form allowing us to send ourselves a copy, 
rather than having to copy it all out

883 5 July2 023 Tony Ross
Have monthly events instead of annual or events 
separated by months I'm not keen on a stadium Party hats  Lots and lots of party hats I don't want a stadium to be built there

Outside  Inside might work in an over price stadium that 
doesn't do that much for locals

Sounds like a stadium is chiseled in stone but a light rail isn't  
Light rail or a rail system to the northern suburbs is needed 
urgently  Also, consider cyclists  It's always an after thought 
with projects on this scale  Don't make woopty doo turns to fit a 
light pole in like the current area does  Ask cyclists what they 
want instead of forcing them to ride in stupidly designed tracks



884 06-Jul-23 Ian Abernethy

Avoid large monolithic structures, bui t to a sca e 
which shows off the water from as many places as 
possible  Commission quality quality public art 
pieces which reflect the spirit of Tasmania - 
maybe have these on a rotation so the displays 
change with some degree of frequency  Keep 
people coming back - to view changes  Use the 
public spaces for events  Allow Personal Trainers 
to use spaces to hold exercise classes - with a 
fee??

Honestly, this is the wrong place for a massive stadium - 
see reasoning above  This question now preempts the 
existence of the stadium - leading answers not seeking 
genuine input

The minute you talk Conference Centre you talk car 
parking which is contrary to the current master plan  Is 
there a need for a new conference centre? how many 
seats? Again, don't assume - seek ideas

A successful stadium (see Optus WA) will require a 
significant car park, a rail link and bus terminal  It will 
also need to be divorced from existing heritage 
developments to protect their sense of place

Here you go again assuming a stadium is the best use for 
this site  Get that out of your mind and your survey would 
have some credibility  I have covered how I would like 
the shops, restaurants and spaces develop above - a 
riveredge walk with open spaces for people to use  
Throw in housing and you have generated an income 
form land sales and on-going revenue from rates  This 
isn't hard!!!!!

I went into this survey with an open mind - hoping to put 
forward ideas about how an area of Hobart could develop and 
be a long term asset to the State  It was going well until we 
came to the bit at the end where suddenly the Stadium is a 
given and all other ideas are very subordinate - I do wonder 
why I have wasted my time

885 07-Jul-23 Andrew Robert-Tissot
Local food and drink venues like TBC 
Dark mofo type drop in events None Not needed Car parking - massive negative local impact Not at all

Considerable amount of tree cover ( HCC tree strategy 
suggests a minimum 40% tree cover )

886 07-Jul-23 Daniel Chapman Aboriginal art/design Cricket, football, tennis, track and field, circus, concerts Training, education, business Toilets, no roads  Food/ drink, taxi bus/station Both  Definitely outside

887 08-Jul-23 Shaun O By building a proper stadium
Concerts, sports and not just AFL, business 
conventions, good food and bars

Could host so many conferences for business, 
entertainment, education, health etc
Have areas inside and outside stadium where can host 
smaller events as well - sit in some places hundreds of 
people and in others a few thousand   Multiple sites 
that could used public ally and privately   Great place 
for weddings etc Good, drinks, nice parks Both

Prove it is not just for AFL   This is an amazing opportunity for 
all Tasmanians - we are lacking this modern multi purpose 
place

888 10-Jul-23 John Daniels

Not have a football stadium on site but a 
Reconciliation Park, and Antarctic, Tasmanian and 
Maritime History and environment museum No Stadium No stadium I would like facilities that do not include a stadium

I would like you to consider that this is the wrong site for a 
stadium that would dominate the surrounding space, dominate 
the Cenotaph, and diminish the importance and significance 
and sizes of a Reconciliation Park and Antarctic and Tasmanian 
Environment and History Museum with a sustainable transport 
hub connecting locals and visitors to experience the beauty of 
Hobart and its environment, the Derwent and kunanyi Mt 
Wellington

889 10-Jul-23 Ellen Green A new stadium isn’t necessary How the traffic congestion will be solved
890 11-Jul-23 Rigby Joyce Local street artists could give the place colour P!nk the singer Nothing Bike racks, lockers Both How much the housing will be

891 13-Jul-23 Haden Young

Because there are already so many elsewhere, 
the Taste, the MONA festivals, Festival of Voices, 
Sydney to Hobart, Wooden Boat Festival, I really 
can't think of any more events  Same with design, 
well it depends what you're going for, uniquely 
Tasmanian would have to be pretty specific and 
quite colourful

For me, concerts but I'm uncertain that they will get 
very many Food, parking Either or

892 14-Jul-23 Lyn Donohoe

Simulation of some of the state’s natural assets 
and even digital  / virtual reality experiences, not 
only for those that can’t access but also as an 
invite as to the real thing  Could be easily set in a 
parkland space 

Nothing , I wou dn t never attend anything in a new 
bigger  stadium , would feel more comfortable 
watching a big event in the comfort of my own home or 
family on a big screen tv  Have enjoyed the events I’ve 
been to at Theatre Royal , Wrest Point , Silverdome , 
UTas Stadium , MyState Arena , Blundstone Arena and 
many other venues around the state  Have also been to 
The Mill at Triabunna &  Freycinet for big events / 
conferences 

No need for a new conference Centre!  We have 
enough facilities here already & I have attended 
national conferences all over Australia including  at 
Wrest point here 

You’re asking the same question as previously, WE DO 
NOT NEED A STADIUM  & TASMANIA DOES NOT 
HAVE THE POPULATION TO SUPPORT IT ! Add on the 
cost of transportation to bring big events to Tas & it’s 
not viable & never will be !

No Stadium but still lots of these spaces could be added 
to the precinct 

I think the politicians need to listen to the people & the 
legislative council to find out what the majority of Tasmanians 
really want & take note of peoples writing on social media sites 
& journalism  Maybe it should be put to a referendum !

893 14-Jul-23 John Ellsmore

Ensure Sullivan Cove flows seam essly into Mac 
Point and vice versa and all of the buildings are 
of an appropriate scale and architecture  Leave 
the Goods Shed where it is and schedule more 
events there  Dark MOFO has held many events 
at Mac Point without the need for grandiose 
venues  That’s part of the appeal of Hobart – its 
human scale

Nothing  A stadium is absolutely inappropriate for this 
site

Conferences, obviously and whatever else a dedicated 
conference centre usually hosts

Almost none since it would be empty for at least 320 
days a year No stadium, thank you

I’d like to see the detail of the deal Jeremy Rockliff signed with 
the AFL without showing it to Cabinet  I’d like to see the 
business case for the stadium to support the claims that 44 
events a year would be held at the stadium, including NRL, 
cricket, rugby union and international entertainers

894 16-Jul-23 Chris Jones

It’s about Tasmanian people not small groups  
Indigenous people are Tasmanian  We don’t 
wand affordable housing because its for all 
Tasmania  We don’t want it for the rich in high 
rise

Footy games male and female 
Top artist that can perform under cover like other states 
There are many different types of entertainment

We need a certain amount of parking and parking on 
the regatta grounds

Outside on a daily basis but spaces inside for football 
sales  Artist sales etc

I would the stadium to be a little bigger so we can have more 
seats  You will be surprised at the amount of people that will 
attend and you need to get it right first time and not have add 
ons later  
It’s for Tasmanian people to enjoy  It’s not for the Indigenous 
people or the Government to win votes  
It’s for the Tasmanian People

895 16-Jul-23 Carmel Denholm
Do not want a stadium  - a waste of a magnificent site  
Plus inappropriate location for parking etc

896 16-Jul-23 Carmel Denholm
Do not want stadium - waste and desocration of  a 
magnificent location

897 17-Jul-23 J Michel

I don’t feel Tasmania needs to showcase itself  It it 
is a small liveable city which is continually trying 
to compete with bigger city for some reason  Our 
small scale, low rise skyline and more relaxed 
approach to life already “showcase” us  I’m sick of 
businesses trying to create the same models and 
profit margins here and latching on to that as the 
only measure of our success  Having a Docklands 
style development at MacPoint will be uniquely 
un-Tasmanian, and so would the possible 
attendant loss of cornelian bay to AFL 
manipulation and some leaders’ desire to 
establish a legacy regardless of cost

I don’t want one  Note do I believe they are successful 
multipurpose venues  They host sports, concerts and 
other events on their fields  Attaching restaurants and 
theatres to them does not make them more 
multipurpose  By definition, all that is doing is building 
other structures and venues for other purposes

I think it offers competition in a market that I don’t 
believe is crying out for more venues  Nor do I think a 
conference center is something locals would utilise  
Which is which conference centres are often near 
airports and rail hubs since they cater to visitors

Primarily a stadium of that size will need parking  So 
much so that there won’t be spake for anything else

Obviously unless these are catering to stadium goers, 
they must be accessible on the outside at least

I would like you to consider the impact to those who call this 
island home and not an exploitable resource  AFL is great, but 
we have been manipulated and duped by the AFL  This 
stadium will not unite us  A stadium like this has no place there, 
it is completely out of scale with the rest of the city and will be 
an eyesore and a money pit  Launceston’s Aurora stadium is a 
much better spot, with better existing infrastructure  Hobartians 
would travel up north to see games  Putting the stadium in 
Hobart seems a cynical ploy to win votes for the Liberals by 
appealing to our love of footy rather than looking at the best 
options

898 18-Jul-23 Anthony Verdouw
Use and showcase Tasmanian products in design 
and construction and plant native vegetation AFL, soccer, cricket, music, art installations

Multiple accessible active transport connections from 
all directions  Bus terminal  Ferry terminal  Some 
parking within walking distance

I think both inside and outside, with a focus on outside 
venues that operate and generate foot traffic even when 
events are not taking place

899 18-Jul-23 Mark Duffett AFL team AFL football, T20 cricket, concerts, pub choir Conferences? covered areas for queuing Both

900 19-Jul-23 Helen Quilty
Please read my comments above ie  create a 
unique Mount Wellington/ environmental centre

a central focus of stadium with small attached 
businesses around the circumference would not work  
These businesses would only make profits when a 
stadium event was on  They would not survive Previous comments apply here

A multipurpose stadium would not be viable 
commercially long term  Only when the stadium venue 
is open

Unviable as on -going commercial ventures only 
operable when a stadium in use  Please see my previous 
comments about a Mt Wellington centre

I am sick of big money d organisations Trying to force on the 
general public their ideas without consultation and 
transparency  The general public are not all footy fans  
Football is only a game , it does not sustain civilisations nor 
does it appeal to all  We don’t want the dept the stadium will 
force on the community

901 19-Jul-23 Mickey Benefiel NOT!
NO STADIUM>  HORRIBLE WASTE OF MONEY>  
TOTALLY INAPPROPRIATE LOCATION>

LOTS OF PARKING AND EASY  TO MANAGE TRAFFIC>  
NOT POSSIBLE AT MAC POINT!

NONE OF THEM WILL BE OF ANY USE TO THE 
GENERAL PUBLIC>  THIS IS A MONSTER SCAM 
DESIGNED TO MAKE SOME INDIVIDUALS WEALTHY!!!

A NEW GOVERNMENT THAT MAKES COMMON SENSE THE 
PRIORITY



902 20-Jul-23 Malcolm Smith

Put in a 5 day market  Tuesday - Friday  and 
Sunday (not to interfere with Salamanca) like 
Adelaide selling all types of produce International performers On the perimeter and some inside

This new stadium has to become the main focal point working 
along side Salamanca, the Constitution dock area where 
visitors to Hobart have it as a must see  You will recall Sydney 
had a long running Lottery in place called the Opera House 
Lottery  Create a Tasmanian Stadium Lottery that would assist 
with the stadium maintenance and general sports funding

903 26-Jul-23 Kym Littlejohn Use Tasmanian products where possible Concerts afl The choices are endless Transport hub Both No affordable housing it would make the place look cheap

904 26-Jul-23 Fiona Pringle-Jones
Stadium, with conference capability, clad in 
timber Conferences, sports, concerts

Office space for delegates, restaurant and catering, 
bars Ferry access, accessible parking, walking paths Both!

905 26-Jul-23 Greg Stones

It doesn't need a museum to display aboriginal 
artifacts!   The museum already has two floors of 
that

Football, Soccer, Cricket, Concerts and anything Mona 
want to do with it

Public toilets   Food and drink   open space with shade 
and seating Definitely both inside and out

I am not in favour of pandering to the local aboriginals   
Whatever you do it won't be enough   there are already 2 
floors in the museum

906 26-Jul-23 Sharee Morrison AFL, cricket (if possible), Soccer, Concerts,
Well there needs to be both  Inside for when events are 
on, and outside to attract people to the area at all times

I want to see a brilliant deve opment like Etihad or Optus 
Stadium, or Adelaide Oval   We need to engage designers to 
ensure the final design is aesthetically appealing, provides 
great access and year round opportunities for businesses and 
visitors alike  
I would like to see clarity on the project; timeline, hurdles to 
get through, etc  as at the moment, it all seems blurry with Pro 
and Anti Stadium and not really understanding the process to 
move forward

907 26-Jul-23 Josh Freestone
Incorporate Dark Mofo into it, the Taste, yacht 
races, everything Tasmanian

As much top level sport as we can get, as well as major 
bands and artists

It could be a hub for business meetings, functions, 
presentation evenings Modern, grassy areas  Outdoor/indoor cafes and bars Both

The stadium just needs to be built  Once it is built, it will be 
amazing how many people will embrace it and the city and 
state will thrive

908 26-Jul-23 Chris Bidgood Said
AFL concerts cricket world rugby soccer exhibition 
events weddings Both

Design most be in consultation with the public  A prize for 
award winning architecture

909 26-Jul-23 Jamie Grace Use tasmanian timbers
Music concerts, any sport we can get such as a league, 
nrl, indoor basketball showcase games Endless amounts Cafes, restaurants hotels Both

Just get it done  Thus sute has sat unused for as long as I can 
remember, such a beautiful site on the cbd doorstep  It will 
become an iconic place to visit like southbank in Melbourne 
and Brisbane and Darling Harbour in Sydney

910 26-Jul-23 Brendan Adams

Use Tasmanian style 
Our Timbers, our plants, use our First Nations 
designs 
Using our natural native animals

Everything possible, we know AFL will be a key 
element, but why not NRL, A league Soccer 
Big bash cricket 
But use it for expos, conventions and of course 
concerts 
But we need to be hunting and chasing these events, 
not waiting for them to come to us

How many expos and events run every day on the 
mainland,?
It’s time we get a share of these events 
1 example is the Australian Tattoo Expo, runs every 
year, all mainland cities but never here 
How much money, have my partner and I given to the 
Victorian economy for these events?

Food, drink, toilets 
Public transport stops close by, be it buses or ferry 
terminal

Definitely both, Mac Point needs to be a place to be, 
with or without an event on

911 26-Jul-23 Chris Thomas Tasmanian sports hall of fame Football, soccer, rugby, cricket, concerts Multi purpose offerings Bars, transport, hotels, fast food, restaurants Both Yes Team Yes Stadium
912 26-Jul-23 Rachel Jenssen AFL, cricket, concerts Weddings, dinners, conferences Accommodation, training ovals Outside

913 26-Jul-23 Adam Fitch

A timber feel would be great or maybe even the 
use of sandstone cladding where practical like 
the old convict buildings as an external vaneer

AFL games, concerts, A League games, MONA 
festivals, TSO events, basically anything you can think of 
I will be there Not sure, not my area of knowledge Restuarants, transport hubs, bars, disability access

Both, whatever is practical  Would be interested to know 
where the money for business who lease or buy space 
inside the stadium goes

Just don't let any negativity ruin this opportunity  This project 
should be something that benefits everyone  Let's do it

914 26-Jul-23 Karlee Delaney

AFL/Soccer or any other sporting events that it can 
accommodate, concerts would be amazing as it would 
be an all weather facility  Expos and conferences so 
close to the city would be a benefit to the other 
businesses in Hobart

A conference centre would offer a world class setting 
of our amazing harbour and surrounds with lots of 
Tasmanian specialties close by

Open spaces that include Restaurants, Bars, Shopping 
and Police/Security Both inside and out

915 26-Jul-23 Adam Alexander

Stadium built to look like a Craypot from Tasmanian 
Timbers and a convention center next to it built to look 
like a cluster of native oysters that you find everywhere 
along the Derwent

916 26-Jul-23 Nick Daglas

The Stadium must be uniquely architecturally 
designed that will entice visitors from all over the 
world AFL, cricket, soccer and concerts Visitor centre  Eateries Some inside and some outside

Please consider starting a friends of the Macquarie Point 
Stadium precinct'

917 26-Jul-23 Pam Johns

I personally don t think the actual stadium playing 
ground will get a ‘lot if use’ as it will need to be 
kept in tip too condition  Room hire, events, 
weddings even, conferences
I personally love going to marvel, enjoyed a tour 
of the facilities and live the close access to 
restaurants and DFO

Depends -I think the training facility will attract die hard 
Tassie supporters, I have been to Moorabbin many 
times to watch the player train and have done tours of 
their facility including the Danny Frawley centre and 
even bought my hubby a seat A52 :)

Apart from, training days, actual conferences, 
weddings, fundraising events - cancer Council have 
big events, I have also been to the Casino twice for the 
young achiever awards dinner  Could encourage more 
sports people for dinners  Deloraine have an amazing 
annual craft fair - something like that

Parking or good transport, seated areas with lovely 
views of the rivers - child playground

I would like these to be around the outside built into the 
bottom of the stadium - not sure of the design but I am 
sure it will be awesime

Get Errol Stewart in Board he has done amazing things for 
Launceston - very proud to live here   I am so happy did Hobart 
to get this area developed :)

918 26-Jul-23 Blake Strang Name it after a Tasmanian or Tasmanian animal Afl Afl Afl Both Not sure

919 26-Jul-23 Leo Miller
Add in some Tas unique designs and products 
(Timbers etc) and story boards or similar

Afl, decent music concerts, other major events and 
sports, festivals and functions Functions, trade shows, talks, events and more

Food and bev, access to transport, clear walkways and 
cycle ways, open space, toilets and amenities, light 
shopping

Outside and will need food and bev inside as well  
Don’t want to see a tacky food truck park tho really Built a great looking stadium please 😊😊

920 26-Jul-23 Troy Sharp
AFL soccer rugby  And any other sports including 
entertainment is bands

921 26-Jul-23 Quade Targett-Seymour Give mofo a creative minds a chance for input!
Afl, music, art, regatta, climb the stadium, monster 
truck, crusty demons, High profile meetings Bars and restaurants, a kicking greens, Both maybe

Very exciting to see planning and stages of development 
around this whole precinct

922 26-Jul-23 Alexander Clark Palawa interpretations
Concerts  Conferences   AFL games   A league games  
Trade shows  Dark Mofo activities

Well it would be able to host large numbers of 
people  This would help small business  There is not 
really enough conference space currently in Hobart 
that caters for big numbers Light rail  Ferry terminals Both

Do not listen to detractors   Hobart needs this major economic 
infrastructure   There are a few people including some 
politicians who are keen on making this a political issue   We 
need this to be built  It will transform Hobart and Tasmania

923 26-Jul-23 Matthew Mallinson Anyone that wants to play , preform in the stadium Any thing that will fit Restaurants bars shops ect Outside  Stadium is for preforming

924 26-Jul-23 Carol Beaumont

The inside of stadium showcasing Tasmanian 
wood craft and photo's covering the walls of 
locations around tasmania Afl,concerts, plays Both

Progress of the stadium,getting top notch artists to say they 
would come to tassie if there was a stadium

925 26-Jul-23 C R Not sport and not a stadium
A stadium is the last thing we need  Give our children a space, 
to learn give people opportunities to get smarte

926 26-Jul-23 Nick Pastoor

An all purpose stadium would put tasmania on 
the map but adding an Antarctic precinct would 
add a more tasmanian feel to it  Mac point could 
also be an area for a local market to showcase 
small Tasmanian businesses AFL Corporate events, potential seasonal markets Bars, cafes, local breweries and restaurants Both

The stadium is the chance to bring hobart alive  Especially 
during the winter months  It must be built

927 26-Jul-23 Chris Mctye
Connect to environment, view platform above 
stadium can see up river and Mountain

Be bold, international acts , sports have flexibility in 
stadium uses, Tourism, Science speciality

Outside and inside ,
Make stadium come alive all year round , be able to see 
into stadium from outside

Be bold enough to accept criticism  Challenge us and dont 
make it a concrete jungle that is a wasteland when no sport is 
on

928 26-Jul-23 Grant Collins Pass Pass Pass Bars, restaurants, toilets Pass No

929 26-Jul-23 Les Bennett
Strongly feature Tassie Timbers and links to 
aboriginal heritage AFL footy, concerts, Tassie food and beverages

Tourism conference, trade shows, sport and leisure 
shows Restaurants, bars and shops showcasing Tassie wares Both

The multi purpose stadium needs to be built to generate 
income and build prosperity for our great State

930 26-Jul-23 tanya wylde-browne
Run 🏃🏃🏃🏃 inclusive events like the Taste and Dark 
Mofo Want to see a Tassie team playing

Could be used for so many events like craft fairs, 
concerts and conferences Good food outlets, good public toilets

Would love to see quality Tasmanian goods being sold 
and specialty shops rather than generic

Good signage for visitors and a viewing platform area for 
fireworks and the Yacht race

931 26-Jul-23 Sandra Sylvester
It cannot be all things to all people   Keep it 
simple   No public housing Football  concerts  museum Corporate Keep it simple Both

Moving here from Melb where public transport is main way to 
get to games  that needs to be improved here



932 26-Jul-23 Steven Hay
Use Tasmanian materials for physical spaces  
Native gardens  MONA to have some space

Various sports  Concerts  Exhibitions  Conferences  
Major events

Unlimited  Just provide the space, capacity and quality 
facilities  Groups will come Toilets  Cafes  Restaurants  Concorse

Both  What about a hotel inside the stadium like the 
Adelaide Oval  Have the Tasmanian sporting hall of fame 
list/ photos inside the oval like the Adelsidevoval  Plenty 
of glazing to see the river,mountain and other 
spectacular views

I think if you base the oval on the Adelaide Oval design 
together with the precinct  being similar to the Brisbane 
Southbank area you can’t go wrong  Embrace the river  Cater 
Friday and night use  Don’t have affordable housing in the 
area  This space is too valuable for that  The area should be 
macimisedfor use by all

933 27-Jul-23 Trudy Woodcock
Park lands, Antarctic centre - 7 star sustainable 
building, Aboriginal reconciliation park I do not want to see a stadium in this area

If it remains open to the waterfront it could be a 
multide of community events  I do not want to see it 
created into a conference area I do not want to see a stadium in this area I do not want to see a stadium in this area

I do not want to see a stadium in this area - I want to see 
absolute transparency in the decision making and costs

934 27-Jul-23 emily McBeath

935 27-Jul-23 Paul Stevens Dark Mofo articulation  Wooden Boats displays As many sports as possible, festivals  Concerts etc Any large community gatherings as appropriate Green spaces for picnics and recreation Try to have both

This is a marvellous opportunity for creative minds to consider  
There should be as few restrictions as possible in the choice of 
inclusions

936 27-Jul-23 Michael Ransom

I would like to see access to healthy and affordable food 
and drink inside the stadium  This includes vegetarian 
food  Things that are family friendly, reflect and promote 
a healthy lifestyle and are multicultural

937 27-Jul-23 Nick Probert

Utilise the work of Brand Tasmania   Get MONA 
to have a design voice somehow to ensure that 
there is a provocative element to the design of 
the space   IF we could ever afford it a large scale 
LED section of the stadium that faces the CBD 
that is just Tassie Wilderness and landscapes, 
rotating according to season, day/night, events - 
that type of thing that also reduces the visual 
impact and in fact enhances the area

Answered above - AFL games, other sport, conferences 
and events, concerts, a sporting / football museum /  
MONA usage

The roof enables the arena to be utilised for expos  / 
festivals   A conference centre facing the cenotaph / 
river and with a separate entrance on the northern 
side that connects to a truth and reconciliation park 
area could work   This would work from a light and 
aspect as well

Parking and transport solutions are critical   Would love 
to see UTAS Arts School purchased and developed for 
both accommodation and hospitality / retail / event 
usage also  It is such a perfect building but understand 
the complexities

Both would be fine, so long as it doesn't enable the 
creation of a cheap visual impact of cheap fast food 
outlet neon signs, etc

As much as you can provide - the more communication and 
agency the community has through the stages, the more 
connected to the final product everyone will feel

938 27-Jul-23 Peter McGee Pass Pass Pass That part of Hobart is well catered for Both , more out side
Not really , a permanent roof will make it magic for all sorts of 
things 

939 27-Jul-23 Tim Richards Using local talent, local produce
Afl, boxing, music, food/ beverage festival, 
international sports, rugby Tv studio, afl draft, work conferences Health and fitness, recovery, x-ray and scanning Both

Maybe some attractions outside the stadium, statues, local art, 
architecture

940 27-Jul-23 Ben Shaw More entertainment All sports, concerts and functions Endless possibilities Hotels and hospitality Outside Build a stadium

941 27-Jul-23 Tim Richards Using local talent, local produce
Afl, boxing, music, food/ beverage festival, 
international sports, rugby Tv studio, afl draft, work conferences Health and fitness, recovery, x-ray and scanning Both

Maybe some attractions outside the stadium, statues, local art, 
architecture

942 27-Jul-23 Adam Smith
A uniquely Tasmanian bar/resteraunt inspired by 
Salamanca AFL cricket soccer and concerts Corporate events and festivals and conventions Bars and resteraunts

943 27-Jul-23 Tim Respondek

As mentioned above plenty of infrastructure and 
facilities for use by events like Dark Mofo, 
markets, buskers, community events, restaurants 
etc

Everything - AFL, all major sport events, concerts, 
community events (Relay for Life)

Multi purpose that caters for cater for small to large 
conferences with first class catering facilities  Be open 
to anything- corporate events to expo’s

Transport hub for bus, ferry, train/tram plus Everything 
listed on next question as well as accomodation

Both- has to be so it’s utilised on the outside when there 
is not anything happening inside

The stadium needs to be covered and iconic - Hobarts Opera 
House  Do not take short cuts, if it costs more so be it

944 27-Jul-23 Annalise D’Silva

By having the future Tasmanian AFL team play at 
the new stadium with television coverage that 
highlights Tasmania and will help boost the 
economy

Live international Performers, Sporting events (similar 
to Marvel Stadium hosts) Gala Nights, Awards ceremonies Accommodation, Restaurants and bars, public transport

Both- Food for inside stadium when watching AFL for 
example and merch shops for AFL inside

As previously mentioned, I would love if having live 
international famous performers perform at the stadium as it 
will boost the economy and include more things for Hobartians 
to do as some may believe how Hobart can be ‘boring’

945 27-Jul-23 Jodi Kalikatzaros I will leave that one up to the experts

Sport expecially AFL, concerts and arts  You could even 
hold functions in the Stadium  I would also like to see a 
roof top walk experience and look over beautiful 
Hobart Toilets Both

Just do it properly, let's not stuff this up, we have waited a very 
long time

946 27-Jul-23 Sue Jordan

Take a leaf out of other Tas events and push our 
food/wine etc  Incorporate the dining experience 
in a specialty room in the stadium

Artists - singers and bands who will draw big crowds 
but would not normally come to Tasmania Parking/bus transit area

On the outside - encourage use year round  Not just 
when a game is being played or an artist is performing

947 27-Jul-23 Jane Freeman Maybe TAS Timbers art works from Tas artists Footy and concerts Any work related conferences Bike hire

We need a AFL team!!!!! We are part of Australia! It’s 
unbelievable and totally unacceptable for us not to be 
included  We need the stadium! It needs to be at least as 
‘good’ as those in other states and why not even better  Why 
can’t we lead the way for a change? So sick of feeling like the 
poor cousin and the butt of jokes  We have 2 heads, we are all 
related etc etc  Come on !!!!!!!!!! I am a member of The Sydney 
Swans and I will also be a member of our Tassie team! Go the 
Tassie Devils! Yes, and yellow, green and black (or red) Maybe 
a devil on the jumpers! Also just thought we could have a hall 
of fame or statues of our amazing Tasmanian legends such as 
Royce Hart, Peter Hudson and Chris Fagan! 
Thank you

948 27-Jul-23 Jane Freeman Modern with TAS timbers Footy concerts and conferences Cafes restaurants

Hall of fame for our Tassie legends such as Peter Hudson and 
Royce Hart
It is ludicrous that Tassie is not in the AFL!!!! We need a team! 
We need a great stadium! Why shouldn’t we lead the way? Sick 
of feeling like the poor cousin!

949 27-Jul-23 Tiana Brown

Make it all green or call it a Tassie name or give it 
that Mona peel of tasmanians get a discount on 
entry ? AFL Games, Music concerts Weddings , Fundraising Galas, All functions,

Good amount of rest rooms MALE and FEMALE - no 
‘nonbianary’ and a good sized car park so no one else 
complains about bloody parking Both !

To put More YES campaigns out here in Hobart, on a bus on a 
billboard or even a little jingle on the radio to get it into our 
stars heads and join in like minded success for our state - we 
deserve this !

950 27-Jul-23 Maria Knapek

            
Forsyth Barr stadium in NZ to showcase our 
beautiful and unique scenery from inside the 
stadium                                                                                                                     
                                           
A side note for the concert side of things with the 
stadium: "It turns out Ed Sheeran is not in love 
with the shape of Forsyth Barr Stadium"   
"Dunedin Venues Management Ltd chief 
executive Terry Davies said the configuration of 
the local stadium was one factor that worked 
against Dunedin landing another visit from the 
red-headed musician"                                                                                                                                                    
                                                                                                   
           I mention this because this could 
potentially be the same for other musicians, so 
could be worth looking into

I'd like to see an equal range both inside and out, so that 
in times when the the stadium is not in use, some 
businesses will still be able to operate

I would love to see as much greenery as possible around the 
precinct   A mix of Australian and Tasmanian native plants and 
trees



951 27-Jul-23 Phil Gluyas

A Tasmanian AFL team, the Hobart Hurricanes, 
concerts that the Derwent Entertainment Centre 
can't handle, boxing, UFC, the list goes on  See 
Docklands Stadium in Melbourne for the basic 
template

Football (not soccer), cricket, concerts, other sporting 
and entertainment events

Viewing of the stadium interior (as in the football oval), 
hosting meetings of a wide range of businesses across 
Tasmania and include visitors from other states  The 
options are endless

Really, the only thing that should be there is room on 
the Derwent River side for a railway station when the 
day arrives that passenger rail returns to Tasmania  It 
has to happen Both, and a wide range for multiple tastes

Simply that Tasmania needs the stadium  It will bring massive 
benefits to the state and bring those who have left back  It will 
be one of the biggest tourist attractions in Tasmania and will 
be a beacon for the future certainly of football in the state - 
once proud but presently struggling under the weight of the 
departures of the best talent for the mainland  Anyone who 
opposes the stadium opposes a bright future for Tasmania

952 27-Jul-23 Paul Johnson
Use all Tasmanian designs to make it uniquely 
Tasmanian Anything sport ,arts and entertainment

We could showcase our great wines , cheeses basically 
anything Tasmanian

Plenty to keep people entertained possibly statues of 
our great Tasmanian’s Maybe both

We get to do it once let’s do it right and make sure it is 
uniquely Tasmanian!!

953 27-Jul-23 Lenniece Moled
Having our own AFL team, large screen showing 
all great spot in Tasmania to visit Concerts sporting events

Business meetings training centre for all types of 
businesses Great car park shops resturant Both

954 28-Jul-23 Maria Knapek

To follow on from my previous submission of 
using glass (or a substitution to glass) and 
steal Not necessarily the whole stadium, 
however, there could be large sections of glassed 
area highlighting/capturing/framing certain areas 
of our landscape from inside the stadium   One 
highlight could be the cenotaph and the Tasman 
bridge   Another could be Mt 
Wellington/Kunanyi, etc     These could become 
photo opportunities from inside the stadium for 
our uniquely Tasmanian brand, posted to 
Instagram etc, for the world to see         
 I watched a video of a representative for Forsyth 
Barr stadium speaking about the stadium  He said 
that the moment people walk into the stadium 
they are in awe of the transparent roof, it has the 
"wow" factor   Ours could be the same, or even 
better considering it's position in relation to the 
surrounding landscape                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                      
              Importantly, what gives me goosebumps 
is the idea of the stadium and cenotaph being 
connected to each other   There are so many 
possibilities with this idea and way too special to 
be overlooked

955 28-Jul-23 peter hopkins stadium for events SFL, other sports, show, concerts, conferences conferences and more Eateries, bars, shelter,

don't over do the shops, eateries, plenty around wharf 
area, THEY MUST BE PROTECTED as they have looked 
after us for years  Needs to be done with consideration 
to these venues

The process is taking far too long  Get on with it please and 
s=do something with the site, it has been years of talking bull 
shit!

Get on with it

956 28-Jul-23 Paul Reece
Use of some Tasmanian timbers where possible
Anzac memorial wall facing cenotaph Music events, shows and expeditions  Football Various Cafes, restaurants, transport hub

Please get the team and stadium over the line
Thankyou

957 30-Jul-23 Margaret Yarnall

This is a level of detail that would be great to 
work through in focus groups but too much to 
ask for here in this format   But we have to be 
confident that effort and thinking will not be 
gazzumped by expediency within Government as 
has happened with the Stadium proposal

THE STADIUM CANNOT BE ALLOWED TO HAPPEN!  It 
is the wrong proposal for this site, on so many levels

At the risk of sounding like a ‘cranky mad person’ I find even 
the language of this survey insulting (sorry to whoever put the 
form together)   What I would like to see is real information, not 
spin at the Government’s behest   What we have is a soup of 
spin and obfuscation, no clarity on any matter

958 30-Jul-23 Nathan Phillips
Use local Tasmanian products  Have a Tasmanian 
devil exhibit which helps with conservation Concerts if big acts would come Business and fundraiser Green space, parking, police station near by

Outside for use when stadium is not being used perhaps 
a nice square or garden with sea views and cafes  Inside 
stadium for some options for alcohol and food for games

More parking is required 100% stadiums on main land have 
parking as well as multiple tram and train options

959 30-Jul-23 Leigh Roney Build it for the future not 28000 for today Concert ,international acts aswell as footy and cricket Unsure Shrine of remeberence Only inside
The ttline to travel to hobart and park next to stadium for travel 
and accomadation for events

960 30-Jul-23 Jeffrey Reynolds Performance space like Myer bowl

No stadium wrong site, doesnt pit, so public transport 
to this area  Don’t do it listen to the community not a 
currupt government Wrong site no stadium Wrong site no stadium

A stadium will not fit, listen to the land surveyors who 
model space  Don’t repeat your failures This site is not suited to a stadium

961 30-Jul-23 Kelsey Wigg
A Tasmanian  AFL team!!! Uniquely Tasmanian 
events and creativity

Football games, concerts, soccer, cricket and arts 
events

Not as much as a stadium would if thats the alternative 
for the site  If incorporated in the stadium could be 
anything business conferences, arts events, small 
concerts etc Transport, toilets and food outlets Both! You have awesome views close by use them

For way to long the no groups come out of the woodwork 
whenever Tasmania tries to move forward  Its time this 
stopped  We have the oldest population in Australia because 
our greatest export is our youth  Tney have nothing to stay for  
Get it done and stop wasting time and money!!

962 30-Jul-23 Carol Beaumont

Woodwork inside, photos of Tasmania hanging 
on the wall, showcasing tasmanian products and 
food

Top artist,plays,shows,taz carton putting on tassie 
jumper and running down race to a tassie devil roar on 
the big screens  and at end of game, that's all folks Let's not have a limit Hotel, Both

Capacity 30,00 seats,smart stadium, utas and Macquarie to 
work together, not everyone can travel ,good transport 
between North and south

963 30-Jul-23 Louise Schaap

Unique Tassie designs in the seating and other 
spaces used by crowds and viewed by 
international audiences on the TV  Also Premium 
and infrastructure made from Tassie produce for 
all to access and see

I am very keen to attend music concerts, along with the 
sporting events- footy and cricket  I want to buy a 
membership just for Tasmanians to pass onto future 
generations

Everything that a conference would want - rooms of all 
sizes , technology, catering, parking for cars, buses, 
boats and helicopters on the waters edge

Accommodation, restaurants, parks for picnics, 
swimming pools, warm places when it’s cold and windy, 
galleries and a library

Outside the stadium, so they are open and not reliant on 
stadium bookings Signage in multiple languages

964 31-Jul-23 Don Hodkinson Not a football (multipurpose) stadium Do not build it
This is such a lame question    Crystal ball gazing 
indeed

Do not build it on this unique site    The last bit of empty 
waterfront  land

The proposed stadium is an absolute waste of such 
valuable land, and those in charge of developing this 
should stand up for the site, not be a puppet for the 
Premier's dream    It is proposed that the stadium will 
have just 7 football games per year = about 50 hours of 
use per year, being generous Not a football stadium!

965 31-Jul-23 Graham Watkins I do not e asnt a stadium there

As I said I do not want the stadium there  We as 
Tasmanians do not need it, we can not afford it  And as a 
ehole we do not want it

966 31-Jul-23 Phillipa Stafford Please see above

I would not  I think a stadium is absolutely 
inappropriate for the site  The acts that Mr Rockcliff has 
touted as performing here would not perform here 
anyway - our population is too small  The infrastructure 
and traffic problems would be hugely exacerbated by 
the stadium  The site should be accessible for ALL not 
just those with tickets to a football game or big event

A conference centre sounds like the dullest use of 
space I can imagine  Will the carpets be grey or beige?

967 31-Jul-23 Helen Gould

Tasmania has much to offer, our indigenous 
culture, convict era, state of the art architecture 
showing Antarctic and science hubs, video 
displays showcasing the tallest flowering tree in 
the world

Macquarie point is not a suitable location for a stadium   
 There are other more suitable locations for a stadium 
in Hobart Macquarie point is not a suitable location for a stadium Macquarie point is not a suitable location for a stadium Macquarie point is not a suitable location for a stadium Macquarie point is not a suitable location for a stadium



968 31-Jul-23 Libby Chaplin
Sustainable green businesses, small theatre, 
cafes, and art galleries I am opposed to a stadium for so many reasons There should not be a stadium

I am totally opposed to a stadium   It is completely 
inappropriate for this location and Tasmanians cannot 
afford the debt Please reconsider the plan   Do not build the stadium

969 31-Jul-23 Ken Ling Commemorating our seafaring history No Stadium
Various conferences for such groups as medical as 
well as various businesses No Stadium No Stadium Relocation of the Maritime Museum to Mac point

970 31-Jul-23 Louise Goich

Keep it focussed on what is best for the majority 
of Tasmanians  Do not centre the whole project 
around an over budgeted stadium that will not 
benefit Tasmanians  That is not Tasmania  That is 
not for our people, only a very small minority  I 
wish the government would commit to spending 
that much money on our youth, housing, medical, 
and arts  Something for everyone not just one 
sporting code I strongly object to the stadium so none

I feel we already have enough conference facilities in 
and around Hobart  This is another unnecessary waste 
of money

More than a small space like Mac point can offer  
Parking, public transport, ferry service, rail system Would like to see these in the precinct without a stadium

I am totally disgusted and disappointed in the Tasmanian 
liberal government for the lies and deceit over this project  The 
bullying of the AFL pushed upon the people of Tasmania is 
criminal  The people who are supporters who are bullying the 
people who are not supporters are completely out of line and 
should not be encouraged by our childish premier  I think the 
whole stadium idea is an absolute disgrace  I am a local 
musician who has been in the music industry for 30 years and I 
am smart enough to know that large performers can't justify the 
expense to come to Tasmania, stadium or not! Even if they 
were kind enough would the AFL allow large crowds on their 
precious grass?? I know for a fact that there would be no place 
for local performers in the stadium as there is no support for 
local musicians as it is   The space should be for everyone

971 01-Aug-23 Marion Curtain

By NOT building the BEDPAN!!!  And 
concentrating on what others don't have
we have more than enough for this small but 
beautifull island   
Stop trying to make it like everywhere else from 
which others, especially professionals, are 
escaping
Focus on what we have and what our people can 
do best  food, agriculture, history etc
Don't 'Monkey see, Monkey do' and try to be like 
everyone else
Focus on our uniqueness   You only have to look 
to David Walsh and his MONA    He worked 
against the odds and, to remind you, you use as 
part of your tourism campaign   You'll gladly ride 
on his back  and by the wsy, you will not allow 
him to build a high stakes casino catering for only 
the very rich (as us normal citizens could not 
afford) so that he doesn't have to fork out millions 
from his own pockets to keep it going   He went 
out into the world and returned with this world 
acclaimed art museum
Yes, you'll gladly take credit for his efforts

NO STADIUM!!!  
Stop this waste of billion dollars of taxpayers' hard 
earned money!

ZERO!!  They're already catered for elsewhere on our 
small island

NO STADIUM!!  
We already have 2 decent facilities in Bellerive and 
Launceston

NO STADIUM!! 
Are you listening?!?!

Open, honest discussions on the future of this site and the 
costs   It certainly hasn't been so far
We will be watching every move your government makes   
Your future and your decision will be your future legacy   
Don't let it be your Damocles Sword

972 01-Aug-23 Joy Batchelor

973 01-Aug-23 Jo Cordell-Cooper

Green spaces can have only Tasmanian plants, 
expand the edible precinct to beyond moveable 
apple crates  Showcase Tassie timber and 
expand the use of cast figurines (like we have 
around the foreshore of Hobart already) to tell 
the story of our place  Events that celebrate 
Tassie (dark mofo, 10 days, festival of voices) do a 
great job of drawing in tourists while offering 
unique Tassie experiences I do not support a football stadium on this site Ask industry leaders, but also UTAS may have a need I don’t support a multipurpose stadium I can not envision this

The only way the views of the people will be considered is at 
the ballot box

974 01-Aug-23 Trina Childs

All you have to do is look around you and ensure 
what you do blends and builds on the current 
environs  Ie low rise, architecturally beautiful, 
engaging,  enticing  As mentioned engage with 
mona creative, local architects, Ruth Langford 
and other invested local aboriginals

None, the site is not suitable for a stadium or these 
types of events

Do we really need one? We already have numerous 
conference facilities are they at capacity

Why is the focus a stadium  It is not appropriate for the 
site and not needed when we already have 2 stadiums 
available and suitable for AFL games

A stadium is not suitable for this site  It should not be the 
driver for Mac Point development  A thorough cost 
benefit and social benefit analysis needs to occur for 
whatever is proposed for MacPoint  A stadium doesn't 
add any value to this piece of real estate or to the Hobart 
community

KATE WARNERS PROPOSAL AND PREV IDEAS FOR THE SITE  
NO STADIUM, IT IS THE WRONG SITE

975 01-Aug-23 Charles Stubbs
Certainly not with a billion dollar inward looking 
stadium

A stadium will be an expensive white elephant, we do 
not have the weather or population to support a billion 
dollar plus stadium The majority of Tasmanians do not support a stadium

976 01-Aug-23 Robyn Guy

We have a chance to really become the leaders in 
sustainable clean dedign and practice  imagine 
this site as a world leader in zero carbon emission 

 designed by Tasmanians for the future

        
that our popn is too small to make it viable and our 
distance makes it unlikely mainlanders will visit en 
masse for one day of sport  Our Premier has rsilroaded 
the state into something really dodgy  The AFL bully 
boys must laugh at Tasmanian willingness to be 
blackmailed into what will be a white elephant costing 
our chn and g'chn for decades to come  Suicide fir our 
health education and housing  Rediculous idea when 
we have Bellerive which is big enough and could be 
rehashed  I am for the team and for a cable car but not 
this stafium unleds it is funded by the AFL and it's 
fanatics  It is simply unfair and plain dopey to expect 
those who are not AFL zeslots to contribute taxes to this 
madness

As above  We have Bellerive,  the Cadino Derwent 
Park the University Hobart Hotels  for conferences to 
name a few

We do not need a stadium  waste if tax dollars and a 
fabulous space to really provide city features activities 
and spaces for ALL Tasmanians and visitors As above

You are assuming this stadium will become a reality  My 
partner who is died in wool Richmond supporter since Noah 
does not want this stadium  fix Bellerive says he  our Premier 
has done a very devisive and underhand deal in the name of all 
Tasmanuans  rallies prove he overstepped  very sad for 
Tasmamia and Hobart if the building of this stadium is not 
dropped

977 01-Aug-23 Lindsey Ross
People come for nature and the arts  Focus on 
nature and the arts None

Transport  Preferably free  Parking on days when the 
stadium is not in use

On the outside so they are accessible when the stadium 
is not in use

I would like Mac Pt to complement the colonial buildings not 
be at odds with historical buuldings  
Keep building scale low and small  Keep river views from 
nearby

978 01-Aug-23 Carol Barber

We already gave many available options to 
showcase events that are available and uniquely 
Tasmanian

Family oriented and a place to relax and enjoy the 
views  Stadium doesn’t need views as it all faces 
inwards

We currently had many conference venues a new one 
would take away money from our current ones  There 
is only one bucket of money to go around!

As we won’t be getting one maybe some more 
restaurants and open spaces for everyone to enjoy No comment as it won’t be happening!

We don’t have the population to support such an eyesore and 
a waste of taxpayers more net  Remember the 240 million is for 
the whole precinct not just the proposed stadium  Having 
looked at the fiscal impact on such a build I worry for the future 
of all Tasmanians and the debt they will have to carry! The 
other point according to information I have received, suburban 
playing fields are up f for grabs for the so called training facility 
and offices! That is a bit cheeky and over the top!!!

979 01-Aug-23 Raylene Callaway By not building a stadium None None None No NO STADIUM
980 01-Aug-23 Joe Harrison Concerts and sport



981 01-Aug-23 Kane Hendy
Ensure views surrounding can see river Derwent 
and mount Wellington All sporting events including cricket  Concerts

Bars and restaurants  And really good walking space to 
get to and from the stadium

Maybe both  But the hospitality venues should have 
awesome views of mount Wellington, the city and river 
Derwent

Let s get it happening!

I think it is worth considering a greater number of seats in the 
stadium to "future proof" it for Tasmanians
Definitely needs a roof and comfortable viewing experience  
Let's build this thing properly once and make it right

982 01-Aug-23 Mark Cobern
Historical recognition of modern and indigenous 
achievements and discoveries AFL, cricket, concerts Wide range of business conventions and trade shows Parkland and vehicle access with parking Both

Build it now our city has sat on this prime site for over 40 years 
and done nothing with it ! This is a rare and valuable 
opportunity to invest and celebrate everything Tasmania

983 01-Aug-23 matthew watton

Don't stuff it up by putting an afl stadium  Tassie 
is well known for Mona  How about making it 
interesting not an awful stadium no stadium at all not fussed about that no stadium at all no stadium at all Just improve Bellerive oval

984 01-Aug-23 Craig Graham Ultra modern design, Tasmanian timber features AFL, Soccer, Rugby, Rock Concerts Conferences, large parties, various events
Grass area with large screens for those who can’t get 
seats, as there will be far more fans than seats   N Both

Please be aware, We really want this to go ahead! This is such 
an exciting development, well done!

985 01-Aug-23 Owen Collier As above

Festivale ,taste of summer,  taste of winter,afl 
,cricket,soccer ,music concerts for all schools to 
participate ,headline music acts because the stadium is 
as big as we can make it to attract them Waste of money Already answered poor question

Mostly on the outside catering on the inside of course 
the usual pies and hot dogs but the ability to get a pass 
out for better food outside and cafes and places to hang 
out pre and after the game

Consider a walk around the roof experience consider a roller 
coaster or a large Ferris wheel to help attract business to the 
site when an event is not on  A rooker coaster is the obvious 
one as Tassie is begging for one and it can be built above and 
integrated into the shopping precinct

986 01-Aug-23 Geoff Freeman

The stadium would need to be designed to 
represent the area and flow seamlessly to 
incorporate the environment that surrounds it

Afl, cricket, soccer, rugby, music concerts, cultural 
gatherings, food festivals Conferences, meetings, community events Restaurants, transport hub, Both

987 01-Aug-23 Steve
Footy, cricket,rugby, concerts, boat shows think 
sanctuary Cove  Conventions

988 01-Aug-23 Jeff Sward Show our products Concerts All For the elderly or disabled area Both No

989 01-Aug-23 Brendon Bell
Use as much Tasmanian sourced materials as 
possible Sport, automotive shows, concerts etc

It would be advant

It could be use for many large companies for 
conferences  Could be used for the annual fruit 
growers conference and other industry bodies

It needs to flow and feature the stadium maybe for less 
able bodied people will need areas close for drop off 
and pick up  There needs to be inclusion for everyone 
even the disabled to be able to use facilities Both

I truly believe Tasmania needs this stadium and it is best if 
close to the city so this is by far the best site for a multi use 
stadium

990 01-Aug-23 Natasha Roberts

Use back drop Muriel's of significant land marks 
such as wineglass, the nut, russell falls and tassie 
tigers/devils etc behind seats in open wall space

Our own tassie afl team aswell as other sports  Would 
be incredible if there could be a temporary basketball 
court set up at times so that jackjumpers could also 
play games at the stadium that way the masses of 
people that don't get a look in at seeing a game at my 
state might get an opportunity to watch aswell
Would be good to get some decent concerts and 
things like nitro circus Both

Brilliant idea  It's a great spot  I'm worried there isn't going to 
be enough seats, there's over 90000 people signed upto the 
believe tassie afl sight I know not all of these people will get 
memberships but it wouldn't surprise me if there's around the 
50000 mark  Getting a ticket to the game will be tough with 
only 23000 seats so many memberships plus those from the 
mainland with opposing team membership that will follow their 
team  is it possible to up capacity to 30000 maybe?

991 01-Aug-23 Lachlan Baird Have a roofed multi purpose stadium
AFL, NRL, Rugby Union, concerts, beer festivals, dance 
parties

A world class conference centre in Hobart, the casino 
is massively outdated and feels like a time warp

That’s the great thing about Macquarie Point, it’s all 
already there on its doorstep Both

We need to get this built and done  Tasmanian needs to move 
into the 21st century and build things so families stop moving 
away to the mainland because we can’t attract any big acts  
Tasmania is not a retirement village

992 01-Aug-23 Mark Westfield

Not at Mac Point  Hobart has plenty of venues for 
the 10 or a dozen football and concert events a 
year (the main activities envisaged for Mac Point)

No stadium  Why do you keep pushing it? The state 
cannot afford the $1bn-$1 5bn cost for a start  The 
$715 million being pushed by the government is a 
guess based on a concept drawing

Conference centre? As well as the stadium? Where will 
people park? How will they get there? Who will build 
it? What amount of wheeling and dealing is this 
website suggesting will need to happen? No stadium, it's not going to happen

This is a commercial proposal that has no connection 
with what the public may want

The stadium as proposed (with roof) isn t going to be built  The 
government is broke and can't afford even its proposed $375 
million contribution (plus the $60m high-performance centre 
and on-going costs) little less meeting hundreds of millions of 
cost over-runs  Something along the line of Barangaroo 
Reserve in Sydney would be perfect

993 01-Aug-23 Diana Carroll
We gave the Derwent entertainment centre for 
events  Mac point should be different We don’t need another stadium

I don’t think you can fit that many ideas into the space 
at Mac point Parking, and there isn’t room at Mac point None, Mac point is not the right place for this

Transparency on what it is going to cost the Tasmanian people 
to back something the afl is blackmailing us into

994 01-Aug-23 Dominik Ziomek

I think you should honour tasmanian history and 
the sporting legends it has produced especially 
near the stadium itself  The other thing that 
makes Tasmania unique is the fresh air scenery 
and wild life so do thing themed that way

Just look up what they do at Bourne exhibition centre 
and rod laver arena plenty of good examples  Exposes, 
concerts, comicon etc See above

Leg room is important  Most modern stadiums offer 
great legroom between rows of seats  Near by as 
mentioned before in previous questions

Depends on available space outside  If too limited then 
inside only  Ideally both if it doesn't take away  space 
from other functions  outside the stadium

Build it to latest technological standards found in the world at 
New stadiums and not to standards of stadiums that have been 
around 100 years and been maintained over time  Ensure that 
thwre is good mobile reception I  the area to cater for 30k 
people

995 01-Aug-23 Andrew Harris
The materials used, the stories told, a place for 
Tasmanian arts  to be shared

None  A stadium should not be considered at this sight 
or any other site at this time

A boutique space for small scale gatherings may be 
appropriate, but not as part of a multi purpose 
stadium

Not required as a stadium should not be considered on 
this site or any other site at this time

A cafe, shops, restaurants etc  may be appropriate but 
not as part of a stadium No stadium at this site or any other site at this time

996 01-Aug-23 Douglas Aspley By not building a stadium we can’t afford NO STADIUM None  What a joke Houses for homeless Neither!
Bring back the proper master plan and don’t ruin the site with a 
white elephant we can’t afford

997 01-Aug-23 Alex Hanigan

998 01-Aug-23 Michelle Badkin
Embrace Tasmanian products, incorporate the 
view of the Derwent AFL, NRL, all sports, concerts Dining, bars, accommodation

Both, but majority outside - make it a precinct not just a 
stadium

999 01-Aug-23 Vicki Rumbold

Using Tasmanian woods and selling Tasmanian 
products e g Tasmanian Gin, wines etc at the 
restaurants

Hockey, soccer any field events and of course AFL 
games
Irish dancing, concerts and musicals
Maybe even some inter school sports Seminars maybe travel shows and maybe movies

Certainly restaurants and maybe a terminus for buses  
Hotel would be good

Both could be inside and some maybe outside 
depending on design and size N/A

1000 01-Aug-23 Michelle Aulich See above

Art exhibitions, large conferences for professionals (so 
many of our health professionals go interstate and 
overseas for professional development - bring them 
here)!

Green grassy area, plenty of undercover area, outdoor 
screens for sporting events See above Please get it done!

1001 01-Aug-23 Bryan Sackley Make it ours Concerts a league games afl State of origin opener Birthday, sports awards and the like Food, merch and the like Similar to above Let’s go build it for the future !!!
1002 01-Aug-23 Adrian Hinds Make it an area we are proud of Afl, concerts, rugby, Good parking, make it inclusive for all tassie, Outside mainly with may a bar or 2 on the inside

1003 01-Aug-23 Dan Ryan

Draw on all elements of Tasmania  Try and make 
it as inclusive for all Tasmanians something all will
Be proud of to take friends or interatate visitors to Afl, nbl, nrl, concerts, festivals

Mueseum tours, bungee jumps, roof top tours with 
views of harbour/city

A mix of inside
And out

1004 01-Aug-23 Adam House
Plenty of Tasmanian timber and also focus on 
Tasmanian produce with the restaurants and cafes Concerts, sporting events, expos Plenty of business meetings and awards nights

Accommodation and good public transport  As well as 
great parking options  I also hope the ferry service will 
be running Both for sure

Lots of positive information and great designs to be spread 
around for all too see

1005 01-Aug-23
There should not be this Aboriginal "truth" park  Tasmania is a 
white British state

1006 01-Aug-23 Aaron Scott
Local breweries/wineries/distilleries and 
restaurants showcasing Tasmanian produce Concerts, performances, sports

Large business events and national and international 
conferences across a range of industries Restaurants, bars, electrical/sustainable transport Both

Make it attractive, pedestrian friendly and active across all 
hours

1007 01-Aug-23 Julie Kemp

I envisage a space like the Sydney Opera House, 
architecturally designed to reflect beautiful 
Tasmania and all it has to offer  Make it a 
significant landmark so when tourists come via 
ship it becomes and icon Sport, the arts, conferences National conventions

Toilets, infrastructure to support transport, exercise 
spaces, toilets, cafe, bar Both

Build the stadium! The boost to the Tasmanian economy would 
be significant  Get some designs out there, include the public 
voice, consult with the youth - students have incredible ideas 
and are the future of the State  Involve them in the planning

1008 01-Aug-23 Sarah Harris

Design will be huge  Architecturally beautiful 
design with strong noda to what is uniquely 
Tasmanian, landscape, colours  Events varied and 
diverse to cater for all Conferences, sporting, cultural, festivals, music concerts

Anything! Sci fi or comic con entions, business, events, 
bridal expos anything and everything! Parkland, transport, parking, walking tracks Both due to Tassie weather

Please make it world class and beautiful  Make the building 
itself world class in design and function so the haters can't 
continue to hate and it is a destination in and of itself

1009 01-Aug-23 michael johnson
Tasmanian foods and sights to see sporting 
museum afl soccer dark mofo and concerts concorse

1010 01-Aug-23 Richard French Sporting events  music concerts Expos  cultural events  arts etc Green areas  outdoor viewing areas/arenas/stages A bit of both



1011 01-Aug-23 Rosie Saville

By having all things that are uniquely Tasmanian 
in the area  Everything sold and showcased there 
should be Tasmanian A range of sport and concerts

Fitness activities for conferences plus water sport 
activities kayaking etc  a roof walk to take in the city 
sights and surrounds, absailing Parking access to the city and surrounding areas Both

Maybe a stadium to city, Newtown, Sandy bay tram as a pipe 
dream to outer parking areas to reduce city congestion

1012 02-Aug-23 Gsry Rumbold
Emphasis connections to our indigenous 
heritage, maritime and colonial history No1 sporting then entertainment   Modeled on MOFO Any of a large range would possible

Easy connections to established entertainment facilities   
 Build on what is already in place

These would need to be combined inside and separate    
The Melbourne Conference Centre is a great example 
with connections to the riverside facilities Please just get it built

1013 02-Aug-23 Adrienne Baldock Make the stadium a showpiece for Tasmania Multi sports, arts, concerts As above
Plenty of open space for patrons to congregate   Room 
for buses etc Both - but not too many!

I don't see the need for social housing - or housing of any sort - 
people on benefits like to be in the suburbs where there are 
facilities and family nearby - or are you considering having 
playgrounds and schools on the site?  How much room would 
you need to allocate for those? And no McMansions for the rich 
- just lots of public open space  And no hotels!

1014 02-Aug-23 Angela Bennett No stad um!  Park and activit es
Will never visit / use stadium and I don't know anyone 
who will Dont need another conference centre Don't need a stadium and don't want it No stadium! No stadium! We don't want it

1015 02-Aug-23 Stewart Beswick

h  b d  h d   
natural surrounds and not close them off  ie  
when in Mac Point you should be able to see the 
mountain and river etc  not feel like you are in a 
concrete jungle  
Additionally, building materials could include 
things like Tasmanian timbers/materials and 
open space to include first nations 
considerations  
Where possible, hospitality, tourism and retail 
outlets should be reserved for Tasmanian 
businesses, produce and services All sport, Dark Mofo, music, conferences

Corporate events on game days, conferences, 
seminars, training & education, weddings, birthdays, 
Christmas parties, presentation evenings, any other 
corporate event, balls, luncheons - the list goes on

Ease of access (drop off/pickup areas), hospitality, 
toilets, open spaces, big screens (for those who cant 
get in), retail outlets  Pretty much a blueprint of Optus 
Stadium/Marvel Stadium/Adelaide Oval

Certainly both  Multitude of options for pre, post and 
during events  Many people consume events and 
associated events differently and we should 
accommodate as many as possible  If someone is going 
to an AFL game they should be able to go with 
colleagues, mates, family, children, big groups, little 
groups etc  and have the ability to have a whole day of 
entertainment - not just the 2 5 hours of game time

1016 02-Aug-23 Penny Laming

Display areas and rotundas to suit small and 
medium displays, performances, music etc   
busking
Could there be an open small amphitheatre?  
Wood working areas I am strongly opposed to a stadium, especially here I would not like to see a conference centre here

A stadium will need vast parking areas and would be a 
hideous waste of the site

As a stadium is closed for the majority of the time I do 
not see any businesses boperating on a daily basis  A 
stadium is either frantically busy or deadly still and empty

I would strongly oppose a stadium on this site   The original 
plans were much better

1017 02-Aug-23 Angela Bennett

We don't need a stadium to showcase anything  
This is Hobart not New York   Design should be 
for all Tasmania's not just minority football fans Don't want it Don't need another conference  venue Dont want it

Don't want a stadium  I want a place that all Tasmanians 
can access and not a minority NO STADIUM!

1018 02-Aug-23 craig moore have local flora placed around  the precinct afl, wwe, crusty demons, big name concerts pre game meeting places taxi and bus ranks   wheelchair accesiable areas outside
make it easy to get to  ie good walking paths to the site, taxi 
and bus ranks, water taxi stop

1019 02-Aug-23 Nicole Nicole  Armstrong

If everyone can get together to agree and 
support it  As more jobs create more money for 
our state  We can't give everything to people 
living off welfare  We deserve things too by being 
good hard-working people
Regardless of your political side, everyone 
embrace this Sports, music concerts, exhibitions Many things Hotels, macpac 😂😂 for puffer jackets, cafes The outside  Enjoying the views Just get it done

1020 02-Aug-23 Alex Whittaker

why limit ourselves to events we need to look at 
other cities to see what is successful in what is in 
my opinion a gem of a location  if you google 
failed stadium the very first result is a list of 10 
satins built in the uk which are labeled 
unsuccessful and they are built in the uk in cities 
with far more population than Australia! I think we 
need to take a step back and think again what 
can we do that makes an unmissable Tasmanian 
experience? an aquarium? public heated 
pool/artificial beach? some sort of 
ride/attraction?  a quick google suggests that 
tourist attractions boil down to three major 
factors attraction, amenities and accessibility  two 
of those we can easily control and Australia 
generally preforms well in the latter two but we 
can always do better  attraction is the question no 
one has the right answer but I think a good hard 
look at other cities and what works is a good start 
a precinct that has more than just one thing 
where you can easily spend a full day and still 
miss doing everything

more than just sport
maybe forgive this thought just maybe Salamanca 
market could be moved to this indoor venue?

says the limit we want anything and everything from 
filming movies to business events to community open 
days

public space, as mentioned accessibility and amenities 
need a space that enables extended comfortable stays 
for guests longer guests are there the more opportunity 
for economic activity

who's going to go to these businesses when there's 
nothing on at the stadium which will be more often than 
not  the stadium should be a small part of the big picture

this is a once in a generation opportunity I hope it is not 
wasted  we need something that will cost a lot of money that 
delivers a huge advantage to Tasmanian tourism and brings 
the Hobart city area up to a new unthinkable level  a stadium 
and football team is incredibly narrow sighted nobody flys to 
Paris to watch sport and not see the Eiffel tower for example  
when you think of tourism destinations the last thing on my 
mind is the local insignificant sporting team at the destination!

1021 02-Aug-23 Rene Muller

Use ideas from the botanical gardens  Include 
design elements from Mona  Tasmanian sourced 
sandstone and native Tasmanian trees and 
shrubs  Have as much natural open space as 
possible Music festival, big bands and music performances

Modern, sustainable toilets, lots of parking, access to 
public transport   A monorail :) Outside mainly  but access to food and drinks inside also

The carparks need to have a much better design than most of 
Tasmania's carpark designs  What ever extra traffic the stadium 
and area bring into the city needs to not add to the current 
traffic problem of Hobart

1022 02-Aug-23 Vicki Rumbold
Using Tasmanian Timbers and selling maybe 
Tasmanian Whiskey, Gin etc at  a retail outlet

Rugby both types, AFL & AFLW, some soccer games 
and of course music concerts Seminars of all types , workshops etc Restaurants and shops - maybe a boutique hotel Both

1023 03-Aug-23 Kevin Parkinson
Use electronic means to deliver what the overall 
community wants All All What people want Yes

Stop some in the community playing politics & deliver what the 
majority of the Tasmanian AFL for the Tasmania

1024 03-Aug-23 Maree Steele Anzac Day football game to include RSL Both Plenty of greenery and trees

1025 03-Aug-23 Brad Mashman First nations cultural precint  Public amenities None  Already see elsewhere The usual Light rail

Best to put out to competition, that’s what we did when I 
worked in the corporate building design sector in 
Sydney on major projects of note  I e Darling Harbour

Interesting to note that Darling harbour now 
predominantly housing  Original mix of conference 
centres, shops, entertainment has changed Carbon emissions

1026 03-Aug-23 Jennie Wilson Turn it into green space None None None, it's the wrong place for it Nothing Totally wrong development of the site

1027 03-Aug-23 Russ Ebert The location is already uniquely Tasmanian AFL, cricket, major concerts Unsure
Transport (ferry’s, bud, light rail ) merchandise  
Restaurants Outside the stadium NA

1028 03-Aug-23 Paul Pattison Support Dark Mofo events and installations

I disagree with building a stadium at Mac Pt  It’s a waste 
of space that could be better used in a 
residential/retail/cultural mix

I wouldn’t incorporate a conference centre  The space 
should be for people and tourists, not business 
conferences Forget the stadium, it will ruin the ambiance completely

Retail, residential and restaurants are great, a stadium 
will only attract fast food chains and similar rubbish

Consider alternatives to building a stadium, it will completely 
ruin Mac Pt as a space for people and tourism

1029 03-Aug-23 Anthony Marriott

It must feel like it is part of the whole waterfront 
precinct so it all flows rom one end to the other 
one of the great things about attending stadiums 
in vic & sa etc is being part of the throng moving 
to & from the grounds & then filtering thru to 
eateries pubs accomodation etc

Sports concerts  cultural events the sky is limit with 
covered stadium Just about anything that requires indoor facilities

Green space eateries transport hub linked to park & 
ride facilities cultural experiences what ever it is it 
needs to be done well you dont see social housing or 
the like near the opera
house & this is our cities best real estate

Both but it all has to gel as acomplete precinct & done in 
a way that provides a great walk to the stadium such as 
fed square etc

If we can tie the whole area together including cenotagh , 
cruise ships etc it can be the eny of australia & provide a much 
needed economic & visual boost to our great city



1030 03-Aug-23 Anne
See above  And no stadium  Please ditch the 
toilet bowl design which is supremely hideous

If you're got this far then you should appreciate I don't 
believe a stadium should be built

To be realistic in these climate challenging times is 
travelling to conferences going to even be possible or 
practical? Occasional F2F meetings possibly, but 
transferring such things to Zoom or equivalent is 
going to have to be the way of the future for many 
organisations  That is the reality

We don't need a new stadium so the question is 
irrelevant

I don't wish to see any of them and I definitely don't wish 
to see a stadium

No Stadium  We have two of them  The one in the north of the 
state is doing just fine hosting AFL matches and many other 
events as well  It's also being refurbished to accommodate 
larger audiences  It's also closer to the mainland so not such a 
distance to travel  It's also close to Launceston's CBD  In fact it 
ticks all the boxes  SO WE DO NOT NEED ANOTHER 
STASDIUM

1031 04-Aug-23 Roger Hosie Shocase local produce and beverage AFL, Soccor, concerts A huge variety - Ferry and bus terminals, bars, restaurants and cafes Both

Please build this thing! Our state needs to feel part of Australia, 
our youth need to feel we can make it here  This is a once in a 
lifetime window - dont waste it!

1032 04-Aug-23 Mathew Bedford

Our greatest strength is the amazing place we 
live  By having a world class stadium in this area, 
we can have a drawcard and centrepiece to 
showcase this  With the Hobart waterfront, City, 
Salamanca and the Derwent River on the 
doorstep, most of the work is done for us  A 
design which fits in withthe local area and 
surrounds is important

Football, Cricket, Concerts, Running, Triathlons, Rugby, 
Soccer, conventions, functions, tours and other 
performances

A multipurpose stadium is not limited in what it can 
offer in this space

Restaurants, bars, cafes, shops, open spaces and 
multiple access points

Potentially both  Most would be outside of the stadium I 
would imagine  The multipurpose stadium can be a 
destination with other attractions all part of the 
experience

The only thing I would like to add is the importance of ensuring 
this development successfully goes ahead  This is the greatest 
opportunity our amazing state will get in any of our lifetimes 
and making the most of it is so important  We stand to gain so 
much, however the potential of losing so much exists if we let 
this slip through our fingers  We won't get this chance again
Perfect location for the most incredibly positive addition to 
Tasmania

1033 04-Aug-23 joey cavanagh
an open grass area could be used to host events 
and maybe a conference area

i would like to watch our own tassie team play in 
launceston and blundstone infront of sellout crowds

a conference centre would be great on its own without 
the stadium next to it

i think it needs another stadium less than 3 km away 
across the river

considering the stadium is a squeeze as it is, inside the 
stadium i dont believe we should have a stadium in that area

1034 04-Aug-23 Leanne Stubbs No new stadium No new stadium No new stadium No new stadium No new stadium Definitely NO new stadium

1035 04-Aug-23 Joanne Naylor We do it well at present  Just continue No stadium
Don’t need a conference centre , wrest point etc can 
provide

No stadium  there is just going to be gridlock traffic 
and inconvenience to those who have to try to live and 
work in hobart No stadium

I would like to see some common sense from the premier  no 
stadium

1036 04-Aug-23 Pat Mcloughlin Expansion of Sullivan Cove events I wouldn’t visit it
A center similar to South Bank in Brisbane and 
Melbourne maybe Vast parking Neither

If a sports facility is intended, it should be multi purpose for all 
sports not just one type

1037 04-Aug-23 Yvonne Trevaskis Aboriginal beginnings and Antarctic focus NO STADIUM  A hideous idea Conferences N/A because we don't need a stadium B/A
fobd donewhere ekse to put a stadium if you think we need 
more than two and the AFL are paying

1038 04-Aug-23 David Rea
Give the space to indigenous Australians to look 
after None  I don't need another stadium

More of the same things that are already offered in 
many other places Bike parking, bus stops, train station, taxi rank, toilets Neither

I would like to see what dirty deals Jeremy Rockliff has done 
without scrutiny  I want to see the expert advice, if any, he has 
received

1039 04-Aug-23 Ian Jeanneret
Exactly that! Inclusive events, useful inclusive 
spaces and good design  NOT A STADIUM NOT A STADIUM Check with Federal Hotels first NOT A STADIUM NOT A STADIUM

A real choice by all Tasmanians  Not a monument to politicians, 
not a coercive bribe from a corrupt and overly powerful AFL

1040 04-Aug-23 Robin Humphrey

Make it about Hobart, Tasmania and the history 
of the island, including education about 
indigenous people and early settlers

What practical use would a stadium offer that cannot 
be made available elsewhere?

Exhibitions of all types  Local and international 
conference opportunities Again, why a stadium at all?

They could be part of a wider and better use of the 
whole area Almost anything other than an ugly, limited purpose stadium

1041 04-Aug-23 Sharon Connolly

By relating it to its surrounding environment, 
making it outward facing rather than inward 
looking    Consult First Australians and 
Hobartians, especially those with experience in 
cultural events and spaces

Cultural events (visual arts, performing arts), open 
recreational space from which to appreciate the natural 
beauty of the location and its surrounds

Don’t think there should be a conference centre  
Unnecessary Interstate and international travel for 
conferences should be discouraged given the 
polluting effects of air travel There should not be a stadium No stadium at all

NO STADIUM  A stadium is an unnecessary development, 
inappropriate for the site, too expensive for an already 
economically challenged state and yet another example of the 
public purpose being asked to subsidise corporate interests

1042 04-Aug-23 Val Boyd

Do not try to move existing buildings  Do work 
around the current historical sites and buildings  
Do not waste money on a stadium No Stadium

Bild one somewhere else or better still don't build 
one  We have enough already No stadium

Shops, cafes and restaurants are good  Don't build a 
stadium  Do open up in an historically careful manner to 
new businesses and coffee outlets, cafes etc

No stadium  Put the money into affordable housing, healthcare 
and education

1043 04-Aug-23 Peter Merel

Again, start with 
https://nonewstadium com au/our-vision/  It's 
well thought out, sensible, and far less 
susceptible to the cost blowouts and developer 
corruption endemic to stadium developments in 
cities all around the world  We already have a 
perfectly good stadium in Blundstone just a 10 
minute drive from Mac Point  The AFL has never 
filled that one stadium - so it's hardly going to fill 
two

The main tourist draws for Tasmania are its 
natural beauty, its peaceful and harmonious 
people, and its unique artistic community  Mac 
Point should be a showcase for events and 
spaces that highlight these things  The simple 
fact is we have neither the local population nor 
the transport networks required to bring 
sufficient numbers of mainlanders down to draw 
in international artists  And we already have an 
AFL stadium in Blundstone  So we need to forget 
the stadium idea and make the precinct a rich 
network of nature, community, and arts spaces as 

Exactly the experiences and events I can already see, 
visit, and be part of at Blundstone stadium  Since 
Blundstone is already in existence and already serves 
all the needs Mac Point could possibly serve, I would 
like to see Blundstone upgraded and maintained 
instead of a new stadium at Mac Point

We already have a conference center in the Derwent 
Entertainment Centre  There's no need for another 
one since the DEC is never booked out

All the facilities and spaces the existing multipurpose 
stadium in Bellerive already has  Building a second 
stadium is totally unnecessary since Blundstone is never 
full as it is

I'd like to see a range of shops, cafes, restaurants and 
spaces constructed INSTEAD OF a Mac Point stadium  
Again, see https://nonewstadium com au/our-vision/ for 
a simple, beautiful, and cost-effective way ot build these 
shops, cafes, restaurants and spaces

I would very much like to see an economic comparison of a 
Mac Point stadium with the "Our Vision" plan  I'd like to see a 
second economic comparison of a Mac Point stadium with 
simply upgrading Blundstone stadium  And with an upgraded 
UTAS stadium  And, most of all, I'd like to see a referendum of 
all Tasmanians after these comparisons are fully disclosed to 
the public to find out which if any of them we actual Tasmanian 
residents would like to fund - with the option of funding none 
and instead spending the $715M entirely on improved housing 
and healthcare across the whole state

1044 04-Aug-23 Philip Hand
By promoting the story and culture of indigenous 
Tasmanians I don’t want to see a Stadium!

Arts exhibitions, business conferences, conferences for 
specialty groups such as for women, disadvantaged 
people and scientific groups I don’t want to see a Stadium! I don’t want to see a Stadium! Nothing further thank you

1045 04-Aug-23 Don Hempton

maintaining the ambiance of the area with ready 
access to the waterfront, eateries will make it a 
desirable place to visit definitely no stadium

definitely no stadium, Hobart already have a number 
of convention /conference places

better public transport preferrable light rail to the 
venue, a bigger hospital to cope with the potential 
impact of the  imagined crowds who might attend such 
a venue

definitely no stadium, eateries etc need to tactfully 
arranged around the public areas

to respect the people of Hobart and Tasmania and  to realize 
that the stadium is not only economically and environmentally 
inappropriate but does not reflect the wishes of the Majority of 
Tasmanian who willbe left for decades to come paying it off

1046 04-Aug-23 con michaliadis ?

It's not  fair to gift the  AfL hundreds of millions of dollars of our 
money furthermore to sign off on the guarantees they require 
on the nonperformance of the game in the State of Tasmania

1047 04-Aug-23 Rachel Court

Use local materials and plants, local 
artists/designers/architects  Colonial history is 
well represented elsewhere - make this about 
indigenous peoples and Tasmanian nature

Really think the stadium or this large a capacity venue is 
wrong in this location  We have other stadia in other 
locations for AFL that could be invested in and 
upgraded  The AFL is NOT the body to decide what 
goes at mac point!!

I'm not sure what a conference centre could offer that 
isn't already possible in existing venues in the city

If a stadium were to go ahead, it would need major 
public transport support and probably special 
road/access management to even cope with the 
number of people getting in and out in public transport 
(remember, you need the workers to get to and from it 
too)  If you were expecting intrastate/interstate visitors 
to attend events, I hope there's enough hotel 
accommodation in town

I don't thing there should be a stadium  I struggle to see 
the economic justification for it  If it goes ahead, there 
are are likely to be businesses associated with it, so they 
need access to customers to be viable  If there aren't 
sufficient events going on in the area, businesses will 
have a hard time of it

1048 04-Aug-23 Tony Heath
Not have a stadium stadiums are the worst venue 
to listen to a band No stadium No stadium No stadium No stadium No stadium



1049 04-Aug-23 Maria Vereijken

Good design and a mix of uses - Please NO 
STADIUM as it will render the site a “dead zone” 
for most of the time I don’t think a stadium is a good use of the site

I don’t think a conference centre is a good use of the 
site There should not be a stadium at this site I don’t want to see a stadium at the site

What I like you to consider is a proper community consultation 
process in which the first question is : Should there be a 
stadium at Macpoint as opposed to this pretend community 
consultation process in which the main question is already 
taken off the table  
Also, I would like to point out that my objection to the stadium 
is born out of my professional experience - 30 years in 
planning/ design/ construction, both in Tasmania, interstate 
and overseas

1050 04-Aug-23 Jenny Nye

This unique area needs beautiful, architecturally 
sympathetic , low-level buildings with big open 
pedestrian areas & parkland between that make 
this area a truly up-lifting experience to relax in, 
be with family & friends, etc   A big UGLY 
dominating stadium is NOT  at all suitable for this 
area & will ruin not only it but the overall 
landscape of central Hobart

None   As a Tasmanian tax payer the stadium offers 
nothing that would be of interest to me   We have more 
than enough venues (for our size of population) to cater 
for the many events Tasmania can host

I firmly believe that we have ENOUGH conference 
venues in Tasmania, offering a variety of experiences, 
& we do NOT need a new venue that will keep 
Tasmania in serious debt for  decades & decades to 
come   We would be gifting a serious debt to future 
generations!

I do not want a stadium   I had a chance to visit the 
Dockland stadium on a Sunday when no event was 
taking place & the whole area was a complete 'ghost 
town'    Nothing was moving - no -one to be seen   Just 
a big concrete facility dominating a huge area   It was 
impossible to find a cafe nearby that was open, so I 
firmly 
believe that a stadium will simply lead to a dead zone in 
a beautiful area of Hobart!

Neither   I do not believe that a stadium will bring any of 
these facilities to the area (see comment above)   
However, an area filled will multiple use areas for families 
to enjoy WILL bring such businesses into the area

I am both angry & frustrated about this whole stadium deal   It 
has been undertaken in a secretive, underhand manner, with 
the AFL dictating to the people of Tasmania   This is NOT 
democracy but the autocratic domination by an organization 
with an over-inflated ego, easily manipulating a weak State 
government   The tax payers of Tasmania were NOT included 
in the decision   This is a gross over-stepping by the Liberal 
government   They  assume that they are representing the 
people of Tasmania   Nobody asked me what I think or want , 
yet I'm expected to help pay for this  monstrosity!  Here we 
have a beautiful area of Hobart that could be used for a 
mixture of truly amazing  public facilities   Plus I've heard 
nothing about the on-going, yearly costs of maintaining such a 
HUGE, monstrous development   I feel both angry & extremely 
concerned about the massive financial debt a stadium would 
cause all Tasmanians, well into the future  There are so many 
other things that  the money could be used for to benefit all 
Tasmanians & not just a few who wish to attend a sporting 
event etc   I'm truly perplexed as to what is going on in the 
head of the politicians pushing for the stadium   Do they 
believe (like so many dictators) that they will leave a legacy of a 
massive monument to let those of the future know that they 
were here!!!  I think a massive debt might leave quite a 
different legacy!!!

1051 04-Aug-23 Vicki Burela

Use sustainable materials as much as possible  
Encourage as many businesses that use 
Tasmanian products  In Southbank VIC there's a 
restaurant that only uses Tasmanian produce  
Both in food and drinks  They have cocktails with 
Tasmanian ingredients  We should showcase our 
products here

Don't want a multipurpose stadium as will not cater for 
all Tasmanians and/or visitors Yes include a small conference centre but no stadium Check previous answers Don't want a stadium

Consider the huge cost to build a stadium, the huge ongoing 
costs, the blowout in costing (which is predictable), the fact that 
it isn't something every Tasmanian and visitor would use (not 
inclusive), it will be a eyesore ruining out cityscape and more  I 
would like to see independent costing

1052 04-Aug-23 Sarah Day

HAVING NO STADIUM; more nature, more 
Indigenous history, more port history, more open 
space available for people to enjoy by the water I DO NOT WANT A STADIUM

NONE THAT DON'T EXIST ELSEWHERE IN GREATER 
HOBART

I DO NOT WANT A STADIUM , WE HAVE AN 
ADEQUATE FACILITY IN BELLERIVE  ONE EYESORE IS 
ENOUGH NO STADIUM

The transparency of the deal that was struck between the state 
Liberals and the AFL

1053 04-Aug-23 Jennifer Burman
A stadium is not right for this area and would exclude 
much public access

There are plenty of conference facilities elsewhere  
The DEC is under-utilised

A stadium is wrong for this site  It would require 
massive changes to parking and public transport

1054 04-Aug-23 Kerry Dawborn Through all I’ve described above and similar
I dont want to see a stadium at all  Do something with 
Bellerive Oval Not sure a conference centre is needed or appropriate None because there should be no stadium

Id like to see lots of interesting small businesses but not 
associated with any stadium because A STADIUM IS AN 
APPALLING DEVELOPMENT FOR THIS AREA  It is also an 
expense Tasmanians DO NOT NEED  Upgrade Bellerive 
Oval if AFL wants this - they need to STOP holding 
Tasmanians who just want a team, up for ransom

How can we make sure Tasmania gets a footy team without 
being held over a barrel by the DISGUSTING AFL and a govt 
whose priorities are appalling

1055 04-Aug-23 Ante Burela No stadium No stadium No stadium No stadium No stadium No stadium
1056 04-Aug-23 Vicki Burela No stadium No stadium no stadium No stadium No stadium NO STADIUM!!!!!

1057 04-Aug-23 Jock Barclay

We are a gateway to the South  So Antarctic/ 
Marine celebrating events  Tasmania’s original 
people are certainly unique, and deserve 
inclusion in any events

A large concrete structure such as a stadium is totally 
inappropriate for this area  It would dominate every 
part of the site  The river and mountain views, and 
especially the sky would be interrupted  It is not in the 
keeping of the spirit of Hobart  The whole area should 
be low to medium rise buildings  Large structures 
should be kept away from a waterfront He usual music, business and scientific gatherings N/A No large stadium on this site N/A

1058 04-Aug-23 roslyn Stoddart

Use of selected Tasmanian building material, 
artworks by Tas artists and performances 
focussing on Tasmanian film, theatre and 
performance companies

A stadium that attracts a range of sport events - ie 
soccer and I guess performers Conferences! Huge transport and parking infrastructure Outside What is the cost of an alternate vision likely to cost?

1059 04-Aug-23 Trudi Counsell

Utilise the fabulous artists we have  Don’t need to 
reinvent the wheel - but beautiful seating, basics 
like bins & water fountains

I don’t think a stadium is an appropriate use of what is a 
space for all Tasmanians

We do not need a conference centre at that space  It’s 
a core piece of real estate that should be utilised by 
Tasmanians Too many - which is the point

Why on earth would you put them inside  Fir a handful of 
days a year  Ridiculous

Yes  I am a born and bred Tasmanian and to sign Tasmanians 
up for a billion dollars, to service a structure that will forever 
change the city scape of our beautiful heritage  city, with zero 
consultation, no electoral mandate, leaving the local 
community feeling resentful and bullied  It’s a blight on this 
Government & will be a sad legacy  If it occurs

1060 04-Aug-23 Marcia Telford
Use only Tasmanian designers, building 
materials, etc No Stadium No Stadium No Stadium No Stadium

More proposals for designs and people’s input
NO STADIUM

1061 04-Aug-23 jeanette brown

Tasmania is unique because it is not like the rest 
of the county   This difference is what we must 
sell   We have a wonderful natural asset with the 
waterfront and whatever is build needs to allow 
and encourage access to the waterfront   The 
buildings must be sensitive and blend with both 
the built and natural environment that already 
exists

I would not like to see a multi purpose stadium   It goes 
against everything that I believe would enhance the 
area

A small conference/arts centre could allow for events 
and shows which would caterer for our states 
population

There will be not room left for anything near by if the 
proposed multi purpose stadium is built

I do not want to see a multipurpose stadium built   It is 
financially and  aesthetically totally unsuitable for such a 
prime site

I am totally against the building of a multipurpose stadium at 
MacPoint    The financial burden that it would put on all 
Tasmanians for further decades is inexcusable    The aesthetic 
violation of the area is immense

1062 04-Aug-23 Deb Atkins

Please do t et Mac o t be dom ated by a 
stadium which over shadows the waterfront and 
historical buildings   Tasmania should embrace its 
natural features, food, wine and history in a way 
that provides something for everyone  
Hobart will never be the same again if the 
stadium goes ahead - I strongly believe we will 
lose the opportunity to create something very 
special whereas a stadium will be Hobart’s 
biggest mistake I don’t want a stadium



1063 04-Aug-23 Dany Pacaud

By having regard for the previous proposal for a 
cultural quarter and peace and reconciliation 
Park

NO STADIUM
Venues fit for the purposes that give life and identity to 
a a city

NO CONFERENCE CENTRE

This is public land for the people who have there lives 
here

NO STADIUM
This question is based on a misleading false premise

NO STADIUM
I would like to see those things at a scale that would 
create a liveable city

          
dimensions of the inappropriate stadium proposal  I would like 
to see more honest and explicit diagrams showing the impact, 
ie servcing and vehicle access

A comparative study, showing how other capital cities 
worldwide that have chosen to use prime inner city waterfront 
sites - including any with a sports stadium covering most of the 
land- and achieved a vibrant, diverse, culturally rich and 
convivial city precinct

What I'd like to see is an international competition to bring the 
best urban designers, landscapers, architects, artists and 
Aboriginal minds to deliver Hobart a future that matches this 
unique and awesome place between mountain and sea
NOT A STADIUM

1064 04-Aug-23 Jill Furmage
Not AFL ! The natural beauty and the wonderful 
food that Hobart, and the state, has to offer I dont want a stadium on this site

There is no need for another conference centre, the 
site is too valuable for that Car parking and bus parking  Yuk! If we have to have it then both

Social housing is inappropriate there is no public transport, 
generally food is expensive in the docks area and there will be 
no social interaction of like peple

1065 04-Aug-23 Mark Ackerly NO NEW STADIUM NO NEW STADIUM NO NEW STADIUM NO NEW STADIUM NO NEW STADIUM NO NEW STADIUM

1066 04-Aug-23 Brenda Hofman

Tasmania is beautiful, a waterfall, landscaping, 
parkland and water features  Amphitheatre for 
cultural events No stadium , inappropriate for the area

Not the best position for a conference centre  Another 
large concrete building will not be enhancing Hobart 
or Tasmania  People come to Tasmania and Hobart to 
see nature No stadium

No stadium, social housing and parkland needed  
Already plenty of restaurants and shops around

Short term accomodation for families and individuals required 
to attend Hobart Hospital from areas outside of Hobart  Critical 
shortage of accomodation in Hobart 

1067 04-Aug-23 Shari Hatfield

There is nothing wrong with what Tasmania 
currently offers is working for us,  we do so much 
well

I wouldn t like to see a stadium on this site, it is an 
entirely inappropriate development for the area and 
would diminish the waterfront precinct    We have a 
brilliant point of difference with our natural beauty,  
why should we build a stadium    We already have 2 
stadia that could be adapted

Endless uses of a conference centre on the site   The 
draw card of our natural beauty would have 
conference attendees extend their visits keen to 
explore our state

There is insufficient space for the required parking for 
the size of stadium being mooted

Just pie in the sky   The stadium is a ridiculous 
proposition for the site

I'd really like to see the figures and what the deal with the AFL 
is really going to cost Tasmania    We are such a small state it's 
absurd that a team can only be granted if a stadium is built at 
Mac Point

1068 04-Aug-23 Mathew Fletcher by nor building a stadium

I'd like to see it not built,  as it will cost a million in 
intrest payments week and be a huge eye sore for the 
whole waterfront that will sit empty most the year none

don't build it,   but even if you do,   then Stevie Wonder 
can see that you need parking with Tasmania's 3rd 
world public transport system

by themselves,  not attached to a stadium that will be 
sitting empty most the year

don't build a stadium to suit a stupid govenment,   this should 
go to a vote since ALL of Tasmania will be paying for this white 
elephant

1069 04-Aug-23 Karen Pridham

No stadium for a start  We have good food, good 
views, good activities and I don't think we have to 
do too much

I can see that we might have a 'big band' play there but 
it might be once or twice a year  Not enough  I am not 
interested in football so would not go to a game  I can't 
imagine what else might be there

We already have several of those in Hobart  I'm not 
sure that a new centre is needed

I don't a stadium  Parking?There's not a lot close by  
Access for large event trucks to bring in equipment   
Power? Food and drinks I don't want a stadium so I can't imagine

I can't see that we can afford a stadium  Cost benefit analysis? 
How does it stack up against the benefits of the various 
festivals held in Tas? And maybe another one celebrating the 
beautiful Hobart waterfront?

1070 04-Aug-23 Terry Mead

Tassie food, culture, music theatre,, no football, 
hotel facilities ( alcohol ok),, ,, the best of “ taste” 
type vibe No new stadium No new stadium No new stadium No new stadium definitely No new stadium at this site,,, absolutely stoopid

1071 04-Aug-23 Janet Whelan

Keep it as open space for everyone to use  Do 
NOT deface it by building a huge structure  We 
cannot afford it  We do NOT want or need it I will NEVER go there so the question is irrelevant

We already have other venues suitable for 
conferences  We should not delude ourselves by 
thinking that huge numbers of people will come here 
for conferences if we have a big centre at Macquarie 
Point  Such centres already exist in other places  Why 
turn Hobart?Tasmania into a clone of other cities Irrelevant as I do NOT support a stadium in any form

Why create another shopping precinct which is likely to 
replicate other parts of the city, or compete with them

Please note that just completing this survey leaves me feeling 
sick and angry  I am incensed that the State Government could 
put the people of Tasmania into a situation of paying for 
something that we do not need , will be a white elephant, and 
impose a debt burden for decades to come  Who governs 
Tasmania? AFL or an elected government?

1072 04-Aug-23 Malcolm Mann Don't destroy Hobart's heritage with this eyesore

I won t be visiting I live in the north of the state, like 2/3 
of our population  I won't be driving 5 hrs to watch 
footy where there's no where to park  hotel 
accommodation is prohibited expensive  we don't 
need an additional stadium if one is built it logically 
should be in the north of the state Nothing that couldn't be met with current facilities A nice view of the Tamar

The whole idea af a stadium destroying Hobart's 
heritage is repulsive

Hobart's unique heritage, which will be destroyed by thos 
preposterous plan

1073 04-Aug-23 Margaret Khourey The natural unspoilt beauty of Tasmania No stadium needed No conference centre needed No stadium needed No stadium needed No stadium
1074 04-Aug-23 Garth Faulkner see previous answers I do not support a stadium on the site conferences I do not support a stadium on the site I do not support a stadium on the site I do not support a stadium on the site

1075 04-Aug-23 Malcolm Mann

Imagine something like Barangaroo or South 
Bank in Brisbane, something that will 
complement Hobart's unique heritage, not 
destroy it

I think avoiding destroying Hobarts unique heritage is a 
more important consideration

Imagine something like Barangaroo or South Bank in 
Brisbane, something that will complement Hobart's 
unique heritage, not destroy it

Imagine something like Barangaroo or South Bank in 
Brisbane, something that will complement Hobart's 
unique heritage, not destroy it

We don't have to reinvent anything, just sit back and 
imagine something like Barangaroo or South Bank in 
Brisbane, something that will complement Hobart's 
unique heritage, not destroy it Please don't destroy Hobart's waterfront with this monstrosity

1076 04-Aug-23 Gerald Cooper

Ditch the truth and reconciliation park and drop the virtue 
signalling acknowledgment of the traditional custodians, who 
contributed nothing to this area and proposed development  
How much of this area is reclaimed land

1077 04-Aug-23 John Whelan No stadium No stadium No stadium No stadium No stadium
As a retired financial analyst the stadium project is not 
financially viable  A lemon

1078 04-Aug-23 Gerald Cooper

Ditch the truth and reconciliation park and drop the 
acknowledgement of the traditional custodians of the land, 
who have contributed nothing to this area  Just virtue 
signalling nonsense  How much of the project land has been 
reclaimed?

1079 04-Aug-23 Christine Grant

Indigenous cooking school/restaurant focussing 
on a range of foods available in Tas
Outdoor firepits and outdoor cooking, a focus on 
seafood

Horse shows, house and garden exhibitions, theatre in 
the round Parking, toilets, shelter, ferries, bus stops Outside

I dont think it is appropriate to bui d affordab e housing  there 
without access to supermarkets, doctors, dentists, transport, 
schools, childcare
I'd like to see a definite plan and definitive costing prior to the 
project going ahead  An honest assessment of the real costs of 
building a stadium etc needs to be communicated prior to 
commencement  If/when the numbers don't stack up the govt 
needs to have the courage to not go ahead with the stadium 
there, in that form

1080 04-Aug-23 Danielle Donaldson By not building a football stadium!!!! No football stadium

An activity where people are taught good old 
fashioned common sense, and don't get their delicate 
feelings "hurt" every 5 minutes An Aldi Supermarket or a Costco Warehouse Just what I mentioned above Yes, stop the virtue signalling, thanks

1081 04-Aug-23 Lee Smith

By avoiding crass money grabbing businesses 
should be avoided so as not to preclude low 
income groups and pensioners

A stadium would be DEC revisited  It would be a blot 
on the landscape and would cost a fortune, threatening 
the multi functional other attractions to the site

Nothing on a regular basis  Perhaps Mona can dream 
something up No stadium  This fixation is creepy  STOP IT

Hobart is inundated with food outlets already  More 
would threaten the viability of existing outlets

State debt reduced and incremental organic growth promoted 
and cheap carnival ideas put to rest  sustainable natural 
tourism is the GO

1082 04-Aug-23 Lou-anne Barker

Tasmania's landscape and historic heritage is 
unique and is what tourists come for  A stadium 
at MacPoint would totally destroy the historic feel 
of the area  The IXL building and Art School 
would be dwarfed by this inappropriate 
development I do not want a stadium at the site

I do not want a stadium or a conference centre at the 
site

I do not want a stadium or a conference centre at the 
site I do not want a stadium or a conference centre at the site I do not want a stadium or a conference centre at the site

1083 04-Aug-23 Leanne Franklin

No need,  tourists come for our heritage,  clean 
and green image and they know that's not found 
in one site No stadium None No stadium No stadium

Tax payers money going to what majority want which is not a 
stadium   Victoria does vfl not us   Just get on a plane,  it's not 
hard   We need that space to be housing,  education,  library  
You are surely aware our state library is falling apart  No 
functioning lift,  toilets leaking, carpets so stained you could 
see the marks and all this govt can do is think about VFL  Come 
on   read the room



1084 04-Aug-23 Lynn Parlett

There would be a permanent Tasmanian artists in 
the arts area  The palawa interpretive centre 
would be the story of the local indigenous 
people  A percentage of performance time 
would be dedicated to Tasmanian artists  The 
parks and parkways would be planted with 
indigenous flora, with interpretative signage  
Tasmanian architects and designers would lead 
the overall design concept of housing, landscape 
and all other buidlings

NO NEW STADIUM  There are already two stadiums 
(which I have never been to), the My State arena: where 
I have attended craft shows, live music and trade 
shows  These are well suited to purpose  I would not 
attend a new stadium

NO NEW STADIUM  I worked in the conference 
industry for 5 years, we are already well served with 
conference facilities at Wrest Point, My State for large 
conferences and we have multiple small conference 
facilities throughout Tasmania

PARKING  PARKING  PARKING  Given the current 
design proposals, there is not adequate parking built 
in  NO NEW STADIUM NO NEW STADIUM

The overall needs of the Tasmanian peop e for hea th, housing 
and education need to be better considered when spending 
multi-millions of dollars  

There has not been adequate attention paid to the already 
overloaded - grid locked roads in the proposed stadium areas  

The statements that a stadium would create jobs is irrelevant as 
the building of anything on the point would create those jobs  
Further, it is impossible to find builders in Tasmania at the 
moment and most workers would have to be imported  

The hotel industry is currently at 80% occupancy and there 
would not be enough room for the thousands of expected 
visitors for single events  

Please consider the fact that the AFL is holding all Tasmanian 
taxpayers to ransom in order to get a team  Bullying at the 
highest level  

I would like to see an INDEPENDENT analysis of the long term 
financial impact of both a stadium and a multi purpose precinct 
as others have proposed  

I would like to know why, when the government keeps saying 
there will be consultation with the local Indigenous people, 
why was the Long House kicked out of their highly successful 
space well before the proposed stadium has even been 
approved, let alone designed

NO NEW STADIUM

1085 04-Aug-23 Kerry Anne Johnstone

Encourage young local playwriters, poets, 
musicians and artists to perform in the 
performing space or amphitheater   They would 
have an audience of cafe patrons and present 
their work to the world
A garden of Tasmanian plants which could be 
continued to the Botanical Gardens   Imagine a 
walk from the Botanical Gardens through Mac Pt , 
Salamanca, Battery Point to Sandy Bay

I would not go to any events at the multipurpose 
stadium

By making another conference centre you are taking 
business from other already established places for 
conferences

Car Parking  Take away food shops, lots of rubbish bins 
which many don't know how to use

I  all the stad a I have bee   QSAC would ave to be 
the best   It about 10k south of the Brisbane CBD but 
easy to get to by road or public transport   It is a fantastic 
sporting hub but the shops, cafes and restaurants are not 
there   You don't need them    Even with lots of space 
around the main stadium with gardens and lawns the 
building itself is not at all attractive on the outside   I 
haven't seen a stadium that is  QSAC is a world class 
facility   With some broader thinking, if Hobart must have 
a new stadium, we could have a complex like this   It 
would be better value for money   It can't happen at Mac  
Pt  though

No   I am furious that a powerful AFL demands to take us in the 
direction it wants and the Government allows it   The promise 
of a redeveloped Mac Pt  for the people has been taken away
There is something ugly about the AFL

1086 04-Aug-23 Simon Carland '- Sport, concerts, shows, festivals Business, schools, dog shows, gifts / gift fairs (reeds)
Restaurants, parking, garden, netball courts? The 
Geelong stadium has netball courts Both Love the stadium  Love the roof

1087 04-Aug-23 alan carlton sport culture sport culture events view of the mountain  Place for ferries to dock both Just do it

1088 04-Aug-23 Bernard Phillips

Be properly inclusive and demonstrate 
agriculture, fishing, forestry, hydro power, 
antarctic connection and arts Football, cricket, rugby, soccer, large music events Conferences Parking  External landscaped gathering spaces

Outside  They will not be viable inside as ground/event 
preparstion will necessitate limited sccess from time to 
time

MPDC should be wound up if it cannot deliver any meaningful 
activity  The stadium will meed massive laydown areas during 
constructionnand no significant development can occur 
simultaneously without causing unnecessary and costly 
congestion

1089 04-Aug-23 David Counsell

This should be an area to benefit all Tasmanian’s 
not a venue  The showcase is the heritage area 
Macquarie point sits in  It’s use should not impact 
on its surrounding environment None, I would not attend events at a stadium on this site

We have plenty of private enterprise run conference 
centres  We don’t need one built on a significant 
location that could be used to benefit the local 
community Parking and public transport hubs

I’d like to see the whole lot at another site like on the old 
Dowsing point army base making that area of glenorchy 
a  sports hub  It has parking, river and road public 
transportation access and already has significant roads in 
place to handle peak traffic issues

A better plan needs to be in place to handle the growth of the 
city  One that preserves the cities heritage and culture  
Everything does not have to be in the city  I’m happy to have a 
football team, but not at the expense of supporting the needs 
of lower socioeconomic Tasmanian’s  Why should the state 
coffers have to provide additional infrastructure to a private 
enterprise organisation like the AFL? It is bread and circuses to 
distract the community from the very real problems that exist  If 
half the money proposed for the stadium was spent on social 
housing there would be an economic boom in the state and 
the rental revenue would provide additional ongoing revenue 
to the government that would fund trickle income to build or 
maintain the properties  There is no vision or big plans for the 
state from the government

1090 04-Aug-23 Leigh Lazarus Check world’s best practice then improve on it

As a professional musician, I can guarantee a stadium 
will not give you decent acoustics and big name acts 
will not come due to our small audience numbers and 
difficulties and costs of transport here  If the AFL is 
gifted this stadium by our foolish government, I will 
never attend a stadium

As long as the centre doesn’t impede or restrict the 
community’s access or river views, I really don’t mind None  Bellerive is nearby  Use that No  No stadium Health education and housing funded adequately

1091 04-Aug-23 June Templer No new stadium No new stadium No new stadium No new stadium No new stadium No new stadium !

1092 04-Aug-23 Bruce Trappes Atheletic events and markets I wouldn't!
We already have places for conferences, but another 
one wouldn't hurt provided it was not a monstrosity Life support You can have these without the white elephant stadium Common sense would be a good place to start

1093 04-Aug-23 Joanne Lamb Cultural shows  Some sporting yes Music, festivals Conferences Both
A roof on the stadium is a bad idea  All for a stadium but it’s 
not appropriate and expensive with a roof

1094 04-Aug-23 Kathryn Medlock Make open accessible space

Same as at Derwent Entertainment area
I don’t want the area closed off unless you pay to go to 
an event, because that means it’s not open to everyone

Do we need a big conference area?
Lots of large conferences are already held in Hobart at 
Wrest Point, Grand Chancellor,
UTAS, CCMLR etc

EASY TRANSPORT
Parking (will need a lot)

This issue is not only about Mac Point
It’s about an interstate business telling Tasmania what it should 
do without ant compromise
Also, it about 2stadium sized developments if the training 
stadium is also included
Our government is selling us out over this one

1095 05-Aug-23 Deborah Bordeau

No large events, this is contrary to the eco-
friendly 'clean and green' wilderness image of 
Tasmania   Showcase through exceptional 
architecture using local materials in positions that 
promote the harbour NO NEW STADIUM NO NEW STADIUM NO NEW STADIUM NO NEW STADIUM

Upgrade the Blundstone Arena which is rarely full   A new 
stadium is not required

1096 05-Aug-23 Mark Rickards

By making it low impact and fitting in with the 
local waterfront environment and this does not 
include a massive eyesore stadium This stadium does not belong here  Do not build it!

A low level co ference centre which ford in with the 
local environment makes sense, but not a massive 
oversize ridiculous stadium No stadium to be built here We do not want this stadium, nor do we need it

This stadium is not wanted or needed  Expand existing stafiums 
and do not be held hostage by the AFL

1097 05-Aug-23 Rick Mecklenburgh Create a quiet park like environment 
No Stadium in this location  - nor at a time when there 
are so many other NEEDS for the population

No Stadium in this location - and no stadium now 
anyway  We have enough Car Parking  Service access  Security No Stadium

Let's look after the homeless and the unwell  Let's provide what 
is needed to overcome homelessness, struggling Health and 
Educational services



1098 05-Aug-23 Shirley Castley

Keep it to scale and keep it local and keep it 
connected to the history of the place and its 
people

There cannot be a stadium at this site if it is to deliver 
all of the things your prior questions seem to suggest it 
might

We have many excellent conference venues in 
Tasmania and this site is not the place for another

This question is an interesting one but not relevant to 
this site Again, not a relevant question at this site

1099 05-Aug-23 Paul Sleishman
Refer to the 28 Point Plan proposed by the No 
New Stadium team There should be no stadium built on Mac Point

Refer to the 28 Point Plan proposed by the No New 
Stadium team

Refer to the 28 Point Plan for Mac Point proposed by 
the No New Stadium Team

There should be no stadium built on Mac Point   Please 
refer to the 28 Point Plan proposed by the No New 
Stadium Team

Full current and forwarding project costings and absolute 
transparency of all discussions undertaken by the Tasmanian 
government regarding the deal struck with the Victorian AFL

1100 05-Aug-23 Tim Osborn

The existing proposal for a stadium is too big and 
will swamp the site  A smaller building might be 
acceptable Similar to the Derwent Entertainment Centre Conferences Parking Outside

1101 05-Aug-23 Todd Dummett No new stadium No new stadium No new stadium No new stadium No new stadium No new stadium
1102 05-Aug-23 No new stadium No new stadium No new stadium No new stadium No new stadium No new stadium
1103 05-Aug-23 Viv Chopping Marine and Antarctic Above Above Restaurants cafés and bars Both

1104 05-Aug-23 Rosemary Laver See above

No stadium at MacPoint   It is an inappropriate space 
and will ruin the waterfront which is the best part of 
Hobart Conferences

Parking spaces and public transport access   No 
Stadium on MacPoint

No stadium on MacPoint   There is not room for any of 
these

Please save MacPoint from becoming soulless   Please save the 
aspect currently enjoyed by the War Memorial   It is a beautiful 
aspect and Mac Point should complement this   A stadium on 
MacPoint will detract from the waterfront aesthetically and will 
not create a cultural hub   If built, it will become a crowded 
ghetto

1105 05-Aug-23 Michelle Ellery
Mona is fabulous why not keep it as an open 
space for festivals ect None don’t want a stadium Do people still do those ? Parking and good traffic management No How about being respectful to our aboriginal community!

1106 05-Aug-23 Kitty Kruup
Reinactments of Aboriginal festivals   Also 
multicultural festivals showing our diversity None Not appropriate

Not enough spaces here  Put stadium near Cambridge 
airport Neither

Please consider our homeless and those who can't access 
adequate mental health support  They are more important than 
a stadium

1107 05-Aug-23 Paul Clayton Get David Walsh involved None  We don’t need the stadium
With lots of open spaces the activities are limitless for 
the site I wouldn’t like to see a stadium

A stadium is totally out of place at Mac point  So I’d just 
like to see shops and bars and no stadium Stop the Stadium

1108 05-Aug-23 Sally Port
A truth and reconciliation park and a First Nations 
cultural centre None  NO STADIUM None  No Stadium NO STADIUM No Stadium

I would like to see a less expensive more harmonious plan 
adopted for the site that meets the real needs and wishes of 
the community that does not include a stadium

1109 05-Aug-23 Annie Ball
The stadium should be near the airport in flat ground 
with ample space for traffic dispwrsion Out of town ONLY

1110 05-Aug-23 Geoffrey Bender
Make it a truely Tasmanian experience with 
Tasmanian small businesses, Housing  A Salamanca market like experience

To promote Tasmanian businesses and First Nations 
peoples culture  A respectful area for the interactive 
respectful showcase of Tasmanians that have fought 
and given their lives for this state

Tasmanian owned small businesses to operate and 
show case our Tasmanian oroducts No stadium here at all!

The respect for Tasmanian businesses ,first nations people and 
the rsl at this site !

1111 05-Aug-23 Janell Phillips

No stadium, nothing uniquely Tasmanian about a 
stadium which would be a monstrous eye sore, 
completely inappropriate for the area No stadium No stadium No stadium No stadium

Ecologically built housing for many etc as mentioned above 
cost of complete stadium compared with cost of housing etc 

as outlined above

1112 05-Aug-23 steve beams not build another stadium don't build another stadium I don't support another conference centre don't build another stadium don't build another stadium
I would like to see a better vision for this site, given the years of 
funding with little result a stadium isn't it

1113 05-Aug-23 Anna Williams
Ferries from Mac Point across to the stadium in 
Bellerive Music and theatre at a human scale Conferences Transport Please do not build a giant stadium The business case for it, in full please

1114 05-Aug-23 Damien Mccormack As I've put above Concerts Trade shows and the like not really my thing

Parking, public transport, easy access to hwy and good 
traffic flow for ingress and egress as well as easy access 
for emergency services

I don't see why they would work in tassie when they don't 
in Sydney, Melbourne or any other place including Paris 
where I saw closed shops at the stadium that held 
200000 people at world cup soccer

I would like to see the stadium built elsewhere  

I don't think it will be a success in that position

1115 05-Aug-23 Andrew Sweeney

NO VICTORIAN AFL or 3rd Stadium for the 
VICTORIANS on the Macquarie Point site  
Affordable shopping stores, Affordable eateries, 
regular markets  An affordable public stage for 
our own students and organisations to perform 
on a covered stage similar to Tolosa reserve  NO 
VICTORIAN AFL or 3rd Stadium for the 
VICTORIANS on the Macquarie Point site

Only arts events  Permanent rehearsal spaces for the 
Tasmanian Youth Orchestra, Hobart City Concert Band, 
junior and senior, Derwent Symphony Orchestra and 
the contract cost will be $150 PA
NO VICTORIAN AFL or 3rd Stadium for the 
VICTORIANS on the Macquarie Point site

Only student arts events  Permanent rehearsal spaces 
for the Tasmanian Youth Orchestra, Hobart City 
Concert Band, junior and senior, Derwent Symphony 
Orchestra and the contract cost will be $150 PA
Free usage

NO STADIUM, NO VICTORIAN AFL or 3rd Stadium for 
the VICTORIANS on the Macquarie Point site

NO VICTORIAN AFL or 3rd Stadium for the VICTORIANS 
on the Macquarie Pointu site

NO VICTORIAN AFL or 3rd Stadium for the VICTORIANS on the 
Macquarie Point site  
No trial Tassie AFL team  
Transform it into a multipurpose relaxed well-being place  NO 
VICTORIAN AFL or 3rd Stadium for the VICTORIANS on the 
Macquarie Point site

1116 05-Aug-23 Tony Barrett

By acknowledging our history honestly; by 
celebrating Tasmanian materials in built 
structures and Tasmanian flora in all the open 
spaces; by opening the site up to the river and 
the mountain and the existing harbour area

I do not want to see a stadium in this space  It is totally 
inappropriate use of prime public space

Conferences, I suppose, but I don't think this is really 
the area for such a centre or centres

The most ridiculous amount of space for parking; a 
plethora of new roads to prevent the complete 
gridlocking of the city every time there is an event at the 
stadium

I do not want a stadium here  The question is a crudely 
loaded one

The beauty of the existing city  It's human scale  The way river, 
mountain and bushland connect to it
The crying need for scarce public money to be spent on health 
education, public transport and housing for the benefit of the 
people who live here

1117 05-Aug-23 Jenny Cambers-Smith
Keep it small scale and quirky, murals of wildlife 
and flora I don't want a stadium at all

I believe this is unnecessary given the other nearby 
venues

1118 05-Aug-23 Jenny Cambers-Smith
Keep it small scale and quirky, showcase 
indigenous art and our wildlife

I don't want a stadium  It's a useless expensive white 
elephant

None- there are plenty of other venues  This is old-
fashioned thinking

Please just stick to the things people want, not a 
ridiculous stadium only a few will use Outside and without the stadium

A scale plan and model showing footprint and actual size of 
the proposed stadium against neighbouring buildings  I don't 
think anything should encroach on the cenotaph hill

1119 05-Aug-23 Louise Cunningham
Plantings of Tasmanian native plants- not roses  
Reconciliation area and Antarctic gateway

This is the wrong location for a stadium  Buildings 
should not over shadow this unique site This is the wrong location for a conference centre NO stadium NO stadium

Please do not destroy a unique gateway to Tasmania with a 
huge stadium

1120 05-Aug-23 Dan Toohey

You can showcase events at your existing 
stadiums already slated for upgrade  You can 
showcase the natural beauty of Tasmania, 
specifically this area in the same way as the 
Botanical gardens  NO NEW STADIUM NO NEW STADIUM NO NEW STADIUM NO NEW STADIUM NO NEW STADIUM

Hand it over to first nations and the original inhabitants of the 
land and take a step towards ownership of the colonisation and 
genocide of first nations in Tasmania

NO NEW STADIUM
1121 06-Aug-23 Christopher Baker I’m sure architects can work that out Alf/Soccer/rugby/tennis/ice skating/concerts All types Parking/food and bars/EV charging/ Both

1122 06-Aug-23 Eleanor Loughhead

No stadium  If people want stadium experiences 
then they should go to places that have the 
population numbers to support the acts  People 
come to Tasmania because we aren’t another 
crowded over-developed metropolis  We should 
have spaces the celebrate our natural environs, 
the views, and our history

None  I am vehemently against a new stadium when we 
already have sufficient infrastructure and can’t house 
people  I don’t visit stadiums in other places either and 
prefer smaller venues

A conference centre shou d have facilities to allow 
multiple sessions to occur at once with options to 
enclose or expand spaces dependent on need  It 
should be well lit with open spaces and big windows 
in the foyers  Outdoor seating is a must particularly 
with green spaces  I would not want to go to a 
conference centre collocated with a stadium  
Immediately the environment would be overwhelming 
and I would not engage as well in the event

Public transport, and space   It certainly should not be 
collocated with beautiful historical buildings and 
cultural icons such as the cenotaph

Neither- I would never visit any of these as part of a 
stadium as I think the atmosphere would be awful and I 
would not waste my money on the experience  To put 
this in context I am a frequent attender of the shops, 
cafes, bars and restaurants in the wharf and Hunter street 
precinct but even they would likely loose my business if 
the ambiance was destroyed by a stadium  I disagree 
entirely with a stadium

No stadium at all  The concept is ludicrous in our current 
financial climate when we can’t house people or employ 
enough teachers or nurses due to inadequate wages  If a 
stadium is inevitable, then it should NOT be aired at Macquarie 
Point under any circumstances and I will never attend

1123 06-Aug-23 Jenny Rockliff Definitely NOT a stadium No stadium there maybe at Glenorchy
Please don’t ruin this area with an ugly stadium on the beautiful 
waterfront!

1124 06-Aug-23 Mike Ellery Tasmanian timber cladding Music  Football Conferences Both Hurry up, get it started  Can't wait!!!!
1125 06-Aug-23 Chris Swards Footy Concerts Both Just build it

1126 06-Aug-23 Alan Mason
Keep the community involved like at the Foryth 
Barr stadium in Dunedin

AFL, Big Bash Cricket, Soccer, concerts and the like and 
community events Allready noted Reconciliation park and Anzac memorial links Both Not really just build a stadium please

1127 06-Aug-23 Chris Polson Everything possible Large business attraction Parking/public transport hub Both
1128 06-Aug-23 Dion Clarke Stadium Footy, other sports, expos, concerts Cafes bars restaurants Both Just a stadium

1129 06-Aug-23 Troy Clark Cultural centres, sporting museums Footy, cricket, soccer, live music Multi national companies using it for conferences
Transport, hospitality venues which will only be a short 
walk away Both

Tassie coming together to support a tassie team what ever 
sport it may be

1130 06-Aug-23 Denis Paul

A roofed stadium to host a variety of events with 
a roof so everyone can be assured they will be 
safe and warm, dry when attending the event Multiple sports music festivals carols by candlelight Not sure Food and drink venues cafes Both

Start it now too many naysayers in Tasmania that block every 
thing

1131 06-Aug-23 Katherine Lehner
Focus on our heritage  
aboriginals/whaling/flora/fauna Sport/music/seminars it’s endless

Numerous - who would t want to use it with such a 
stunning backdrop Both Yes stadium! Do it for our kids futures!



1132 06-Aug-23 Tania Matthews
Recognise sports people who’ve come from 
tasmania

Concerts other sports so the seating can be pulled out 
to cater for different stage and ground shapes  Like at 
Marvel Corporate events

Access via a sensible walkway to the city  Eating places 
that trade to meet the desire of tourists rather than not 
opening early or late when cruise ships are in Both

Provide some sort of visitor information for cruise ship arrivals  
Interesting and informantive and hinest  And maybe an 
attraction like a technology experience like in Canada and 
flyover the worth west wilderness

1133 06-Aug-23 Aaron Franklin A stadium Afl  Concerts Restaurants Both

1134 06-Aug-23 Will casey Native gardens and rocks Festivals, sport, concerts convention All of the above
Toilets, transport, accommodation, entertainment 
venues etc Both Just build it! Please, for the love of everything

1135 06-Aug-23 Simon Wilson New stadium Concerts and sports Bars and restaurants Both

1136 06-Aug-23 Rachael Styles A multi purpose stadium

AFL/AFLW, concerts, functions  Other sports such as 
cricket, local football, soccer, Rugby  Host or co host 
world sports events Many different events

Transport hubs, open public space for gathering and 
cultural acknowledgment Both Please build a multi purpose stadium

1137 06-Aug-23 Justin Brady

Tourism centre, souvenir stuff, busses etc leaving 
to iconic destinations and back  Event options are 
endless from Indigenous things to local markets 
on Sundays or weekdays during mainland holiday 
times

Music, AFL (my main want for the stadium), soccer, 
rugby (not really caring for this but I know a lot do) 
Comic-Con type things and markets would be 
awesome  The RH Show or regatta Business fly in conferences of the local hotels can align Grassed zones, food and beverage, tourism

A couple inside for more major sponsors, conferences 
etc but the majority outside so we can use it outside of 
functions

Honestly just a stadium (we need concerts, and AFL team and 
premium sports down here) and the above I mentioned  You 
professionals know way more on making this feasible, I just 
want what’s above so it’s a 7 days a week visits or site and I can 
see quality sports and music items  Weekday markets 
occasionally/night markets even and a big Sunday market 
when feasible like we used to have would be darn spectacular!! 
I’d pay a tax increase if it was needed just to help get this done

1138 06-Aug-23
Michael and 
Katrina Varney Mini taste of Tas food vans Music, soccer, rugby, athletics basketball, football Conventions Outside on wide concourse leading to the river

1139 06-Aug-23 Maree Crane
Multi Purpose Stadium utilising Tasmanian Wood 
in the design,  multi cultural events, concerts

AFL/AFLW Games, Concerts, Soccer, Rugby, Cultural 
events

A conference centre could be used for multiple 
reasons, including Education purposes

Gardens, Indigenous area, playground, toilets, area for 
busses Both Build the Stadium

1140 06-Aug-23 Semele

Effectively link the city to the point and vice versa  
Showcase our beautiful waterway and history or 
everything (Tassie is such a misconception to a 
lot of mainland Australia)

Anything and everything! I'm looking forward to not 
having to get in a plane or bosty,  pay the earth for 
accommodation just to see quality sport and 
concerts/shows

Outside areas where people can relax and enjoy the 
water/mountain views, particuarly Hobart city workers  
Maybe some sort of exercise walkways or the like 
around the perimetre Both

1141 06-Aug-23 Robert Paul stadium Footy and international sports Very few Transport Out Nil

1142 06-Aug-23 Tom Reid

Utilise local musical and other arts talents  
Highlight local places to visit  Have a visitor 
centre in the precinct to help tourists

AFL, nrl, rugby union, cricket, soccer, stadium golf, 
concerts, carols by candle light, significant local events 
ie Anzac Day, harmony day Christmas parade, naidoc 
week

Could have health conferences,  emergency training, 
can’t list them all the opportunities would be endless

Restaurants, cafes, bars, toilets, open spaces for crowds, 
bus mall for transport rubbish bins, shops with local 
products

Both there would be vast opportunities for many 
businesses to utilise these areas

I think the multi purpose stadium is a must for the future of 
Tasmania  There is a huge problem in staff retention 
throughout Tasmania as there is not much to do for the middle 
and younger generation  Recruit and retaining staff is a major 
issue and this would help interest! School retention could also 
increase as families wouldn’t have to go interstate to see big 
events  Also as we would have elite sports men and women 
around kids and adults would get encouraged to do more 
sports and have a healthier lifestyle  It would give Tasmania 
stronger sense of being part of Australia being involved in the 
AFL and our own team  This stadium has to be built for the 
future generations of Tasmania!!

1143 06-Aug-23 Mary Parsissons expos, entertainment, sport  conferences both go stadium!!

1144 06-Aug-23 Sam Foster
Use local sandstone, local Timbers and build 
spaces to allow local talent and product to thrive

AFL, wafl, nrl, rugby Union, cricket (all formats) 
concerts, round ball games, conventions,

Apart from a great venue for conferences - Live music, 
competition bands , estedfords, showcases Bars, restaurants, public transport Both

Realistic drawings of the stadium, access corridors and 
connectivity with Salamanca  Potential to grow and take over 
the commercial wharf area  Connectivity links with the domain 
and regatta ground, ferry links, education spaces

1145 06-Aug-23 Judith Davies

Would love to have a game of afl or any sport 
possibly live conceryon at night while dark Mofo 

was on it would be a one if a kind event that 
would be truly tasmanian Concerts  sporting events

I think it would be great for the future of our 
community to have literally any event at a place 
Tasmania can call our own

Open space park area, restaurants  and a spcial area to 
showcase Tasmania's history Both

Tasmania is a truly beautiful historical island that the rest of 
Australia and the world could talk about and having people 
coming back time and time again if we could just get it 
happening it will be amazing

1146 06-Aug-23 Deborah Laughlin Use Tasmanian products as much as possible Conference, events, exhibitions, all codes of sports

I think we need good sight lines  To both the mountain 
and the river   Would like to see the use of glass in the 
stadium buildings

Transport,  ferry wharf which needs to have a wide 
concourse out over the water Both Just build that Stadium  It will bring money into the State

1147 06-Aug-23 Brendon Rose
I trust a dedicated design team to give the site a 
Tassie feel

AFL, national and international sport, concerts, 
conferences, festivals A great destination for corporate functions Open spaces and hospitality venues Both This will be fantastic for generations to come

1148 06-Aug-23 Kent Lewis Some cultural aspects in the architecture Music afl dark mofo type events
Trade shows and conferences from interstate bring In 
more money for local businesses Both

I see this as an opportunity to not only bring people to Hobart 
but to also get hobartians thinking about and using more 
public transport for daily and event commuting 
A fast bust service down the current rail corridor and ferry’s on 
the river from Bridgewater stopping at whyndamere old beach 
and a few other places on the way also coming from Margate 
to Kingston to Bellerive then over to the stadium

1149 06-Aug-23 Stephen Coventry

A stadium close to  the waterfront with water 
transport would make this site a world class 
destination  Green spaces outside the stadium 
can create a sense of place and  location for 
gathering, marketa and events

Sports (AFL, soccer, rugby olympics) concerts, 
conferences, hotel accommodations with restaurants 
(like Adelaide stadium), University events

Unlimited  Recent Principals conference in hobart had 
550 registrations  Business, universities, sporting 
groups etc

Accommodation, hospitality, park spaces, travel hub, 
fitness centre

Both  The stadium can become a community space is 
businesses are inside as well as out

A stadium will be a works class destination  It will play a a key 
role in developing a sporting economy  The bulisng itself 
dousent need to make a profit  It's infrastructure for the city 
like, roads, car parks,  marina, bridges  
These pieces of infrastructure create the opportunity for 
revenue   Water transport is a must to maximise our city 
potential  The water ways are underutilised

1150 06-Aug-23 Nick Graney

a beautiful stadium, unique green/modern 
design right on the Hobart waterfront that draws 
big crowds and visitors to concerts/sporting 
events, boosting the profile of the state and the 
local economy

Tassie afl team, concerts  Potentially soccer games and 
other events  There are so many opportunities that a 
stadium will bring

Attract large international events, sport, business, 
enterprise, industry political shows etc Open green space, good food, restaurants, bars

Should be both  Showcase the good quality of tassie 
food inside stadium  Scallop pies instead of hotdog 
thinking

The stadium needs to be built ASAP  It will bring so many 
opportunities to the state and boost the economy long term

1151 06-Aug-23 Melissa Foster Stadium Sport and concerts Gala balls, end of season dinners Multiple restaurants and bars Both No

1152 06-Aug-23 John Lansky Build a stadium Sports & concerts All year activities Public transport Both
Think of our futre generations and the path/opportunities they 
can take

1153 06-Aug-23 James Stones
Use tasmanian products such as our world 
renowned timber Sport, concerts, dark mofo events, etc Antarctica research conferences

Foot bridge, food and drinks outlets, areas for kids and 
families to play Tasmanian food and drinks being showcased

This project needs to be a catalyst for public transport 
improvements in tasmania

1154 06-Aug-23 Darren Thompson AFL team and stadium AFL team Music events stadium atmosphere Lots Transport hub Both No

1155 06-Aug-23 Steven Turner
Encourage both large and small event 
participation along with public accessibility Mixed sporting events, music concerts and exhibitions Ample public space with suitable disabled access Both within and outside of the complex A finalised commencement date

1156 06-Aug-23 Jace McDougall

Make the stadium 30000 seats under a roof  Easy 
to get in and out  Restaurants bars clubs toilets 
near by Any

Maybe sports training and other bits that go with the 
on and of field running and training of sports Pubs clubs restaurant Both

1157 06-Aug-23 Greg Nutting
Get it designed by locals or at least give locals a 
day in the design

Footy cricket soccer rugby concerts major shows-ie 
motor cross stunts Many opportunities for big gala evenings Lots of local restaurants and food places Both The stadium needs to be build for the future generations

1158 06-Aug-23 Colin Thompson Sports , entertainment in a multi purpose stadium

AFL mens  and women's   Concert and function   
Museum facilities for sport  Rugby   Soccer games

Restaurant and cafe facilities Anything that the casino or grand chancellor can do CDB   Mac point is a perfect location Both Please just get this built
1159 06-Aug-23 DarrenDarren Thompson Tasmanian AFL team AFL ,music events Unlimited Transport hub Both No
1160 06-Aug-23 Jason Wilmott Don’t care Football N/A Restaurants & Bars Both N/A
1161 06-Aug-23 Adam French AFL, nrl, a league, concerts, corporate conferences Both Some stadium design options to consider

1162 06-Aug-23 Ryan Churchill By building a unique stadium Concerts and sports games Arts Public transport Both
A stadium for present and future generations to be proud of 
and to bring the community together



1163 06-Aug-23 Tuach Huseyin
Using local material and making the stadium 
uniquely Tasmanian

AFL, Soccer - A League, International Soccer clubs- 
Concerts- Cricket- ARL- Inside and out- Build the stadium and build our future-

1164 06-Aug-23 Heath Clayton Use of timber Any sport and concerts
Large meetings national presentations to industry 
bodies Cafes, public amenities Accessible at all times

We want to see some more detail so we can get behind this 
development

1165 06-Aug-23 Garry Bester Sell tassie stuff Sport concert functions Lots Bars Both Move hobart forward

1166 06-Aug-23 Lucy Gregg

Restaurants, bars reflecting Tasmanian food and 
beverage   Areas for markets and small outside 
performances Sport, entertainment, conferences, markets As above Restaurants, bars, cafes Both

Make it a multipurpose place but edgy   Don’t bury it in 
indigenous, reflective, backward thinking memorials  Should 
be forward thinking and  reflect the next generation not based 
on the backward anti-everything views

1167 06-Aug-23 Lachlan Baird Use local resources to build everything there AFL, NRL, concerts, beer festivals etc Anything is better than the outdated casino Shops, restaurants etc Both Get it done! We need this!
1168 06-Aug-23 Richard Wilson Build a stadium Footy Expos  Work conferences Training facilities, cafe Outside

1169 06-Aug-23 Kirk Smoth Make the stadium look unique Everything Unbeatable views
Train/bus station wouldn’t hurt ferry terminal also, a 
good walking path from the CBD Outside Some designs would be nice

1170 06-Aug-23 Kylie Daun

So many options, local Timbers for building, local 
artists in the designs incorporated into the 
interior spaces Soccer and music!

Bus transport - having been to suncopr for the World 
Cup, and Accor for Ed Sheeran, public transport access 
to the venue is critical A combination of both

I think this stadium is vital for the future of events in Tasmania, 
not just AFL

1171 06-Aug-23 Kellie Bull Input from Tasmanians
Sporting events - football, soccer, rugby etc   concerts, 
exhibitions Exhibitions, work conferences, school events Food,  accommodation Both

1172 06-Aug-23 Ewan Millar
Concerts, dark mofo, sporting events and expos 
etc

AFL, cricket, basketball, rugby  Concerts, University 
graduations Industry events, Restaurants, bars cafes, retail stores Both

Build the stadium and ignore the blockers, they will appreciate 
the stadium in future years

1173 06-Aug-23 Stephen McMullen Using Tasmanian products and labour Sport, Expos, Concerts and Special Events Anything that we want  Don't be prescriptive - be open Food and Beverage, access to public transport Both - precinct integration

1174 06-Aug-23 jill Taylor

Showcase Tasmanians and their stories; unique 
Tasmanisn arts and crafts, Tasmanian produce, 
wine beer etc Sport, Entertainment,  Expo,

Large conferences that we don't have the capacity for 
now  Accomodation Training and recovery ve ues; accomodation Outside to maximise their availability 24/7 Just the truth no spin from any sides

1175 06-Aug-23 John Cox Entertainment and sports All top level sports and artists Interstate and Tasmanian conventions Some parking and public  transport Both No
1176 06-Aug-23 Jim Cairns Stadium build by Tasmania Multiple events It would be great for functions and dark mofo Bars and food Both Stadium
1177 06-Aug-23 Peter Lane Tasmanian football team All sports and concerts Endless walkways Both Just build it

1178 06-Aug-23 David Bosker

Tassie devils football team! Feature Tasmania’s 
incredible food, wine, culture a mix of all the 
incredible businesses and experiences that we 
already have sport, conferences, festivals, music events etc

All types of conferences - sport, business, university, 
arts

Large open areas around the stadium  That give a point 
to the history and service of Tasmania’s culture  We 
already have the accommodation and restaurants built 
and in action to service visitors! Mixture of both

A multipurpose stadium will provide opportunities for the 
young and old in tasmania for decades to come  It will keep 
our brilliant taswegians in our incredible state

1179 06-Aug-23 Matt Evans All types of sports Eateries, restaurants, licensed premises Both in and out

Please build a multi-purpose stadium, I grew up in the barren 
investment times of the 80,s please consider Hobarts financial 
future  Yes Team Yes Stadium

1180 06-Aug-23 Ashley Wool Uniquely Tasmanian stadium Afl & concerts Concerts , trade shows exhibitions Restaurants & bars Both Nothing

1181 06-Aug-23 Martin Free Uses of everything native to TAS AFL rugby cricket all sports concerts Multiple Everything below Both Light rail Beaumaris zoo native animals on show tiger museum

1182 06-Aug-23 Brett Thompson A stadium would tick all the boxes
AFL, concerts, festivals Mona, Wooden Boat, Taste of 
Tas etc Limitless opportunities would exist Links to public transport Outside predominantly

1183 06-Aug-23 Kent Wells Home games for AFL AFL, Cricket Unsure Transport and Accommodation Both No

1184 06-Aug-23 Elaine Taylor
Make the stadium happen  We have such an amazing 
opportunity here  Don’t waste it

1185 06-Aug-23 Matthew Brockman

Design it so it blends in with the heritage of the 
area and to blend in with the river  What ever is 
built (hopefully a stadium) it needs to be non 
intrusive Afl soccer league and union concerts conferences etc Retail food drink parking public transport Both

1186 06-Aug-23 Justin Fisher
Little bit of art that shows Tassies qualities and 
heritage

Concerts, football, expos, monster jam, speedway solo 
bikes Endless possibilities and opportunity Food court, kid friendly areas Both Just build it already 👍👍

1187 06-Aug-23 Maddy Kean

Use reclaimed materials taken from other sites 
that otherwise would go to waste and take 
inspiration from other buildings in the area to 
make it fit

Concerts and big sporting events as well as activities to 
get kids more involved in sporting and community 
events (meet the team days, well publicised inter 
school big sporting events, etc )

preventative health facilities (physio, chiro, massage, 
exercise physiology), restaurants, location for food 
trucks, community garden spaces with seating and 
tables

Both so they are accessible for not only those attending 
events but those passing through as well

Don’t put housing in, especially not units, there is no point to 
building more “affordable housing” if no one can afford it 
because there is no jobs  Hobart also needs affordable 
appartments and multi-storey buildings are required for this 
and max point can be better utilised by bringing people from 
outside the city in to help new and existing businesses create 
more jobs rather than having a small number of people spend 
all their money on living in Hobart and not being able to afford 
to spend what little money they have left in the community

1188 06-Aug-23 Lachlan Baird Building it with Tasmanian products AFL, NRL, Concerts, Festivals Any, has to be better than the outdated casino Restaurants, bars etc Both
Build it! We need this and stop listening to the naysayers  No 
wonder we get referred to as Tasmoania by mainlanders

1189 06-Aug-23 M R
It just needs to be practical, no need for it to be 
uniquely Tasmanian, just well done Concerts, football, soccer, rugby Conferences, education Accommodation, transport, food and beverage, Both

Please be brave and get this done, even in the face of the 
intense personal attacks that will inevitably come from the 
antieverythings  Those of us with real jobs that don’t have the 
time or inclination to protest are right behind this project  The 
silent majority support the stadium

1190 06-Aug-23 Rebecca Lapham Stadium under the mountain is iconic Sport, entertainment, functions Meeting spaces, training spaces, business awards Transport, nightlife, accommodation, food and drinks Both A stadium for all Tasmanians!

1191 06-Aug-23 peter hutchins We don't need to Sports and entertainment Many and varied Carport, food, smoking area Both

Just get it built and build it with an eye to the future, don't give 
us a cheap version, build it to be command enjoyable with 
modern facilities, with the ability to be upgraded as needed

1192 06-Aug-23 Luke Wade Tasmanian football team AFL, cricket, concerts N/A Pubs and restaurants Outside
Its vital this stadium go's ahead  What it will do for the city and 
state is immeasurable

1193 06-Aug-23 Roger White Taste of Tas, mofo sports events, music Both Clear and available information
1194 06-Aug-23 Andrea Brenner Footy,  soccer, rugby, concerts  Expo Hadn't thought about these being inside Please just build the stadium

1195 06-Aug-23 Mark Travers

An information walkway starting with indigenous 
culture through to the present  Info signs and 
relevant art works along the walk AFL, cultural history Heaps, especially with a closed roof area available Transport, food and drink venues Both will be needed

It has the opportunity to be a real Tasmanian Education area 
for visitors to learn and absorb from  It could even point to 
other areas in the state worth visiting  Make it about the whole 
state, not just Hobart

1196 06-Aug-23 Nick Fenton
Concerts and a league football matches in the afl off 
season  I’d like to see cricket remain at Bellerive oval

Outside as a kind of Sydney harbour parade thing  Make 
it a precinct

1197 06-Aug-23 Nick Davies Tasmanian aesthetix Afl and concerts NA Restaurants

1198 06-Aug-23 Joel Popowski Iconic new stadium AFL, cricket, soccer, music, dirt bikes, monster trucks Expos Hotels, pubs/bars, parks Both Build the new stadium

1199 06-Aug-23 Craig Arnold Engage as many local people as possible
Tasmanian sports museum 
AFL games Showcase what Tasmania has to offer Car park  Transport hub Outside

Maybe a memorial of what was at Mac point before ie the 
railway

1200 06-Aug-23 Martin Ashlin

By having a walk/promenade that displays Hobart 
history pointing out our best tourist attractions 
along with past and present sporting heroes

As many as we can possibly get from all areas of sport 
and the arts

It would offer another option to show off the best of 
what tassie has to offer

Light rail, ferry terminal pubs and restaurants, 
accommodation, scenic walkways, open areas for 
families to relax

I’d prefer the focus to be outside so they can be 
accessed when there are not any events on but a good 
selection inside would be a bonus

A semi permanent area that could offer seasonal entertainment 
like a a big screen that can show sporting events like 
Federation Square in Melbourne, and also offer an area for a 
temporarily ice skating rink in winter or other event space 
where people can come along and have a fun time with their 
families

1201 06-Aug-23 Nerrilee Burke Events similar to dark mofo
Concerts, sports of all codes, events for the kids and 
teens as there’s not much to do in Hobart

Conferences, weddings, gala events, smaller 
entertainment, expos Open areas for queues, food similar to Salamanca

Outside  They would be great when the Salamanca 
markets are on and you can’t go to any of the restaurants

Affordable housing in one area usually brings with it the 
downfall of a suburb, it’s not the best idea when the centre of 
Hobart already has enough issues regarding lower income 
crime

1202 06-Aug-23 Luke Everard
Represent events/achievements from each 
decade  Not just events from 200 years ago AFL, BBL cricket, Soccer, Rock Concerts Large business meetings, exhibitions, private events

Bars, restaurants, access to public transport, specialty 
retail for sport and music events

Both  There needs to be access to various types of food 
and drinks inside and nearby for not only event 
attendees but people around or near that area

Ensure the sport stadium is unique and represents the area  
Being in the UK recently I found facilities such as Lords and 
Wimbledon represented their area well



1203 06-Aug-23 Jo Errey

A museum with focus on local European and 
Indigenous history would be great and some  
local artist sculpture and statues of local legends  
Also a space for concert arena with seating (but 
not a stadium!)

I disagree with the premise of this question because I 
do not want to see prime waterfront wasted on stadium Concerts, community fora for issues of the day As above  I do not want a stadium sited at Mac Point I would like to see them, without a stadium

I would like the stadium to go to a vote in parliament and a 
proper business plan presented to parliament and the people 
of Tasmania

1204 06-Aug-23 Maree Hinton

Showcase our sports people, include retail and 
hospitality that has Tasmanian products  Include 
views of Mount Wellington, the Casino, cenotaph 
and the Derwent River

Football, concerts, charity events, school activities, 
dining out Include accommodation Transport, toilets, “green” spaces to these areas Definitely both

Sell the stadium as a space that everyone can enjoy  Have 
accessible facilities for people to access around the stadium 
that don’t involve an entry fee  A playground where families 
can gather and smaller venue spaces for weddings, 
celebrations etc

1205 06-Aug-23 Rosslyn Guy

Build it to a high standard to show how unique 
Tasmania is, hire consultants who know what they 
are doing and who have great pride in Tasmania 
and advertise and promote nation wide

Afl and aflw football, cricket, soccer, special events, 
concerts

Conventions, trade exhibitions, national conferences, 
shows

Specialty shops, cafes, restaurants, toilet facilities, 
parkland Both

I think this is a great opportunity for Tasmania to move forward 
and become more self reliant  It will be great for our young 
sports people to be able to advance to the highest level and 
not have to leave Tasmania for advancement  My grand 
daughter has played in the VFLW and had to leave Tasmania to 
further her career  We can have it all here, in beautiful 
Tasmania

1206 06-Aug-23 Tom Millhouse Entertainment, galleries, passenger transit facilities Central rail station, passenger ferry terminal

Strategic planning to deliver efficient passenger transit 
infrastructure in order to resolve city traffic congestion, safe 
cycling infrastructure, effective river transport terminal

1207 06-Aug-23 Tye McKnight A world class stadium Concerts and sport Footy dinners and functions Pubs Outside Can't wait for the new stadium to start getting built!

1208 06-Aug-23 Jack Rodman Stadium and outdoor entertainment are as
Afl , concerts, expos , soccer , all other events that can 
take place in stadium areas 4x4 expos Sitting areas small parks ammenities food van options

Both   An option to access cafes and restaurants both 
when events are being run and from general public days Stadium plans

1209 06-Aug-23 Belinda Auton

Dark Mofo will definitely play it s part and finally 
an AFL Team to represent our state, we need to 
advertise our whole state with a heritage walk 
around the stadium to give visitors an in site to 
our wonderful state and make them want to come 
back again and again AFL games and music concerts

The list is endless, weddings corporate functions AFL 
dinners school formals

Community room with bathroom facilities BBQ areas 
and seating walking tracks to car parking undercover 
bus depot Definitely both

1210 06-Aug-23 Troy Clark Sport museum, cultural centre All sports, international music events, function centre International conference, Parking, buses ferries Both Multi use for everyone to enjoy

1211 06-Aug-23 Rebecca Harding Footy stadium, music, history (not just aboriginal)
AFL, soccer, NRL, indoor golf (school holiday activities) 
music concerts, sports workshops and training for kids

Business, youth mentoring, cultural groups, school 
holiday activities, Restaurants, cafes, open space parkland, walking tracks, Both

We need a stadium to attract and retain professionals to this 
state, particularly health professionals  If it's not built, my family 
will be leaving, taking nursing staff back to the mainland

1212 06-Aug-23 ANNE CORDTS

Use of Tasmanian sourced timbers as cladding to 
the stadium   
Only Tasmanians for staff AFL games with our own team

Conferences and displays that would normally by in 
Sydney and Melbourne because Hobart does not have 
a big enough venue More hotel rooms to cater for all the visitors! Both Statues of famous Tasmanians in the forecourt

1213 06-Aug-23 Denis Lovell A beautiful Tasmanian stadium Afl and concerts Plenty if is part of the stadium Both Build it for all Tasmanian s

1214 06-Aug-23 Andrew Doran Incorporate Tassie timbers NPl, AFL, NRL Conferences? Public access, transport Both
Just build it  I am sick and tired of all the highly paid 
consultants that have been engaged over the past ten years

1215 06-Aug-23 Grant Hoskinson

Local art,  produce  Have a regular market  
Maybe a tourism hub/ outlet where you can buy 
tickets to local tours

Any Sports, even monster trucks,  X games, big bash 
cricket! Big name concerts! Presentations from local businesses, Schools

Bus taxi and uber zone  Public toilets  Coffee shop 
icecream shop  Kids play area Definately Both Large kids play area   Lots of things for kids to do

1216 06-Aug-23 Tim Manning

Hard to do on that site  The earlier floating 
stadium had that potential  I thought a stadium 
design that represented the historical woven 
baskets or an abalone shell would identify 
Tasmania, but I expect cost to be a limitation Pretty much everything Depends on the size  Use is obvious

Hospitality, Tasmanian sports museum, an extensive 
concourse which can be a venue in itself, music, retail  
displays

Generally outside, but there needs to be facilities for pre 
and post game functions within

Extra large video screen(s) to enable fans to view away games 
together in comfort  Only 7 home games means 15 or so away  
I have junior games on Sunday and sometimes local footy on 
Saturday  It would be impossible to get to home games in 
Hobart (depending on fixtures) let alone Launceston  Still want 
to share the journey when possible  I believe 23,000 capacity is 
too few and the optimisation assessment should be revisited

1217 06-Aug-23 Michael Oakley
I am sure people will travel from interstate to 
performing art shows and the AFL

AFL football, big bands, soccer perhaps even military 
tattoos Not sure on this Parking and perhaps tourist shops and cafes Outside I think Plant plenty of trees around the stadium

1218 06-Aug-23 Robert Groom
Have a facility similar to Mawson place to host 
exhibitions etc Sport, concerts

Exhibitions, trade fairs, international and national 
conferences, conventions

Buses transferring to nearby larger parking areas - eg 
domain Preferably outside

1219 06-Aug-23 Judi Spurr Concerts, displays, sports Tassie’s quilt show
Open space area to accommodate families if stadium is 
fully booked out

I am not keen on the affordable housing idea   One it may put a 
hamper on stadium activities as  at Blunstone  
And second may not be a good idea to have that type of 
housing close to city
There should be no curfew on concerts

1220 06-Aug-23 Dean Archibald

1221 06-Aug-23 Ben Hingston Local designers Sport and music Large functions for local businesses Car parking Both
I’d like to see local independent food and alcohol at the 
stadium

1222 06-Aug-23 Jeremy Goodwin Using unique Tasmania materials in construction AFL, concerts , rugby , soccer Major conferences, training etc Food and beverage Both Yes Stadium

1223 06-Aug-23 Peter Cooke Tasmanian produce, and a Tasmanian footy team

1224 06-Aug-23 M Thirne

Design a stadium to rival the Opera house  This 
centre piece should be modern but should 
incorporate materials and designs that tie in early 
European and indigenous themes   Structures 
could use natural materials like our timbers, 
sandstone and dolerite while landscaped areas 
be modelled on indigenous land sculpturing and 
use by way of variou grass and bush areas   These 
indigenous areas would become learning places 
to educate people on the importance and use of 
fire and bounty previously provided by the coast

Big time concert events and live shows, AFL and maybe 
a grandfinal one day, history tours highlighting 
Hobart's European history, permanent Antarctic 
learning feature, indigenous cultural learning Industry exibitions

The main one will be a modern client focused transport 
system in and around the city  Train tracks won't cut it

There definitely needs to be both  Take Melbourne's arts 
and entertainment precinct as an example    With the 
stadium event, local workers, cruise ships and tourists it 
would become viable

Restructure Davey St and Macquarie St to be main arterial 
roads for through traffic with a new environmentally friendly 
light shuttle bus system to cater for movements into and 
around the city   I like too many others live too far out to expect 
public transport into the city, however, satellite-based parking 
hubs serviced by frequent shuttles could cater for locals, 
outlying residents and tourists alike    Just needs people to 
stop exploring their own ainus's and work together to further 
build this place like my forebears did  We wouldn't have the 
history that we have now and value so much if had our heads 
stuck in the sand

1225 06-Aug-23 Simon Blundstone Not sure?
AFL and any other international/ national 
 sport  Music concerts

Space for a moderate to large group of people to 
gather  Multimedia facilities

Areas for buses to embark/disembark disabled, elderly 
or playing teams  Overflow parking(the domain?)  Areas 
for people to queue for entry and tickets Both No  Just build the stadium

1226 06-Aug-23 Shaun Seabourne A multi purpose stadium AFL , Maybe both
1227 06-Aug-23 Jason Loring Build stadium ( center piece) Sports concerts conference s Weddings birthday s etc Open space’s restaurant’s etc Both Build stadium as center piece and work out ways from there
1228 06-Aug-23 Scott Lewis Stadium Football All types Rail transport Bars No

1229 06-Aug-23 Anthony paul Curran Build a stadium to suit International artists ,football Out side only
Well signed,  not confusing a map of the area where you are 
interactive

1230 06-Aug-23 Ken Arnold Use tassie timbers in the buildings Sports and entertainment Weddings, work conferences Ferry terminal  bus interchange Both
Yes to a multi-purpose stadium  for every  Tasmanian  to enjoy  
all types of events

1231 06-Aug-23 Brett Marney Football , concerts, other events Both No build the Stadium inside a truly unique precinct now

1232 06-Aug-23 Dannii Ricketts Concerts, trade / 4x4 shows, variety of sports Meetings, gala days, balls, charity events Ferry transport upgrades Outside

This space is not suitable for housing  In a prime location the 
housing will be unaffordable to most  It is not an appropriate 
location for low cost housing

1233 06-Aug-23 Angela Lucas STADIUM AFL, entertainment and cultural events
Business conferences as well as sport, entertainment 
and cultural events Parking Both Easy access and seating for people with disabilities

1234 06-Aug-23 Shelley Roach Concerts, afl, cricket, soccer Bars, restaurants and handicap parking Maybe both
1235 06-Aug-23 Wayne Carnes Tasmania landscaping materials Sports concerts Great views Ferry Both Need to be done properly for years to come



1236 06-Aug-23 Ron Riley Build the Stadium AFL, Other sports, concerts etc That would no doubt be included Short stay, restaurants plenty of toilets Part of the Stadium Strongly consider the Stadium

1237 06-Aug-23 Marcus Bourn
Hold dark Mofo and the Taste of Tasmania at the 
new Stadium

AFL, Rugby League, Rugby Union, soccer ,cricket  Live 
music No sure Parks for kids Maybe both Ferry transport

1238 06-Aug-23 George Gatenby Concerts  Soccer, cricket, afl, motorbike events Large scale events Public restrooms, bars, cafes, Outside Transport plan
1239 06-Aug-23 Trent Austin Stayed of Tas AFL legends Tas footy museum Nandos :)

1240 06-Aug-23 Kerry Daniels
A museum showcasing high achievements by 
Tasmania's in any field including sport Historical displays  shopping  and sport events All sports, international and local Parking facilities,  food and beverage Both Displays and sales of unique Tasmanian products

1241 06-Aug-23 Wayne Debnam
Build a multi purpose Stadium that all 
Tasmanians can use Football and conserts There is already enough conference centres in Hobart Parking Both

1242 06-Aug-23 Jason Sulzberger

Attract Tasmanian businesses, showcase the 
surroundings (Derwent, the Mountain and the 
city) by the provision of large windows

All sports, family events, music concerts, festivals, art 
and a MONA type twist All the above and more

Some parking, light rail, ferry terminal, large pedestrian 
drop off area for both private and commercial use  A 
shuttle bus or light rail to the domain where additional 
parking could be built Both Be bold  Look at Mona’s success

1243 06-Aug-23 J Munro Modernise it, Concerts, AFL, Rugby games, World Cup matches None None Outside, with food and drink inside None

1244 06-Aug-23 Tim Bergin Definitely a roof
Sport, music event  Other states governments pay for 
high profile bands to come and play in their states

Anything the DEC gets used for, I'm sure people 
would rather be in the city

More overnight accommodation, restaurants/ fast food/ 
locally owned foods Bars and restaurants on the inside, the rest outside

1245 06-Aug-23 Brerr Allender

Both Tokyo and Singapore make great use of 
trellised gardens to soften large buildings  
Tasmania is defined by its landscape and 
proximity to the sea  Utilise both in the design 
process

Concerts, international sport including soccer and 
rugby, AFL and VFL games, concerts, trade expo’s, 
opera, perhaps an IMAX screen, balconies from the 
attached hotel opening into the stadium like Adelaide  
An attached gymnasium and fitness/ health centre 
perhaps in conjunction with the Hospital  A Tasmania 
AFL team club room to keep members at the ground 
pre and post game supporting the club financially

Hobart desperately needs a 5000-8000 person 
conference facility  This could include an interface with 
the University and Antarctic centre

Restaurants, bars, hotels, health/physio centre, gym, 
club rooms and internal dining facilities Both

I expect those considering this to consider the opportunity cost 
in terms of billions in lost activity for the State, thousands of 
jobs and incomes of replacing the stadium as a revitalising 
centre piece for the precinct with  something that brings no 
new net benefit like a library or tidal pool  This stadium should 
be an iconic economic multiplier for Hobart and the State

1246 06-Aug-23 Peter Midson A stadium to be proud of Sports and Entertainment Conferences, restaurants Transport, restaurants and hotels

1247 06-Aug-23 Clay Condie Endemic Flora and fauna artwork AFL, Union, NRL, Soccer, music

Event designated public transport drop off/ pick up  
Also an area with a big screen so people can still 
experience the atmosphere of the event without having 
to get tickets to sporting events Both

1248 06-Aug-23 Hamish Wilson
Put a stadium in that Tasmanian AFL and AFLW 
teams could play at! AFL and AFLW games featuring Tasmanian teams Corporate box space to AFL and AFLW games

Training facilities for various sports, including AFL and 
AFLW teams Both

Information on the economic and social benefits of a new 
sports stadium, including what other sort of events we might 
see at one of the size proposed

1249 06-Aug-23 Samuel Kean

Have alleyways, paths, statues and walls 
displaying all the talent that tasmania has had 
over the years in all areas with room to add more  
Similar to the bee gees alleyway Concerts, sports, expos and science displays

I do not believe a conference centre has much of an 
economic benefit to the new facility as there are many 
others offered in Hobart  So my advice if one is 
needed, keep it simple and practical

Medical facilities, pubs, clubs, cafes, water views, food 
trucks, park like area for people to wait comfortably in

Both, if the focus is sports and concerts then less so in 
the stadium

Do not develope housing  Hobart needs to grow as a capital 
but is constantly held back by limited mindsets, the population 
will keep growing and they are finding work further out of 
hobart  Nobody will invest in the hobart area unless there is 
some economic growth potential

1250 06-Aug-23 Kylie Andrew

Have fern patterns in concrete, natural timbers, 
sandstone
Murals Football,  concerts , monster trucks Various events, markets Food hall, parking, shelter from wind, rain Both , not just overpriced stadium food

Please build the stadium & bring Tasmania more infrastructure  
But please please please fix Davey street & the broker as it's 
already congested & if an accident on the bridge it closes the 
whole city

1251 06-Aug-23 Roslyn Williams

By building a mu ti purpose stadium it can be 
used to promote many Tasmanian events 
including The taste of Summer, Dark Mofo, 
Festival of Voices, many sporting events, music 
and concerts AFL /AFLW, Cricket , concerts

AFL/AFLW, soccer, cricket, concerts and live 
performances, conference’s Restaurants, cafes, Both

I would like it to be an eye catching development for Hobart as 
the opera house is for Sydney harbour, not filled with uncared 
for housing

1252 06-Aug-23 Shannon Mitchelmore Advertising campaign
Concerts (big concerts) gala events markets footy 
netball soccer

Gala events charity fundraisers such as make wish for 
kiddies with cancer, breast cancer fundraising infact 
any sort of fundraisering events live conferences from 
the likes of RIMPA, or what about conferences from 
John Kwik or some other big name hosts

Excellent transport in and out of the area, we need to 
consider people with disabilities like those are unable 
to walk or see accessible entry to all parts of the 
stadium and building in the area a like - maybe a space  
outside the stadium where people unable to enter the 
footy or concerts or tennis big screens similar to that of 
Melbourne park (think that’s the place I am thinking of)

Both  the area is big enough let’s try to attract some 
others  big name companies to want to work in Tasmania

Tasmania does not have a DFO like most other states so that 
would be good  There is a lot of money going into this project 
if it’s done well, right from the beginning it has the potential to 
bring so much good into this state we desperately need to 
move forward and develop I love Tassie and wilderness I love 
our old buildings  But that doesn’t mean that we can’t move 
forward and tempt more tourist into Tassie with other options 
of footy shopping concerts let’s do this already  One more 
thing be open and honest with Tasmanian people if budgets 
blowout or things get a bit pearshaped tell us and why 
because if there is secrets you will loose the voters in droves

1253 06-Aug-23 Sam Parry
Use Tasmanian materials, decorate the green 
spaces with Tasmanian faces and icons Sport and Music

A conference centre could provide thousands of 
businesses the opportunity to utilise the space, 
including meetings, functions and training 
opportunities Green spaces that suit the design of the stadium

Both  Restaurants outside for before and after events, but 
with provision inside for during events Yes Stadium

1254 06-Aug-23 Glenn Wilkinson Dark mofo and arts Games, concerts accommodation and restaurants both

1255 06-Aug-23 Damian Hope Mix of activities and business as in Salamanca
Stadium is totally inappropriate ,too large and a waste 
of tax dollars A conference centre does not need a stadium No stadium it cannot be justified

Theses are all Ok but stadium is not needed and 
unjustified

Yes tell the AFL that they have no right to insist we provide 
them with a stadium at MAC point
They can play at an upgraded York Park

1256 06-Aug-23 cheryll Goodluck Using local artist and groups Australian and international artist, sports A very wide range parking food etc accesses to buses taxi close by outside Lets build it

1257 06-Aug-23 Alan Ryan

Dark MOFO events would be great at the new 
stadium   How about a sitting of Parliament?  
Maybe the design could feature a heritage 
component linking it to Hobart history

AFL and AFLW games, festivals such as Dark MOFO, 
sporting events such as rugby and soccer - NRL and A 
League - would give Hobart great exposure   Music 
concerts would be great

There are endless opportunities- government and 
business conferences, political conferences, 
weddings, funerals, election coverage, media centres

Transport, parking, first aid, security, emergency 
services access Catering primarily inside, overall they could be both

The multi purpose side of the development needs to be 
explained more so that people can see the potential for the 
stadium to be more than just an AFL venue

1258 06-Aug-23 Todd Pepper Ask David Walsh’s architect Music concerts and eateries Any large corporate functions Accessibility Both but mainly outside
This needs to happen for our state to become a more enticing 
prospect  We have lost the vibrancy that other states have

1259 06-Aug-23 Michael McMillan TV ads nationally AFL, Cricket, concerts, trade shows Trade events, National and international conferences Outdoor display space, practice areas for sports
Both  Outside great to visit before/after events and 
quality food and beverage inside during events

I’m a fan of the design which was partially out on the water  
This has a few advantages- the footprint would be partially on 
reclaimed land, the easterly outlook towards the bridge would 
be fantastic for the conference spaces, there could be space 
for boats and ferries to come alongside and tie up, and the 
design is really futuristic- something we can be proud of

1260 06-Aug-23 Stuart Twining

Have plenty of open area for the summer festivals 
etc that this will draw  The multi purpose stadium 
will draw a variety of events  There needs to be 
space for pop up stalls etc when events are on 
showcasing the Tasmanian products we are 
known for

Exhibitions, multitude of top level sports, World class 
entertainers

Tasmania has been a drawcard for conferences in the 
past  The stadium could possibly cater to a different 
market with some creative thinking Training facilities

Both  Naturally inside for during the events, but around 
the perimeter works well for times when the events aren't 
on also

I think that a small percentage of Tasmanians that this stadium 
is a no go option and that it is funding that could be spent on 
housing and the health system  However this is not the case 
from what myself and many other Tasmanians see  The outlay 
from Tasmania for this project is minimal and financially viable 
and does not have any affect on housing and health  The funds 
allocated from Federal Govt and the AFL will be lost and never 
to be offered again to our state if this stadium does not 
proceed

1261 06-Aug-23 Janine Tamlyn
Our own timbers in constructions, produce and 
Aboriginal peoples AFL and concerts Entertainment in a waterproof area Transport and green areas for sitting Both Bringing the state together

1262 06-Aug-23 Fleur Gilmore Fresh Tasmanian produce on offer Concerts, sports besides AFL As above Hotels, eateries, shops Both

Tasmania needs to stop hindering progress or change   It’s the 
main reason people move away from here   Give them 
opportunities, put Tasmania on the map as a destination for 
sports etc  Stop living in the past



1263 06-Aug-23 Tamara Syrett

Incorporate uniquely Tasmanian icons or places 
in the design: red rocks of Binalong Bay, Mt 
Wellington, Stanley Nut etc Etchings into 
panelling to show all areas of Tasmania, not just 
Hobart AFL, concerts Ferry  Restaurants, bars, cafes etc

Both  But more to the outside, for continued use 
between events Build the stadium already!!

1264 06-Aug-23 Daniel Butterworth

Greenspace where possible with unique 
Tasmanian landscaping options  Use of Tassie 
timbers in construction and building awning

There are so many uses that could be included into the 
stadium  The idea of some hotel suites looking out over 
the playing field like what you can find at Toronto's 
Rogers Centre would be an amazing experience for 
both locals and tourists, especially when you take into 
view the amazing river views that are also on offer  

A dedicated sports museum dedicated to Tasmania's 
sporting history across all codes and sports, tied in with 
a stadium tour, a walk across the roof, absailing etc

Christmas Carols, open cinema on the grass in the 
summer, markets there is so much potential

weddings, political fundraising, tourism conferences, 
business conferences accommodation, restaurants and cafes Both

The stadium has the potential to be a cornerstone 
development for Hobart and for Tasmania that could shape 
activity around the Hobart Waterfront for decades to come  
This could lead to further development along Regatta Point 
and beyond

1265 06-Aug-23 Marcus Callinan

Tasmania will be show cased through quality 
events  People will stay longer and explore after 
the event

Concerts is the main one but any event is good for 
slowbart

Just integration into what is already on the waterfront  
As it’s success build more shops could be built along 
toward Salamanca

Developed around it would be better  Maybe with some 
inside

Get it built  Don’t let the negative minority destroy another 
project

1266 06-Aug-23 Stuart white Building a afl roofed stadium afl plus shows Afl footy Footy agent's Afl related All over a new afl roofed stadium Building a afl roofed stadium

1267 06-Aug-23 Derek Mccarthy
This is where the Mona proposal should have 
succeeded  They could be advisers/m

Very simply high level sporting and entertainment 
events  Possibly exhibitions and indoor entertainment 
(shows and displays) Views  Entertainment   Hospitality  Top class facilities Open air spaces  Amenities  Easy access Both

Cannot please everyone so don’t try  Do the best for the State 
and the community

1268 06-Aug-23 Paul Reid A very uniquevstadiumbdrsign

AFL NRL NATIONAL SOCCER
CONCERTS AND OTHER SPORTS AND 
ENTERTAINMENT The usual conference facilities You have the whole city nearbu Both

Just get it done
AFL STADIUM AFL TEAM

1269 06-Aug-23 Karen Baker Our AFL team will show case Tasmania Netball football music Not much
Public transport you don’t need much as long as you 
have public transportation Bot Would be awesome to have like an eat street outside

1270 06-Aug-23 Vicki Winley AFL, all sports, concerts Both

1271 06-Aug-23 Rita Oakley
In the design, use spaces to tell the stories of 
Tasmania

Everything and anything  Concerts, entertainment, 
shows and all different sports

Again, the same as any other facility like this  What 
we’re doing isn’t something new

Evebts spaces, open spaces, some green, outdoor 
seating, lighting, play areas for kids, conference 
facilities, outdoor screens like Fed Square, drop off and 
pick up zones for transport

Both  The more activity that is there at all times of the day 
and all days of the week increase the activity in the area 
and means it doesn’t sit there unsued  It needs to be a 
hub of activity Just build it!

1272 06-Aug-23 Debbie Colls All sports, cultural events and concerts Seminars G
1273 06-Aug-23 Ben Hiscutt Clever design Food Entertainment and education Same as above Pubs Both Get on with it

1274 06-Aug-23 Elaine Lester

Use Tassie designers, products we are known for 
like our beautiful timber, builders, partners etc   
incorporate the Tasmanian story into the design 
of the stadium   Don’t shy away from the difficult 
history

Concerts, sport, comedians, conferences - anything you 
can attract to make the stadium viable

Large scale conferences  We currently can’t support 
them

Transport links, disabled access and parking, 
appropriate flowing access (getting out of marvel after 
a concert is bordering on dangerous due to the crush)  
Uber/Taxi access, bus access  Accommodation and 
cafes for visitors

Both  High quality stadium catering would be a unicorn  
If we could provide good, healthy options that would be 
unique!

1275 06-Aug-23 Panagotis Tzamarias Move the tourist information centre Afl , concerts Interstate conferences Public transport, information centre Both No

1276 06-Aug-23 Bev Goldfarb
Lovely views, clean and green, no deficit creating 
stadium to destroy our economy Health care, common gardens No stadium  Shared gardens

We need lots instead of a we not lots, but no stadium
 Health  housing, food I would like to see them instead of the stadium

Please don't destroy our state by incurring debt with this white 
elephant  We should never have agreed to this deal

1277 06-Aug-23 Hannah Horne TASSIE AFL team
AFL games, concerts, sports events for children and 
other sporting events Functions, charity events Bars, restaurants Both Please build the stadium for our new Tassie team

1278 06-Aug-23 Emma Heazlewood Honoring our history through statues ect Football , concerts , community events National conferences , large corporate functions Tassie sports Museum Outside

1279 06-Aug-23 Geraldine Ryan

Not the new stadium idea ( there area other 
suitable stadiums in Hobart and Launceston) No 
need for the recent stadium push   It would be 
lovely to have a more like Salamanca market 
precinct  and incorporating the Vision ideas We don't need a big multipurpose stadium ibid ibid

The Vision Plan has the good ideas  We don't want the 
usual / and another impersonal shopping centre

Please listen to the people who have the best for Tasmania in 
their minds and hearts  I think the Federal / and State 
Governments should put their money into realising the Vision 
Plan,  some improvements to the current stadiums and not into 
the the unneeded, giant,  stadium proposal

1280 06-Aug-23 John Wilkins

Highlight what we do well  We need to promote 
ourselves unashamedly to make the rest of the 
country sit up and take notice

Sporting events, concerts, daily tours of facilities  This 
needs to be a vibrant, friendly and welcoming site for 
everyone

Conferences very often come to Hobart, these could 
be held at the new Centre  which as an aside would 
also promote the venue and its many functions

Parking at a reasonable cost would be an absolute 
bonus though not likely feasible  Accommodation is 
vitally important

Perhaps both and costs should not be exorbitant, people 
should be able to buy a pie and a soft drink without 
paying an arm and a leg  I feel this is an extremely 
important consideration

A map showing where seating is located is important as is any 
relevant information customers might need to know for a first 
visit

1281 06-Aug-23 Stacey Lyons Football & Concerts Cafes, restaurants and bars Both Build a great stadium for everyone to enjoy
1282 06-Aug-23 Laura Bedford AFL, music, other sports Food options, transport options, toilets (& parenting) Both!

1283 06-Aug-23 Chris Riewoldt
Any sport that could be played in a stadium  Concerts 
etc Entertainment precinct Both

1284 06-Aug-23 Sally Mayo

Definitely no stadium  The stadium at Mac point 
feels like a sell out to big business and interests 
which is decidedly in Tasmanian! No stadium! Low-rise, discrete conference centre, no stadium No stadium No stadium at all!

t is unrepresentative and unfair for the Tasmanian public now 
and in the future to be beholden to AFL's big business agenda  
We do not need to accumulate public debt that we will be 
repaying for years and years to come to have an AFL team  The 
idea is un-Australian and un-Tasmanian

1285 06-Aug-23 Irene Hudson Anything Tasmanian AFL, soccer, other sports , concerts, other entertainment Pubs , cafes , restaurants, shops, hotels Outside but attached

We need the stadium built , we need for our future 
generations, something for our children to aim for, something 
they have to look forward to , to bring much needed money 
into the economy, yes stadium yes team

1286 06-Aug-23 Chris Anderson

The Stadium is the perfect place to hold events to 
showcase our state with regular performances, 
events and activities  With the games and other 
events being played advertising is a perfect 
medium of sharing the benefits to the rest of the 
state

While I'm mostly going to support the football I can see 
from stadiums around the world and similar sized 
populations that concerts will be able to happen here 
as well as exhibition games for rugby league, union 
and soccer  With function rooms and other facilities 
they can be used for many conferences and groups and 
other smaller sized events  With the roof height being 
set slightly higher than Docklands in Melbourne I can 
see cricket events happening and being successful with 
the threat of a washout being removed

Having seen the success of the paranaple centre here 
in Devonport where we had all the same arguments 
against things there are opportunities for all sorts of 
events and conference centres  Whether it be 
something like a mass vaccination centre for COVID 
type events or flu season or national and international 
conferences or smaller concerts and events  
Devonport has hosted national government meetings 
with Federal ministers and the state ministers and 
these are all possible for Hobart too

Public transport and accessibility for people unable to 
walk from parking however parking will need to be 
available within a suitable distance  Safe walkways and 
pathways through to the city to ensure people can get 
in and out safely without impeding the traffic flow

A mix of both would be best here, inside will be great for 
on game days and at game times, outside and in the 
precinct will be much better for those every other day of 
the year

The stadium simply needs to happen  We can't continue to be 
held back by a small group of noisy people who complain 
about every idea put forward  They are holding the state back 
and are destroying it for the rest of us wanting to succeed and 
have a future  The future economy and future investment 
opportunities depend entirely on how Tasmania chooses to 
proceed with this once in a lifetime opportunity

1287 06-Aug-23 Marcelle Short A multiple purpose stadium An AFL team, bands, shows State of the art conference facilities Both

1288 06-Aug-23 Colleen Blackaby

By having our own State AFL team  Which can 
only be realised by them having a world class 
stadium to attract the Players, coaches, etc 
required  Television advertising will sell our state 
nationally AFL naturally, but any other sport  Also concerts

Any corporate organisation would want to utilise the 
conference centre, given its locality Garden spaces  Tasmanian natives, lots of treesBoth Both

Growing up in Sandy Bay I experienced the community 
backlash of the Casino being built  We wouldn't be without it 
now!

1289 06-Aug-23 Michael Jury
Get Dark labs involved, they hit the mark with 
everything they’re involved with Sport, music, other cultural events Multi national business Restaurants, bars, open space, transport hubs

Outside so they can still operate regardless of what’s 
happening on the inside

This is a once in a multi generational opportunity, don’t stuff it 
up

1290 06-Aug-23 Gary Bird AFL & concerts Ferry terminals Both
Get a design out asap or all the uninformed people will be 
expecting a big concrete water tank

1291 06-Aug-23 Mark Bird Tas dance TSO performances etc Sports, music concerts , art festivals Business conferences, etc
Toilets security, open spaces for street artists 
playground etc Both Get the waterfront incorporated in the design

1292 06-Aug-23 Gary Bird AFL & other major sports AFL & cricket Not sure Bars & restaurants & ferry/bus terminals Both
Get the design out asap otherwise the uninformed public will 
be expecting a concrete water tank

1293 06-Aug-23 David Newell A Stadium AFL, Rugby, Soccer, expos, concerts Conference activities (stupid question) Cafes, restaurants, shops both Please just BUILD THE STADIUM!  The rest will foolow



1294 06-Aug-23 Matthew O’Donnell Build a stadium Football concerts Endless possibilities Not sure Nice garden Afl team and new stadium

1295 06-Aug-23 John Leaman Our own AFL TEAM Afl Lots We already have everything required Both
Saying no to a stadium is simple minded and backwards to be 
honest

1296 06-Aug-23 Andrew Oakley A stadium will do that Footy, soccer, concerts, NO Rugby Conferences Parking Both Just build the stadium
1297 06-Aug-23 Owen Genders Sports and concerts Events Parking and hotels Both
1298 06-Aug-23 Chris Plunkett Anything Hotels Both
1299 06-Aug-23 Leo Tringrove By promoting Major sports and entertainment All types Open space bars shops Both No
1300 06-Aug-23 Matthew Niekamp Build the multi purpose stafium Anything that the new stadium will attract Possibilities endless What ever is necesary Probably both Built it and they will come

1301 06-Aug-23 Chris Dunn
Build a stadium with a roof, imagine the amount 
of exposure Tassie would reap

AFL footy, international rugby,soccer the list goes on, 
music concerts, etc etc Anything

It already has the city nearby but some food outlets, 
bars etc

I think the stadium should be open to the public at all 
times, businesses within could operate 24/7 Just build it please !!!

1302 06-Aug-23 Kevin Young Statues AFL, music concerts Function space for large events Bars, restaurants Both Please just build it

1303 06-Aug-23 George Scott
Through a Tasmanian stadium for our Tasmanian 
team Concerts, sports games other than afl Business conferences, events and the like Public transport and information centres Both Yes afl team yes stadium, let’s make it happen

1304 06-Aug-23 Adam Dentler
We have our own way of doing things so build 
stadium for all to showcase and enjoy Concerts and sports Not sure N/a Both if possible

Let's just get the stadium built for our own afl team and the 
revenue will speak for itself

1305 06-Aug-23 Leon Spencer Use Tasmanian materials throughout AFL soccer concerts exhabisions All Australian and international conventions I think both I would love to see a concept plan and design

1306 06-Aug-23 Rick Ashlin Build it to be an inclusive Multi Purpose Stadium

Sport and Concerts for starters and anything else that is 
considered economically possible, the possibilities are 
limitless, refer to the multitude of events held at other 
Stadiums on the Mainland and NZ Many and varied Accommodation, restaurants, cafes both Build it and they will come

1307 06-Aug-23 Tricia Charlesworth

Most people only think about the cold when 
talking about Tassie   I have an idea of maybe 
being sponsored by one of the puffer jacket co 
(Mac pac etc) and have one included with 
football packages probably a silly idea but to 
embrace our weather like at the festival of voices 
and dress for the weather Concerts The possibilities are endless Gardens

1308 06-Aug-23 Vicki Siggins

Make sure we engage planners and architects etc 
that have a good local knowledge and a modern 
and  sustainable vision for the area AFL games, entertainment, festivals and exhibitions etc

The list would be extensive but a couple could include 
being used by businesses for training courses and for 
exhibitions such as those available at The Lume and 
the NGV in Melbourne

I think it’s proximity to the city centre and Salamanca 
reduces these needs Both

As a life-long Tasmanian resident, and a grandmother to 6 
grandchildren, I implore that you give full consideration to the 
fabulous opportunities that the building of a multi-purpose 
stadium will provide to a large number of Tasmanians  I don’t 
want to lose my grandchildren to the mainland due to the lack 
of opportunities (work and social) available to them here  I see 
the building of the stadium as an opportunity to keep a lot of 
Tasmanian kids within our own shores and to improve our 
reputation as being the State where progress is stifled

1309 06-Aug-23 Richard Wilson
Use Hydro wood as feature materials in the 
stadium AFL mens and womens and concerts Religious festivals maybe Pubs and hotels  There are heaps nearby already Bars and a small museum for AFL history Build it and they will come

1310 06-Aug-23 Benjamin Kerridge Dark mofo concerts the list goes on Dark mofo afl soccer concerts Dark mofo afl soccer concerts Cafes and eateries Both This is great for the state an economic move forward

1311 06-Aug-23 Chris Purtell
A stadium
Like Perth stadium but with a Tasmanian feel AFL, BBL, NBL, A league, music events etc Anything

Ferry terminals , restaurants, shuttles to domain for city 
parking Restaurants bars inside and out

This could be amazing for tbe future of Hobart and Tasmania- if 
this state truely believes that tourism will be the backbone of 
the economy- build it and they will come in their hundreds of 
thousands of every year and perhaps many more

1312 06-Aug-23 Eleanor Bearman
A stadium that showcases our rich sports history 
would be incredible AFL, soccer, cricket, music acts

Not much honestly  A stadium would provide more 
variation when it comes to events Good transport and parking Both No

1313 06-Aug-23 kara spence Above  Native gardens NO NEW STADIUM NO NEW STADIUM NO NEW STADIUM NO NEW STADIUM NO NEW STADIUM

1314 06-Aug-23 Michael Blake
A purpose built stadium that can be multi 
purpose

National and internal sports along side AFL  Music 
events

I decent conference space could bring large 
international and national conferences from all 
industries Accommodation  Parking   Access  Wharfs Both Build it  And they will come

1315 06-Aug-23 Lucy Hopper

More events like dark mofo, food and wine 
festivals, sour dough and cheese festivals (for non 
drinkers) live music events small and large, and 
sporting events small and large

AFL A-league soccer, NRL rugby union (OMG let’s try 
for a bledisloe!!) music!!! Concerts (eg Amy shark had 
to play at the casino and sold out at!!!)

Business events for larger business, convention center 
events like a Comic-Con and expo, Baking and cookie 
expos  Trade shows So many

Restaurants, areas for food cans, picnic eating spaces, 
bars, play grounds

Both but mostly outside to keep
Pricing competitive and low A STADIUM!!

1316 06-Aug-23 Rick Byers
Use Tasmanian only resources  Showcase 
Tasmanian sporting champions, and veterans

Everything! The Taste could be held there  Concerts, 
festivals  The list is endless Bars, eateries, open play areas, large screens Both

This state needs this facility to bring Tassie into the 21st 
century  Let's  push through the red tape and get this done!

1317 06-Aug-23 Margaret Morris Further promote what is unique to TSst Don’t want a stadium of any type
If a conference centre must be included then it should 
blend into current surroundings and be state of the art, Don’t want a stadium

Don’t want a stadium  Let’s develop  Launceston  so 
people from all parts of Tasssy can attend

Tasmania is known for its fresh air, clean food and water let’s 
build on that

1318 06-Aug-23 Karen Bearman have an aboriginal theme AFL, the arts, mona, concerts arts, mona light rail, ferry terminal both Build the stadium and people will come

1319 06-Aug-23 Mark Curran
Through  haveing a stadium to have tasmania  
events in Music concerts Afl match's Nrl match's Not sure Cafes restaurants  bars Both so you can go there when the stadium  is closed

Traffic or public transport plans when events are on and not 
just shitty buses

1320 06-Aug-23 Sharon Bedford
Imagine Music Concerts, International stars, 
Football,  Soccer all in our new stadium Concerts for our youth and young adults, All kinds of conferences Carparking,  Coffee shop,  easy access Both

Just to see the Stadium built for ALL Tasmanians, to share the 
fun of it 

1321 06-Aug-23 Nerrilee Pocock
When we get a decent architect to design a 
unique stadium that depicts Tasmania All sorts of sports events, concerts Both

1322 06-Aug-23 Vicki Behrens Roofed stadium could host taste of tas
Football, soccer, concerts, major fairs and events e g 
Gluten free expo like Melbourne and Sydney have

Expos and shows, major business meetings, tv 
broadcasts Parking, food options, access for all Both with a variety of foods

1323 06-Aug-23 Neil Johnson Close proximity to city and harbour
Footy concerts all sports, dark mofo, sydney hobart , 
wooden boat festival etc etc City and transport Outside Lets make it our Oprah House with great design

1324 06-Aug-23 Theresa Cassidy A Stadium that includes multiple uses
Concerts, soccer, cricket and anything that it can be 
utilised for

Weddings meetings indoor markets too many to write 
here Tasmanian ware, cafes, restaurants etc Both Build it

1325 06-Aug-23 Jacob Unsworth Concerts, sports Both

1326 06-Aug-23 Scott Parkinson All weather Stadium AFL, soccer, rugby, music,
Large events like Cairns and Darwin hold, 1000 plus 
conferences Restaurants and bars Both None

1327 06-Aug-23 Jo Robertson

Local produce, local advertising, perhaps 
partnership with hotels and a “visit Tasmania “ 
experience from other metro cities that showcase 
cruise travel to attend concerts/ events

The Tasmanian experience allows a stop at in an 
iconic area like wineglass bay

Sport, concerts, public events like carols by candlelight 
(currently restricted numbers) All events currently held at other conference events

Access to public transport, bike hire, affordable food 
and beverages

Both   Incorporating easy access to public health services 
and youth services on the outside of the stadium would 
also be great to see

Positive messaging, clear communication about funding (iris’s 
not coming out of the health budget - and how the separation 
of money occurs!)

1328 06-Aug-23 Michelle Boner Utilise our home grown companies and produce Too many to list As above A decent gym  Healthy food options Both

Think about our future  The stadium is part of a larger scheme  
Infrastructure needs to be in place as this is going to make it 
work



1329 06-Aug-23 Adrian Norton

I think Tasmania already has a unique brand 
Australia and worldwide  Positive media 
coverage  of the long term vision will help  Also, 
exposure through State owned assets like Spirit 
of Tasmania will assist Concerts, Exhibtions, Sport

Well any group or organisation, political party or 
company that needs to hold conferences

Numerous toilet facilites that are very conveniently 
located  Streamlined transport pickup and drop off
Efficient gate operation

Inside and outside  A bias to Tassie products could be a 
highlight inside the Stadium

slty I l ke ow t s su vey  s co ce ed about a p oject t at 
will proceed - it's positive
I fear many that are against the project will simply remark to the 
negative  I'm not sure how they might answer some of these 
question but I feel that any negative opinions could be 
discounted to some extent on the basis that this survey seems 
to be looking for ideas  
I'm only a layperson with limited knowledge and experience 
with concepts like a stadium  I'm sure there are experts that 
could provide a professional concept plan for this project  I 
would like to think that more weight is given to those experts 
about this project than to individuals who might be limited in 
their vision

1330 06-Aug-23 mark gray A STADIUM SPORT,MUSIC BARS,HOTELS BOTH

1331 06-Aug-23 Paul Fountain
Use Tasmanian timber and materials and 
Tasmanian architecture

All games from the new Tassie AFL team  Cricket and 
concerts

Trade shows  Conference for medical, 
pharmacy,optometry associations

The restaurants and bars will be full on game day and 
concert time  If they are well done they will be 
patronised at other time as well Mostly outside

This area, done properly, with the state of the art stadium and 
well run bars and restaurants with culturally sensitive 
landscaping and access to the waterfront will bring joy and 
prosperity

1332 06-Aug-23 Trudy Hoskinson AFL, concerts Hospitality  Bars, cafes, restaurants Both
1333 06-Aug-23 Cameron Fogarty Build a new stadium AFL, NRL, soccer, concerts Both

1334 06-Aug-23 Gary Price

AFL, Rugby, soccer, concerts, food and wine festivals, 
markets, conference and exhibition spaces for events in 
the 1500-2000 delegate range

exhibition spaces for events in the 1500-2000 
delegate range Accommodation and catering Will have to be both

1335 06-Aug-23 Mandy Kessarios
An amazing design for the stadium that is unique 
and identifiable to Hobart AFL, concerts, multiple sports, expos National presentations, expo’s, boating events

Transport hubs will be essential - bus and Ferry  
Tourism information Bith

1336 06-Aug-23 Robyn Salter
Construction facades including purely tasmanian 
timbers and native gardens All sports, exhibitions, concerts, use by childrens groups

Anything promoting Tasmania, its river front location, 
conference centre should be designed with panaramic 
views from bridge to storm bay Large walkway areas, bars, cafes, restaurants

Outside but inside catering should be uniquely 
tasmanian

I do not believe it is a desirable area for affordable housing  It 
is to be a classy area, that we can be proud of - the location 
doesnt warrant housing, affordable or not - Tasmania has more 
suitable areas for this type of development - it also should be 
areas for all to access not licked up for accommodation

1337 06-Aug-23 Shirley Norris
I am hopeful in the initial design Tasmanian 
timbers will be featured on the interior Number one a f l football two musicals three theatre

Perhaps a conference could be considered I guess it 
will depend on the initiatives of management

Obviously facilities will be included in the initial 
planning park areas should be in the initial plans one 
would hope

It would be pertinent to include areas on the interior and 
exterior

I would like to see a stadium that all Tasmanians can be proud 
of I know I will patronise it for several different sports and also 
theatre shows

1338 06-Aug-23 Kate McDonald

Obviously by referencing our natural beauty 
through the careful design of buildings and 
landscapes for both residents and visitors

I totally oppose the stadium and would not support it in 
any way

I totally oppose the stadium and would not support it 
in any way

I totally oppose the stadium and would not support it in 
any way

I totally oppose the stadium and would not support it in 
any way

I wish we had politicians who actually understood what is so 
special about Tasmania and its people and what attracts 
visitors to this place

1339 06-Aug-23 Gav White No stadium No stadium No stadium No stadium No stadium No stadium

1340 06-Aug-23 Tim Bass
Use our clean green image and our wild remote 
wilderness Afl, soccer, NRL, festivals, dark mofo, concerts Trade shows Green space and brewery restaurants Both Needs to be multi-purpose  Can't limit what can happen here

1341 06-Aug-23 Michael Smith Concerts AFL games Transport and entertainment Both

1342 06-Aug-23 John Palmer

concrete monstrosities will not do, in should link 
to the industrial heaitage of both the old railways 
site and the nearby gasworks and concert hall

International and National sport of any kind, Major 
concerts, perhaps even Agfest style machinery field 
days

Convention centres always appeal to a diverse range 
of orgnisitions and bring large numbers of people to 
the state

Bars and restaraunts, hotel accommodation, free public 
transport

Can be inside as long as access in not restricted, perhaps 
the smart idea is to have thel around the exterior with 
access both internal and external

I m unlikely to attend an AFL game at any stadium (have 
previously ignored offers of hospitality access to York Park 
games), however a multi-purpose facility delivers for the state 
in just the same way the DEC and Silverdome have done for 
many years
Just build it!

1343 06-Aug-23 Warren Yates

Success on the field is important but so is being 
able to win at the MCG where the grand final will 
be held  When WA built their stadium they made 
the playing surface to the exact size as the MCG, 
they won the flag a couple years later Footy, concerts, conferences, perhaps the taste of tassie

Expos, business events, training, opportunities are 
endless

Car parking would be handy otherwise a large bus 
station Both Yes stadium

1344 06-Aug-23 Graham Murray

Use of Tasmanian design elements like natural 
Timbers  Name facilities that have a Tasmanian 
connection to places in European and Aboriginal 
culture (but not having one excluded for the 
other) AFL AFLW and music concerts

Weddings, parties, interstate delegations, school 
leavers Traffic and transport facilities plus hospitality venues Both

There are a noisy group of non AFL supporters who are trying 
to stop this from happening  Don’t let them kill our dream 
about something they don’t even care about

1345 06-Aug-23 Michael Cowie

Use of Tasmanian goods and services   Name 
areas within the Precinct after areas of Tasmania 
and famous Tasmanians

All forms of sport  Concerts and other forms of 
entertainment  Conferences,, large and small  Can't 
imaging what Dark Mofo could do with it All forms of business,sporting and community entities

Welcoming entry, gathering area, children play areas, 
indigenous centre, arts and crafts  Affordable housing Both

Hobart desperately needs this development  It will be the 
making of Hobart and Tasmania  We need to capalise on our 
growing reputation and draw more visitors

1346 06-Aug-23 Graham Boxall
Use some unique Tasmanian materials and local 
design 

AFL and other sporting events, concerts, trade, boat 
and caravan shows

Anything any other conference centre can offer 
possibly being able to accommodate more people 
with larger venue Open spaces, Both

1347 06-Aug-23 Amanda Vince Tasmanian timber Festivals, concerts and sport Restaurants

1348 06-Aug-23 Denise Newnham
Make the most of the riverbank setting and the 
view of Kunyani Anything but sport in particular Weddings, dinners, meeting rooms Taxi rank or Uber zone Both

1349 06-Aug-23 Helen Gray

Use Tasmanian materials and products as we 
have seen at Macq 1  Promote our local, unique 
island

AFL football, sports generally, concerts, conferences  
Tourist experiences

I go to conferences nationally, everyone wants to 
come to Tasmania, particularly Hobart They are already there, eateries, bars, shopping etcetc

I think a lot of it is already there, it may need ro grow, 
how good will that be!

Please build the Stadium, I’m 61, I so hope get to see it and go 
there but for my children and grandchildren Tasmania needs 
this!

1350 06-Aug-23 Ben Chudoschnik Concerts etc Food festivals, exhibitions Transport from outskirts Outside
1351 06-Aug-23 Marlene Stevenson Sport and Concerts Parkland and Cafe’s Both

1352 06-Aug-23 Michael Barber Feature Tasmanian Timber and art AFL, concerts, any other sport Tours by boat on the river, up and down river
Restaurants,  bars, cafes, good public toilets  All the 
facilities I have previously stated All of the features I have previously mentioned

A proper information campaign to dispel the fear mongering 
of the anti stadium group

1353 06-Aug-23 Julie Lawless
Consult Tasmanians and especially our Arts 
community Concerts Usable spaces venues Transport, food, accommodation Outside Public transport assurity

1354 06-Aug-23 Tim Lucassen Multipurpose stadium Afl, cricket and live music Corporate events I e  master builders Training facilities for afl Both
Don’t let this opportunity get away from us with the NO 
minority’s rubbish

1355 06-Aug-23 Darren Mckenna Not just sports  Events and concents Band and events like dark mofo and feast Anything and everything Food and drinks Both No
1356 06-Aug-23 Jack Ross Dark Mofo AFL, Cricket, Rugby, Soccer, Concerts etc Conferences, functions, balls, fundraisers Toilets, public transport Both probably
1357 06-Aug-23 Susan Vaughan Concerts & sporting events mis mix of both
1358 06-Aug-23 Fiona Moore All sports, concerts, festivals Weddings, Gala balls, Formals, funerals Both, like other Stadiums around the world

1359 06-Aug-23 Stadium
AFL, NRL(Storm), Super Rugby (Rebels), Cricket, 
Concerts Conferences all year round Transportation hub, Restaurants, Cafes Outside

YES STADIUM
Build it

1360 06-Aug-23 Catherine Raine

I think Mac point is perfect because it is such a 
great place with a water/mountain view  I’m sure 
the design will make the most of this Sport, markets, Functions, conferences etc Open spaces for people to gather Both!

1361 06-Aug-23 Tania Dare Stadium Sport and concerts The list is endless Shopping hotels food Both

I think that Anzac Day breakfast and celebrations should be 
included being so close to cenotaph and I think a lot more 
people would attend

1362 06-Aug-23 David Gandy Concerts, multi sport codes We don’t need a conference center Transport, bars, restaurants, hotels Both
1363 06-Aug-23 Christine Gilmour Tasmanian timber AFL any sport or concert Weddings Accommodation Both but mostly outside No  Just build it and it will be sensational
1364 06-Aug-23 Garry Sumners High scale advertising through tourism tas Both

1365 06-Aug-23 Wayne Elphinstone Build it , they will come All sports and music events
Many , see what VIC Exhibition and Adelaide 
exhibition centres do Not too much , it’s already there Nothing that is too expensive Don’t ask too many people , design it , build it

1366 06-Aug-23 Tania Matthews

A multimedia display showing fly overs of 
Tasmania and Mt Wellington and the south west 
for example  If an example is needed there is an 
excellent example in Vancouver

AFL, bands and shows, soccer, rugby state of origin, 
flyover as described in previous questions so visits 
occur even when there is no event Weddings and corporate

In the city accommodation a pickup to go to the airport 
food and bars Both Just get it built  Stop trying to cater for the naysayers



1367 06-Aug-23 Renee Collis AFL AFL AFL
A city full of places for people to eat and drink  Its 
called supporting local businesses Both We need it for our AFL team  Help the kids of our future!

1368 06-Aug-23 Gregory Dahl Not sure
Hopefully some rectangle sports games ie rugby and 
soccer anything some parking facilities; bars and cafes Both I think the regatta ground is a better location

1369 06-Aug-23 Chris Lunson
Need to maximise the natural environment 
aspects of the state AFL and entertainment Big events Food and beverage, linkage to other assets A bit of both A must needed development for Tasmanians

1370 06-Aug-23 Tracy Hill Mofo Bands arts Lots Parking Both
1371 06-Aug-23 Antonio Caffarella Show case Tasmania history AFL and concert Pub Both No

1372 06-Aug-23 Dion Young

It will be the site of our stadium, there are endless 
opportunities to use the space to host many 
events and at the same time put a Tasmanian spin 
on it

AFL mostly, but any international sport worth watching 
will draw my attention   My family is going to 
Melbourne twice in the same month to see two 
different concerts, imagine if we spent the money here 
instead!

It will need the infrastructure to support an elite and 
high performing team, this would include the required 
fitness and administration to help secure our success

I would like to see privately owned businesses operating 
both inside and out that get to set reasonable prices for 
their produce

Tasmania needs this, not only from a sporting point of view, but 
from an economic point of view   We get called backwards and 
anti development all the time, lets change this and put Tassie 
on the map!

1373 06-Aug-23 Laura Blake Arts, Mona events! AFL! Also concerts, festivals- taste of TAS Options are endless! Parking, bus depot- ferry port? Both!

1374 06-Aug-23 Karen Bailey Tassie produce showcase store AFL, music festivals, world class entertainers Wedding shows, annual conferences, spirit showcases Some disabled parking, first aid stations
Outside so you can enjoy the space before entering the 
arena

1375 06-Aug-23 Natalie Castle
All businesses in the area to have a Tassie owned 
feel (no fast food, Maccas kfc etc)

Wine tasting lane, whisky tasting lane, seafood lane, 
game night market, expos, concerts, Ted talks

I’ve done advertising presentations in stadiums, client 
nights and product launches in stadiums before so 
much opportunity for corporates to hire, use big 
screens, LED and give wow factor

Pedestrian access, boat access from areas with good 
parking, bus drop off area like SCG pre light rail

Both  it would be good to have a destination like fox 
studios in Sydney, comedy nights, cinema, outdoor 
cinema in summer, markets, shops Just build it!

1376 06-Aug-23 Craig Sulman

Build it out of Huon pine, celebrate our past, 
convict themed signage, Hobart was a whaling 
station so light poles in the form of harpoons

Afl, soccer, rugby, concerts, cricket, dark mofo, New 
Year’s Eve fireworks, zip line, festivals Hobart probably has enough venues for conferences

An athletics performance centre, not just a gym but 
high level olympic spec coaching

Outside the stadium, we went to universal studios in LA, 
got out at 5 and didn’t leave the restaurant/cafe/shop 
precinct until 11pm, it was one of the most amazing day 
and night I’ve ever had with my kids

Call it the Whalers Station, use an aqua man looking mascot 
with spears, harpoons, Whaling boats, convict era design 
elements, sandstone construction to match in with old hobart

1377 06-Aug-23 Lynne Trustum
Our own AFL team, focus on Tasmanian food, 
wine and artists AFL, concerts, other sporting events As above

Access most importantly  We already have fantastic 
restaurants and accommodation Both No

1378 06-Aug-23 Andrew McMaster Give it a name that invokes Tasmania Big concerts - get Mona to run it Need to be able to seat 2000+ people Transport and pubs/eateries Both
Just the facts please - try to remove the emotion from this 
debate

1379 06-Aug-23 Kalinda Beamish

A stadium built with using Tasmanian Timbers on 
its exterior (combined with the structural steel) 
and storytelling walk to showcase our history and 
indigenous culture with sculptures and art works

AFL, AFLW, soccer, cricket, concerts, events, festivals, 
sporting museum

Major international seminars and conferences, guest 
speakers, business events, charity and fundraising 
functions

As above, wide walkways, open green spaces, cafes, 
food vans, art installations, e-bike and e-scooter paths Definitely both!

A unique stadium design that showcases our beautiful State  I 
would love to see David Walsh involved in some capacity as a 
consultant during the design  His vision and ideas would be 
hugely beneficial to the precinct

1380 06-Aug-23 Scott Donaghy Stadium will do that Sport & Concerts many Barsa & Restaurants
1381 06-Aug-23 Jeff Parsons Not sure Football, food, all other sports Football, shows, concerts, movies, big acts Not much, the odd motel or two! Both Get it built

1382 06-Aug-23 Rachel Coughlan
Views to the river from entertainment spaces  Tas 
Oak panelling

Concerts Christmas carols afl international rugby lume 
style art space Lume style art space markets international conferences Transport hub restaurants bars Outside That the stadium is a sure thing

1383 06-Aug-23 Nigel O'Brien

Make it fit in with the surroundings, I e  recycled 
brick or sandstine on some parts of the 
structures   Lots of reclaimed timbers

AFL games, International soccer, Wallabies Rugby 
Union, WWE Wrestling  Pop and rock concerts Large national corporate conferences Pubs, coffee shops  A transit centre for buses Both Public toilets

1384 06-Aug-23 James Anderson

Ensure that the indoor stadium is carefully 
designed and managed  Something that 
showcases Tasmania and becomes an iconic 
image

Concerts, Exhibitions, Sporting (men's and women's) - 
AFL, Soccer, Rugby, cricket, athletics

Art Exhibitions, Music festivals / concerts, Functions, 
Science Exhibitions, Activities for children

Suitable public transport options, Food and Drinking 
venues, Accommodation Both

1385 06-Aug-23 Simon Harper Huon pine sculptures  Tasmanian AFL team Music festivals  Food festivals  AFL  NRL

Function centre could help ensure stadium is used 
when no sport is on  Food festivals, markets etc in 
addition to conferences, Xmas parties etc Bars  Restaurants  Public transport  Taxi stands  Hotels Both N/A

1386 06-Aug-23 Scott Lackington Concerts, AFL, Soccer and rugby, etc Many different activities and luncheons Training facilities and more public transport options Both No

1387 06-Aug-23 James MacKrill Ask David Walsh’s architects
AFL games, NRL games, NFL games, cricket, concerts, 
exhibitions, historical markers / monuments

A Sydney to Hobart “after party”, focal point for 
Wapping tours, national conferences for political 
parties or national organisations, community “expos”

Parking in the Domain region, travelators to get to 
them, a large bus interchange Both

1388 06-Aug-23 molly edmand afl stadium footy footy footy footy footy

1389 06-Aug-23 David Griffiths
Perhaps an old ship in the dock, or even move 
the maritime museum   Use of Tasmanian wood

Football and concerts   Important that the roof is high 
enough that it doesn’t get hit by football or cricket 
balls   Acoustics are vital for concert use   Sunlight must 
reach all of the grass for growth   Must also not be dark 
and dank when the roof is closed   Plenty of natural 
ventilation

It might be feasible to put temporary floors in for boat 
and car shows   Space that can be expanded or 
compacted for different purposes   Some churches 
may even want to have large events Hotels and restaurants

Affordable and quality take away food   Melbourne has 
contracts with large catering businesses and there is little 
competition, overpriced and unappealing   Preferably 
not the American fast food chains

This is a magnificent opportunity for an iconic building that 
says Hobart   It is worth an international competition   Sydney 
opera house could be rivaled perhaps with sea shells or some 
other reference to the natural environment   The southern 
Aurora’s might be a colour scheme on the outside or lighting 
inside   State of the art lighting and sound could contribute to 
the experience   References to our national parks another 
opportunity   Some greenery and landscaping in the precinct 
another plus

1390 06-Aug-23 Sanke Adams
Timber and green image encompassed in the 
design All

Corporate events - no where centrally can currently 
accomodate a decent event/expo Both We cannot muck this up Tassie!

1391 06-Aug-23 Ian Bain Tassi team, Tassi products and food and wine👍👍 Concerts, football, soccer, rugby, Yes conference centre Pub, bars, restaurants shoos Outside Ferry’s are a great way to get there!

1392 06-Aug-23 Greg Butters

Built a multi purpose stadium, and then spend 
some time looking at how circular key and 
darling harbour are linked gotta link salamanca 
and Mac point, this is a must Just build it! Just build it!

Open space, lots of cameras, green areas, trees, 
again look at Barangaroo in Sydney Both NO social housing it'll turn into a shit hole!

You have spent 50 million and there's nothing to see it's not a 
space to promote division you have got one shot make stuff 
happen or move aside Tasmanians are over the waste and 
excuses so disappointing!

1393 06-Aug-23 Susan Riley A Tassie stadium and a Tassie AFL team Concerts AFL RSL events All Bars green space Both Just build it !

1394 06-Aug-23 Belinda King
"If you build it, they will come"  Ask MONA for 
their trade secrets Sport, concerts, festivals etc All manner of live performances in installations Accommodations, restaurants, bars, transport A mix is fine Build it  The future is on its way

1395 06-Aug-23 Charlayne Turhal
It already will be close to the water and with 
unique views Festivals,  concerts, events such as balls etc

Balls, fund-raisers, hosting international delegates for 
conferences Sporting facilities Both inside and outside

Get the stadium built  We need it to boost business and 
Hobart's energy

1396 06-Aug-23 Dale Webster
The unique setting of a stadium sports and arts 
precinct

AFL, nrl, a-league men’s and women’s   Concerts, 
conferences The setting and the proximity to the city Restaurants, galleries, open park land Bith Get on with it

1397 06-Aug-23 Scott Bennett Build a multipurpose stadium AFL Rock concerts or other showcase events easy to get to place car park / BBQ national pies stall the time frame for it being built

1398 06-Aug-23 Michael Hughes
Use Tasmanian materials, design and employees 
to build AFL, major sporting events and concerts Major national business to use for conferences Hotels, Restaurants, Bars Both Yes stadium, Yes AFL team

1399 06-Aug-23 Graeme Clarke football, concerts, exhibitions conferences, wedding receptions, smaller concerts bars and restaurants Both Ignore the negative nancies

1400 06-Aug-23 Louise Grundy
Tasmanian Timbers, and a unique representation 
of our mountainous wilderness Footy, concerts, summer events

Fully serviced conferences with links to the rest of 
Hobart for outbreaks Transport hub, Food, Both

Build the stadium we as a state desperately needs this kind of 
infrastructure

1401 06-Aug-23 Shaun a Synnott As much sports and music as possible All All
1402 06-Aug-23 Ed Boutchard
1403 06-Aug-23 Angela Hughes Tasmanian designs, materials, labour AFL and concerts Enable multinational business to come to state Bars Restaurants Both Build the stadium

1404 06-Aug-23 Jon Maas

All you need is the local indigenous owners of 
the land to input the most important information 
and resources, and allow a contemporary 
perspective of what is important and what should 
be achieved by building the stadium and 
surrounding areas

Like we have in Perth, an ability to hold almost any 
sport, concerts, events, community events, and most of 
all a place where people can gather and enjoy what 
they have, corporate boxes, bbqs, meeting places, the 
list is almost endless

Heads of Government, world leaders, local 
governments, federal governments, sporting 
organisations, even local schools for sports or 
graduations , again endless uses

We have multiple areas which are of various sizes and 
uses, ovals , a go kart track, the walk over the bridge, 
bbq facilities, bars, restaurants Both

Just go for it, W A  Did, it’s an absolute winner, your new 
stadium will be fantastic and amazing, just like ours

1405 06-Aug-23 Laura Trenham Stadium and using local artists on buildings Music concerts, AFL, soccer,
Larger events coming here, international presenters 
for all areas More hotels, better transport, restaurants, cafes Both

1406 06-Aug-23 Chris Bowerman Types of events are endless anything really Sport, concerts, exhibitions endless really Above Above Both

1407 06-Aug-23 Brendan Caswell By building a 30 000 seating stadium

All sports and entertainment no politics at all allowed 
on site this site should not be a place for protesting at 
all Open for all sports and confreres entertainment Light rail as there is no parking ues the river for transport

Both but must be able to sell tasmania products even if 
the afl has a deal with beer producers tas comes first

Open public spaces for every one 24 /7 green area lawns out 
playing area for kids and disabled base stations for chain lift up 
the mountain



1408 06-Aug-23 Natham Reynolds

Stadium but being clever with the surrounding 
space to include amphitheater for local talent to 
utilise

AFL, cricket, future World Cup sports, concerts, sports 
museum and function room

Corporate events, galleries could also be utilised in 
spaces in the stadium

Parklands with art and outdoor amphitheater  Well lit 
and inviting, which could also host markets Both

Have someone proofread this question
Would be good to have a dock installed  Could add interest to 
more utilisation of the Derwent  Would be good to go to a jack 
jumpers game and then AFL with a boat trip (or MONA)

1409 06-Aug-23 Simon Hartgrove Stadium design AFL concerts other sports Many different events Under ground car park ferry port tram lines Both and be all Tasmanian companies

1410 06-Aug-23 Gabrielle Whitton
The views alone will proclaim we are Tasmanian 
and everyone knows we are unique

Football AFL, Soccer, Rugby, concerts and plenty of 
other forms of entertainment We already have a conference centre at Wrest Point

Parking, toilet facilities, and food and beverage places  
Also outside seating On both

I would love to see both sides of politics come together on this 
as it can only benefit our young people in the best possible 
way

1411 06-Aug-23 Kane McDonald
Something similar to the walk to the MCG  Full of 
cultural history Afl, concerts, soccer, nrl  Interactive things there Everything  The list is near endless Both for sure

1412 06-Aug-23 Jonnie Edwards

Work closely with the local indigenous 
population to create a stadium that is 
representative of the Hobart population  Utilise a 
viewing platform and conference centre with 
huge windows facing the harbour and Mount 
Wellington so that everyone who visits can 
appreciate this beautiful city

AFL, Cricket, Football, Rugby  
Music artists that we’d never get otherwise due to not 
having a facility currently

This is a huge draw card for bringing corporations 
down to Hobart and hosting their conferences  A 
wedding venue as well

Public accessibility for walking and cycling is huge  Bars 
and restaurants are a must with a ferry terminal

Outside, keep the stadium for the events and have the 
bars, cafes and restaurants surrounding the Stadium

Just build it, watch this transform Hobart even more over 
winter  Watch how the city gets behind our own AFL team and 
the support and culture that this city has been crying out for, 
for decades now

1413 06-Aug-23 Bernard Manion
The Stadium, the walk of champions, introduction 
of history of First Nations

Music, football, soccer, rugby, presentations of large 
events, conferences the chances are unlimited The list is endless and only limited by the imagination

Restaurants, bus/coach drop off and parking nearby, 
great walking area, centre of excellence, sports hall of 
fame, accommodation, cafes, tours, roof walk Maybe both

1414 06-Aug-23 Sue Groom Tasmanian wood, local craftsman Afl, Rugby Union, Cricket, Soccer, concerts, As above   International conferences  Trade fairs Restaurants  Cafes  Bars  Green space Both Please build the stadium  Thank you

1415 06-Aug-23 Stewart Smith
Outer wall of stadium to have tassie timber 
panelling AFL, concerts Both

1416 06-Aug-23 Andrew Balmforth

1417 06-Aug-23 Trevor Rootes
Football, concerts, nato museum displays, spaces for 
meetings and concerts etc Parking Outside

Design the Stadt to capture the railway history, particularly the 
railway roundhouse

1418 06-Aug-23 Aleem Khalfan
Use Tasmanian designers, with Tasmanian 
products Rugby, music, expo All types Transport corridor to mass parking Combination

1419 06-Aug-23 Murphy Reynolds An awesome roofed stadium

Afl, cricket, World Cup events and concerts  Outside 
the stadium - art, history boards, open amphitheater 
and markets

Galleries, conferences and expos in the Ricky Ponting 
room

Parks and a dock that can link DEC, Mona and eastern 
shore Both Proofread this question and create a better survey if serious

1420 06-Aug-23 Richard Campbell
AFL, concerts and pop culture events  A league and 
rep  Games Both

1421 06-Aug-23 Tracey Concerts  Renovation shows  Car shows Toilets,  information Center Both

1422 06-Aug-23 Shaun Leatherbarrow
It could be used as an extension of the taste of 
Tasmania, or Dark Mofo

I think on the outside of the stadium so that they can be 
utilised all week as opposed to only when an event is on

As mentioned before a community vegetable garden  
Also there is the scope to include a Tasmanian native garden  
this could be in consultation with Our First Nations people to 
have the potential for tours of bush food and even a cooking 
school showing how to use traditional foods in contemporary 
ways

1423 06-Aug-23 Trevor de Kievit Sporting events, concerts, festivals etc

Afl football
Other sporting events
Concerts

Haven't thought about it
Maybe an events centre (like Jeff's shed in Melbourne) Hotels, cafes, open Parkland areas Outside of the stadium Let's just get it done

1424 06-Aug-23 tina fox
Not sure but whatever is decided it will be 
beautiful Afl footy, concerts, weddings, expo’s

Weddings, engagements, birthdays, conferences, 
expo’s Well lit lighting to and from the stadium, buses, I think both would be great

Im really not liking the fact that affordable housing maybe a 
part of the precinct just because of the fact it will inpact when 
late night events can be conducted

1425 06-Aug-23 Darren Nicolle

It needs the feel Salamanca Market gives off, 
owned by the locals for the locals  The design 
must create something that is not vanilla, or could 
be anywhere else in Tasmania/Australia

A lively night-time economy is essential for the future as 
an integral part of a thriving city  Night-time activities 
can include restaurants, cafes, bars, nightclubs, retail, 
live music, cultural events and more  Nightlife and its 
accompanying sounds are part of city living

Major events attract global attention – whether within a 
specialized audience or when the world as a whole is 
watching what’s going on  This raises city profile and 
prestige  San Diego Comic Con and Gen Con are 
terrific examples of the type of events we should 
consider replicating in our own way

The venue itself needs to serve as a functional backdrop 
to allow extraordinary experiences to happen – great 
sightlines; easy access in and out; food, beverage and 
hospitality that delights and, spaces that feel safe and 
secure while still retaining the feeling of exhilaration 
when thousands of people come together under the 
same roof! Both please

A successful stadium and precinct should be filled to the brim 
with places and spaces that reinforce their unique purpose  A 
clear vision for a place should identify and define its character, 
activities, uses, and purpose for the communities it serves

1426 06-Aug-23 Karen Jokinen

1427 06-Aug-23 Dean Lovell
Tram sheds museum, park to show our natural 
reserve beauty AFL, international sport, music events AFL, international sport, music events Bars, cafes, restaurants Both

1428 06-Aug-23 Marcus Dobson Built by Tasmanians with Tasmanian products Afl Multi purpose Quality food Both
1429 06-Aug-23 JASON HAM Build a stadium Football  Cricket  Concerts Both

1430 06-Aug-23 Boz Shield Build a world class multi purpose stadium
Football, any other sport, concerts, any other large 
events really Large business functions, fundraisers etc Food and drink, Sporting goods and memorabilia Both N/A

1431 06-Aug-23 Chris Hartill Have ITAS and Mona involved Concerts and AFL Comic-Con type events and technology Food, wine and warmth Warm

1432 06-Aug-23 Chris Rathbone
Concerts, AFL, rugby, soccer  Marvel Stadium even 
hosted 9 hole golf a couple of months aho

Not sure  Look at Adelaide and Perth and learn from 
their successes abd failures Both My wife and I wound like to be a founding member

1433 06-Aug-23 Lynne Jordan
Events Tasmania and Tourism TAS - that’s their 
job isn’t it? Any and everything, maybe even “proper” football ?conferences derr Cenotaph, regatta grounds and domain Enough around town already to share the love

1434 06-Aug-23 Elizabeth Hopkins

Using Tasmanian timbers
and local architects who have a better feel for 
uniquely Tasmanian design

I’m a great advocate and supporter of many varied 
sports and I would like to see us get a chance to attract 
world renowned artists and groups that we otherwise 
have to travel to the mainland or overseas for

Major Australian art exhibitions, large conferences, 
events such as an Octoberfest, Royal Hobart Show Hotels, eateries, good transport availability Both

1435 06-Aug-23 Todd Plunkett
Not have affordable housing or any form of 
housing there Footy, concerts and other sports and events Everything Restaurants and bars Both, dual entries would be amazing Build it

1436 06-Aug-23 Michael Woods

Show case as much of Tasmanian produce as 
possible and also a bug information center that 
could explain things like MONA and also Incat Music, Football, food, beverages, vineyards Everything Transport

I would say both but especially on the outside so when 
the stadium does not have an attraction visitors can still 
eat and drink along with find out any information they 
may need Showcase Tasmania

1437 06-Aug-23 Robert Turner
sandstone and timber facade on other buildings 
in the area everything, from sport to converts to dark mofo not sure

food vendors so crowds dissipate slowly and not all in 
one rush both no

1438 06-Aug-23 Kath Downie Concerts - soccer - conference centre Concert, cruise on Derwent, degustation dinners Restaurants,pubs, accommodation Mostly on the outside one up market restaurant inside

1439 06-Aug-23 Andrew Alomes
Using natural materials that are typically 
Tasmanian to fit in with the area Concerts,sport

Seminars, sporting club dinners , wedding receptions, 
training courses A green area should be included for the kids Both Yes stadium

1440 06-Aug-23 David Macdonald Concerts Opens up so many possibilities Parkland for visitors to wander and relax Both No
1441 06-Aug-23 Belinda Lambrakis Community spaces AFL, concerts, Business conferences, galas and balls Good transport and friendly spaces Outside No

1442 06-Aug-23 emma Mapley
using Tasmanian products - a showcase of 
Tasmania

festivals, concerts, sports, musicals, stage shows, 
business events and conferences

corporate business , conferences, associations 
conferences, incentive groups  Festivals, a meeting 
space, shared office space restaurants, public transportation, cafes, open spaces both

LOVE to see Tasmania moving forward and providing 
opportunities for our next generation, via jobs and sports

1443 06-Aug-23 Andrew Alomes Should consider having a First Nations area
1444 06-Aug-23 Tim Smith Get an afl team AFL music concerts Birthday parties weddings reception etc Good car park easy access out of the stadium Both Just get it done

1445 06-Aug-23 Ross⁹ Dedlefs Build the bloody stadium Football, concerts etc Meetings, bloody meetings Hard to say Both

Understand the opportunity to build something that will be of 
significant benefit for Tasmania for years and decades to come  
Look at the Perth stadium precinct for example  It has become 
a tourist attraction in itself, with stadium tours, resteraunts, 
conferences all taking place, even there are no events 
happening

1446 06-Aug-23 Brad Conway By putting in an enclosed roofed stadium

Sports, music events, festivals  The ability to access 
international touring sides for pre season experiences 
from Europe, Asia and America would be Tasmanian 
firsts and put on par with other Australian Capital Cities

ESSA, APA, AMA, International Science Conferences, 
Entertaimment conferences such as Comic-Con etc

Toilet, Security, Baby changing, Ride sharing, Public 
Transport Hubs, park spacing both Build the stadium!



1447 06-Aug-23 Linda Trask
AFL, football, concerts, conventions,boxing,lots 
of different Sports Top international artists As per above As per aboveyes Let's just get it done

1448 06-Aug-23 Luke holden
The design concept  Not based off anything 
already done  Timber, Earth, Ocean AFL, NRL, soccer, cricket, concerts, festivals State of the art design, waterfront, Mountain View’s Transport hub Definitely both

Apart from the obvious employment,  training and all other 
industries supported by the construction but the ongoing 
economic infrastructure  This is more than just a stadium  This 
will be a cultural tourism and locals hub for connections, 
entertainment, and just taking a look around  Somewhere for a 
first date  Somewhere to propose  Somewhere to marry  
A tax raising juggernaut to support ongoing health, housing 
and all govt expenditure

1449 06-Aug-23 Grace Elliott

Build a truth and reconciliation park, respect the 
Cenotaph, ditch the stadium  Listen to uniquely 
Tasmanian voices  I would love to see a park that 
reflects our natural values  People visit Hobart 
because we are unique, not because we are 
another Sydney or Melbourne  I support the 
alternative Mac Point vision created by Our Place 
and Bence Mulcahy

As with the majority of Tasmanians, I do not support the 
construction of a multipurpose stadium at Macquarie 
Point  I would frankly rather not see it at all  There are 
so many great city-shaping ideas going around that 
would be more socially and economically valuable than 
a stadium  Please choose to support the best interests 
of real Tasmanians in the long-term, rather than a 
catchy vanity project

We have appropriate conference venues already  
National conferences are already held in Hobart  
Perhaps a small-scale community centre would be of 
more social value  Think about Hobart residents first, 
visitors later

A multipurpose stadium would require a robust public 
transport system including a rapid bus or railway transit 
link to outer suburbs  It would need facilitate active 
transport such as walking and cycling as extended car 
parking is not viable in the area  Macquarie point needs 
green recreational spaces, stadium or not

Please retain Hobart Brewing Co , it is the heart of 
Macquarie Point and holds a lot of value for local 
residents and the music scene  If the stadium is built, 
there must be facilities built outside the gates to service 
the community at all times

Please listen to the local community, to First Nations voices, 
and to experts in urban design and placemaking  Together, we 
could make Macquarie Point something amazing, for all 
Tasmanians

1450 06-Aug-23 Scott Paul Tassie artworks
Afl, sports  kickass concerts eg Red hot chilli peppers 
baby yeah Everything Parking, food, strip club Both Unknown

1451 06-Aug-23 Peter Vervaart
Give precedence to local producers when filling 
the site AFL, soccer, rugby, concerts, conferences

Large international and national conferences, 
wine/spirit tasting festivals, etc

Public transport access, ferry access, bars, restaurants, 
hotels very much like Docklands in Melbourne Both Think long term rather than short term!

1452 06-Aug-23 Craig Burleigh State of the art multi purpose stadium Concerts, sports, exhibitions etc Any training and any sort of conferences Lots of toilets Both! Just positive and forward thinking!
1453 06-Aug-23 Chris Bishop Lots of different things for all ages Football and  events Buses Both

1454 06-Aug-23 Brendon Ayers NOT SOCIAL HOUSING Outside

NOT SOCIAL HOUSING
liberal party have lost my support when they accepted Federal 
Government funding based on Social Housing being part of 
the precinct
Get real 
Should be prime real estate to maximise returns to the 
Tasmanian community and economy

1455 06-Aug-23 Christine Bishop

1456 06-Aug-23 Bill Hughes Keep it local and real Footy, music, accommodation Usual bumf Parking food beer Both

Timeline and use Donald Gallagher's plans   He knows the site 
and has a design which incorporates the goods shed into the 
design

1457 06-Aug-23 Jenny Elkin

We have been starved for entertainment of all 
persuasions  Build it and we will be proud of what 
we can offer and achieve Concerts, markets, world cup events We could have major conferences We already have these nearby A combination of both would be good Build the multipurpose stadium  Build it and they will come

1458 06-Aug-23 Mick Bendor Location  Location  Location  sells itself Absolutely anything and everything - no limit Market-driven

Carparks in cbd and going up nearby domain via 
walkway - NOT managed by Hobart City Council 
though! Both Opportunity must NOT be missed!

1459 06-Aug-23 Steve Henley Stadium Sport,concerts Conferences

Some suitable bars and restaurants already exist in the 
city and salamanca add additional to service the 
influx of visitors Outside mainly Build the bloody stadium

1460 06-Aug-23 Michael Bromfield I’d love to see the use of tassie Timbers, Concerts, trade shows etc Weddings, business meetings etc Car park under the ground would help, hotel next door Both

1461 06-Aug-23 Peter Faulkner

A new 21C stadium where activity is regularly 
broadcast not only across Tas but around the 
world  Images to be proud of

As outlined earlier, sport, concerts and other large 
scale activities  Shops, restaurants etc

Anything really that isn’t already available in the CBD  
Possible incorporated into the stadium

The usual  Same as per any large stadium- easy access, 
green space around, multi entry points Both

Consider our States future, it’s economic potential and our 
kids  To not build this stadium will resign us to being a 
backwater and a laughing stock

1462 06-Aug-23 Richard Cooper
Mash the stadium itself fit in and look like it is 
uniquely Tasmanian

Concerts, expos, conferences, sporting museum, 
stadium tours, afl, aflw and other sport Major expos and conferences

Open areas to meet gather and easily access the 
stadium Mostly inside it enhance the stadium experience

t is the best location for our stadium, an easy flat walk from the 
CBD, hotels, bars, other workplaces and inner suburbs

I just want to see our team play in our new, future proofed, 
roofed multi-purpose stadium

1463 06-Aug-23 Brendan Kull Football concerts Both

1464 06-Aug-23 Barbara Thomsen Conference areas which can showcase Tasmania Definitely AFL, concerts for visiting artists Conferences, exhibitions Cafes, accomodation Both
1465 06-Aug-23 Rachel Howell Not through building  a stadium Nothing that can’t be housed in our existing stadiums Same as the existing stadiums I already shop in central hobart and Salamanca Not continuing this idiotic idea
1466 06-Aug-23 John Singleton Covered stadium AFL, music concerts Motels food shopping Both Build a stadium

1467 06-Aug-23 Michael9 Wright World class stadium, build it and they will come See above Varied,  think outside the square Food, transport Both
Be progress, transform Tasmania to be a place to visit (take a 
leaf out of MONA)

1468 06-Aug-23 Jesse OHara Local award winning architects
AFL, AFLW, cricket, rectangular codes, dark MOFO, 
concerts, conferences

Conference rooms of different sizes that can be 
converted for entertainment events or sport  
Incorporating educational delivery rooms for uni and 
TAFE to deliver sports business, events and hospitality 
training Parking, public transport hub

1469 06-Aug-23 Tania Hudson
Incorporate local flora and fauna and iconic 
Tasmanian destinations in the space

All sports, concerts, entertainment events, any other 
event worthy of the size of stadium

Large corporate events inta and intramural state, 
benefits for local catering companies to support events

Transport interchange areas, park facilities, toilet 
facilities Both

The overall plan is great, but no part of it should be considered 
for any housing, whether affordable or high end

1470 06-Aug-23 Dean Fish

Keep growing the unique events we already 
have  Don't be too bland in the exterior design of 
the stadium AFL, concerts, cricket etc Ferry dock, bus terminal, taxi/uber ranks Both

1471 06-Aug-23 Julia Pycroft A stadium
All shorts music concerts sports advents maybe even an 
Olympic advent the sky’s the limit Sporting conferences

Hotel motel restaurants night clubs etc which are close 
by Outside

1472 06-Aug-23 Astrid Miller
An Eden Project as proposed earlier would be 
extraordinarily uniquely Tasmanian Definitely no stadium Definitely no stadium Definitely no stadium Definitely no stadium

Please consider the needs of the local Tasmanian community  
Definitely no stadium

1473 06-Aug-23

Design of stadium and public spaces influenced 
by local environment, use of indigenous naming 
conventions Sport, music, family events, expos Expos, conventions

Light rail, restaurants, open dishes with decent kids 
playground, public toilets, a decent shopping mall like 
a Dfo  Reconciliation Park is a vital component too  It 
speaks to our values Outside so you can visit even if no events are on

Tasmania is like the land of “no” so I am glad this is happening  
It’s great to treasure history but this place needs to evolve and 
some future based thinking is needed  Light rail is crucial to 
this  Our roads are already grid lock and the pop will only grow

1474 06-Aug-23 Mitch Sullivan Involve Mona

1475 06-Aug-23 Mathew Shelton AFL stadium AFL, world class concerts and everything in between Wedding receptions, conferences
Better access to our waterways, bus stations for park 
and ride facilities, Definitely both

1476 06-Aug-23 Phil Owen
Look at Old Hobart Town concept like Old 
Sydney Town and Sovereign Hill

Waste of money! Won't attract would class acts and 
Tasmania can't afford it! Pie in the sky venture, not 
sustainable, AFL is in decline  The business case does 
not stack up,!

Tasmania fairly well catered for and if required should 
be located in Launceston So this is all about a stadium?

So this is all about a stadium Tasmanian taxpayers can't 
afford and don't want?

This stadium, what is the real cost and don't include Albo's 
$240m, it does not exist!

1477 06-Aug-23 Barry Browning The building design will make it unique All of the above
Large conferences, dancing eisteddfods, AFL, soccer,  
carols by candlelight etc Public Rest rooms, phone charging stations, restaurants Opening inside and outside Electric car charging stations

1478 06-Aug-23 Gabby Bomford

1479 06-Aug-23 Mykel Porter All types of sports and concerts Any
Hospitality spaces  Open areas for families with kids 
facilities, ferry terminal Both Build it

1480 06-Aug-23 Diane Matthews Food  Design  Wood Sport  Food  Festival Festivals Cover and large open spaces Both



1481 06-Aug-23 Karen Butters

Our harbour is so special and beautiful   Make an 
area for ferries to pull up  Have landscaped areas 
all around and down to the water  The view over 
to the Eastern Shore is beautiful  Get Mofo 
involved during the winter months

Sports including AFL, Soccer, Cricket,  Rugby, with 
Concerts and arts festivals and be part of Dark Mofo

Lunches, Dinners, Formal Balls (I used to be an Events 
Co-ordinator and would have LOVED a venue like 
this)  Large Conferences and Education events

Parking could be on Cenotaph as is used now during 
Xmas, Mofo etc, also Domain  There is plenty of parking 
to be utilised   I think an entertainment precinct 
including restaurants, bars coffee shops  Parkland areas 
for families to enjoy and spend time

I would rather see them mainly on the outside the 
stadium  But maybe with some on inside would mean the 
area would be utilised even more  So maybe both!

Make this an area for EVERYBODY  This is a crappy space that 
is an eyesore in it's current state  What a welcome to Hobart to 
drive past a really stunning stadium  It will become iconic  like 
the Opera House! Make it a place for the People, and 
something unique, but beautiful

1482 06-Aug-23 Mark Mason
Showcase the Tasmanian AFL Team and other 
state teams Concerts, sports games, Conferences

Financial Counselling Australia Conference, TasCoss 
and ATDC Conferences Restaurants, bars and accommodation Both

Would like to see easy access from the water  It would be good 
to restrict traffic access to the area

1483 06-Aug-23 Chris Law
have Tasmanian destinations promoted and 
souvenir stores convention car parking both

information on a website of the design and development of the 
stadium

1484 06-Aug-23 Craig Barber
using design and finishes that represent the 
place, the people and maritime links all codes of footaball, concerts, festivals limited only by the vision of entrepreneurs

tour and study other global success stories, do what 
WA did before turning soil at Optus combination is the only practical option action

1485 06-Aug-23 Duane NEWMAN
Male it easy on the eye, with statues and 
fountains around the stadium AFL, NRL, A-LEAGUE, Concerts, State footy The home of Tassie's AFL team Eateries, cafes

Good eateries, tourism based shopping, merchandise 
shops

1486 06-Aug-23 Peter Ryan

Tasmanian food & produce is best in the world, 
have a few spaces/ shops that rotate each week, 
like a small taste of TAS  Like Pop up shops  Hall 
of fame

AFL, soccer, rugby, cricket, men’s, women’s and kids 
sport, music concerts,

It could support the tourism sector or any business or 
industry that could use it for good of the state

Light rail connection and metro sky bus hub  We’ll light 
walkways and some grass park area  Ferry terminal

I think mostly around the base and perimeter on the 
outside A cable car connection would be a dream

1487 06-Aug-23 Damon Wills

T man    y       
be extremely sensitive about what we create in 
this very special location, Tasmanian people 
deserve to keep this area special for our future 
generations and Not to use for a venue which will 
destroy this place for a few  A venue which takes 
into account All past-present-future generations 
of the people of this wonderful island state being 
the only one in Australia  A word class heritage 
and public open spaces for the world to 
recognise that we have something extremely rare 
and unique  This special location is NOT suitable 
for a stadium of any kind as it will destroy this 
place for ever

A football stadium with an enclosed roof will never be a 
‘multipurpose stadium for so many reason eg, sound, 
special expensive grass, movement of the volume of 
people, costings, maintenance issues following the 
massive building issues and the list goes on WHAT! A football stadium is not a conference centre A football stadium is NOT a multipurpose stadium

Mac Point is a very unique area and NOT to be exploited 
for financial purposes, this will takeaway its SOUL

YES PLEASE  Please consider what is being proposed for this 
truely magical place, to remove its soul is similar to what took 
place at Bowen Park which was the beginning of the Black War 
and we all know how that turned out!

1488 06-Aug-23 Marisa Newman

Have the AFL stadium and our AFL team based 
there - people would go and watch the training, 
having a high performance sports centre, and 
amazing function centre - support a Tasmanian 
made area with Aboriginal art and work features - 
I think people come to Tassie and want good 
food, clean air, green spaces, open air and easy 
to walk around

AFL (men and women), Soccer, rugby, BMX, 
skateboarding, cheerleading, pretty much lots of sports 
! Music! Concerts! Art exhibitions (I do live Mona too!) - 
Gin, whiskey etc festivals - everything that we produce - 
let’s make some incredible experiences !

Business conferences, team building, training facilities, 
careers expos

Parks, play spaces, function centre, change room, gym, 
running track etc etc

Mainly outside - but anything to do with the AFL have 
inside

Please build the Stadium - it can be built to fit and enhance the 
landscape and bring Tasmania up to the level of every other 
capital city in Australia - we deserve this and our children 
deserve to have the same opportunities as everyone else

1489 06-Aug-23 David Hewitt People and culture Music Any, would be great Nice restaurants Both No

1490 06-Aug-23 Mark Mason Tasmanian sport teams, culture and arts Concerts, sport and conferences Concerts, sports and conferences Accommodation, Bars and Restaurants Both Let's get things moving, the space has been sitting for too long

1491 06-Aug-23 Maureen Browning Make the building unique
AFL, Soccer, carols by candlelight, dark mofo, choirs, 
dancing, conventions All of the above

Seating outside and gardens, parking,toilets inside and 
out, Both inside and out No

1492 06-Aug-23 Chris Woodberry

Design of the stadium should include colours 
found around the state in natural flora
Only renewable energy sources to be used, 
existing Hydro and solar combination

Sporting events, concerts, conferences of both 
business and sporting varieties

Any national or international body wishing to have a 
great place to hold a conference with great work life 
balance

Medical specialty areas would be a major part of the 
plan to relieve stress on the RHH Both

The long term benefits for the entire state, not only financial 
but with all industries that would be involved with building and 
running a large project as this is

1493 06-Aug-23 Michael Whelan

Use of tassie timber, local tassie art precinct, mix 
of modern and historic uniquely tassie, celebrate 
iconic Tasmanian people

AFL, other sport, concerts, school activities, museum, 
events, reception site, conference centre, bars, 
restaurants

Conferences, weddings, parties, club members 
functions, etc

Toilets, transport linkages including bus interchange, 
ferry terminal, identifiable meeting spaces, open spaces,

Both  Shops, cafes and bars inside as well as more 
integrated and larger shops, restuarants and bars outside

1494 06-Aug-23 Gregory Styles

Plant around the stadium once built to create a 
garden like atmosphere   Covered spaces for 
shelter from bad weather

Rock concerts, Sport , Football, Archery, Soccer, 
Warrior type challenge arena

Company team building days  Corporate conferences, 
new product releases, Tourism hub with a bus station 
for tours in Southern Tasmania and a jetty for river , 
channel and coastal tourism cruises, scuba diving, 
beachcombing  and  pick up and drop off of walkers 
on coastal tracks   Mona events  Pennicott type ocean 
going trips

Gymnasium, sports shop with Team souvenirs,footballs 
and kids gear  Also a kids footy practice area  with 
miniature goals  and electronic scoring

Outside, as the stadium needs to be as big as possible 
inside for events

A cable car for Mt Wellington Kunanyi is far more popular than 
people would believe   While unrelated, this also needs to 
happen    The Mac Point and Cable car would be the two 
biggest must do items on a visitor's wish list  Plan NOW to 
allow for and capitalise on both so that they work together   
And please for the sake of Hobart and Tasmania consider and 
research suburban cable car systems as a possible option for 
alternative transport across Hobart as we are running out of  
practical options and it works in Sth America !

1495 06-Aug-23 Fiona Heffernan
1496 06-Aug-23 Both
1497 06-Aug-23 Joseph Poke AFL, Cricket, Concerts, Bars A mixture of both would be ideal
1498 06-Aug-23 Brendan Sullivan Tasmanian food restaurants Australian rules  Bands Fishing Restaurants tassie made shops Access from both sides

1499 06-Aug-23 Greg Wells Music sports Cafes restaurants Both
Put careful consideration into the design of the stadium do it 
tastefully and spend extra to do it right

1500 06-Aug-23 Jarrod Blair Use Tasmanian produce and people
Watch our AFL team, our A League soccer team, and 
the Hurricanes cricket team

Upgraded multi storey car parks, restaurants, pubs and 
clubs Both

I’d like to see a major effort to incorporate the local indigenous 
people, to replace nayri niara and to include the local 
indigenous in the designing and building of the reconciliation 
park

1501 06-Aug-23 Kate Brennan
Tell the palawa story  It is nowhere else in the 
world I do not want a stadium there  It's a disaster idea

Not needed at this site  Plenty of places for a 
conference to be held

No station at this site please, if you have it, it will need 
security, police and public transport writ large Please no station at Mac point

1502 06-Aug-23 James Lockley Include a lively entertainment and hospitality hub
AFL football  Other high level sporting attractions  
Maybe rock concerts etc

Apart from entertainment a scientific, technology, 
engineering and potential UTAS cooperative Parking on the Domain   Public Transport hub Both

Incorporate the Cenotaph respectfully into the development  
The stadium design needs to be spectacular    And unique and 
reflect the mountain and Tasman Bridge backdrops

1503 06-Aug-23 Evan Bartush
Showcase our amazing wines / whiskeys / beers  
Craft Beer bar / whisky bar

AFL Games, Concerts, food / wine festivals (under 
cover so bad weather wouldn't be an issue) NA Bars / Restaurants / public transit

Both  Inside stadium should have specific items for fast, 
convenient food and drinks, as per most stadiums 
around the country I anticipate these will stop serving 
somewhere between 3/4 time of an afl match and the 
end of the game  Outside should have some options 
open for longer hours / offering more premium dining 
experiences

There are a lot of very, very vocal people that are anti the 
stadium  Take it from a 35 year old male living in the north west 
part of the state, the vast majority of people I know and speak 
to want this stadium to go ahead  as per every thing, it's the 
vocal minority that will probably, or at least try their very best, 
to ruin it for everyone  Build this stadium, get our afl team and 
in 18 months the people actively campaigning against it will 
either die of old age, (sorry), or move on to campaigning 
against some other progressive development

1504 06-Aug-23 Chris Little
Can events like Dark Mofo be consulted on how 
they could use the site w

It needs to be able to cater for just about any event, 
conference, concert  Even things like outdoor caravan 
expos could make the most of it As above Covered above Mostly outside, but the stadium needs some of its own

Yes, work with the RSL, how can we make and progress ANZAC 
commemorations with the site, such as the ANZAC round in 
footy, or Dreamtime rounds

1505 06-Aug-23 Peter Volker
Use timber in construction  Aboriginal cultural 
park

AFL, A-League, NRL, Super12 rugby, BBL, Test cricket, 
Baseball, concerts Trade shows Toilets, cafes, Both

Make it an integral part of Royal Hobart Regatta - perhaps have 
an associated event inside the Stadium

1506 06-Aug-23 Oliver Miller Stadium AFL, soccer, rugby, concerts, cricket Staff parties, event hire, Bus terminal, taxi pickup/drop off  Ferry terminal Both

1507 06-Aug-23 Damien Guinane

An amazing stadium designed to match Tasmania 
using tassie products  Don’t chose cheap over 
aesthetics AFL, AFLW, cricket, soccer Restaurants, bars, connection to public transport Both

The stadium needs to be designed to suit the prime location it 
will hold  It needs to be more than a concrete colosseum  It 
needs to look and feel Tasmanian  A place we can be proud of 
and not a white elephant

1508 06-Aug-23 Andrew Clifford
Showcase our unique woods, Tassie Devil, our 
great whiskey s and Gins, and great food AFL, Music Concerts, plus other sporting events Many things Food and beverages Both Immortalise our sporting legends

1509 06-Aug-23 Paul Hawkins All field sports, festivals It’s already there Ys, all of the above
1510 06-Aug-23 Kerrie-Lyn O'neill



1511 06-Aug-23 Liz Hay Utilising Tasmanian timbers in the design
Definitely AFL but many other sports and music 
concerts

Restaurants, bars and hotels to cater for our numerous 
tourists and locals Both

I don t think 23000 is enough for a stadium  There were 90000 
members in the Believe campaign and already 21000+ in the 
Yes Stadium page without counting children of members  I 
think the numbers are being underestimated, just like the 
JackJumpers  Tasmanians love their sport and there will be so 
much support for this!!

1512 06-Aug-23 Jessie Groves AFL football, big artist concerts/ music festivals Outside

1513 06-Aug-23 private information

finally you're asking the right question  highlight 
local food and wine (award winning stuff, you 
should try it)  NOT A STADIUM (that is STUPID 
WASTE OF MONEY)

what stadium? are you stupid  NOT A STADIUM (that is 
STUPID WASTE OF MONEY)

a conference centre would be good somewhere else  
not here  this should be public space  NOT A 
STADIUM (that is STUPID WASTE OF MONEY)

NOT A STADIUM (that is STUPID WASTE OF MONEY)  
sounds like you already made up your mind to build a 
stadium  that's stupid  and ignorant  you don't make up 
your mind BEFORE you do a survey  NOT A STADIUM 
(that is STUPID WASTE OF MONEY)

I would like them INSTEAD of a stadium  NOT A 
STADIUM (that is STUPID WASTE OF MONEY)

where are you going to put the stadium? Bellerive? oh, there's 
already one there  let's use that   
DON'T put it at MAC POINT  NOT A STADIUM (that is STUPID 
WASTE OF MONEY)

1514 06-Aug-23 Brad Conway

Showcasing Tasmania's heritage and point of 
difference - the wilderness, maritime and 
conservation history  Put a roof on a stadium
Use green areas with Tasmanian native flora and 
fauna

Music, conferences, arts, entertainment, festivals, AFL, 
Soccer, Rugby, cricket, basketball, netball

Comic Con, international standard  sport, science and 
medicine conferences Police presence, public transport Both

Build the stadium with a roof, improve public transport and 
make the walk from the city part of the experience

1515 06-Aug-23 Ashley Foster

Obviously we can showcase the best of 
Tasmanian sports that would use the stadium, 
showing the rest of Australia that we are not just a 
retirement village   We could invite Mona to be a 
part of the precinct  
The tourism council could use the area for events 
to showcase our food and beverage industries,  
hosting events for all to attend

AFL, soccer, rugby, automotive events,  concerts, a 
military tattoo, conferences, Australia Day and New 
Years parties

An absolute multitude of conferences could be hosted 
there  
Events like those that are hosted at The Mystate Bank 
arena aswell

Cafe's,  bars, restaurants,  hotel accommodation  Public 
toilets  Public transport nearby Both inside and outside

I really like the ideas that have already been put forward by a 
lot of fellow Tasmanians  
For myself and my large family, I want a stadium for my 
grandchildren to have the opportunity to play AFL, (or other 
sports), for Tasmania and not necessarily have to move to the 
mainland because there is nowhere here for them to play or 
represent a Tassie team  I have 1 granddaughter playing in an 
u16 Glenorchy girls team at present, she is not yet 14 and will 
be at the ripe age when the AFLW starts playing here

1516 06-Aug-23 isabelle hoggett move some of dark mofo to inside the stadium taylor swift!! singers hotels and transport and carpark

1517 06-Aug-23 Brad Conway

Showcasing Tasmania s heritage and point of 
difference - the wilderness, maritime and 
conservation history  Put a roof on a stadium
Use green areas with Tasmanian native flora and 
fauna

Music, conferences, arts, entertainment, festivals, AFL, 
Soccer, Rugby, cricket, basketball, netball

Comic Con, international standard  sport, science and 
medicine conferences Police presence, public transport Both

Build the stadium with a roof, improve public transport and 
make the walk from the city part of the experience

1518 06-Aug-23 Barrie McIndoe
Large & Small spaces for events, use of uniquely 
tassie products in the finishing surfaces 

AFL and local footy, Any team sports,( Soccer, rugby 
etc) Concerts, Crusty demons type exhibitions, 
Boat/Caravan/ Leisure type shows Trade Shows, awards nights, Gala Balls

Sports Medicine/ Gym/ Equipment & Paraphenalia 
retailers, Passenger interchange Ferry, Bus, Light Rail

Primarily outside, But it is important that there is a variety 
of providers and that they they are flexible to provide 
service to events and activities within the stadium
A dedicated "Whole of Tassie" Visitor Information Centre
Left field, but why not a gigantic 3/4 storey 
Climbing/Abseiling Wall on one of the external stadium 
walls

I would like a stadium to be sympathetic to the cenotaph & our 
veterans both in design and operations
I would like to know that the stadium is going to be accessible 
and affordable for Tasmanian events ( possibly something in its 
charter that says it has to provide "X"númber of "subsidised 
events/days" per year)
Mac Point is not appropiate for subsidised public housing and I 
dont know if any housing is appropiate,

1519 06-Aug-23 Thomas Lahl
Walkways along the waterfront showcase the old 
buildings

As I previously mentioned all types sports and 
entertainment Both No

1520 06-Aug-23 Mel Shutt

Legends of Tasmania in the community and sport 
being honoured at the stadium, 
Tasmanian produce at the ground

concerts 
Other sporting activity 
Accommodation
Conference facilities

International conferences
National conferences

Restaurants
Bars
Accommodation
Transport ferries, fast buses Both

1521 06-Aug-23 Mark Bent Build a purpose built stadium Afl concerts big bash

1522 06-Aug-23 Kevin Hodge
All events that we haven’t had or been able to 
hold in the past Music anything that will bring a following Unbelievable A train network Outside

A rail network,,Areas for wheelchair seating with a lift for them 
and the elderly

1523 06-Aug-23 Alistair Curley Food and beverage Food and beverage Conferences Parking Both No
1524 06-Aug-23 John Stevens Not sure AFL & cricket

1525 06-Aug-23 Julian Bush

This is virtually Hobart central
Needs rail link  Concert hall
Rehearsal spaces, Station, minimal retail spaces

No Stadium  Large events not suitable for this corner of 
Hobart  Accessibility will cause chaos As per what Wrest point offers is fine No Stadium proposal is totally out of character

How the hell do I know you don't either so apply the 
precautionary principle  No Stadium

Stop all this nonsense right now and can the whole insane and 
unsupported scheme

1526 06-Aug-23 Ian Langford

Highlight Tasmanian achievements/individuals 
display/foyer
Hopefully services are affordable enough to 
feature Tasmanian events
Hobart link to Antarctica
Hopefully select Tasmanian tenants rather than 
mainland/national

Multitude of sports - Oval & Square
Concerts & Shows, Conventions, Equestrian & Dressage 
(if surface can be protected)

Smaller conventions/discourses 
Dinners - Club & Business, Conferences usually held in 
other States Public Transport, Parking, Accommodation

Only outside if it meant obtaining larger seating capacity
Ideally probably both but would need multiple food 
outlets inside for patrons
Would need to flow and be generating returns to 
Government

Politically including social housing - Question that it’s the right 
place?
I’m indigenous - include all bands please not just TAC they 
don’t speak for all of us  Most agenda’s are $ driven 
Stadium is showpiece - don’t overcrowd  by squeezing things 
in to appease objectors

1527 06-Aug-23 John Kinnane
Advertising in other airports and mailand ane  
spirits I would like to see concerts and other sports using it

By where it is what a beautiful vista looking down the 
Derwent ect Hotels and pubs , cafe Both Let’s see it built

1528 06-Aug-23 Matthew Davis
Discuss with elders how we incorporate an 
indeginous touch AFL, cricket, a league, concerts, conventions Conventions Restaurants, bars, arts, busking Mostly outside Yes AFL team, yes stadium!

1529 06-Aug-23 Nigel Geard Stadium with a Tasmanian team
AFL, NRL, rugby, soccer, Dark MoFo, concerts and 
other display events All sorts of things and events Food, refreshments As per other stadiums around Australia

1530 06-Aug-23 Angela Byrne
By putting something uniquely local on the site 
and not a stadium

I would like to see the stadium at Bellerieve used for 
sports etc Conferences? NA Preferably minus the stadium

Just to reiterate that the stadium in that location is an 
astonishingly bad idea

1531 06-Aug-23 Mandie Kopra Concerts and all sports Outside
1532 06-Aug-23 Alex Lowe Tasmanian afl team Major sporting events live music Major busines conferences Accommodation public transport Both
1533 06-Aug-23 Jason Ohalloran Shape it like the map Everything Dont know Accomodation pubs clubs and restraunts Both
1534 06-Aug-23 Dan Johnson AFL, concerts,

1535 06-Aug-23 Cathie Mcnamara
NOT build a huge monolithic, generic, talk, ugly 
stadium for a start No stadium on Mac Point All the usual conference activities We don't need a stadium on Mac Point Nowhere near  No stadium We don't need a stadium on Mac Point

1536 06-Aug-23 Luke Everard

Have the area designed to represent our history 
not only from 200 years ago but events and 
achievements for all decades  The achievements 
celebrated could include political events, 
sporting achievements, scientific achievements or 
artistic accomplishments AFL, BBL Cricket, Soccer, Concerts

Large businesses meetings, Exhibitions, Large private 
events

Transport hubs, bars, restaurants, open public spaces, 
easy walking access to Salamanca and the city

Both so there a range of options inside the facility for 
attendees and outside for people nearby or attendees 
before and after the event

I just think more thought needs to be put into the transport 
options  Hobart is a growing city  We need to be thinking 
ahead in our city planning

1537 06-Aug-23 Peter Ball

The stadium and precinct should be designed 
around Tasmanian themes  Our produce and our 
history  We should showcase indigenous 
Tasmanian history, heritage and culture    Given 
its location celebrate the river, and our 
RSL/veteran community Multiple sports, arts and entertainment  Cultural events Cafes and bars  Galleries

1538 06-Aug-23 Simon Robustelli Roof
1539 06-Aug-23 Stadium Music, sports sports and music food, toilets, public transport
1540 06-Aug-23 Mark Davis Stadium Sport, concerts Expos Transport, accommodation Both AFL club at stadium

1541 06-Aug-23 David Haynes Use Tasmanian Timbers and materials Music concerts, art displays, soccer, rugby Huge influx of visitors  Hotel accommodation Dining places, viewing platforms, docking for river boats Both A well lit modern stadium and vacillaties to be very proud of

1542 06-Aug-23 Janine Sandford
By building a well designed stadium that caters 
for multiple events AFL Football Music Concerts Hospitality outlets Both inside and outside



1543 06-Aug-23 Tania Matthews
Simulation Flyover as I just suggested  Also a 
special charge for Tasmanian resident tourists

This survey is repetitive  Concerts shows and sports that 
use rectangular grounds  Corporate and events like 
weddings using the dining venues Catering, weddings, corporate conferences

Accomodation for tourists and other visitors food and 
pubs and cafes of various price points and styles Both

The pathways to walk to and from the city and the domain 
parking areas

1544 06-Aug-23 Wayne Morgan

Don't go stupid  Build a stadium that works really 
well  Ease of access for all  So given its flat for for 
it

All sports, concerts, other community events  Pitch for 
one off soccer events, rugby league and union  Why 
not get the concerts that we miss out on now!!

Just about everything  Why can't we host international 
events such as the Pacific forum or chogm  Go big  
Plus don't forget the community why not host a 
schools forum and farmers and Greenies get together 
to promote some luv 😁😁

Go nuts build an ice skating ring or some type of ride 
that gets people a view of the city or linked to a river 
experience

Outside  Don't overthink a stadium and make it not fit for 
purpose

It's time  Don't try and please everyone and end up stuffing this 
up  A stadium, a footy team and a venue that can function in 
the middle of winter  Easy access to and from the city, north 
Hobart and Salamanca  And don't forget a roof

1545 06-Aug-23 David Barker
Use of Tasmanian hardwoods in construction, 
include a cruise ship/ferry terminal All sporting codes, live events Lectures, display areas Cafes, restaurants , open space, gardens Both definitely Build it sooner than later

1546 06-Aug-23 Karlin

Keep it as unlike a big stadium or outlet mall 
experience as possible  That loses all sense of 
Tasmanian uniqueness  Hobart waterfront 
architecture is a big variety bag - it can retain 
some of that chaoticness, but incorporating small 
and varied structures

I don't think a large, multipurpose stadium is what we 
need  It's a huge expense, takes up a lot of space, and 
in actuality will not be used enough of the time to keep 
the area enlivened  Even in a big city, stadium real 
estate is unused much of the time

Design the centre for interesting, regular living, and 
conferences will find it an attractive place to go  
Design it as a conference centre and much will be 
unused much of the time and disconnected from 
locals

Ferry, tramway, bus hub, light rail  A good park-and-
ride system for people to catch public transport from 
further out

Instead of the stadium  They should be a core part of the 
development

Mac Point is the wrong place for a big stadium  Transport, 
traffic - Hobart is not equipped to make that work  Mac Point 
has too few access pathways  A large stadium structure will 
dominate the ambience of the harbor negatively  And a large 
stadium enterprise will render the area relatively lifeless a lot of 
the time  I am in favour of developing Mac Point, but this isn't 
the way to do it  You can stimulate much more economic 
activity for less investment, and more quickly with other 
approaches  Whether Tasmania actually needs a new stadium 
is questionable  If it actually does, there must be better places 
with better transport, and which can handle the likelihood of 
lots of down time at the complex, and therefore security issues, 
etc  Banking on stadiums and conference centres is unwise in 
an era in which discretionary travel should be decreasing, and 
no doubt will become more expensive and less accessible, due 
to climate change impacts  We've already seen a big switch 
with conferences since COVID - not all are even going back to 
in person  Major performing arts organisations are making 
moves toward virtual reality distribution of their events  Sports 
will too  By 2029, business will not be as it is now  This project 
doesn't appear to have really taken future trends into account  
No new stadium at Mac Point  We may end up with a white 
elephant

1547 06-Aug-23 Thomas Phillips

Have provision for other festivals etc to be held 
there eg the taste, dark mofo etc, keep any 
designs in line with the landscape of Tasmania, ie 
same colours as the flora of tad, same rocks etc 
make it temperate alpine in time, so lots of wood, 
rock types etc

Concerts, any field sport be it football, soccer rugby 
etc, also if there is somehow basketball could be 
incorporated  Look at other great examples of stadiums 
and take key learnings, eg Tottenham Hotspur stadium, 
Dunedin in nz, Olympic stadium in London Allianz in 
Munich etc Company conventions, wedding receptions, shows etc

Parking, transport hub for bus, light rail, ferry,walk ins  
Perhaps event build in cruise terminal

Outside the stadium, you need the area to have draw 
cards and if they are all hidden within a stadium then 
people won’t obviously go there for any purpose other 
than games

Have t e acade o  t e stad um be ab e to be l t up l ke ot e  
stadiums I’ve seen with designs, ie on game day it’s in Tassie 
colours, for Australian international game it’s in gold etc  look 
at Allianz arena in Munich and other examples  For a recent 
example look at the eye in Las Vegas that recently opened  I’d 
love there to be really cosy lodge bars with Tasmanian 
whiskeys and oysters and other fine dining nearby  Also 
something that make any visit memorable for tourists, 
something really unique that they would only get on a game 
day in Tassie, can’t think of anything at the moment but we 
really need to make it somewhere th eh would rave about to 
their friends upon their returns home

1548 06-Aug-23 Jo East

External Stadium wall on Cenotaph side 
depicting Anzacs etc and/or walk/remembrance 
wall to Cenotaph

Concerts, Football, Conferences, Weddings, Services 
like physiotherapists etc, day spa See above Parklands, cafes, toilets, transport, parking

Definitely need inside for when events on but also need 
outside restaurants and cafes

Just make sure a multi stadium is built  We need to move 
forward in Tassie

1549 06-Aug-23 Andrew Ollington

Imagine holding major sporting event in winter 
with roof closed and the backdrop of a snow 
covered mount Wellington Football, cricket, soccer, live musician, expos Major business conferences Training field, pool (already close by) Both

I believe the majority of Tasmanians are behind this project 
and the minority like to make people believe it’s otherwise  
Tasmanians want this built we have been waiting too long

1550 06-Aug-23 Stephen Waldren

Ensure that stadium caters for a variety of uses 
and include comprehensive function facilities on 
the Derwent side AFL, Athletics, Soccer, concerts,

Great location for conferences adjacent to docks and 
Salamanca dining    Would be the premier conference 
centre in the state of located with Derwent views- tied 
in to membership of whatever sporting teams used the 
stadium on “in game” days

Food and beverage, parking very high priority, 
improved cbd hospitality

In the stadium structure facing out with low key signage if 
any   See Optus Stadium Perth fyi

Consider that 23 000 May be too small   However, corrective 
publicity about height, visual impact and overshadowing is 
urgently needed

1551 06-Aug-23 Gabi Robin No Stadium for Macquarie Pt No Stadium for Macquarie Pt No Stadium for Macquarie Pt No Stadium for Macquarie Pt No Stadium for Macquarie Pt No Stadium for Macquarie Pt
1552 06-Aug-23 Gabi Robin No Stadium for Macquarie Pt No Stadium for Macquarie Pt No Stadium for Macquarie Pt No Stadium for Macquarie Pt No Stadium for Macquarie Pt No Stadium for Macquarie Pt

1553 06-Aug-23 Peter Lelong

The Eden  project was such a wonderful idea   A 
vibrant state library and science centre would be 
excellent Concerts and plays along with appropriate conventions

Concert and drama spaces   Dining facilities both 
indoor and out

A space welcoming to all   Not just AFL sports followers  
Cater for all sports and in particular women and girls Both

Please look at other post industrial spaces around the world 
and be visionary in plasnning

1554 06-Aug-23 A Davidson Stop the stadium None  This survey is biased Not applicable No stadium No stadium No stadium

1555 06-Aug-23 Karen Jokinen Entertainment, sport, conferences All sorts
Adequate public transport pick up and drop off 
capability Both

1556 06-Aug-23 Nick Harrex
Tasmanian products! As I said previously a 
stadium with wood around the outside AFL, Soccer, music, rugby, all sports

There is many options but just having a conference 
centre overlooking and amazing football oval with a 
open area that looks over the best looking river in the 
world Car park with easy access to the stadium Outside of the stadium

1557 06-Aug-23 Brett Harris Reflect the landscape
Football all codes, cricket, basketball, expos, 
conventions Expos, conventions, business facilities Restraunts, walkability, public transport Both Please build the stadium and make it beautiful

1558 06-Aug-23 Young Geoff As above  Sports & Entertainment

If this can be incorporated then wonderful  Tasmanian 
conference facilities lack size to win significant 
conferences Outside or combination Just do it  And the Cable Car

1559 06-Aug-23 Chris Bakon
I’m not sure on this one but I feel there’s so many 
options

Mostly football for myself  I don’t attend concerts and 
the likes although they will of course be very popular

Car parking will of course be a big issue and clean 
public toilets

Not restricted to the inside  I feel you should be able to 
utilise the area and shopping without attending and 
entering the stadium

YES STADIUM is the majority in Tasmania! Let’s start thinking 
more about are Childrens sporting future and our economy  
We are still a quiet place and always will be  It’s time for us to 
have our sport

1560 06-Aug-23 Ben Harrison
Having Tasmanian sport played in the Stadium on 
National TV stage AFL, Other sports, Music concerts A whole range of business and expo events Car parking, Public toilets, Shelter areas Both

1561 06-Aug-23 Trish Wileman Concerts & festivals Ample parking & ferry dock Both Affordable accommodation for stadium events
1562 06-Aug-23 Brett Martin A Tasmanian team! Football games music concerts and cultural events Conferences for all major companies Australia wide Cafes and resteraunt sand outdoor areas Both

1563 06-Aug-23 Dale Parker

Building it in the materials that are around the 
area like sandstone steel timber not bleached 
timber like mach 1 Monster trucks, Concerts,mofo,

Showcasing the seafood industry can primary 
producers Free open spaces toilets Both

Rail to get the people from up north down to the stadium as 
they have no were to park

1564 06-Aug-23 Ulrich Adami
Not some big stadium, not at any cost
More waterfront restaurants Ferries to Bellerieve

The usual, not that it adds much to the cultural value of 
the site

1565 06-Aug-23 Bettina Mays

Tasmanian stadium  It’s about time Hobart 
progressed ahead & stopped constantly 
pandering to the anti everything brigade Concerts, festivals, charity events , sporting matches The above plus AFL Green spaces, cafes etc Both Stop pandering to the anti everything brigade

1566 06-Aug-23 Nick Barnes Local art AFL, music, events Festivals, corporate days Lots of parking, plenty of walkways Both

1567 06-Aug-23 Jodi Kalikatzaros Design like Adelaide or Perth AFL, concerts and arts Football, rugby, soccer, cricket, Concerts, arts
Playground for the kids, beautiful gardens, toilets  Cafes 
and bars Both for sure A ferry to drop off and collect before and after activities

1568 06-Aug-23 Andrew Bayne Build a football stadium Concerts  Sport Concerts  Meetings expos Transport links Both The final plan for a football stadium

1569 06-Aug-23 Gary Price

AFL, Rugby, Soccer, Food and wine festivals, 
international touring concerts, motor cross, car and 
lifestyle shows, and a range of community based events See abouve Food and accommodation Both

Would like to see a masterplan and a start date announced by 
December 2023



1570 06-Aug-23 Laurence Port
No convention centre  Emphasis smallery gallery 
experiences I don't want the stadium No conference centre either Transport hub, yes  Stadium, no

No stadium  Local businesses  No high street brands  Not 
a commercial precinct

Funds needed for social housing, education and health 
initiatives, not a stadium

1571 06-Aug-23 Anne Castley By making space for them at low cost Don't want a stadium We have conference centers
Don't need one nearby   Take it to Oatlands or New 
Norfolk No stadium I say yes AFL  NO stadium

1572 06-Aug-23 Jason Andrikonis Stadium Concerts Concerts and world sport events Bars and restaurants Both Cable car?
1573 06-Aug-23 Beth Coombe No stadium No stadium No stadium No stadium No stadium

1574 06-Aug-23 Geoff Dodge Football stadium
As well as stadium, coffee shops, restaurants and 
galleries Other sports, Concerts and conferences Parking and/or access to public transport Both The stadium is an ideal fit for MacPoint

1575 06-Aug-23

Set up a mullti purpose centre   Maybe two as 
directing all traffic into one area has serious 
hazards In the right place, sports and educational

Presentation of research, democratic discussion, 
public information presentation, sports, assistance 
with development of ideas, industrial problems etc Decent transport

1576 06-Aug-23 Paul Bloomfield Sport - All suitable sports, concerts, Broadest possible

Both - the key is that those businesses can operate 
successfully when there aren't events, the area needs be 
able to build towards a destination of choice like 
Melbourne's Docklands precinct, Adelaide's 
entertainment precinct

1577 06-Aug-23 Mathew Bedford

Hobart waterfront, Mount Wellington, the 
Derwent River and Salamanca should be 
highlighted with a new stadium as the 
centrepiece Sport, Music, events This is not limited

Restaurants, bars, cafes, retail, Tasmanian history and 
Antarctic information would all be great additions to 
the precinct

Possibly both   Majority outside the stadium to help 
create a full experience

Please ensure this project is completed  This is the greatest 
opportunity for this state in any of our lifetimes and cannot be 
wasted

1578 06-Aug-23 Trish Hitchen
Talk to the locals who want this to happen, 
include aspects of our heritage & history too

AFL games but also other national sports ie soccer, 
cricket  Definitely concerts & family festivals so the 
stadium is used regularly & not just in winter or summer Hold kid friendly events

Definitely heaps of toilets, a decent carpark, bus stop 
too Do both

Stadium needs to have a roof, so than it can be used in all 
weather  Sooner it starts getting built the better

1579 06-Aug-23 Scott Menzie A stadium AFL, Cricket, Concerts Stadium Transport Both Stadium

1580 06-Aug-23 Jacqui Frew

We can learn from the extensive work done on 
the wharf and Hunter Street, and mirror the 
design of existing buildings

The stadium is a foolish idea that is completely 
inappropriate for this site

Having been involved in planning several national 
conferences that could only be held at Wrest Point 
because of size, I think we already cater for most

The stadium should not be built  It would be a debt-
ridden eyesore This is a pipe dream

Consider that the vast majority of Tasmanians are opposed to 
wasting money and going into debt for a stadium on this site

1581 06-Aug-23 Colin Partridge
With the stadium the centre peace, connect other 
areas to make the area come alive and be a hub

A league, AFL, Events, Concerts, function/conference 
centre Meetings, Balls, Home of Tassie football

Public transport links (Water and Bus) Bike paths and 
walking  Cafes, Toilets, Both

It needs to look amazing, the standout centre piece for Hobart 
and Tasmania  This is our Opera house moment, and we need 
to be bold and creative

1582 06-Aug-23 Paul Broughan
A food expo with Tasmania produce like devils 
corner

Sporting events and concerts and a convention type 
area for expos or functions Expos , functions , meeting rooms A walkway showcasing the site a gathering area Both would be ideal

I see the stadium as a great way forward for a site that is 
currently wasted, it can enhance culture/ arts , the return 
serviceman cenotaph can be a focus and bring wanted 
attention to those that died protecting us and the indigenous 
culture it’s a win win for all Tasmania

1583 06-Aug-23 Michelle Surton Rangi

Uniqueness to Tasmania is our food, the 
Antarctic, our penal history, the indigenous 
people, any festival that joined these would be a 
tremendous success and day out

I do not go to stadium ‘events’  I am on a dsp so to me 
I have to make my dollars stretch  Free parking and a 
walk in the park for lunch is good for me I really have no idea

Parklands, a police pop up area for the drunkards 
leaving, a taxi rank, large parking area, food trucks for 
said drunkards and others who couldn’t afford to 
purchase food in the stadium, another police pop up 
area, bus parking  All sounds rather ugly to me  No new 
stadium NO NEW STADIUM THANKS! NO NEW STADIUM!

1584 06-Aug-23 Alan Greenlees
no new stadium - there have been much more 
satisfactory alternatives proposed no new stadium no new stadium

no new stadium, and there will be no real space for 
access by users no new stadium no

1585 06-Aug-23 Ian Hobbs
Lots of local acts combined with mainland and 
overseas artists

AFL, Soccer, Rugby, Tennis, Cricket, international music 
events, Tours and conferences All types of national and international conferences Parking and transport hub (rail, bus and ferries) Both No

1586 07-Aug-23 Lindsay Hickman
Keep it within the cultural significance of the area 
both First Nation's and Colonial

None as I do not believe Mac  Point is the correct site 
for ANY Stadium No more than Wrest Point ,Mona or Blundstone Arena

Plenty of parking which is another reason I believe it is a 
bad choice of site Not any Stadium for the site at all

Keep in mind earlier promised deals for our First Nation's 
people and keep the areas significant cultural boundaries in 
play ie: the Cenotaph and what it means to Tasmanians and 
indeed the Families of Returned and those Not Returned 
Soldiers, Navalmen and Women and Doctors and Nurses

1587 07-Aug-23 Tamara Syrett

The design could include panelling with 
Tasmanian locations etched onto it - Cradle 
Mountain, Mt Wellington, Binalong Bay, Russel 
Falls,  making it reflect the whole of Tasmania, 
not just Hobart AFL, concerts & exhibitions exhibitions, smaller more intimate concerts, functions cafes, restaurants bars, small local retailers

both   but with the majority being outside so they can be 
utilised all year round - not just during events

1588 07-Aug-23 Robert Hamilton

Obviously using Tasmanian materials and ideas   
Ideas from Tasmanian designers, architects 
should be used as much as possible   What is 
Tasmanian?  I think that we should celebrate and 
incorporate our maritime heritage/history  eg  the 
Sydney Hobart Yacht Race, Antarctic History, 
Whaling era, history of early exploration by Bass 
and Flinders, Abel Tasman and others   The 
Wooden Boat Festival may use in some way  
Perhaps the Maritime Museum could be 
relocated to Mac Point   Our Island heritage is 
worth celebrating - the isolation, the resilience

AFL football and other national and international 
sporting events   I might be interested in expos, shows 
along the lines of an agricultural show

What comes to mind are the 'outside' facilities away from 
the main arena but 'attached' as a place to go and obtain 
meals

A stadium gives a 'natural' structure around which the precinct 
can be developed   It makes it easier to develop

1589 07-Aug-23 BYRON DILWORTH

Cultural displays in the open access areas, maybe 
even a permanent interpretation area for First 
Nations  (Palawa)Tasmanians for promotion and 
education about their traditional crafts and 
beliefs (as already mentioned  in the opening 
statements)

NO STADIUM - We already have TWO stadia of AFL 
quality in which games are already played and also the 
revamped DEC precinct in Glenorchy

Again, the facilities now exist from Private and Public 
organisations   Do not hand the area over to the 
University of Tasmania, keep access open to all 
persons of all ages None (will not apply) if there is no "one user" stadium

small shops and cafes are most welcome in the public 
areas, without the Stadium  Let such shops and Cafes 
grow from their own quality, and not to a dominant 
user's perceived needs (and profits)

Ads TRUE evaluation and Business plan for the proposed 
stadium - an answer to the question " if the income forecasts 
are so good, why is private enterprise not falling over itself to 
be part of such a 'profitable ' venture?

1590 07-Aug-23 Richard Gerathy A unique stadium Football, League, Soccer, Rugby, music, conferences Dark Mofo, business events Hospitality a ferry terminal Both Regular Tasmanians support the stadium

1591 07-Aug-23 Richard Munnings A stadium with a roof is unique enough Sport , concerts Endless Entertainment Both
I'd really just love a proper stadium to watch afl in our home 
state

1592 07-Aug-23 Mark Smith Sports and entertainment Not a conference centre unless part of the stadium Outside

1593 07-Aug-23 Andrew Bonnitcha Build a stadium
AFL, A-League soccer as well as international games, 
cricket, concerts the list is endless Bars and restaurants, Both

Lets just get it built, I have been waiting decades for this to 
happen but my time is running out, I just need to see a 
Tasmanian AFL side run out at least once

1594 07-Aug-23 Geoff Newton

Do not build a stadium  t s scale is disastrous to 
Hobart’s heritage and greatly detrimental to the 
Hobart experience  Create a unique precinct at a 
proper scale with extensive landscaping (the 
Barangaroo Reserve at Millers Point in Sydney is a 
magnificent exemplar)  
Buildings should be stand alone (campus style)

Nothing that I couldn’t do at any other stadium, such as 
Bellerive

Same stuff all of the other conference centres around 
Hobart do

Car parking  Public transport  Massive traffic 
management operations  A great deal of patience for 
anyone driving through Hobart (half of Hobart’s 
population)

I’d rather see them in the Truth and Reconciliation Park 
and amongst the Theatres, Skating Rink, Antarctic 
Display, Southern Icean Aquarium, etc  
There should be no room for a grossly over sized seldom 
used stadium on this unique and culturally sensitive site

Consider that not twelve months ago the MPDC was 
categorically stating that a stadium would not be built on this 
site and was not being considered  Now the survey and 
preamble assume the fait accompli of a stadium  A good 
preposterous abuse by of position and betrayal of commitment 
to the community

1595 07-Aug-23 Margaret Taylor The MONA plan did just that

I doubt I would go to events there   Derwent 
Entertainment Centre can provide what I would want to 
see and has very good parking facilities and easy 
movement of traffic

We have sufficient conference facilities - Prince's 
Wharf was developed for this   Our hotels have 
facilities for this   You would not get sufficient to justify 
building such a facility Rail, ferry, bus services

Since the area would not attract me if it was filled with a 
stadium I would not use them An honest assessment of the stadium idea

1596 07-Aug-23 Scott Harvey Stadium Concerts , afl , soccer Business utilities Food and bev , toilets Both

1597 07-Aug-23 Brett Cornelius Have a state of the art stadium All types of football and concerts
Access to to unbelievable facilities in a iconic location 
which would attract world wide use Maybe access to the domain for car parking Both

Just get Tassie moving and build the stadium for our future 
success, health and well being



1598 07-Aug-23 Tamara Syrett
Panels with iconic Tasmanian landmarks etched 
into them as part of cladding of the stadium AFL, concerts, exhibitions smaller exhibitions, functions, private events cafes, restaurants, bars, small local retailers

both   but primarily outside - so that the space can be 
used at all times, not just during events Please just build the stadium so we can watch Tassie in the AFL!

1599 07-Aug-23 Tamara Syrett

Panels built into the cladding of the exterior 
stadium etched with images hat showcase iconic 
Tasmanian landmarks, Mt Wellington, Cradle 
Mountain, Binalong Bay, The Nut, Wineglass Bay 

 to cover all of Tasmania to show that this is for 
All Tasmanians, not just Hobart AFL, concerts, exhibitions private functions, smaller exhibitions, markets,

Cafes, restaurants, bars, local artisan retailers, garden 
spaces

Both   However, predominantly outside so that the 
precinct can be used by everyone all the time - not just 
during functions Just build the Stadium, so we can start enjoying AFL football

1600 07-Aug-23 Mark Lynch
Not sure  But Hobart has made large steps into 
making our Town known No stadium at Mac Point please, what a waste No stadium at Mac Point please, what a waste

I'd like for proper consideration of the massive cost blow-out 
that will come with a Stadium build  Also, how can the required 
and necessary House Build take place whilst a preposed 
Stadium is under construction  We all know what would take 
preference

1601 07-Aug-23 Susan Brunacci

Make it a WORLD class stadium and have World 
class events  I should like to see Tasmanian 
timber/produce/ artwork and design used 
throughout  Nod to our history - ALL our history  
Reflect all of the state in the design and 
furnishing

Football, Rugby Union, Rugby League Soccer mens and 
womens for all  National and international teams   
Athletics   Friendly and training matches for visiting 
Professional teams who are playing here  Masters 
events
Top tier of local codes to play  Yearly festival of footy 
event for juniors in all codes
Concerts, of all types POP rock, Tas symphony 
orchestra

Annual events for all and anything  Training and 
awards for corporate events  Logies!!! Brownlow

Plenty of good quality eateries - all price points  Plenty 
of accommodation options
Green space, places to sit  Safe routes to walk to and 
from the venue

Outside if possible but well connected to the stadium 
space

Just build it, imagine if Taylor Swift had had a overflow concert 
here - how much would that have made
A womens world cup match!!! Brilliant!
Imagine if we could watch Tassie play the semi final for the AFL 
here  It will happen!!!
BLEDISLOE!!!! We might even win!
Make it accessible for ALL Tasmanians  Not everyone can afford 
a weekend in Victoria to watch their team or an artist perform 
(either for money or time) but being able to DRIVE there and 
then DRIVE home (or camp, stay with family) makes it a way 
more affordable, ordinary folk can enjoy the events
Plus our options are wide on a world stage for attracting a 
myriad of events  
And finally, I look forward to watching my grandsons play for 
Tasmania, in the The Map at Mac point Stadium
Thanks

1602 07-Aug-23 Tamara Crosby Make it chill

Live bands
International acts
Ed Sheeran
Cold Play
DJ'S
AFL games & events
Gala events

Hospitality & services 
Different sizes rooms for hire

Training grounds
Spas, locker room, gym
Things for families & kids to do

Inside & out  & merchandise for all the available teams in 
the AFL, & Other sporting events More transport, like trains, trams, & cable cars

1603 07-Aug-23 Trent Hasson
Outlooks to the water and cenotaph - and 
Tasmanian timbers Conferences, concerts, sports of all kinds Trade shows, festivals, conferences of all kinds

Training facility, and access to commuter hubs for large 
crowds Mix of both Keep up the good work!

1604 07-Aug-23 Brendon Bell Use Tasmanian materials and artwork Any sporting event they can get  Concerts  Etc
Many companies could have conferences, companies 
could also use it to release new product ranges Hotels, restaurants, cafes Both Just build it!

1605 07-Aug-23 Graham Brinckman No new stadium No new stadium No new stadium No new stadium No new stadium No new stadium

1606 07-Aug-23 Louise Archer

Always have photos of it with Mt wellington in the 
background of it   Always the food, our food is 
pretty unique and fresh and so is our fresh air and 
no noise of lots of traffic

I would definitely see the AFL games,  I would also go 
and  see concerts there as well, and any food festivals 
and anything Dark Mofo

Not sure,  be plenty of businesses that could use the 
facilities for functions

Parking,  enough area for buses arriving and leaving  
Food,  maybe a casual  indoor eating area Both

If the ferry idea is going to be promoted, then the parking 
around those areas needs to be looked at, coming from 
Bellerive there is virtually no parking  there, except trying to 
find something along the streets, and is very steep some parts 
or no standing signs,   You could use the space thats further 
around from Bellerive Yacht club towards eastlands, but that 
soon going to be built into a 3 story hotel or study facility, so 
that wont leave much else   There is south street oval but there 
would need to be buses available to get to the ferry terminal 
because people wont want to walk that far    maybe people 
coming from other suburbs could catch a bus to the rosny bus 
mall then catch a dedicate bus to the bellerive ferry terminal

1607 07-Aug-23 Michael Harding
The sporting teams that use the stadium will 
make it Tasmanian Any National event All types of Sporting and business opportunities Parking, ferry and rail terminals    Clean public toilets Both

Start developing the site  Don’t continue to wait for universal 
agreement; it will never happen   Our politicians are elected to 
lead; get on with the job

1608 07-Aug-23 Gavin Davis Build a stadium Music, all types of sports, any event really An amazing tranquil view, world class facilities
It already has great restaurants close by that will reap 
the rewards of new patrons Both Build the stadium

1609 07-Aug-23 Bernd Wechner

I have no new idea to offer you  We know what is 
Tasmanian  We are known for our indigenous 
culture, our nature, our arts and science 
communities, our food community and industry, 
for fresh air and water and unique (if partly 
extinct) fauna, and cap it all off with Mona   Pick 
and choose  We have more uniquely Tasmanian 
stuff than we can shake a stick at  Showcasing it?

I'd not be a regular attendee, but if I were to use one it 
would be for the odd large public event, or a concert 
or such  Spectator sports don't interest me 
(participatory sport does)  I mean the same sort of 
things we go to the DEC for historically, I guess I don't 
think anyone in my extended family has much interest 
in stadia per se  Let alone really big ones   I have been 
a patron of the various football (soccer) fields around 
Hobart for two decades watching my kids and taking 
them to see games to inspire them too  But I like it just 
like that  We're not a hugely populous place, let us not 
forget that  We have in greater Hobart about 1/20th the 
people Sydney or Melbourne do, 1/9 of Brisbane or 
Perth, 1/6 of Adelaide  Only Canberra do we come 
close to (1/2 of Canberra) heck even Wollongong and 
Geelong double us

Um, all the ones it can? I have to admit this sort of 
questions strikes me as mildly loaded  I have travelled 
the world on business and leisure for decades and 
seen conference centres of every description and used 
them  We all know what they can be used for  And that 
is, pretty much any large event, depending entirely on 
the layout and the costs it imposes (what it costs the 
rent the thing)   Hobart gets a good few conferences 
but the Grand Chancellor is doing fine there

Car parking ;-)  To be honest I think of stadia as fairly 
self-contained things, the services being inside (at a 
nice premium) and the surrounds being rather drab, car 
parking and transport

Well, as I shared before in my experience they're inside 
but hey, if outside is an option, given I'm not into stadia, 
that strikes me as much better  That said, unless there's  a 
good reason to walk around a large structure I won't, it's 
not generally pleasant  Open spaces are much nicer 
places to be

To be honest, the main thing I would like to see is a solid, 
public, business case, open for public review and criticism   I 
have zero reason to suspect a solid case exists for the funds 
being committed on such a thing, let alone to consume prime 
real estate in Hobart  I have no trouble with stadia, we have 
Bellerive, and North Hobart, and if a bigger one is needed a 
business case will explain why, and I'd ideally like to see such a 
thing pays its own way (given my circle's lack of interest in it as 
a thing of beauty or joy in Hobart) I'd much rather pay for the 
great concert I see there, at market rates than through my taxes 
and the state coffers, and federal coffers for something that 
never amortises   Just an open, public, business case  That's all 
I'd like to see

1610 07-Aug-23 DEBRA WHITFIELD STADIUM
WE as a state miss out on 99% of concerts, why 
shouldnt we have this opporunity ? both

1611 07-Aug-23 Kim Norton have local stalls when the footy is on football, soccer, rugby, funruns, MOFO events, outside

1612 07-Aug-23 Jacqui Frew

Think about the Hunter St architecture and its 
recognition of existing buildings   Recognition 
and echoing of the history of Tasmania and its 
unique environment would help a lot   Low-scale 
buildings are very Tasmanian d

The stadium is inappropriate and should not be built 
here    There is no point even asking all the above if the 
plan is to stick a stonking big, debt-ridden stadium on 
this inappropriate site

Having been involved in organising several large 
conferences at Wrest Point, I know how difficult it is to 
find a space that is appropriate for sufficient break-
outs, plenaries, key-notes etc   Wrest Point was 
struggling with the largest conference of 1000 
delegates    That size is pretty rare, however, and 
conference sizes are not growing, so I don't think we 
really need another waterfront venue for this purpose

The last thing we should do is build a multipurpose 
stadium

As with Docklands, a stadium would make this space a 
dead area

I would like to see an independent evaluation of the necessity 
for a stadium and the suitability of this site for a stadium   It's 
pretty clear we are being steamrolled by a large corporation 
with no accountability, bankrolled by the Murdoch betting 
interests   History will not judge this disgraceful episode kindly

1613 07-Aug-23 Neil McLachlan-Troup Tasmanian art including Palawa art AFL  Music All business, arts, science Hospitality  Transport Tribute to RSL and noted Tasmanians Plans for stadium and precinct

1614 07-Aug-23 Annie Wall
Do what we do best with all the events that share 
all that is fantastic about Tasmania!

Member events, kids sports, music events, conferences, 
learning events

Short term child care, say up to 8yrs with appropriate 
activities; showcasing products, experiences; charity 
functions  balls  weddings

Really great and innovative public toilets; an open 
space for musicians and street performers, buskers etc; 
valet parking for disabled and elderly Both Please  just build it  It can be an awesome space



1615 07-Aug-23 Peter Taylor

Why do we need to 'showcase' anything to 
anyone  Just create physical fabric (infrastructure) 
that will endure overtime, is a pleasure to use and 
can be used and reused for a range of users

The term multipurpose stadium is not defined - what 
purposes?  It appear what is proposed is a place were a 
limited number of ball related games can be played 
and a venue for a limited set of music or related events  
These are experiences an events I do not attend   A 
venue about to be used for a wider range of purposes - 
conferences, concerts, exhibitions and gatherings 
generally are used for the experiences and events I 
wish to attend

This question is pointless   A conference centre will 
offer events and have uses where the organisers can 
profit or breakeven  The question ignores reality that 
there other conference centres providing events and 
uses into the market place I have no idea   See notes above I have no idea   See notes above

The direction to the Board of Macquarie Development 
Corporation is to update a Masterplan to include a stadium  
Any comment able to provided by the public is hence limited 
to some small areas not enclosed by a Stadium   It is very 
difficult determine where, and what size are the 'leftover areas'   
 The Fact Sheet 1 - Will it fit is of little value as it does not map 
any potential placement within the site of any playing field or 
surrounding stadium structure   The Fact Sheet map neglects to 
map or otherwise reference the treatment plant site (not part of 
site now but intend to be) or the existing Royal Engineers 
Building   The outline of the site includes a distance measure of 
293 m, from Evan Street to the northern edge   The northern 
edge is at the top of the bank/slope of the land surrounding 
the Cenotaph, where there is a existing road and an exist 
escapement   The material provided lack details about 
potential stadium height   I would suggest that without some 
guidance of where the stadium footprint is likely any comment 
from individuals about 'ideas' is best described as a political 
greenwashing - doing something to promote the sense that 
the community is involved   Not enough detail is provided so 
any contribution would actually be of  value

I found the questionnaire to be poorly constructed, with vague 
questions   Other than the reference to a Stadium, the other 
proposed uses  - Truth and Reconciliation Park, Antarctic and 
Science hub and affordable housing are ignored

1616 07-Aug-23 Steve Burdon Stadium is the key!
Music,  cricket,  AFL, concerts, shows,  endless when 
you have the infrastructure! Endless possibilities Things for children,  open play space,  games,

Both,  it's so important to offer better food than any 
other stadium in Australia  I'd love to work in this space 
as often it's the and boring stuff   Be bold,  cover all price 
brackets but importantly, offer cheap options to families,  
you can't have food costing 3 times,  or 2 than the 
experience!

I'm excited by the prospect of development in an area than so 
many people never access  This area can reinvent Tasmania for 
decades to come! Imagine baseball from USA as an expedition 
have or gridiron  Imagine that connection to a cities across the 
globe   Marketing opportunities are endless!

1617 07-Aug-23 David Gray

Incorporate stadium with cenotaph to increase 
the significance of the cenotaph and encourage 
more visitors to respectfully visit year round AFL, NRL, Concerts, Large community run events

Conference centres bring a large range of activities 
and businesses which in turn brings visitors and helps 
local businesses and overall state economy Parking, Food, Toilets, Pinlic Transport Incorporated into ground level of stadium

1618 07-Aug-23 maryann herbert

Large art installations in the area  Maybe a native 
flora garden  Maybe an Tasmanian Aboriginal 
visual information area

Our own AFL team  Music concerts  Soccer and rugby 
matches

TASICT,  TCCI, Tourism and Architecture industry and 
other Awards dinners   Grade 10 and 12 graduation 
dinners  Dark MOFO events   Dance and music  
eisteddfods  Australian Irish Dancing national 
championship competition   Basketball, Rugby, 
Netball and hockey awards dinners   Bespoke 
leadership training conferences Hotels, and athletic training areas Both

Don't let the small anti-stadium brigade drown out the many, 
important benefits that a stadium precinct at Mac Point will 
bring to the whole state of Tasmania

1619 07-Aug-23 Penelope Ann

By linking it to the rest of Hobarts waterfront  Do 
NOT build a stadium  Keep it  similar in scale to 
the waterfront

None  A stadium should not be on the waterfront  
Events held in a stadium don't need waterfront views  
The focus for them is inwards  Build a stadium on flat 
land  between the airport and Hobart if you must build 
one  Then there space, convenience, plenty of parking 
and easy access and it will be a cheaper build! A stadium is NOT ideal for conferences or concerts Heaps of ugly carparking

No to a stadium  Yes to a few cafes, Indigenous centre 
spread around the site with outdoor seating and water 
views

Money is urgently needed to fund extra hospital beds and staff  
A light rail could be funded which would benefit ALL Hobart 
residents by easing traffic, freeing  parking, spaces, cutting 
carbon emissions, providing access to those without cars AND 
be a fabulous tourist attraction

1620 07-Aug-23 Philip Bird AFL  concerts

1621 07-Aug-23 Linda Booth Small performance amphitheatre No new stadium No new stadium No new sradium No new stadium
NO NEW STADIUM unnecessary expenditure for an 
impoverished state

1622 07-Aug-23 Anne John Cultural centre, theatre, no stadium on the site No stadium Lectures, exhibitions No stadiumno stadium No stadium
Proper consultation with the Tasmanian people and our first 
nations people

1623 07-Aug-23 Paul Soden
Tassie football museum would be a tremendous 
draw card for the mainlanders

Anything interesting would get me down to Hobart and 
to the stadium The sky is the limit

Bus stops,as I mentioned before some nice places to 
eat and drink Both I think

I’m all for it so I will just keep myself informed as it is being 
discussed,then built,then used

1624 07-Aug-23 Andrew Smith By our food and drink Concerts, displays, AFL, rugby and even some cricket

Imagine the Taste of Tassie moving to a stadium   
Other shows, art, rural displays and music etc   the 
stadium could also be used as a shelter at times of 
emergency

Restaurants, transport hubs and maybe light rail to the 
northern suburbs Outside Please build the stadium

1625 07-Aug-23 STEVEN EISZELE Both Build it

1626 07-Aug-23 Mark Williams

Ensure that the facilities cater appropriately for 
large conferences showcasing Tasmanian food 
and beverages Concerts and festivals, whether it be food or music Large industry conferences  Dark MOFO installations

Public transport, accommodation  Truth & 
Reconciliation Park would be a great addition Both

Really engage with aboriginal organisations to make them part 
of the process of design

1627 07-Aug-23 Francisco Cerros By having local experiences situated and food
Sport,  concerts, conferences like comic con,tel-
evangelists Conventions,  trade shows,  other sports Hospital,  high performance sport centre, Both An outside stage for complimentary events

1628 07-Aug-23 Coral Paton As above
Concerts, sports games especially football, shows like 
Cirque de Soleil, festivals Conferences, markets, fetes As above Both Not that I can think of

1629 07-Aug-23 Michael Farrell Soccer, Rugby, Aussie Rules, Musical events Administration offices for the Tasmanian AFL Team
Should be light rail along the corridor from the 
Northern Suburbs

Mostly on the outside as it can be accessed when the 
stadium is not holding any events Light Rail not buses

1630 07-Aug-23 Brian Kohl

Rather obviously, by making the focus a roofed, 
all year all weather Stadium   While underwritten 
by AFL games it would be useful for all number of 
things, from business expos to MONA events   
We could even move the Taste there and get it 
out of that horrid old car park   Small stalls 
dotted around the oval would make for a perfect 
summer event

AFL in particular, but any number of concerts, MONA 
events, move the Taste there, business expos, etc  etc   
Other sports including soccer, rugby, etc see above answers

Ideally I would like to see restaurants and bars built into 
the lower level (facing outward) and some sort of 
waterfront walkway and likely ferry terminal   It would 
link directly to the rest of the waterfront right through to 
the domain and the aquatic centre

As above, mainly outside although inside would be 
necessary for AFL and events

Mainly just the next steps, once the initial ideas are fleshed out 
and developed   What sort of transport is envisaged, how 
would the waterfront 'walkway' look and feel, etc

1631 07-Aug-23 Rodney Squires

A oofed stad um s t e pe ect ve ue to old 
huge sporting events, & concerts  I personally 
would it to be named ANZAC Stadium because 
of its proximity to the Queen's Domain
I know people reflect on how the new stadiums in 
Perth & Adelaide  Please do some research on 
stadiums in Townsville & Dunedin NZ, by the way 
a town half the size of Hobart but they managed 
to built a 30,000 plus roofed multi event stadium   
Do some research on what sporting events & 
concerts

Lots of decent concerts
If P!nk, Fleetwood Mac,Elton John,Queen, The Red Hot 
Chili Peppers, Rod Stewart & Cyndi Lauper can make it 
there, why can't they come to Hobart?

Lots of trade conferences, maybe things that won't fit 
in the Derwent Entertainment Centre

Bars, cafés, restaurants
Other things could be a maritime museum, maybe 
something representing Returned Services Both

Sorry I should've checked all the questions before going on 
about the stadium in the first 5 or 6  
Please check the details on the Ralph Barr Stadium in Duniden  
The facts are there
https://en m wikipedia org/wiki/Forsyth_Barr_Stadium



1632 07-Aug-23 Angela McDonald

        
landmarks to be viewed from parts of the Mac 
Point precinct without blocking with overbearing 
dominance  It should stand out architecturally by 
being unique and complementary to the land 
and river  It should not be a concrete monolith 
and materials should suit the historical makeup of 
the Sullivan Cove and Mac Point  Make use of the 
exteria of the stadium as a canvas for messages 
reflecting a permanent war memorial, present 
Tasmanian identities (sporting and arts and 
cultural) and to highlight future events and 
endeavours of  Tasmanians that will resonate with 
people attracted to Mac Point  Festivals and 
celebrations for Tasmanians to put on their 
calendars to attend and participate  Be a draw 
card viewing area for water based and waterfront 
activities

AFL matches, Cricket T20, NRL match, FFA/FFT, 
Baseball, Softball, monster trucks, a Tasmanian (all) 
sports museum, concert promoters, cultural 
organisations for events, schools for sport, music and 
events, conference facility, key tenant restaurant, 
Tourism Tasmania for tours of Mac Point and exit point 
for other tours, ferry terminals nearby servicing the 
Derwent River

International science, community and cultural 
conferences and events  ComicCom, New technology 
and industry launches, collectors and artists, multi-
school meetings/events, a training facility for many 
careers  Fundraising events for Tasmanian charities 
and organisations

A well planned permanent influx and exit movement 
plan for cars, service trucks, share rides, buses and 
ambulatory people movement  Ferry terminals, some 
parking, walkways and outdoor meeting points, pop up 
restaurant, market and food truck space, plenty of toilet 
and disabled and parenting facilities, an onsite 
information centre/security

A major restaurant tenant as part of the stadium building, 
accessible from outside the stadium  More family friendly 
shops, restaurants, cafes and a few bars to bring in 
people looking for a medium priced outing/celebration 
point  These outlets should be part of the entrance to the 
stadium, also accessible when stadium event is not 
scheduled

I would like to be a proud parent of 2 tradie daughters, and 
partner of a tradie, that all had an opportunity to take part in 
building and shaping a truly successful major project to benefit 
all Tasmanians and visitors to the island  To be part of the 
future of Hobart and to be able to enjoy the same activities, 
events and memorable occasions that other Australian capital 
cities have to offer their residents  I have been a long time 
supporter of local AFL competitions and to to finally have the 
go-ahead to be in the national competition is the reward for 
myself and many, many Tasmanians both here in the state and 
spread around the country
We could further unite the whole state with the introduction of 
another national sporting team and sit in a fantastic stadium to 
watch and cheer  To have the Mac Point area open and active 
for people’s to use is the goal for all Tasmanians

1633 07-Aug-23 Denise Phillips
We have showcase spaces already    Just make it 
open and green and easy to get too There is no need for a new stadium    Waste of money We have plenty of conference centres already

We don’t need a stadium at all    We already have 2 that 
can be developed further Not relevant

I would like to see an end to this ridiculous idea    I’m all for a 
local AFL team but not at this cost    Tas public are being 
blackmailed   This stadium will cost well over a billion dollars    
Disgraceful and totally unjustifiable

1634 07-Aug-23 Harry Connors Any design that fits in All sports All conferences Motels bars night clubs Maybe in side and outer All good to me

1635 07-Aug-23

A truly Tasmanian design would draw attention 
and highlight links between the Cenotaph, river 
and mountain  A roofed stadium does the 
complete opposite of this

Mac Point is NOT a suitable site for a large stadium as it 
will destroy the links between existing facilities  This 
includes destroy the significance of the Cenotaph and 
links with cultural facilities near Mac Point

Stadiums are inward focused and the only necessary 
facilities are transport and soundproofing

There's no room at Mac Point for a stadium and other 
facilities, so why are you asking this question

1636 07-Aug-23 Dale
Cunningham-
Connors Taste of Tasmania, mona Roma Music! AFL, big bash  It could be amazing

Big weddings, birthdays, award nights for sporting 
events ECT the list goes on and on

As stated above  Play grounds for children, public 
transport, E shooter parking, food court, nice green 
space, maybe a big screen to show the event inside and 
a viewing area! That would be cool!

Both  Even when there is nothing on in the stadium the 
whole area could be utilised  But when there is an event 
on such as the AFL Mac point could be absolutely 
buzzing!

Just need to get this built asap but with the adequate 
planning! Let's get it done

1637 07-Aug-23 James McAvoy
That's the easy part  We are already so good at 
this

AFL, art, concerts, exhibitions, Soccer, Rugby, Hockey  
So many experiences possible Business, not for profit, education  Many Cafes, restaurants, transport  Many already nearby Both

Notwithstanding that there isopposition, it is worth noting that 
many city infrastructure have opposition but invariably have 
broad approval and satisfaction once completed  A multi 
purpose stadium would be transformative for the state in a 
significant and highly positive way  A positive and unifying 
project that will bring huge benefits  I strongly support this 
project

1638 07-Aug-23 Jennifer Gason

Keep it small, 'village style', and ensure a diversity 
of local creators are involved in the designing of 
the area + the content of what goes on their  
Consult the local community and listen I am totally against a new stadium in this area I am totally against a new stadium in this area I am totally against a new stadium in this area I am totally against a new stadium in this area Please, no stadium in this area

1639 07-Aug-23 Bettina Kemp A multi purpose stadium Concerts, sport of all kinds WrestPoint already has a conference centres Cafes, bars , transportation facilities Both
Tasmania needs this  Getting so very sick of the anti everything 
movement

1640 07-Aug-23 Aaron Mays A multi purpose state of the art stadium Sporting events, music concerts and co Wrest point has a conference centre Transport, food and drinks Both ut would be a great to have a wide variety
I'm sick of the anti-everything minority  It's time tasmania 
moved into the future

1641 07-Aug-23 Jacki Miller

Hold an annual Tassie Winter/ Summer showcase  
Our local talent (actors, performers, musicians 
etc) could put on an amazing show while 
showcasing Tasmanian produce, food and drinks, 
Tasmanian made products for sale etc  The Under 
Downunder Wonder! As above

Endless possibilities here including business and 
personal use for functions, meetings etc Accessible toilets, transport and accommodation Both

1642 07-Aug-23 Chris Dobson
Needs a suitable entertainment centre but not a 
football stadium No stadium

Attract national and international companies for 
conferences, attract international speakers and acts etc No stadium

If we need a stadium, refurbish Blundstone and leave Mac 
Point for better development

1643 07-Aug-23 Lynette Davies

A l for s ng as       
in Visitor Centres at our National Parks   The 
external surface of the stadium should be 
decorated with suitable architectural design   
Giant murals on the external stadium wall 
featuring Tasmanian scenes and wildlife and 
especially if the Tassie AFL team is known as the 
devils, then a stylised Tasmanian devil should be 
showcased  

Stadium colours should blend with the 
surrounding environment - waters of the 
Derwent, mountain colours

Tassie AFL games and other wholesome family 
oriented events   Historical and heritage events and 
displays Musical events, again family oriented Car parking, transport services, lighting

Design should allow for both - inside the Stadium would 
be sporting/Tassie AFL administration and retailing; 
outside facilities need to feel attached to the stadium 
and eating places should have views - river, mountain Tinted perspex roof for the stadium rather than metal

1644 07-Aug-23 Wayne Cox AFL, concerts Business meetings Outside

1645 07-Aug-23 Sam Bye

Plenty of timber, like the new StLukes building in 
Launceston  I think our architects have a unique 
style and i trust them

Concerts  Arts  Footy! Supercross  Conferences  soccer  
Cricket

Big national and international conferences  They are a 
really big deal!

Whats existing is pretty good  Those businesses will 
grow and expand with demand Will need to be both

It could be used to put Salamanca market under cover when 
needed  Ferries from eastern shore and Bridgewater

1646 07-Aug-23 Nathan Darke
A stadium the showcases Tasmanian product 
throughout including its design Sport, entertainment

If it fits a gap that other venues can’t then bring more 
and larger business events  Especially in a covered 
stadium  Think of how this will beat seasonality Transport nodes Both Let’s get on and do this! Yes Stadium

1647 07-Aug-23 John Pollard
Concerts, expo's and display games of other sporting 
codes Any and all large scale and small scale conferences

Public transport, public toilets, access for people of all 
abilities Both

1648 07-Aug-23 Brendan Procter

That will be taken care of by our unique 
waterfront, easy access to the city and our already 
fantastic hotels and entertainment venues 
enhanced by an all new stadium with design and 
construction of the site utilising Tasmanian 
materials and people

Sports, entertainment events(bands,etc ), conferences, 
arts,

We can now only attract a relatively low specific 
number of people for conferences  We will now be 
able to attract Australian and worldwide conferences 
for a much larger capability All mentioned above and more Definitely BOTH

BUILD THE STADIUM AND EVERYTHING ELSE WILL COME, Get 
it done my family and friends can’t wait 😛😛

1649 07-Aug-23 David Micallef
Being involved with local festivals and events like 
dark mofo A stadium is not required

A conference centre would be ok  I don't care what 
conference people do

Way too much wasted millions on transport 
infrastructure  It does not have the space to deal with 
tens of thousands of people coming and going all at 
once Outside after it isn't built NO STADIUM

1650 07-Aug-23 Tim Hunt Not sure Additional business conferences and Green space, reflection space, access to waterfront I’m not sure that I want a stadium
With regard to the stadium, I can’t decide  I need to see what 
visual impact it has before I choose if I support it or not

1651 07-Aug-23 Kieran Nixon
Farmers market, local musicians, craft people and 
artists

The structure is way too big and spoils the historic 
nature of the surrounding area  It is way too expensive 
and is unaffordable for such a small population as 
Tasmania  We have other stadia Expos,conferences Transport Outside ,as  the stadium will be underused

The cost is too much for a relatively poor state  Why should we 
bear this cost for a rich  vested interests AFL, betting and 
media?

1652 07-Aug-23 Jarrod Eyre
Have designs using Tasmanian re-sources to 
show local talant Afl cricket soccer concert Trade shows , art instalments Public transport to & from the northern suburbs Out side No

1653 07-Aug-23 Rickie Monks Concerts world class events Restaurants a park Both



1654 07-Aug-23 Rhys Menadue
It won’t need much to be uniquely Tasmanian  It’s 
in Tasmania’s capital city after all

AFL 
international cricket
Soccer a league and internationals
NRL and state of origin
Rugby union 
If it can host AFL it can host anything

I would guess nearly every AFL stadium has 
conference facilities
I once attended a cruise association conference at the 
Geelong stadium  It was excellent As above and in line with your suggested plan Suggest a mix like marvel stadium and Geelong

Build it and they will come
Are there many cases in the world where sports stadiums don’t 
create some social benefits  Let’s get the it built and get our 
kids excited about sport and being active again

1655 07-Aug-23 Adam Bridley

Multipurpose roofed Stadium  I have visited the 
Cardiff Peoples Stadium, Wonderful venue for 
Multiple events

Soccer/Rugby internationals, Concerts  Oktoberfests, 
Dark Mofo, Taste of Tasmania, Sports, Gyms, Restaurants, Catering Restaurants, Pubs, Transport Hubs, Taxi Ranks, Toilets

Both, probably more outside  But Inside for bigger 
functions

Most of the site is on reclaimed land and is not really suitable 
for a lot of things  Hobart is still a working Port which may be 
more needed in the future  As such it is unsuitable for Housing  
A multipurpose roofed Stadium would have greater links to 
nearby Hotels and businesses that could be a more symbiotic 
relationship to Hobart Businesses, residents and Visitors

1656 07-Aug-23 Robyn Claire
By using the arts, celebrating what Tasmania 
offers now and into the future

I don’t want to see a stadium of any kind   Expensive 
and a white elephant if it happens Nothing

Was born here, 77 years old and I don’t see how future 
generations will value this when they are paying it off

People need housing  So many young people genuinely 
needing help for basic shelter , food
Stadiums are so unforgiving and only cater to vanity 
projects of a cohort of people 

I really don’t want to see a stadium   The noise from the 
Domain, when there’s a sports event ,loudly penetrating North 
Hobart is inescapable  I wish I could get away from it but I’m 
stuck

1657 07-Aug-23 Marianne Curran

With a multipurpose stadium it would attract 
more world class events to our beautiful State, 
providing more jobs and bringing more money 
into the State  We need to get rid of the 
"retirement State" mentality and build something 
that will keep tax paying you get people in 
Tasmania and not just retiree's who aren't pating 
taxes

1658 07-Aug-23 Marianne Curran Sporting events, concerts, Weddings, world class conference, art exhibitions
Shops, restaurants, garden areas for people to rest and 
reflect A bit of both

I'd like the future of our stste considered and what we can do 
to keep our young people here   I would also like to comment 
that a multipurpose statium could be a step i  the right 
direction to helo childhood obesity and perhaps get some of 
the troublec youth off the streets and more interested in sport

1659 07-Aug-23 Barry Rumbold

Showcase the views of mountain and river 
Making sure the function rooms have a choice of 
views

All sports/concerts/events that an undercover stadium 
can support eg school sports

Depending on the meeting room facilities, their size 
and number the limit is the max seating of the whole 
stadium and the imagination of the convention 
conveners

Bars, restaurants, accommodation, transport hubs
Pop up shops for game days
Gyms and training venues Both

Consider the movement of large numbers of people over short 
periods

1660 07-Aug-23 Daniel Smedley
Tasmanian Devils in the AFL and AFLW will be 
most important drawcards Outside please - make the whole precinct a draw card

1661 07-Aug-23 Kevin Whitehead

Take notice of MONA, known worldwide and a 
huge drawcard for Tasmania A giant stadium will 
make us the laughing stock over tourism and 
visitors at large No Stadium please Put it somewhere else

Lots !  The proposed stadium is sim;y too big for the 
site   put it somehwre else that is more appropriate

I do not want a stadium at all but these facilities would be 
welcome

No  Stadium for Mac Point   It is completely inappropriate use 
of unique site and gross overdevelopment not in sympathy 
with the area

1662 07-Aug-23 Janine Dingley

Incorporate ideas from the Aboriginal 
community, dual naming for the design, use it for 
Dark Mofo, Taste of Tasmania - food and wine 
events, encourage businesses to hold 
conferences

Festivals, sporting events, concerts  Would be fabulous 
to have both Aboriginal and white  Australian history 
show cased  Provide opportunities for members of our 
multi cultural communities to hold events

Fabulous views of the river and city! Close to city, 
accommodation, transport  Tours of the stadium Hotels, cafes, green space, Both

A multi purpose stadium would  create jobs, provide an 
economic stimulus to the economy, open up Tasmania to other 
opportunities  We need to grow

1663 07-Aug-23 Natalie Burnie Ensure the design fits well with the landscape I would love to see my children play at the stadium
A conference centre within the stadium would ensure 
regular use of the structure Access to transport, food, shelter and retail

Both, the outside of the stafium should be enticing 
enough to want to visit without an event Just a multipurpose stadium would be great  Thanks

1664 07-Aug-23 Paul Johnson If available let’s use all Tasmania’s great resources

All types of entertainment but I think most importantly a 
museum showcasing all the amazing sporting greats 
and something to do with the arts

Business arts cultural and sports you name it we can 
finally entertain these experiences for our locals Museum Both

Museum and obviously build the stadium we need it we want 
something of our own BUILD THE STADIUM

1665 07-Aug-23 Maria Riedl

NO STADIUM being forever there by the AFL and 
bad politics ignoring my community who states 
emphatically NO STADIUM! NO STADIUM

Don’t try to rename the ugly ugly STADIUM as a 
conference centre please  We aren’t stupid!!!!

NO STADIUM even if you try to call it a multipurpose 
stadium! How ridiculous cluttering up MacPoint with 
this concrete monstrosity that blocks view from ALL 
asides!

NO STADIUM for goodness sake  Stop trying to change 
the subject!

NO ugly ugly STADIUM  This is a monstrous proposal in a 
space that should reflect peace and connection and beauty  My 
community has said NO  So it is a NO  You have no concept of 
beauty or respect of this area  Shame on you for trying to 
sidetrack  NO STADIUM NO STADIUM NO STADIUM NO 
STADIUM

1666 08-Aug-23 Michael Tulip
Planting trees around the stadium, making it very 
green Sport, music, arts, corporate events Weddings, leavers dinners, work conferences Public toilets and a light rail Inside and outside I work as a policy writer, I'd love to work for stadiums Tasmania

1667 08-Aug-23 Jamie Oakley Sporting, music, conference, and corporate events transport and open space Both

1668 08-Aug-23 Liisa Direen

The area needs to respect the current culture of 
the area  Highlight the beautiful water views  
Connect with other landmarks in the area like the 
Tasman bridge

AFL and any sport that can be played there  I’d like to 
see concerts and events Business, art exhibitions, expos Adequate transport  Restaurants and accommodation Outside I think

Ways to respect the views of the mountain and the bridge and 
connecting with visual installations like lights

1669 08-Aug-23 bert lawatsch

make it a natural landscape with native tasmanian 
plants  Can have a music 'bowl' or amphitheatre 
for musical and other performances don't want a stadium! not needed in this location no stadium! no bloody stadium!

this government is absolutely crazy to want a stadium that 
Tasmanians have to pay for! it seems to think we are living on 
the gold coast or somewhere! no clue when is the election?

1670 08-Aug-23 Nick Keyte Food and beer wine Football Food and wine Restaurant Both It will be fantastic for Tasmania

1671 08-Aug-23 Dale Campisi

e gage locals ea ly  t e co su tat o  (t s s a 
good start; there will need to be much more in 
order to bring everyone on the journey)
provide tangible opportunities for businesses to 
leverage tourism to site, incl cruise ships  
engage Tasmanian architects to deliver designs 
sensitive to the site  
provide dwell spaces and fine grain detail to 
ensure the site is permeable and incorporated 
with Hunter Street

i'm not really into the sports stadium idea  if it's to be a 
genuine multipurpose stadium, it will need to easily 
host large concerts and activations to ensure it's used 
outside of the sports bookings, and be cost 
competitive

we need large plenary rooms and more workshop and 
breakout rooms  Additional hotel rooms

toilets, hospitality, dwell spaces, leisure spaces, car 
parking, public transport links, free water,

this is a very detailed question to ask in a survey  there 
should naturally be f&b inside the stadium and there shld 
also be retail, cafe, restaurants and other spaces on the 
outside of the stadium that can be used all the time

more info generally  community has difficulty backing a 
concept without detail or sufficient effort put in to the early 
engagement of affected communities

1672 08-Aug-23 Alex Hallback
The architecture and use of nature with modern 
architecture

Entertaining activities, experiences, conventions such 
as future tech showcases

Things to do that associate with the event and make 
you feel apart of it

Nature Parks, nice restaurants, new attractions, and 
extra activities to do outside it Both

Make the place flexible for other organizations structurally to a 
realistic extent and temperature regulation, and comfortable 
seats that are plentiful to reserve and do not need to stress 
about getting, and service of course

1673 08-Aug-23 Stuart OBrien
With a stadium a thousand ways, without just the 
same boring crap Hobart has had for 150 years AFL, NRL Soccer, concerts local sport and school events

Same as every other publicly accessible venue 
throughout the entire world Park and walking esplanade along the river Both

I would just like to say this isn t just AFL for me I have 3 children 
13,12,6 and I want them to see that as a city we can be a city 
and not just a large town and they can have a developing 
future here in a developing City  Our lives are done here pretty 
much theirs are just beginning and they will leave if this 
rejection of everything continues  They already talk about it  
Don't reject this over political rubbish

1674 08-Aug-23 Kate Calwell No new Stadium in this location No Stadium
There are plenty of conference centres  No need for 
more here No stadium!!!

No Stadium!!! Shops can be part of a smaller, relaxed, 
low-rise built area No new Stadium, especially not in this location!!!

1675 08-Aug-23 Louise Greenlees None None
Lots of parking  A complete change of the city roads  
Destruction of historic buildings and areas Neither

The money should go towards affordable housing, health and 
education

1676 08-Aug-23 melegueta mattay Places that show craft, food, wine
Cinematic displays of other parts of the island and 
maybe activity parts for children Singing events, viewing tower Not sure Both Something of beauty not a big bed pan looking thing



1677 08-Aug-23 Simon Firth No new stadium! Wrong place, wrong usage
A decent transport service, catering etc  The ground 
beyond the DEC is at the junction of almost every road

I don’t want to see a new stadium  It’s unnecessary  If you 
must, use the TCA ground

Id like to see some commonsense displayed by the 
government  This won’t pay for itself and it saddles a 
subsequ3nt government with the debt  Eventually the 
government will be forced to sell at a knock down price  and 
it’s probably already been decided who will get it

1678 08-Aug-23 Alanna Daniels

Sports and music interest me personally but conference 
rooms and areas that can accommodate large 
quantities of people from all walks of life

Expos are being held country wide, we should get a 
chance too Access to transport and hospitality Both Give Tassie a chance to grow and not get stuck

1679 08-Aug-23 Katrina Thompson
Lots of wood, nake the stadium a boutique 
experience where everyone wants to come

Include a recovery pool with vistas out to the derwent 
that could also be for water polo as the aquatic center 
is over crowded and there isn't enough pool space for 
water polo

I don't think it needs a conference centre in that 
position

Access is the key!  Ideally car park free with some other 
electric mode to the sradium  Cafes and bars

Definitely both!  Make the most of the waterside location 
this is what makes it unique

1680 08-Aug-23 Kurt Wilson Anyway we can
AFL, cricket, music concerts, and anything that would 
want to come there Parklands, playgrounds and plenty of natural beauty Outside the Stadium but some inside

1681 08-Aug-23 Carol Franklin

Entertainment area for Tasmanian  Musos and 
some Msinland artists as well   Space to showcase 
our many  artists, craft people Don’t need one  we have 2 already

Can incorporate a Conference centre  without the  
Stadium As stated above n NO Stadium  

No Stadium ever,  liberals and you the Waterfront Corporation 
have had  10yrs and million of dollars  to do something  Do 
you job

1682 08-Aug-23 Rhydfen Plummer

People come to Tasmania (and Hobart) because 
it is relatively unspoilt and retains a lot of heritage 
in a compact area   A stadium will make Hobart 
like any other city, and, in this location, will 
detract from Hobart's beauty, and its' varied 
heritage   Refer to Experience above

None   I do not believe the stadium should be built in 
this location

The stad um s NOT su table o  t s s te o  ocal ty   t s s ee  
size and bulk will overwhelm the site and surrounding areas   
The transport system will be unable to cope, notwithstanding 
the government's proposal for a bus system using the old rail 
corridor, and proposed use of ferries    The amount of parking 
that will be required to cater for those people that will drive 
will require a LOT of space and greatly increase the risk of 
gridlock into and out of the city   It is inappropriate for this 
stadium and its' location to be foisted upon Hobart (and 
Tasmania) by the AFL as an ultimatum for a Tasmanian AFL 
licence

1683 08-Aug-23 Gordon Yearsley
Local products but also high tech  Make the 
stadium a centrepiece

Sports - AFL, soccer, rugby, etc  Major entertainers and 
concerts  Conferences and smaller events Cafes, amenities, public transport

1684 08-Aug-23 Jennifer Searle AFL and all sporting codes, concerts Both
1685 08-Aug-23 Jennifer Searle Both

1686 08-Aug-23 Jade Grice
Build the Stadium and entertainment options 
around it - time to get it done!! AFL, Soccer, Concerts

I think a world class sports and entertainment precinct 
would be great - we don't really have anything that 
people are going to come from interstate for at the 
moment

Ferry terminal, park open spaces, a tie-in with the 
Cenotaph area for remembrance, food, conference, 
entertainment and accomodation options Both

Please build the stadium - for my kids' sake  They couldn't;t be 
more excited and its time we stopped forcing our young 
people to leave the state for opportunity!!

1687 08-Aug-23 Dallas Cooper

Tasmanian timber as a feature in some way ( Not 
the whole stadium) Don’t let it overshadow the 
Cenotaph  It would be a great place to hold 
conventions of all types, large concerts close to 
the city, restaurants and accommodation

Sport, concerts and conventions  Probably an AFL / TFL 
museum Sport concerts conventions

Definitely good transport options  There are already 
good accommodation places and restaurants but it will 
most likely encourage more Both

Please just build it  It will do so much for Tasmania, providing 
employment, tourism and government income which will 
enable us to tackle housing, health and homelessness  Yes for 
our team and YES for the stadium

1688 08-Aug-23 Cameron Pereira

Ensure visibility of the water, mountain, bridge  
Including from inside the stadium if possible  (Eg 
an opening of the stadium at one end towards 
the water  And the mountain/city at the other 
end  If possible AFL, crickets, A-league, concerts Conferences, expos Public transport  Open spaces Both Just built it

1689 08-Aug-23 Jennifer Connor

Continue Dark Mofo  Other successful festivals 
could access the space too, FOV, 10 days in the 
Island etc

I don't think music acts will attend as the stadium 
doesn't affect the extra cost just to get to Tas  There 
won't be many AFL matches  Not sure what else, maybe 
A league? Taste of Tasmania? A stadium is pretty 
soulless for that sort of event though

Conference centre could be useful  Still crappy 
parking abd public transport though Transport!!!! Don't care

Who is supporting the stadium? Why should the government 
go into debt??

1690 08-Aug-23 Dale Crawford
Using tasmanian timbers  It needs some very 
thoughtful design work All types of sport and overseas artists Conferences and exhibitions Overnight ccommodation  Restaurants and cafes Both

I would like to hear more in the media about the false 
messages put out by the "No" campaigners

1691 08-Aug-23 Claire Bolton

Use of natural materials which references 
Tasmania's rich natural landscapes  Spaces which 
are available for community groups for cultural, 
sporting, educational and wellbeing events

All kinds of sports, concerts, cultural activities (e g  
Scottish Highland gathering and pioe band 
competitions), charity/fundraising events  thr mind 
boggles at all the possibilities

Corporate and educational gatherings, retraining 
centres / drop in zones for marginalised & 
disadvantaged individuals,  community medical hubs 
(e g  childhood immunisations), emergency evacuation 
centre

Public transport connections  Toilets, change rooms, 
family/parenting rooms  Bins and free drinking water 
stations (to refill reusable waterbottles - we loved the 
ones in Adelaide)  Green spaces with benches / tables

Probably both  A space specifically designed for pop-up 
venues/ food trucks / markets would be excellent - and 
flexible to suit a wide variety of events

A stadium with a roof is an essential part of this development  It 
could be a once-in-a-generation project for Tasmanians, and 
make our beautiful city the envy of all!!

1692 08-Aug-23 Donna Hutchins

Make the stadium a show case  It needs to be 
elegant and iconic  Not another concert hall, 
marine board building or grand chancellor Sport, concerts, trade shows Trade shows, events Cafes, toilets, easy transport options

Both maybe access from both sides so that when an 
event is on the can trade from solely the stadium side but 
when nothing is on they trade from the outside Please make the stadium design elegant  No solid blobs

1693 08-Aug-23 Brian Gittus

Does everything tasmania need to be like this? 
Can't for once just create something more 
mainstream and use it  More More sporting codes  music and no religious use Boring

Car park would be too expensive and just owned by 
foreign owners like usual  Something like an outdoor tv 
area,  a skate park , a really cool aborinal there play 
ground, cafes, food van area, open lawn area Both for sure

Can we push to not have the stadium the only thing they talk 
about in the next election   No stadium no money from the 
government's  People need to realise if the stadium doesn't go 
ahead there isn't 750 million for housing the money will be 
taken back and given to other states that want to do something 
with it  Are We all that stupid????? Let's be frank if either labor 
or liberal wanted to fix housing they could and would have 
done it by now  May as well let some people enjoy Tasmanians 
capital city

1694 08-Aug-23 Stuart Thorp

Look at our history  All of it  Don’t be 
brainwashed by minorities who will demand they 
are recognised  Make it uniquely Tasmanian but 
ensure all of Tasmania and it’s proud history ir 
recognised

I want nothing more than to experience a sense of 
enjoyment  If I leave an event with any complaint other 
than maybe the sporting result, you will have failed me 
as a visitor  Put the customer first  Stand in their shoes 
when you make decisions that will affect them  Have 
people in place to help you with these decisions so that 
those decisions aren’t made without a view of the 
patrons

I have been to several conferences and one thing I 
love is a view  Looking out over a stadium is such a 
nice atmosphere when compared to blank walls  
Consider the potential clients and I would assume 
offer multiple options when enticing corporate events

Parking, family areas, food options  People will travel to 
get there  Make it a place where they will stay once they 
arrive

Both  Mainly outside I would think  Pre event meals and 
shopping would make sense  You need to cater for 
inside of course but consider the time spent inside for 
the purpose of the event itself compared to the time 
wandering outside before and after an event and when 
there is no event on at all

I can’t emphasise enough how much you need to cater for all 
Tasmanians  Put the right people in place to make the right 
decisions

1695 08-Aug-23 Colin Whitlock

The stadium needs to be reconfigurable to host many 
different types of sporting events as well as concerts 
and exhibition type events

It could host weddings, large interstate conferences 
that currently we cannot  The centre again should be 
able to be reconfigured to host a number of smaller 
conferences when not required for larger ones  The 
recent women’s World Cup also highlights another 
use for indoors area with large screens for fans to 
enjoy Meeting places, dinning, bars etc Both

Incorporate the whole area as a unit but as I mentioned I don’t 
think housing needs to be here  It will impose too many 
restrictions on use

1696 08-Aug-23 Richard Jacobson AFL games, live bands, world cup soccer
Disco's , weddings, business meetings and 
conferences

Toilets, bbq area , playground , grassed area with trees, 
benches , outdoor exercise park Both Ferry access 

1697 08-Aug-23 Barry Gathercole
Appropriate interpretive signage, local events 
and entertainment outside stadium AFL, soccer, rugby, concerts Unlimited Cafes, bars, restaurants, shops

Need to t be accessible at all times, not just when a 
stadium event occurs  Internal stadium kiosks to service 
patrons during events

Very modern designs, an iconic building that becomes 
something Hobart is recognised for   ie, opera house, wrest 
point casino,

1698 09-Aug-23 Shelley Miller By engaging with the original owners of lutruwita None None None - we don’t need a stadium Neither We don’t need a stadium

1699 09-Aug-23 Rocelyn Ives
Indigenous cultural events and holistic thematic 
theme

Arts and cultural, literary and musical small scale 
intimate experiences on a regular basis and bigger 
events on a less regular basis NOT FOOTBALL OR OTHER SPORTS

catering and on street information interpretative 
scienctific, cultural, geographic and historic booths  
Particular emphasis on Tas environment  Extension of 
Salamanca market but more informmation centred NO STADIUM NEEDED OR WANTED

SHOULD NEVER HAVE BEEN ALLOWED FOR THE STATE TO 
BE HELD TO RANSOM BY AFL> Corporate bodies have no 
business making demands on what Tasmania's future and 
economy should be
Sports Stadium will never promote Tasmanian brand



1700 09-Aug-23 Phillip White

Don't build that bloody stadium for starters and 
piss off the whole state AFL team delusion   
Tasmania is much more than a minority rabid cult 
that thinks kicking a football around is the highest 
cultural achievement

None at all  if you go ahead with this madness I will 
never attend

The same as every other conference centre on the 
planet

Well seeing as the stadium will take up the whole of the 
mac point there won't be room for any other spaces or 
facilities other than parking

In order to help pay for this fantasy, business rents will be 
on a par with airport terminals and will have to charge 
accordingly  And how will they survive during the off 
season? Was this survey written by Chat GPT?

1701 09-Aug-23 Steve Wass Covered above
Sport (various), concerts, expo's or state fairs, large 
screen attractions As above Also above

Both inside and outside  Needs to attract patrons day & 
night in fine and miserable weather

1702 09-Aug-23 Elizabeth Davies

A larger version of a Design Centre in Hobart that 
similar to Launceston, displaying designs, art, 
crafts unique to Tasmania, include Indigenous 
culture as a part of this

AFL football, Soccer, Cricket if possible, Basketball, 
orchestral concerts, conferences, Indigenous displays

An array of activities from large conferences to smaller 
boutique conferences Cafes, restaurants, suitable boutique accommodations

Probably better on the outside, so can be easily seen by 
the public

The Multi-purpose Stadium & Indigenous space would provide 
Hobart with enormous potential to tourism and locals alike

1703 09-Aug-23 Gavin Cooney Build the stadium All sports  concerts Business conferences Bars food outlets Both Build the stadium

1704 09-Aug-23 Lucy Bushell

I would like you to consider all the alternative uses to which 
$750 million  could be put  developing a functional education 
system which does not leave 50% of Tasmanians functionally 
illiterate, fixing the medical system so that ambulances are not 
routinely ramped, waitlists are not blowing out exponentially & 
you can get an appointment to see a gp  supporting public 
transport, funding dental health  but no, really, go right ahead 
and use that money the way "Utopia" suggested  what is the 
point of building a stadium right next to another one?

1705 09-Aug-23 Fergus Taylor Keep the politics out of it AFL, Concerts Conferences Bars and restaurants Outside
1706 09-Aug-23 Sam Nugent An AFL team AFL, music, comedians Bars, restaurants, public transport Outside

1707 09-Aug-23 Jim McFee Don't build a stadium NO STADIUM NO STADIUM NO STADIUM NO STADIUM, yes to everything else

Don't build a stadium, the area is too big and accessible to the 
city to have a permanent white elephant obliterating 
everything else, keep the area for the people

1708 09-Aug-23 bob strachan I don't want any type of sports stadium We don't need a conference centre
No need - hopefully the government will listen to the 
people and not go ahead with its outrageous proposal I don't want to see anything to do with the stadium

NO STADIUM - LISTEN TO THE PEPLE THAT PUT YOU IN 
GOVERNMENT !!!!!!!

1709 09-Aug-23 Liz Smith

The Imax would be brilliant! It would encourage 
people to get out to the places they had 
glimpsed om film  A garden with Tasmanian 
native flora would complement the film  A small 
auditorium could feature Tasmanian artists, of 
whom there are many, to perform music and 
plays that showcase Tasmania - perhaps also 
"shorts" for shows that are current in Hobart 
theatres  The small auditorium could also be 
leased out to community groups wanting to 
highlight their own local activities and the 
beautiful areas in which they are lucky enough to 
live  The Antarctic Discovery Centre would also 
be a special attraction

Most of the activities described above would be 
impossible if a huge and dominating stadium 
were built - the sit would lose the potential to 
showcase Tasmania and all the qualities that are 
UNIQUELY Tasmanian  

No stadium is needed or wanted on Mac Point  If the 
money proposed for the stadium were spent on the 
community development projects outlined above 
everyone would benefit

Large conference centres may well become obsolete 
over the next ten years as travel becomes more 
expensive, people try to reduce emissions, especially 
from air travel, and are much more able to see each 
other and communicate online  NO conference centre 
is needed Toilets and more toilets would be needed!

NO stadium should be built - the precinct should be on a 
human scale as described above  It should represent 
what is unique about Hobart  A stadium would NOT  
Shops cafes etc could be incorporated in the precinct 
WITHOUT A STADIUM

Please would you provide information about the potential cost 
of developing Mac Point as described above with NO 
STADIUM

1710 09-Aug-23 Justin Langdale
A multi purpose stadium and events that will 
attract mainlanders and international visitors AFL, Soccer, Rugby , Cricket and Musical events Conference centre for corporates Appropriate public transport Both

1711 09-Aug-23

Landscaping with native plant species; truth 
telling spaces; galleries; bike and walking paths; 
linked spaces that showcase the diversity of our 
island This isn’t the right site for a stadium This isn’t the right site for a stadium This isn’t the right site for a stadium

Moving the stadium to another more suitable site, eg 
Cambridge

1712 09-Aug-23 Neale Apps

I'm sure festivals like Dark Mofo, Taste of 
Tasmania etc can think of uses for the stadium as 
well

I reckon the DEC is too small to attract the biggest 
overseas artists who only have a short window in 
Australia  Concerts at Bellerive Oval are not on as it's in 
a residential area and can be ruined by bad weather  
But Mac Point just might tempt the next Taylor Swift or 
Paul McCartney to add a date in Hobart

Just about anything  who wouldn't want to host a 
major conference here?

Like I said, green, welcoming spaces up to the 
waterside

Try not to clutter up the waterside too much? The visual 
amenity there will be one of the big selling points Transport! I fear buses alone won't be enough

1713 09-Aug-23 Andrew Lawless Build a stadium Afl, music Everything Training facilty Inside Build a stadium

1714 09-Aug-23 Marcus Vincent
Make it a definately Tasmanian experience with 
all things in someway associated with our state

Sport, concerts, exhibitions, any type of family 
entertainment Business conferences, weddings etc

Medical, emergency services, hospitality, 
accommodation, retail Both I think we've got it covered  Build the Stadium, thankyou

1715 09-Aug-23 ANDREW FOGARTY
A stadium with green spaces to play sport before 
and after Afl Heaps of different ones Bars and eateries to bring atmosphere to the area Both Get it done please

1716 09-Aug-23 Michael Grace
Make the stadium look as green as possible, with 
parklands ect around 

AFL with our own Tasmanian team playing regularly  
Concerts Unsure Both  ,bars ect on the inside

1717 09-Aug-23 Michael Grace
Lots of open green spaces  around the new 
stadium

AFL watching our own Tasmanian team  Music 
concerts  And numerous other sports Unsure Areas like Federation square with an outdoor cinema Both , bars on the inside No

1718 09-Aug-23 Karen Jokinen Sport, entertainment and events I think the possibilities are endless Public transport pick up and drop off hub Both

1719 09-Aug-23 Teena Radford

There definitely needs to be a pub or two very close by 
where people can meet up before and after games  
Makes such an awesome atmosphere in Perth and 
Melbourne and the pubs that are close by to Optus 
stadium and the MCG (and I don’t even drink - I just 
love the atmosphere)

Definitely within the precinct but not inside the actual 
stadium itself

1720 10-Aug-23 Gregory Abbott Tasmanian sports teams

1721 10-Aug-23 Maurice Ransom
An enclosed stadium and AFL and AFLW  team 
would be a good start

AFL, music concerts etc, as long as it has a roof and can 
not be rained out Not sure Not sure Outside

Hopefully a stadium will be built that the Tasmanian people will 
be proud of and be an impressive and iconic  addition to the 
Cityscape

1722 10-Aug-23 Chris Lee

The stadium MUST have a roof  We all know how 
cold it gets  this area during winter and even at 
night on a beautiful summers day  It just the 
nature of where we area and close proximity to 
the water  In this day and age people demand 
comfort and having been to many AFL games at 
both Bellerive and Launceston the cold weather 
and winds  is unpleasant  This also goes for the 
night big bash cricket at Bellerive where the 
conditions become unpleasant

AFL, Cricket, Soccer, Rugby, Marathon running, 
Triathlons, Royal visits, concerts, hall of fame and 
sporting museum tours, Golf from the stands (did this in 
Seattle US and was amazed by the participation), 
participation in national event line commonwealth or 
Olympic Games as they move from city based to 
country based like cricket/football world cups  NFL 
American football would be amazing and showcase our 
city  The list is endless as fellow mainlanders can’t wait 
to have an excuse to come to Hobart

L st s obv ously e dless w t  ma y co po at o s 
looking for the perfect spot in Hobart  When I worked 
on the mainland we came to a few conferences in 
Hobart (Casino, TAS Tafe), Bellerive, Old woolstore, 
Hockey centre and I must say the facilities were not up-
to mainland standards  
Types of functions would include national / global 
corporation meetings, government functions, training 
and team building, reward and recognition programs, 
company launches of which many will come to Hobart 
once the stadium is built

Good toilets, activity parks for kids, cafes, bars, 
restaurants, tourist information, hopefully cruise 
terminal, water taxis, general day parking, walking paths 
and boardwalks over the water

Definitely both although a design that allowed for use 
both on game day and general use would be ideal  
Maybe access doors that could be shut on both sides to 
restrict access to the stadium when not in use and restrict 
access from the outside during events

I understand there will be many looking for a larger capacity 
stadium, however I believe the current 23K is ideal to create a 
real demand to tickets and ensure all tickets are sold  
Obviously for concerts and non football/cricket games 
additional seating could be incorporated into the design

1723 10-Aug-23 Ian Muir

This "survey" is only going to be cherrypicked to support plans 
and decisions already made  A devious exercise by a devious 
government that will be relegated to the political wasteland 
after failing to honestly recognise the values of their 
constituents



1724 10-Aug-23 JOHN BRATT
Use Tasmanian natural products and building 
materials

AFL team , International artists ,food and wine ( 
Tasmanian ) festivals addition of this facility to expand 
the Wooden Boat Festival and similar events See above

Dining , Accommodation , Ferry Terminal  Upgraded 
Cruise arrival facilities Outside

Curtail  the influence of the minority naysayers in this once 
progressive state and allow investment in our children / 
grandchildren future

1725 10-Aug-23 Graeme Pelham
Involve MONA in their unique way of promoting 
Tasmania in some of the design

A Tasmanian AFL team, concerts, other sports, 
exhibitions etc

It could cater to major conferences that Tasmania can't 
at the moment  It depends on the capacity as such

Good public transport, open spaces, cafes, and safe 
pedestrian access to the city area Both

Thinking of future population growth, and increasing numbers 
of people to the AFL, and other sports
in particular over future years I would like to see the stadium 
capacity increased to 30,000 instead of
23,000  Just look at the DEC with the NBL  They are looking to 
increase seating capacity now! However the multi purpose 
stadium has to be built as the major tenant of the precinct

1726 10-Aug-23 RICHARD DEARDEN I never attend events at stadia
Sorts of things that conference centres have ---- I 
attended many conferences related to work I am not interested in an AFL stadium

A stadium at Macquarie Point is an idiotic idea  No other 
stadium I have attended as much life around it  To 
pretend that anything like to above would happen is 
disingenuous

No silly stadium  this area needs to be combined with a 
diverse range of housing options

1727 10-Aug-23 Stephanie Kensitt No stadium would be a start
Don’t want a massive expensive waste of tax payers 
money stadium

None cause you want a stadium which is not 
multipurpose None

Don’t need any of that  Preferably a long way away from 
Mac point

None - don’t want a blot on the landscape that only services 
AFL fans, and even lots of them think we can spend our money 
better

1728 10-Aug-23 Jason Marsland

Green image  Include our special animals, much 
in the way that Hobart airport does when arriving 
with the Tassie Devil statues etc  Wood and plant 
feel

AFL, Cricket, Rugby, Soccer  
Concerts and music festivals
Mona experiences
anything and everything Food, drink, toilets, public transport, green parks

Local bars and restaurants  
Local fish and chip takeaway milk bar style (affordable for 
all)  
NOT fast food chains eg McDonald's, Burger King etc

Has to be retractable Point 100%
I would like to see a seated capacity of at least 25,000, 
preferably 30,000 for AFL
For the design  Make it Tasmanian  Use our natural state vibe  
Greenery, Timber, Maritime  
Make it a part of the city  Make it fit in whilst showcasing who 
we are
We have an opportunity to create something really special, 
something unique just like Tasmania and Tasmanians

1729 10-Aug-23 Leah Fennessy
AFL, all sports, music, comedy and family concerts, 
corporate events,

This would be great for Tassie tourism for exhibitions 
or large scale conferences Car park or public transport Outside

1730 10-Aug-23 Marlene Stevenson Sports and Concerts Restaurants, bars and cafes Both

1731 10-Aug-23 Sue Calverley
Keep it in line with  our historic values  Lovely old 
buildings etc like Mac1 I don’t watch football but enjoy concerts & conferences

Family events , guest speakers,  church conferences, 
music , all the things we see in the other cities Clean toilets,  food vans Both

I love this city & think this is an exciting concept as long as it’s 
done well & not dominated by money making enterprises  
There is not enough family spaces in Hobart  The adults are 
well catered to  Let it be a safe space & don’t use it as a place 
to educate people on social issues  We have enough of that 
elsewhere  We need a place where our brains can relax  We 
also need to be proud of our city so no negative platforms

1732 10-Aug-23 Damien McNamara

The colosseum is 2000 years old , great design , 
would love to see rings design ,ie, 1st ring 
playfield , second ring stands , 3 ring open 
spaces , 4 ring shops 5 ring pontoon and decks Womens soccer, None , get out of the past and look to next century

Parks and gardens food gardens recycling plant ,ie 
don’t hide it , show it off and be proud multi parking 
train line lightrail Outside

Think 200 years from now and then you will have done a good 
job ,ie the botanical gardens😀😀

1733 10-Aug-23 Trent Cowen

Food markets with such as Eat Streets Franko
Producer markets
Farmgate markets
Open spaces that could be used for Dark Mofo, 
Festival of the voices, outdoor cinema without 
interfering on surrounding businesses

A Tasmanian sporting museum
concerts, sports, and all entertainment events

You should ask a conference manager this question   I 
would keep this as an entertainment precinct and not 
have any accommodation or residential in it at all   
Make it an area that can be noisy and busy without 
interrupting residents   Using the area as the launching 
point to other destinations activities would be 
attractive to conference attendees

Hospitality 
offices tourism/adventure businesses
open spaces for markets
open spaces (auditorium) for outdoor entertainment  
such as the festival of the voices, carols by candlelight, 
dark MOFO, etc both

I'd like to see travel agents all over the world selling Hobart as 
a minimum 3 day destination   Day 1 - Salamanca Market and 
Cable Car to Mount Wellington for dinner in the Restaurant,  
Day 2 - AFL game at Palawa Park and Day 3 - day trip to MONA     
   Then take as long as you like to do the rest of Tassie
Don't worry about swift parrots, wedge-tail eagles or the 
spotted hand-fish   Prominent Greens have told me they don't 
really give a rats clacker about these animals, They are just 
prostituted weapons of mass destruction used by greens to 
destroy progressive society
This will be a great asset for our state

1734 10-Aug-23 Brian Crosswell

Showcase uniquely Tasmanian materials and 
attractions  Tasmanian hall of fame showcasing 
Tasmanians from all walks off life concerts, exhibitions, sporting events exhibitions cnferences Ferry terminals, bus terminal Both

1735 10-Aug-23 Heath Rathbone

Pop up events, also tap into established events 
such as Dark Mofo, ANZAC day, Tasmanian 
Whisky Week, AGFEST etc

AFL and AFLW firstly, cricket, soccer  Hopefully very 
famous music acts coming to Tasmania as part of tours
Have a space similar to Federation Square with a large 
screen to watch major events!

Large events for major corporations, even things such 
as the AFL draft  Have a space similar to Federation 
Square with a large screen to watch major events!

Drop off for ride sharing and the busses and ferries  A 
gated play park  A grassed area as somewhere for 
supporters and families to kick a ball, have picnics etc  
Secure bicycle cage for bikes and scooters Definitely inside and outside  Spaces for food trucks

Re-iterate the Tasman Bridge walkway upgrade and ferry 
terminals  along the Derwent

1736 11-Aug-23 Louise Denson

See above - Tasmanian Aboriginal Reconciliation 
Park, art gallery, performance arts venue, regular 
concerts featuring local artists, art and culture 
workshops for young people, outdoor exercise 
classes (Tai chi, yoga, etc - Southbank Corp in 
Brisbane does a great job animating Southbank 
throughout the year)

I am sure I would never attend any event at the stadium 
and I am 100% opposed to it

A conference centre is completely different to a 
stadium  How is the proposed building going to 
accommodate the sports fields, seats, concessions, 
toilets etc and ALSO meeting rooms around the 
periphery for conferences?

I note that no drawings I have seen so far include the 
AFL training and admin facility stipulated by the the AFL 
brass  Where are they meant to be located? We are not 
being told the whole story

I do not want the stadium at all  It is an expensive and 
unwanted white elephant

I would like to see all the information the state government is 
currently not sharing with the people of Tasmania: the real 
projected costs; what will not be funded if $250,000 of 
Tasmania's GST allocation is spent on a stadium; the blight on 
the Hobart skyline; the insoluble congestion and pollution 
problems that would result from 1000s of people descending 
on Mac Point even occasionally; a site plan which includes the 
proposed residential development, reconciliation park, 
parking spaces, transport routes and Antarctic Science 
precinct  MacPoint is not the Tardis - where on earth will all 
this go? I would like you to consider scrapping this ludicrous, 
expensive, opaque, unneeded, unwanted behemoth which will 
permanently ruin the Hobart skyline, undermining the very 
reason people want to visit and move to Tasmania - its unique, 
old-world, historical and cultural beauty

1737 11-Aug-23 Tania Thompson

Murals and sculptures of native animals, scenery, 
or Aboriginal art   Mature trees   Grassed area 
with seating

Music concerts,  Sports events   Kids sports workshops 
eg  if kids had a day where they could go and have fun 
and be taught skills by our AFL/AFLW or cricket players

Function rooms for weddings, corporate events, 
charity balls, end-of-year Christmas parties, etc

Good public toilet facilities   Access to public transport   
ATM banking facilities

Both, but, mostly outside   Obviously, there will need to 
be food and drinks available inside the stadium for when 
a sporting or music event is on   But, outside it would be 
great to see cafes and restaurants where you can have a 
coffee catch-up or go out for a big breakfast, lunch, or 
dinner   It would be great to see an AFL merchandise 
store and a sporting goods store   A Tasmanian souvenir 
shop for tourists   A tourist center where tourists can go 
and get pamphlets and talk to someone to book a tour 
or find out what tourist attractions are available for them 
around Tasmania   I love Aboriginal art so it would be 
great to have a shop that sells Aboriginal paintings

1738 11-Aug-23 Kelvin Markham
Are you kidding? What it is showcasing now? 10 
years of prevarication? Mens urinals so we don't have to queue Ah, conferences? Transport links and more people Let the market determine this Get on with sonething!

1739 11-Aug-23 David Yacopetti

See the Our Place  MacQuarie Point Vision, it s 
got it all, and best of all no White Elephant 
stadium  
https://tasmaniantimes com/2023/04/community-
group-launches-new-vision-master-plan-for-
macquarie-point/ I will never visit that stadium

If you want a conference centre, build it somewhere 
else - not at Mac Point No stadium at Mac Point, thank you No stadium at Mac Point, thank you

I would like to see the unaffordable, un-viable, deeply 
unpopular and divisive, inappropriate-for-that-location stadium 
removed from any proposal for Mac Point  DO NOT BUILD IT



1740 11-Aug-23 Joe Bugden

P ease et go of this ill-conceived  determination 
to be unique! What's unique!  
Just be really good, and that will be more than 
enough

The current State Library should be turned into 
city apartment accommodation, and a new 
fantastic library, which is a repository of records 
of knowledge; books of course, historical 
documents (maybe also relocate the Allport 
Museum), a public cinema that screens the best 
films; those that would not be at Village, or event 
the State Cinema, (as that is now heading on a 
downwards spiral); It could show short art films, 
documentaries, films of stage plays and opera  
and more  The Library should also include a 
Museum of Tasmanian Literature (we have 
produced a fair share of successful writers) a la 
the Museum of Literature Ireland, which takes fair 
and justifiable pride in their literary history  
It is perplexing that with Hobart's significant 
maritime history that the 'best' we can do is a 
volunteer-run (and god bless them, seriously) 
maritime museum  M/Point would be a logical 
location to design and build what ought to be 
one of the best Museums of Maritime History in 
the southern hemisphere, illustrating not only 
Hobart's historical links with Antarctica (Mawson 
and Amundsen etc) but also James Cook's 
maritime connections with Tasmania ( don't be 
dissuaded if he's out of fashion at the moment - 

The proposed stadium, and whatever meit it might 
have, does not need to be, and therefore should not be 
located at Mac Point   The only reason politicians want 
the stadium to be at Mac Point is so it looks good from 
an aerial shot  But it's not the stadium that looks that 
good; the site on which the stadu stands  When you are 
in the stadium, you cannot see the wonderful site or the 
view from the site  The stadium is by definition inward-
looking; everyone is looking at people kicking a footy 
and they do not therefore care where the stadium is  
The footy stadium should be located elsewhere, where 
the site is unfit for anything else but a stadium  Keep 
this prime location, where the view from that location is 
outward looking (to what else is on the site and 
beyond,) to those things that must be located there to 
enable the public to enjoy the site
The push that the stadium is multi-purpose is purely a 
political motivation to diminish the fact that the AFL has 
successfully blackmailed the current Government into 
giving whatever it had to to secure an AFL licence  
Perhaps it will be used for Rock Music concerts (but we 
have the former DEC that satisfies that purpose)  And 
why would you site a venue that would be used for 
Rock Music concerts so close to residential areas, 
where it will necessarily diminish the quality of living 
and life experience of those who live within x km radius 
of the thing?  Why not build it (if it has to be built to 
appease the AFL) somewhere on the Domain?

Uh?   Um? Conferences, maybe?
Maybe conferences for the AFL or conferences for the 
major state political parties? Public transport I do not think that a stadium should be built on that site

Nothing, other than what i have written above  
Thank you

1741 11-Aug-23 Terry Luttrell

The Elizabeth Pier area which show cases 
Tasmanian goods and fair could either be 
relocated or duplicated to this area which would 
be terrific particularly with so many interstate 
visitors attending AFL matches or MONA Events

All types of sporting events, such as AFL, Football [ 
soccer ] , Rugby, Concerts, which would attract the 
worlds best artists as so many have now heard of 
Tasmania and its beauty and cultural events  School 
sports events could be held there due to the stadium 
having a roof

This could be open to a multitude of conferences and 
events, from Tourism, Business, Sporting , Medical
to Home Shows etc

An outdoor concert area should be considered, not for 
large events but for local musicians creating an 
attractive atmosphere around the building

Definitely both in and out  That way Hobart could then 
cater for this all year round and not just for sunny warm 
days, making the area a true year round entertainment 
hab

Having recently been to Adelaide the positive feedback that 
was given around the Adelaide Oval redevelopment was huge  
The impact on Adelaide has only been positive and turned the 
city and around the stadium into a thriving area where people 
can gather for all sorts of events
Hobart should approach this in the same way, build the 
stadium with funding from the federal government, the  AFL 
and also the State Government  Hobart and the State of 
Tasmania needs to build this magnificent Stadium and develop 
the area into a fantastic precinct that we can all be proud of

1742 11-Aug-23 Deb Bennett
We can showcase Tassie through holding events 
there such as Dark Mofo, The Taste, etc

AFL and other sports such as NRL, Soccer etc  Also 
concerts from overseas artists who do not come to 
Tassie at the moment because we do not have a 
suitable place for them to perform

Restaurants, cafes, hotels, accommodation, shopping in 
the CBD  A safe walking area form the CBD to get to 
Mac Point and the stadium

Both  A few inside the stadium and others outside the 
stadium  Mona does it really well  Not just a museum, but 
have restaurants, wine bars and outdoor eateries and 
entertainment

If you haven't already I would suggest to get Mona onboard to 
help plan it  Like I said above Mona do it really well

1743 11-Aug-23 Rebecca Goss
I won’t go to anything there  I have principles and am 
against being bullied by the AFL!

Depends  It doesn’t matter if it is associated with the 
stadium as I am a conscientious objector and wouldn’t 
use the facilities
A stand alone conference venue needs cheap parking, 
good transport links, a range of room options

A rail network and good roads  Something Mac Point 
can’t offer

No where near the stadium  Keep the stadium out of Mac 
Point

Transparency from the government about the cost of the 
stadium and being realistic that Macpoint isn’t a suitable 
location for the stadium

1744 11-Aug-23 Mary Goss
Work with what you have  It’s a niche location, 
accentuate it, keep it simple and classy Nothing

It could offer a beautiful view of the water without a 
stadium A big city! Not Hobart Why build a stadium there? Why ruin the site

1745 11-Aug-23 Nathan Leave it stadium free Nothing- not interested in any stadium there Not a suitable suit Rail, good transport hub Outside! I’m not going if they are inside Be a builder of a future that doesn’t riddle our kids with debt
1746 11-Aug-23 Brendan Trees, bush tucker, bring back our nature No stadium I don’t care No stadium Outside no stadium Don’t ruin our city
1747 11-Aug-23 Carol Beaumont

1748 11-Aug-23 Georgina Phelan
a timber stadium   A Tasmanian rainforest area   
Plant mature trees and ferns

All elite sports    Dark mofo   Musical acts   the list is 
unlimited Eateries,  bars and open spaces definitely both

1749 11-Aug-23 Lea Stephenson By not having a stadium at Mac point

As if it is a multipurpose stadium  It’s purpose is for afl 
and your just trying to put some bullshit marketing spin 
on it  Did you get your ideas from the abc show called 
utopia?? NO NEW STADIUM NO NEW STADIUM

Seriously are you kidding me  What kind of stupid 
question is this

Why you would ever consider spending that kind of money on 
a stadium  It is an utter waste of time and money

1750 11-Aug-23 Bradley Gibbins

By not building a stadium  If a stadium is built, 
design it in a way when the Tasmanian team fails 
and is no longer financially viable the stadium 
can be converted int appartments Not a stadium Not a stadium Not a stadium Not a stadium Consider not building a stadium!

1751 11-Aug-23 Jackie Gregory

Clean and green design  Show the world that 
innovation doesn’t mean cookie cutter, towering 
stadiums people immediately assume will over 
shadow the city  Tasmania is understated and 
underrated, I think should be embraced  MONA 
is world class but relatively unobtrusive from main 
view  No scar on the landscape  Let’s do that! Any I can  Music, sport, corporate, cultural

An opportunity for cultural events not to hampered by 
weather etc

Access to transport, eateries, easy walking paths to 
waterfront  Accessibility!

1752 11-Aug-23 Isaac Rai
Should have iconic architecture like tallest view 
tower or things make remarkable Create space for local people as well Art exhibition

Park 
Toilets 
Shops Outside

At least Tasmanian must have iconic buildings and attractions 
like view tower , attractions like sea life aquarium, iconic 
building etc

1753 11-Aug-23 Michael Lumsden-Steel
The location : on the waterfront , 10min walk from 
CBD, under the mountain- location for salamanca

soccer  Cricket  AFL  Rugby, indoor schools althetics 
carvivals  Concerts, community meetings  Farmers 
markets , use fo convention rooms during the week for 
adult ed workshops unlimited range of options

transport hub- needs to be integrated  Restaurants - 
already around salmanca ‘ docks etc 

Outside of the stadium  Within the stadium there will be 
the usual stadium food outlets - ie MCG

The offers a unique opportunity to integrate a combined 
transport hub for hobart , a world first class facility for 
entertainment  and sports and a massive ongoing investment 
into small business to provide the ongoing support  Having a 
Tasmanian based AFL club brings a level of professional sports 
investment not yet seen in Tasmanian- the size of the team, 
involved, and the volumes of people attending the games  This 
provides jobs and opportunities for professionals and small 
business supporting as large stadium not yet seen in Tasmania   
 It is to sports and community sports investment what MONA  
has been to arts and entertainment The stadium must have a 
roof to be used through winter   The costs associated with 
travel to Melbourne for a football game are far to prohibitive 
for many Tasmanian’s to be able to do regularly, being able to 
support a Tasmanian team at a world class stadium will be a 
massive boost to the economy and provides inspiration to be 
active for our kids   This site is crying our for an investment of 
community significance  This is it



1754 12-Aug-23 Julie Rhodes

By building the proposed roofed stadium which 
must be tastefully designed so as not to be an 
eyesore
By avoiding residential development to make as 
much land as possible available for public use
By establishing a permanent outdoor viewing 
zone for watching events such as the Matildas 
World Cup games, Wimbledon, Olympic events 
etc

AFL, International Cricket, Special events such as rock 
concerts, Opera extravaganzas, World premiere 
cinema events etc

This year the Tasmanian Bridge Association ran the 
Tasmanian Festival of Bridge (a national event) at MY 
State Bank Arena   They were given the not for profit 
discounted rates which made this possible   The only 
criticism from interstate visitors was the location - too 
far from hotels and restaurants and transport too 
difficult   These would not be an issue at Macquarie 
Point

Transport infrastructure, shops, restaurants, hotels, 
outdoor space for overflow viewing when stadium full

Generally outside the stadium and most definitely on a 
leasehold basis generating ongoing income for the State 
government

Everyone was against the Opera House before it was built   
This anti movement though disappointing is predictable   
Hopefully as a State we can overcome this and build something 
fantastic for Tasmanians in the long term

1755 12-Aug-23 Neil Spark

Use of native plants and trees throughout the 
Truth and Reconciliation park, a performance 
space and shops that sell exclusively Tasmanian-
made products

A stadium should not dominate the space  Theatre, 
dance, concerts

Theatre, dance, concerts, as well business 
conferences, seminars, etc car parking, eateries Inside to make the most of the aesthetic appeal

Your questions have covered everything I can think of and 
more  Thank you for providing the opportunity to give my 
opinion

1756 12-Aug-23 Neil Spark
The use of Tasmanian building products, trees 
and plants unique to the state

Such as stadium isn t needed  The Field of Dreams 
movies – build-it-and-they-will-come notion – will to 
happen in reality  Charles Touber's excellent Talking 
Point in the Mercury a few months ago put a cogent 
argument about why national and international 
performers won't come here just because there's a 
stadium  And football is already played at Bellerive and 
Launceston stadiums

Nothing more than what numerous venues already 
provide  Is there a demand for a conference centre? A huge carpark, access to bus services, and eateries

1757 12-Aug-23 Sukey Johnson

We have under-utilised football grounds at the TCA 
and North Hobart redevelop these instead  A stadium 
the size the AFL  requires will be hard to fill look at how 
unsuccessful the stadium in Dunedin NZ has been

Too expensive, contract with AFL has too many penalties for 
Tassie tax payers

1758 12-Aug-23 Kerry Gaynor

Some of the most enjoyable areas to visit on the 
mainland are sunny open low lying areas with 
water views, a combination of Tasmanian focused 
business,you can have people dress historically 
and verbally tell the story of Tasmania, visually 
you can tell of different stories of our past
Small to medium events could be often and have 
a uniquely intimate feel, we can build the area 
slowly, firstly laying down the foundations of 
something special

Narrow focus, let's consider the majority here, I 
personally would not like to see a stadium

Really ANOTHER conference centre, we already have 
enough,pulling trade from already established 
conference centres? Bad move

How about the top of the domain for this stadium you 
wrongly feel the majority of TASMANIANS want ,3 entry 
and exit roads already installed

Accommodation above ,Business below, NO noisy 
Stadium,btw (have you ever heard the human roar of a 
full stadium, or the ground rocking tremor of a good 
concert) cafes and restaurants in an outdoor facing food 
court including food van (train)

How about some more discussion on more appropriate 
location for the stadium, my Family stepped ashore in Van 
diemans land 1804  Very proud Tasmanian

1759 12-Aug-23 Roberto Di Martino

You’ll never make it feel ‘uniquely Tasmanian” as 
you don’t have a culture to draw on  Tourism 
promotion belongs elsewhere  A small 5,000 seat 
outdoor amphitheater to showcase local and 
mainland musicians of all genres as well as local 
and mainland theatre and opera events

I totally reject the ridiculous stadium farce  We have 
two stadia in Tasmania that at are suitable for afl   This 
is an unwanted and unneeded conservative folly  We 
cannot afford it and I’ll do all I can to stop it

We have enough conference centres  We should 
waste such a unique site for such wasteful 
constructions

It is not a multipurpose stadium, it is a ridiculous and 
ludicrous idea  Make do with Bellerive  You have t even 
asked the people if they want this stupid  stadium idea  
I’m sure they’d tell you they would prefer more doctors 
and houses and road infrastructure etc etc

I would like for you to stop with these questions and ask 
the people if they want a stadium  Stop assuming this 
stadium crap is wanted or is a fait accompli, it isn’t

I’d like for you to step up and look at buildings such as 
Guggenheim Bilbao, or NSW Arts centre, or the Opera House 
for inspiration for a unique world class building complex to 
attract international visitors and enrich the young of Tasmania  
An expensive unwanted stadium will only attract bogans  We 
cannot afford it, we don’t need it  Now remove the stadium 
from your plans, grow up and think again

1760 12-Aug-23 Roberto Di Martino Parklands, open air 5,000 seat amphitheatre
No stadium  Not wanted, can’t afford it, don’t want afl in 
Mac point at all We have enough conference centres, not essential None, because it won’t be built

None, won’t be built  You need to put a stadium to a 
vote, so we can reject it outright

Think Guggenheim Bilbao and you’ll get what direction I think 
you should be going in

1761 12-Aug-23 Gavin Rigby By not dominating the space with a stadium I would not attend the stadium for any event!

There is no need for a conference centre at Mac Point! 
Conference centres abound in Hobart and Tasmania, 
to the point that most are grossly under ultilised  
Conference centres are not for the general public and 
this space SHOULD be all about  the people, not the 
elite business community

I would like to see proof of how such an immense  structure as 
a stadium, that would essentially be empty for 75% of the year, 
more like 80%, and totally dominates the Mac Point and Hobart 
waterfront  precinct, is supposed to unite everything around it   
A stadium of that size will overshadow  its immediate 
surroundings   It would not be a core for the precinct, but an 
incredible blight on the landscape  An unbelievable and 
incredibly poorly conceived concept!

1762 12-Aug-23 David Kernke The Mack Point area is not suitable for a Stadium
The site is not suitable for the development of a 
stadium

The site is not suitable for the development of a 
stadium

The site is not suitable for the development of a 
stadium The site is not suitable for the development of a stadium

It would be a backward step to develop a stadium on this site   
Totally inappropriate

1763 12-Aug-23 Annie Boxhall

A market area, a combination of Salamanca and 
Farmers Markets
Local musicians, theatre productions No stadium No stadium No stadium

I would like to see serious consideration of the vision put 
forward by the group headed up by Kate Warner  
I feel strongly that Mac Point is NOT the right site for a stadium

1764 12-Aug-23 Kirrily Moore
Open air arena, speciality timbers, museum 
exhibition spaces, of course Dark Mofo continues I do not think we need another stadium I don’t think we need an additional conference centre

I do not think we need another stadium and the 
additional facilities required I do not think we need another stadium

A state-wide plebiscite on the the stadium - then we can be 
sure what the Tasmanian people want

1765 12-Aug-23 Mike Willson

Use the MONA plan - they had great ideas and 
have built a superb vibe for Hobart  They are far 
more imaginative and innovative increating 
vibrant spaces and events than any under-utilised 
Stadium will ever do
Also housing is everywhere and can be anywhere 
else NOT here on this iconic site  Re-use office 
blocks and  car sale yards for inner city housing 
developments - they don't have to be and 
shouldn't be waterfont - that is for everyone to be 
able to use - Hobartians, visitors and tourists alike

Dark Park, MONA events, Antarctic precinct, cafes, 
parkland, Eden Project, Iconic cultural and Aboringinal 
reconcilaition park  Walkway out into river and more 
NOT  a bloody Stadium OK!

Put it somewhere else not here - its business focussed 
and the Grand Chancellor already does conferences - 
it needs to be iconic world leading NEW ideas which 
just don't exist in Hobart now! Think new festivals incl  
music festivals and public gatherings outdoors NOT in 
a massive closed in stadium of which we have Bellerive 
which is already adequate for AFL games and could 
be extended/modified etc

NO Stadium - forget Stadium its the wrong place and 
ruins the site it must be open -not closed off with 40m 
high walls for 200 m long - that is sacrilidege for this 
iconic site

Follow the already agreed MONA plan - no Stadium, No 
conference centre, no housing - be IMAGINATIVE and 
ICONIC - look at other places with fabulous vibes - 
Brisbane's waterfront, Sydneys waterfront, Paris and 
London, Cape Town and Buenos Aires - be different ! 
None have a crass stadium blocking the view and 
preventing access to their rivers - neither should we!

Yes like I've said a better, different imaginative approach - 
Eden Project, Antartcic park, reconciliation and Aborginal 
heritage site, river walkway and meeting point hub for 
transport routes - NOT A huge stadium that bullys the site and 
surroundings and trashes the iconic feel and essence of thsi 
special place - DO better - MUCH better! ASK MONA for an 
updated version of their plan with Gondwana links and vibe

1766 12-Aug-23 Michael Wilden
Build a roofed stadium so artist and sporting 
events can happen all year round in comfort Concerts soccer rugby afl cricket Bars resteraunts meeting places Both Just get it built  Let’s not miss this once in a lifetime opportunity

1767 12-Aug-23 Katrina Devereux Great designs AFL concerts Concerts theatre Bars cafes Outside
Please go ahead so Tassie can have something that the rest of 
the Australian capitals have!!

1768 12-Aug-23 Shelley Piper

Have interactive experiences - like the Jorvik 
Centre in the UK,  have a proper convict-
aboriginal-military themed experience  Daily 
shows highlighting what the Tasmanian convict 
era was like I’d like a stadium but not at Mac Point

Nothing that hasn’t been done before, or elsewhere  
There’s nothing original about that

It shouldn’t even be considered without a complete 
public transport overhaul Outside the stadium in its own little “Old Hobart Town”

Please refer to my emails  Please consider creating something 
TRULY UNIQUE that would be an amazing drawcard for 
Tasmania  A stadium would only create congestion and traffic 
MAYHEM  We need more trees and shade in the city, outdoor 
play areas for children, and importantly a space where 
Aboriginal culture can be honoured alongside our amazing 
convict past  Please let THAT be what this space is about  
Thank You !

1769 12-Aug-23 Tim Scott
Use of Tasmanian Timbers, our flora and fauna 
themes  connection to the sea

Sports- AFL, Soccer, Rugby, Cricket, concerts, 
conventions  monster trucks

Political, business conferences of national bodies or 
unions as an example

Public transport hub, jetty for river ferry, light 
rail/electric train terminus (smaller train cars) like at 
Atlanta airport

Both then those who can’t attend events have an option 
and flexibility of opening hours

Push the positives as the negative minority who just don’t want 
change are holding this great state back



1770 12-Aug-23 Ben Bovill

A new multipurpose stadium would enhance the 
Mac Point precinct, it should be a unique design 
that showcases Hobart maritime heritage and its 
close proximity to the wharf  It's an amazing 
location and a new stadium would be a major 
drawcard for international and national events 
because of the location at Mac Point, it's the 
perfect location and would complement the 
already amazing waterfront area including 
Salamanca

If the stadium is going to have a roof as proposed it will 
cater for a large range of events due to being enclosed 
and undercover (all weather)
Sporting experiences including AFL and AFLW, Cricket - 
 Test, One day and Big Bash, Soccer, 
commonwealth/Olympic game events, basketball, 
basically large scale sporting events that currently arnt 
held into Tasmania as there is not a suitable venue  
Concerts, conferences, arts performances - i e musicals, 
ballet, large scale touring performances  Major 
conventions - boat shows, car shows etc

Conventions, national/international rallies/meetings  
Major exhibitions  Performances  Broadcasts - for 
example world cup soccer events such as the recent 
game between the Matildas and France which was 
broadcast live at venues like rod laver arena

Transport Hub, Ferry Terminal, Car Parking, Public 
Toilets, Green spaces - i e  parks with BBQ areas and 
playground  A square with large screen for viewing 
sports being played in the stadium - particularly for sold 
out games  Space for live music  Beer gardens  All of 
the facilities listed below

Definitely both, in the stadium you need food venues 
both high end and budget, corporate areas, private 
function rooms all overlooking the ground  You need 
bars and merchandise shops  
Cafes, restaurants, accommodation, shops should also 
surround the stadium

The development of Maq Point is a project of major 
significance for Tasmania and needs to be developed as a 
world class facility that Tasmanians can be proud of for many 
years and generations to come  The impotance of making it 
world class and uniquely Tasmanian can not be understated 
and its important that politics do not undermine the process 
and that the project is properly funded and not restricted by 
budget limitations  Their needs to be a staged process for the 
development of the MAQ POINT precinct and funding sourced 
and allocated according to each stage such as what has 
occured with the living city project in Devonport  It will be 
important that the private sector has avenues to invest in the 
development i e  hotel chains, restaurant chains etc to ensure 
their is a buy in from the industries that will surround/support 
the stadium precinct  Its a very exciting time for Tasmania and I 
and many others are very supportive of the work that is being 
done to develop a new multipurpose stadium at MAQ point, its 
a once in a lifetime opportunity so lets make it count!

1771 12-Aug-23 John Devries

In the building design  Just need some clever 
architecture to make it look impressive and to 
blend with the existing buildings Footy, cricket, soccer and concerts Yeah, why not include a conference centre as well

Bus stops, maybe light rail terminal? Good pedestrian 
linkages to the waterfront and the domain Outside That's all  Just get it built please! :-)

1772 12-Aug-23 Katrina Baillie Local history Sports and concerts Any types of conferences As above On the waterside
1773 12-Aug-23 Kevin Medhurst Don’t know Sport, AFL, Concerts Don’t know Restaurant, Shops, Open spaces Both
1774 12-Aug-23 Sandra Hudd All, concerts, large events, conferences Parking Both

1775 13-Aug-23 Shane Cranfield
Stadium hall of fame aboriginal  artefacts grassed 
areas All sports concerts

Meetings visitors from the mainland to witness our 
heritage  hall of fame aboriginal  art   The way tassie 
people would welcome everyone Eateries clubs grassed family areas Possibly both I think

1776 13-Aug-23 Mark Brown By using Tasmanian timber and our heritage
Soccer,  NRL, Concerts, Music Festivals, Shows, 
Basketball A grassed area with seating Inside and outside A beautifully designed stadium for all Tasmanians

1777 13-Aug-23 Michael Higgins It will showcase itself once AFL starts here All sports and events Not sure it could be anything It’s got every think in the city Outside
This would be the best thing to  happens in Tasmania for sure I 
can’t wait to be a member

1778 13-Aug-23 Diana Hudson By having a Tasmanian AFL team AFL football games and concerts
Macquarie Point is so close to Hobart city that people 
would walk into the city for a meal or drinks Both

1779 13-Aug-23 Corry Van den Broek
Learn from precincts like the Optus stadium in 
Perth There is no limit on what events are possible World class facilities will attract many events Listed Outside the stadium

Don’t let this unique opportunity slip bye  This will put Tassie 
on the map

1780 13-Aug-23 Andrew Brodribb Roof walks

1781 13-Aug-23 David Payne Designed with all local input through this site

All sport,concerts,extended taste of tasdie  Turf running 
to outclass The Stall Gift  Baseball, what ever fits  
ANZAC DAY FOOTY WITH THE 11AM SERVICE AND 
PARADE N Mrch from site to stadium Hospitalaty,transport hub Both Build It Now

1782 13-Aug-23 Ricky Neads Make it Unique World sport and concerts Depends on the size Rest areas Outside
1783 13-Aug-23 David Champ

1784 13-Aug-23 John Davies

Use Tasmanian timbers in the stadium & setup 
Design Tasmania (one in L’ton) on ground floor of 
stadium to showcase Tasmanian timber products, 
etc

Sports, exhibitions, conferences/conventions & 
concerts/entertainment Unlimited

Bus stops, drop off points for vehicles, ferry terminal & 
secure bicycle storage

On the outside of the stadium to give maximum seating 
capacity  Could have internal access to these businesses Assume fixed roof is translucent ?

1785 13-Aug-23 Chris Whybrow
An expansion of the wharf area encorporating art, 
culture and histoey Concerts, sporting events and expos

Anything from business conferences, to expos to 
student exams and private functions Transport hub, bars, stores and resteraunts Both definately

A central sporting, cultural and historical place for all 
Tasmanians and visitors to share  New area and facilities will 
breathe life into the state

1786 13-Aug-23 wayne thurston
use a lot of tasmanian resources in the stadium 
build afl football , sporting events & concerts just about everything and and anything toilets , handicap parking only both

i think the main use should multi purpose , i also think great 
care&  incorporation of the cenotah in any future plans

1787 13-Aug-23 Donald Holland Via a multipurpose stadium Sport, concerts, festivals Special events Culture centre, veteran wall Both Grass areas with bbqs

1788 13-Aug-23 Rob Otto

Use the Multi Purpose Stadium and hotel 
accommodation to enable many unique events, 
sports and conferences to the area, e g Soccer on 
the big screen at the stadium as suggested in 
Melbourne

Sports, Events such as 4wd shows, concerts, using the 
big screen to present significant events Anyting currently offered interstate

Transport hubs, ferry terminal, hotels, cafes, bars and 
any business that operate within this space

Both, the area needs to be activated when there are no 
events on also

Please keep this area as a public space, allowing private 
housing investment in this public area will privatise the area, 
the stadium and associated business keeps this whole space as 
public  This is an amazing opportunity to activate the area with 
federal funding assistance

1789 13-Aug-23 Jason Green Anything
Weddings, graduations, dinners, the opportunities are 
endless Both

Make the stadium as big as you can:) and as high tech as we 
can

1790 13-Aug-23 Annette Skelly

Showcase Tasmanian produce, art, advertise 
Tasmanian tourism experiences such as mountain 
bike riding, caves, Cradle Mountain etc as well as 
our sporting heroes, war heroes and community 
champions Any sports, concerts, expos

Bring in corporate people to Tas, expos for different 
types of products or hobbies, like home or boat 
shows, the list is endless! Parking, open space, trees, obviously public toilets Both

I disagree with affordable housing being part of the precinct, I 
agree there should be more affordable housing but not in this 
location

1791 13-Aug-23 Andrew Skeggs
I am sure people with better designs sill than me 
can come up with something

Obviously AFL and BBL cricket will be the major tenants 
of he stadium  Having a stadium will enable Hobart to 
host other major sporting events that  such as soccer or 
Rugby world cup  These type of events are national 
events we currently miss out on  It makes the state feel 
left out and more isolated from events that bring the 
rest of Australia together  

As the stadium will be the 2nd biggest indoor arena in 
Australia other non sporting or concert events could be 
attracted to the venue

Conferences are big business  Having more 
conferences in Hobart and the venue to hold larger 
conferences, will further stimulate the need for more 
hotels and hospitality venues  The growth in such 
infrastructure will further enable Hobart to hold more 
major events that attract people from interstate and 
obviouls give local more entertainment options

Ferry and bus terminals 
Increase parking options on the Domain  Perhaps use 
some of the existing ovals

Perhaps some of these venues can be built attached to 
the outside of the stadium, so the can be used for events 
in the stadium and for the general public outside the 
stadium, when stadium events are not being held  
A big screen on the outside of the stadium that 
overlooks a large public space

Having stadium that host major events based in or near a CBD 
is very import  Other cities have learnt suburban venues do not 
work well, so they moved into the CBD   

We are in competition with other states for events and to 
attract and retain AFL players  We need great facilities to give 
us the best chance of success with attracting events and 
players  

It is clear many in the public do not understand that city 
stadiums work best and having makeshift facilities hidden in 
the suburbs does not give us the best chance of success  The 
also don't understand that bringing these major events into the 
city brings that atmosphere fro events into the city and creates 
that culture of attending big events  

More needs to be done convey to the public why city stadiums 
work best  Other small cites like Townsville or Dunedin have 
successfully built city stadiums that hold major events, so why 
cant we  

Many people also don't seem to realise we already do have 
some largish events in the city and people know where to park  
Again more needs to be done to inform the public what we 
already can facilitate in the city crowd and parking wise, and 
additional public transport for stadium events will only make it 

1792 13-Aug-23 Jenny Crowden Sports, concerts, functions Car parking, restaurants Both

I am fed up with nothing being done at Mac Point  The amount 
of money already spent must be ridiculous  Constructive action 
needs to happen immediately

1793 13-Aug-23 Linda Drummond Get Mona to design it Concerts, bike races, sailing regattas
Both- needs a cafe dedicated to serving cheese on toast 
with wine

I would like to see provisions for community groups and clubs 
(such as scouts) to be incorporated into the design

1794 13-Aug-23 Lynn Mackrill Focus on Tasmanian made Sports events  concerts  cultural events Must we have a conference centre Transport Both



1795 13-Aug-23 Ashlee Austbo

Function rooms themed with Tasmanian natural 
heritage, places, timber species, flora and fauna 
themes Sports, AFL, soccer, rugby, cricket, music concerts Tours, big screen karaoke

High frequency Public transport hub  Bike storage, 
meeting spaces to gather before or after an event

Large, wide dedicated pedestrian walkways or bridges from 
the CBD  Integrated, high frequency public transport with park 
and ride stations

1796 13-Aug-23 James Payne Sport and concerts Both

I don't think that affordable (or otherwise)  housing is 
appropriate for this site  Having residents nearby will create 
pressure for curfews on night matches or concerts

1797 13-Aug-23 Santosh Subedi Dont know much Afl and  A league games Concerts Hotels Both please Just build it already

1798 13-Aug-23 Sebastian Burgess

An important point is to create a precinct for 
locals and visitors  seven  days each week - not an 
area that shines only during events and special 
occasions There is no place for a stadium at Mac Point See comments above

The Bence Mulchay concept plan outlines a far superior 
precinct visition

               
conceived 'thought bubble' that doesn't meet the social, 
financial or sporting aspirations of Tasmanians  We should not 
be blackmailed by the AFL to build a stadium in order to have 
a Tasmanian AFL team  The business case does not show 
financial viability - our health, housing and education needs far 
exceed the frivolous egos of the AFL and the Tasmanian 
government  
A large ugly stadium so close to Hobart's historic waterfront is 
not a good fit  The requirement for an additional  training 
facility and administration spaces only adds insult to injury, 
particularly if even more public open spacde at Montague Bay 
is surrendered for it's construction  Hobart already has two 
important sport centres at North Hobart and Belerive that can 
readily be adapted to meet the needs of a Tasmanian AFL 
team  Launcestion also has a facility that could be readily 
upgraded as necessary

1799 13-Aug-23 Felicia Mathers

Hire architects/designers/landscapers with flair & 
imagination & access to a decent budget - ban 
the self-serving egoists with more aspirations 
than talent - Hobart has enough examples of their 
ghastly monstrosities

This piece of land is too precious to be squandered in 
this manner - re-devlop other venues on the city's 
outskirts - see Brisbane's examples of Lang Park, & the 
'Gabba - both outside the city & accessible by public 
transport - & space for car parking

The Cultural Centre would have space for those that 
are currently served by Wrest Point/Grand Chancellor N/A N/A

Hobart needs more green spaces - parklands; a decent 
exhibition building to replace the cringe inducing Mac 2; 
DON'T include housing - this is PUBLIC LAND not an 
opportunity for developers; the above suggestions would not 
impinge on the amenity of the Cenotaph & would be a 
showcase of the city's sophistication

1800 13-Aug-23 Charles Gregory

Tasmanian produce at surrounding businesses, 
statues and art pieces reflecting notable 
Tasmanians (possibly sporting themed near the 
stadium)

All kinds - keep it as flexible a venue as possible   AFL, 
cricket, football, rugby league, rugby union, concerts, 
Hobart Show, Royal Hobart Regatta, Dark Mofo

All kinds of conferences, gatherings, showWhat types 
of businesses and organisations would you like to see 
as part of the Mac Point Precinct?
Hospitality type businesses - bars, restaurants, 
including family friendly options   Showcase local 
produce and liquor  Things that supplement the 
stadium - not residential
How do you anticipate getting to and from of Mac 
Point and what would you like to see to help you move 
around the site?
Due to where I live I would probably drive and park in 
the CBD, but integrated ferry (to all parts of Hobart) 
and rapid bus services on the northern suburbs transit 
line will be vital to the success of the site
Are there any facilities that you would like to see to 
make the Precinct feel safe and accessible?
General passive security design features (e g  lighting 
and line-of-sight visibility)
How can we showcase Tasmania through events, 
spaces and the design of Mac Point and make it feel 
uniquely Tasmanian?
Tasmanian produce at surrounding businesses, statues 
and art pieces reflecting notable Tasmanians (possibly 
sporting themed near the stadium)
s and expos!

Outside of the businesses listed previously, general 
wayfinding and meeting spaces   Bike and scooter 
parking  (Car drivers would be better suited to the 
existing CBD parking)
Big screens!  See the FIFA Womens World Cup live sites 
for an example  Integrate this into the surrounding 
areas

Definitely both  Outside would keep the generic precinct 
active on non-event days  Inside is necessary so that 
people can quickly and easily get food, etc  and avoid 
missing out on too much of the match

The stadium will be an architectural centrepiece of the city   
Someone such as Darklab should in involved in the outside 
look of the venue  They could make it look amazing
The stadium should be capable of being lit up with multicolour 
LEDs so it can be customised for specific teams (e g  purple for 
Hurricanes matches, red for Dark Mofo, green/gold for national 
team events),
Please do not cut things for budget reasons to keep certain 
political players quiet  The quality of the venue is more 
important than the price

1801 13-Aug-23 Rob Tyquin Everything Bars café’s restaurants hotels Native plants and trees Brighter future for all through new sport’s precinct

1802 13-Aug-23 Charles Gregory

Tasmanian produce at surrounding businesses, 
statues and art pieces reflecting notable 
Tasmanians (possibly sporting themed near the 
stadium)

All kinds - keep it as flexible a venue as possible   AFL, 
cricket, football, rugby league, rugby union, concerts, 
Hobart Show, Royal Hobart Regatta, Dark Mofo All kinds of conferences, gatherings, shows and expos!

Outside of the businesses listed previously, general 
wayfinding and meeting spaces   Bike and scooter 
parking  (Car drivers would be better suited to the 
existing CBD parking)
Big screens!  See the FIFA Womens World Cup live sites 
for an example  Integrate into the surrounding areas for 
example

Definitely both  Outside would keep the generic precinct 
active on non-event days  Inside is necessary so that 
people can quickly and easily get food, etc  and avoid 
missing out on too much of the match

T e stad um w ll be a  a ch tectu al ce t ep ece o  t e c ty   
Someone such as Darklab should in involved in the outside 
look of the venue  They could make it look amazing
The stadium should be capable of being lit up with multicolour 
LEDs so it can be customised for specific teams (e g  purple for 
Hurricanes matches, red for Dark Mofo, green/gold for national 
team events),
Please do not cut things for budget reasons to keep certain 
political players quiet  The quality of the venue is more 
important than the price
[Note: The first time I submitted this the page just cleared and I 
wasn't sure if it worked - so resubmitting]

1803 13-Aug-23 Frances Verrier

Stop following the orders of mainland AFL 
organisations for a start! Listen to the people who 
live in Tasmania, who just want something simple, 
tasteful and reflecting our history  We don't need 
to look like the rest of the world - let's be unique  
NO stadium!

Soccer, although it's never likely to be shown on an 
oval field and I'm never likely to attend or use this white-
elephant facility

The same as the Derwent Entertainment Centre and 
Blundstone Arena already provides! Major public transport

Irrelevant because all this will do is take business from 
the CBD  If it's in the stadium one would presume profits 
would be compromised  with benefits to a minority

Honesty, transparency,  and an independently audited 
business case on the NET economic benefits to the Tasmanian 
people



1804 13-Aug-23 Cuan Petheram

Keep the design of Mac Point in keeping with its 
heritage surrounds  We have already trashed too 
much of Hobart's heritage architecture to pollute 
what little remains with a backdrop of a hideous 
concrete stadium  Don't follow the development 
at all cost brigade's mantra that everyone else 
has X so we need X  The reason why Tasmania is 
so unique is that we haven't gone down the same 
path as everyone else

I do NOT want a multipurpose stadium at Mac Point  It 
is not the right place and it is not necessary  If I were to 
attend any event at a stadium it would be a round ball 
football (ie soccer) match  Watching soccer or any 
rectangular sport on oval stadiums is horrendous 
experience - I wouldn't go  There is not one single 
rectangular stadium in all of Tasmania yet soccer has 
the most number of registered players of any sport in 
Tasmania and three times that of AFL!

What the Derwent Entertainment Conference Centre 
already provides

You won't have any meaningful space if you build this 
white elephant stadium

It is irrelevant  Whether or not the shops are inside the 
stadium or outside the stadium, all they will do is 
redistribute spending from elsewhere in Hobart and 
Tasmania and concentrate it at Mac Point  Given it is 
proposed that this stadium is going to be built using 
public funds I do not want to see any businesses inside 
the stadium as I can only assume that the revenue from 
these businesses will then go to a small select group of 
individuals and the AFL

Honesty, transparency, proper process, decency and stop 
trying to deceive the people of Tasmania  The costing and 
economic information you provided to accompany this survey 
is deceitful in the extreme   I call you out, as I do the Rockliff led 
Liberal government, the AFL, News Limited’s Mercury 
newspaper and other local media and all those other 
organisations and individuals who blindly regurgitate the 
governments commissioned ‘promotional material’ that a new 
stadium at Macquarie Point would be an “economic 
powerhouse” for the state  In actual fact peer reviewed analysis 
of past stadium builds and new sporting teams indicates that 
nothing could be further from the truth, and that a new stadium 
and sporting team could actually result in a NET decrease in 
economic activity in Hobart and Tasmania, even before 
considering the opportunity cost of this grandiose reckless 
adventure  Why?

Firstly nobody, not even the Tasmanian Government or the 
AFL, are arguing that the commercial feasibility of the new 
Macquarie Point stadium and AFL team is anything but a total 
basket case  Otherwise the AFL would not be asking taxpayers 
to fork out the vast majority of not just the capital costs but 
extraordinarily the operating costs as well - something 
responsible governments very rarely ever agree too! So 
straight out of the pro-stadium playbook (see discussion in 
Bradbury et al  2022), in an attempt to justify this extravagant 
use of taxpayer dollars the Rockliff Government, the AFL, the 
Mercury and their disciples make the most outrageous and 
exaggerated claims about supposed broader economic 
benefits and flow on effects to Hobart and Tasmania  However, 
this is all smoke and mirrors  The government’s non-peer 

1805 13-Aug-23 Alison Rogers

Creat an eye shape around the stadium with 
shops, bars, cafes and gallery’s call it the 
Tasmanian eye  Use Tasmanian timber, a Huon 
pine feature wall, use Tasmanian aboriginal art, 
include native plants,

Football, afl football, rugby, music concerts, 
conferences, charity fundraiser, carols, art exhibition, 
award events, Seated events, active team building games,

1806 13-Aug-23 Andrew Nichols
Use locally sourced materials to build everything 
and give the entire precinct a Tasmanian flavour

Sports, concerts, conferences, the possibilities are 
endless but there is no possibility of any of it including 
a team of it doesn't go ahead

Many to a wide range of businesses and companies 
from local, interstate and international

The city pretty much has everything to do this, hotels, 
food, drink, experiences  A Tasmanian sports museum 
would be great on site to

Probably both, you ll have stadium tours as well so 
interior business would gain from that, conferences and 
match day events, while the outer area will benefit 24/7 
for as long as the businesses located there want to be 
open, it will be a talking point and the centrepiece of 
Hobart becoming a real city and not a big country town 
like it's currently perceived

Please, please get state labour on board, they're so blindsided 
by their apparent political gain from denying the state of this 
development and yet they're going completely against their 
federal leader who sees the endless opportunities with the 
area  Lets get this done or forever remain the laughing stock 
we currently are to rest of the country and the world

1807 13-Aug-23 Lance Shutt

If a world class stadium is built using the best 
audio and visual effects, people will leave with a 
positive outlook and pass on the positivity

Any sport, music shows, entertainment for large 
amount of people in a controlled environment

State, national and international would show case 
Tasmania Maintenance for building, sound and visual

On the outside mainly but a few on the inside would 
work ok

If the membership for a Tasmanian AFL team exceeds the 
capacity of the stadium can the size be increased economically?

1808 13-Aug-23 Adrian Patch Have a roofed stadium A wide variety of sports Water taxis, food and alcohol experiences Lots of accommodation Outside so everyone can use them NO housing




